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FOREWORD

ro

.

The 1977 Conference of the Natio 1 Association for EmAronman,tal
lAutatiOn, April 24'-26, attracted Estes Park, Colorado more than
three hundred persons with a broad ande'of interests in environmental.

education. The papers that were presented covered the widest spectrum
that h'as as yet been pr'esentedi'az an NAEE conference. The papers
selected for inclusion-in Curfent_Issues.in Environmental Education -,

III were organized into clusters, represen,tative of the ,conference. The

largest clusters concern values, turriculuM andecaching/learning.
Each of these groupings is comprised of a fine -tollection- of materials.
In addition, there areexcellent papers on energy, internal-opal
education; population - population education and the natural
environment. .

. -

This is the third in a series of annual publications utilizing_ papers

presented at the NAEE Annual_ Conference. ThiA annual Publication_is

an ongoing seri& designed to add to the information and knowledge
available concerning.environmental edutation. =Though all of the papers

sUbMitted could not be included in the publieatiOn, all contributions

'-were-appraciated and most will be made avai=lable- through ERIC.

The. editor takes this opportunity to recvnize the'indispensible work

of those who served as associate editors and to thetcontributorsor
their professional efforts.

The Association wishes to expresi its sincereAappreciation.0 the

ERIC Center for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental Education for

sponsoring the publication and to John Disinger korllis cooperation.

and patience.

-r

Robert H. McCabe
Editor

September 1927 '
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ENERGY CONSERVATION: BY CHOICE OR BY FORCE

Kevin C. Gottlieb
Michigan State University

.

Easelnsing, Michigan

Since 1947, U.S. energy consumption has more than doubled - from 33,to 75 quad-

rillion B.T.D. annually. According to Department of Interior projections, U.S.

energy consumption in the year 2000 will require 192 quadrillion aboUt

two and one half times our 4 level of 75 quadrillion. In order to meet the

projection for the year 20(10, the U.S. would hove to import 61 quadrillionB.T.U.,

of oil and gap;-which is'equal to our entire national energy consumption for the

year 68. Where will this. energy come from.

In 1974, the average American Used twice as much energy as the average English-

man, two and one half times as much as the average German, and four and one half

,time's as much as the average Japanese. Today, three years-after the Arab oil

embargo, our performancB in 'this comparison is worce, not better. Why is this

the case?
4

.

Within the past two weeks, governmental studies'revea4ed 'e serious error in com-

- putihg the amount ,of known world oil and 'natural gas reserves. Therefore,

imported energy, our current source for sustaining rampaging energy needs, may

not be available for as long a period as previously believed:
4".

Moreover, since it takes from three to ten years to bring on line a new oil

field, iand two'to five years for new coal mines, and ten'years for nu-Clear plants,

one might ask justifiably, "What will this nation do?" President Carter has out-

.,
linesi one plan for proceeding, which I will examine at the end of this paper.

Re is'correct in stressing the importance of energy conservation, but toes his

new energy conservation policy go far enough? Will it make people conserve? I

Spbmit that the absence of adequate mandatory, coercive measures dooms his

polieY.toTall short of the savings needed, for this society.

If the U.S. gamed ten percent on total energy consumption, it.would-be the

eqpimalent of developing 200,000 new oil wells,or developing 2930 new coal

mines, .or building 211 additional nuclear plants. Seen in the light ofthese.

figures, there is powerful logic for choosing the course of energy, conservation.

Why is this nation turning to energy conservation only now, and why is the

government proposing so little so late?

This paper exan.ines the energy conservation problem from the perspective of

public policy analysis, specifically policy development and implementation. iIhe

author will contend'that of three possible economic systems: capitalist, so-

cialirt, and non-hierarchical, the U.S. operates'a predominantly capitalist

system which is structurally incapable of responding adequately to a problem of

the current magnitude of U.S. energy conservation. After explaining some of the.

jnadequapies of the present system, examples will be given of one other system,

operating in Sweden, which has functioned more effectively to conserve effergy:

Of the nations in the International EriergY Agency (IEA),, Sweden finished first

while the U.S. placed list, in energy savings per capita. 'Someohe should ask

why this s so? This paper will offer some tentative answers.

I*
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Following the comments on Sweden, there will be an explanation of the new Carter

energy/policy and some suggestions lor modifying that policy, in substance and

procedure,in order to achieve the necessar/ nergy savings.

N
To analyze the current status of energy conserve ion policy, one might examine.

four dimensions: the genesis of the policy; the velopment of the policy, the

implementation of the policy; and, finally, the fe dback on the policy.

It is doubtful that the U.S. would have embarked on an energy conservation policy

simply becauLe the finite nature of present energy sources becametkriown. Indeed,

the finite dimension which has p46pted our nation 0 act now is only a secondary

consideration for most people: The primary consideration, at most levels, is that

we have finally realized that even if we wanted to allow our rate of energy use

to continue to grow at 4.6% per year until the sources were totally exhausted, we

could not place those increased supplies on line fast enough to meet the growing

demand. Therefore, in order to avoid immediate dislocation in the economic,
political, social, and psychological sectors, it has beCome necessary for the .

policy planners in this society to become more assertive and more directive than

is conventionally acceptable., To be sure, these policy- makers also understand

the finite nature of energy resources. _That alone, hokwever, would not have been

adequate to constitute the genesis for a policy change which requires so many

elements of control. The knowledge, for example, that there may be only three

decades of liquid fossil fuel supply remaining would not sufficiently congeal

public political support tothe point where the public, through thit Congress,

would accept controls on their lives. The sad truth is that the majority of the

voting public would interpret the estimated three decades as a cushion of time

against which the nation could bounce until the next technological Erick'saves

us again.

While it is true that environmental groups and resource specialists have lobbied

for energy &nservr.tion, their political influence has been limited by the size

of their numbers. Far more influential have been those interests which argue
that-more energy means more jobs which translates as a healthier economy. Clear-

ly; this "more energy" philosophy is a spurious,qqe if it is supposed to be, a

guarantee of more jo13)s. Economists for the Chase Manhattan'Yank estimate that

at the present energy growth rate, the energy industry must borrow more than

- one trilliOn dollars in the next ten years to finance oil exploration, power

A plant'construction, and other major capital energy investments. If they were to

'
'follow this course, there would not be enough capital left over to build the

factories, autos; and other items to use that energy. Moreover, the construction

of power plants creates fewer jobs per dollar than:almost ally other form of

capital investment. Indeed, en the jobs issue, if zero energy growth were

properly managed, the economy and tine number of jabs could continue to grow,

albeit Modestly. A recent study, distributed by U.S. Representative Morris
UdaWs committee in the House, demonstrates that environmental protection has
created more than a million jobs even though less than ten percent of the pollu-
tion control requirements so far haVe been satisfied. More jobs are possigie in

water treaEment.plants, solid waste recovery, waste heat recovery, general re-

,4esource recovery, and mass transportation. Obviously in waste heat recovery and

solid waste recovery, there is potential for enormous energy savings which could

more than' coMpent"ate for energy needs in these job areas.

.

The point whicti.Must be stressed on the genesis of the new energy conservation.

policy is that the public as aNymajority has not fundamentally dhanged.its level

of awareness or increased its understanding. This sad conclusion aigurs badly'
' I

4
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.our future:. Two'revelatio.s in the past month prompt my assessment. First, the

President's energy policy team headed by James Schlesinger' reveals that they

spent $350,000 to solicit energy conservation suggestions from the public. After

'spending $17.50 for each response2 they now know that "few people seem to expect

to suffer deep or lasting hardships.' Second, a recent nation-wide Gallop poll
found that a si,zable majority of the public still does not believe that energy

is a serious problem'

In a democratic society, with a system of free enterprises, how vigorous will the

legislative policy planners be in t.ontrolling public consumption when they real-

ize that their constituents continue to enderestimate the 'heed for control? This

disparity between the needs of the society and the knowledge of the public confuses

the policy development stage.

Contemporary discussion of a national energy policy-began during the administra-

tion of President Gerald Foid. However, the fundamental ideological split,
between a Republican executive committed to voluntary controls in the private
sector and a Democratic Congress more interested in mandatory controls from the

public sector, doomed the 1975 national energy policy to defeat. The 1975 bill,

which,passed the House Ways and Means Committee, had the following provisions:
gasoline taxes (5c per year over five years); a tax on big cars which guzzle gas;

new taxes on some industrial uses of petroleum and natural gas; tax cuts for

Americans who install insulation in their homes; oil import quotas; and new duties

to replace existing petroleum tariffs. Do tl.se sound familiar? They should!

They have just been proposed again by the Carter Wministration. Preliminary

government revenue,estimates on the 1975 House e,Lergy bill (sponsored by Repre-

sentative AI Ullman) were for a gross of $75.5'billion through 1980, with the

deduction of special refunds and exemptions leaving a net of $19.6 billion.
According to the bill, the money was to be used as an energy trust fund for find-

ing new sources of oil and developing new methods of conservation.

For political and economic reasons, the Ullman Bill never became law. This

society lost at least two precious years of scarce energyf_dnd much needed revenue.

Why is this society paralyzed when action is so urgently needed? The sides are

already being drawn on the Carter policy for what has been described as the cen-

tury's most vehement battle between a President and Congress.

The Carter energy policy has been designed by an economist, James Schlesinger,

- and approximately fifteen other policy-makers, all hand=picked by Schlesinger. '

'Most of these people have worked with him before. Few have an), energy experience,

and all but-one are under the age of forty. The policy was constructed in about

ninety'day8 of frenetic activity. While there have been substantial outside con-

sultation and effort, the size of the staff, the time available, and the magni-

tude of the problem, force this policy to be a first draft which will be modified(

by the Congress. In the Senate, where much of the legislative action will,Occur,

the Carter policy proposal will be_evaluated primarily by the Committee on Energy

and Natural Resources, chaired by Senator Henry Jackson, D-Washington. In the

House, the chief deliberative body will-be the Select Committee on Energy,

chaired by Representative Thomas Ashley, D-Ohio.

The Carter policy s a "use less -pay more policy with impact on lifestyles,

values, economics But the weight of the impact is significant

only when compared to past governmental policies. Die new energy conservation

polity is not Drdconian in any sense 6T.-that term. A good example of the
.% .
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policy's modest nature is the provision for taxing gasoline. The proposed fifty

cent tax rise is scheduled to be applied at the rate of five cents per. yearbegin-

ning in. 1979., The ptoposal has met with vi,arous opposition including that of

Senate Committee Chairman Henry Jadkson who suggested simply but firmly that the

'tax on gasoline will not go through. When one considers than an immediate in-

crease in the price of gasoline to $1.00 per gallon would mean an expenditure of

only $6.00 more per week to the average consumer,, one begins to understand how

very modest the Carter policy actually is.

The inevitable question is, of course, whether this nation can afforda policy of

such a modest nature, mildest. primarily-for, political-reasons.

Implementation of the new polticy will become the responsibility of the new.Depart-

ment of therm proposed by President Carter in January of this year. This new

agency will comprise the many disparate departmepts which have heretofore dealt

. with energy matters. Included in this amalgamation are the two most pr-

. agencies, the Federal Energy Agency (FEA) and the Energy Research an urnt

Agency ,(ERDA) . Pt-

It is a truism that the effectiveneS-S off a policy is only as strong as the policy's

implementation. If an agency fails to ,pursue implementation vigorously, it matters

little whether the ,policy is strong oriweak. Unfortunately, this failure to im-

plement has plagued'previous energy olicies. An example is the policy okforcing

utilities and large industries to swish from using oil and gas to has

been FEA policy since mid-1974 to require this switch. Indeed, the FEEL promised

the Congress that FEA would order at least 32 utility power plants to convert to

coal by the end of March, 1977. Even though many of 91ese utilities had coal

burning equipment already in place, the March deadline'.pa'Ssed and not one--single

order his been issued. Moreover, FEA issued a-similar c,,mmitment to force con-

version-with 39 other sites and not one notice of intent has been sent on those-

sites either. With this record of implementation, one has to'wonder if the pub-

lic can justifiably expect the bureaucracy's response on the Carter policy to be

any better. To-understand how crucial the previdus sentence is, one must realize

that the Carter.coal conversion plan is designed to save the nation about four

million barrels of oil a day by 1985--anticipated savings greater than any other

proposal in the Carter energy package. One can easily imagine the negative

impact which failure to iwlement would represent.

Another problem area for implementation concerns energy supply and current use

patterns. How long can the energy agencies continue to maintain that the major

emphasis in future energy supply must be consistent with current use patterns?

When will the agencies provide legislative interpretations which alter use

patterns by altering the administration of the energy policy?' Revised energy

use patterns constitute a crucial benchmark for 'Our future, Our nation must be

concerned about secohdary use patterns as well as the more primary uses for

production, home heal, and transportation. For example, how'can one alter the

public's attitude tdward the use of various-products? Victor Papanek, in his

book, Design. For thel Real World, accentuates tihe need for an attitudinal change

when he discusses the use of products'in threeecategories: bicycles, automobiles,

and general purpose industrial equipment. Each of these products have a "primary

useful product life" (measured in) years) which is substantially larger than the

"actual time (the product is) used in the U.S." Moreover, the years the product

.is used in the U.S. is also a far,smally nuniber than the actual time the item

is used in developing countries (see table onythe following page).

6 13



Primary Useful Actual Time Used Actual Time Used

Product Life in the.U.S. in 'in Underdeveloped

PrOduct in Years Years' Countries

Bicycle 25 2 75

Automobiles . 11 2.2 40+

General Purpose e ., .
'

Industrial Equipment 20 12 7+

If a nation can learn to maintain these and other products adequately and realign

the numb of years an)item- is used the U.S. with the item's "primary useful
productlife," then the energy savings would be immense. First, the proliferation

of repetitive industrialsOrOducts,would be reduced, i.e. buying a second lawnt

mower because you were careless with your first. 'Second, the.saved energy could .

be used to perform othe..: tasks which might have required new or additional energy

-outlays.

By implementing legislation with rigorous policy recommendations, agencies could
-encourage energy use which is more efficient because followinrthe converse would

be too costly in real dollars.
w

The feedback on the Carter policy has already begun. Indeed, the fe'edback'began
,

before the Policy was announced. Citizens have reacted strongly to the gasoline

tax, so strongly-in fact that the President backed away completely from a gas tax
when re4onding to the question at his citizen phone-in program. The idea of the

gas tax which had been adroitlSr,leaked, publicly, during the previous week pro-

du-ad su negative reaction that the President was forted to deny that he had

suggested a tax.

Congressional feedback, more. tentative in the-days_befipre the energy.policy
announcement, has now emerged asz,ltright,p'ralse or condemnation.- For the most

npart, the reactions are as expeed. Those Congressmen from producer- states

view some aspects of the policy as "too little, too late" and others as "too much,

too early." Members of Congress from consumer-states; while supportive of the

provisions for improved technology, are unesy when they considqr the increases

in prices permitted by the policy. Industry, as expected, opposes the taxes; the
restrictions, the ceiling on the price rises,jnd the new regulations on effi-

cienCy. Labor is concerned about the potential'loss of jobs from reduced energy
growth; management views the reduction as the end to economic expansion. And

since January, the stock market has been .unsure how to react. The feedback from c

Wail Street might be, best described in that WorldWar I expression, "watchful

waiting."

Clearly, the importance of the feedback mechanism is its ability to serve as the

.genesis for a second round of policy development. This development might assume

the form ofcalls for an entirely new policy or for modifications in the old one.
The modifications might occur through amendments to new, unrelated, legislation'

or by revised directives to agencies administering the existing policy. Using
the Carter energy'policy as an example, it is, of course, too early to plot

accurately what course the feedback will follow.

,

A,country's economic system has much to do with its policy-making processes.

Consequently the energy conservation,policy which a nation issues will, inevit-
ably, bee conditioned by the systems economic foundation and, the capacity to

respond. .

A
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"A capitalist economy may be defined as a system in which most of the productive

apparatup of society is owned by private, profit-seeking businesses. The pro-

ductionA,of different products, the division of labor, and the allocation of

other.resources are directed to some extent by the invisible hand of the market.

In addition, the majority of thepopulation earns its living from work for wages

or salaries in businesses they do not themselves own."' In a capitalist system

pressure is exerted on the employer (capitalist) as well as the employee (worker)

to expand or grow. Businesses grow and invest in new and advanced equipment
because they fear ouadated technology will mean lost markets to competitors; this

leads to bankruptcy and the return of the capitalists to the working class. The -'

fear of this failure is sufficient to ensure that profits will be maximizeeand

that a substantial amount will be reinvested. Employees hope their additional

efforts on the job will bring promotiop. Each promotion thereafter may rely on

factors such.as the number of employees under one's supervision or the amount of

business transacted by one's division. Reinvestment for growth is the obvious

compromise between capitalists who want to keep managers' salaries down and man-

agers who do not want large dividends distributed to owners. These institution-

alized incentives for growth reinforce this idea and in fct make companies
search for ways to promote the most growth in the short run, not the best growth

for society.

Governments also pursue policies to stimulate growth so their companies can com-

pete in the international market plan. This often leads countries to seek spheres

of influence in certain parts of the world where their rivals can be easily ex-

cluded.

Socialism, when contrasted with capitalism, is theoretically quite different.,

However, socialism is similarly susceptible to problems: forcing growth, spawning

a new class of bureadbrats and planners, setting' goals erroneously, and encourag-

ing artificial infallibility on the part of the government.

In theory though, a well- functioninC socialist system attempts to perform most of

the following functions: instruct enterprises to seek quality products, first,

and reasonable profits, second; get realistic output quotas (e.g. piles that alloW

for the reduction of environmental costs); provide for active intense monitoring

of governmental personnel and policies; designate industrial compliance with

environmental standards as a means to managerial promotion and reward; guarantee

employment; establish non - profit oriented incentives -(e.g. for conservation) and

encourage democratic planning-participation by the citizenry (i.e. consultation,
,

not control).

The brand of socialistic planning indicated above could operate effectively when

combined with democratic leadership. The importance of this kind of combination

is evident in what might be termed "decentralized socialism." Under this type

of system, the democratically elected leadership would stress the development of

balanced, regional economies with both agricultural and industrial dimensions.

To effect this move to regional economies, central goVernment would have to pro-

Vlde incentives for moving population and industry into less-populated areas
where the natural resources are more r,entiful. Some specialization would con-

, tinue to be necessary; hawevor, the dezision on where (i.e. in which region) it

should occur would haVe to be consistent wit' a central, pre-arranged plan. The

'Matthew Edel, Economics and the Environment (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-

,HallInc., 1973), 'p. 137.
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central plan-14°1111d delineate the allocation of resources and the coordination of

production within each region as well. In essence, the socialistic mechanism
would determine the mix of market Panning and central planning, and where the
varicus mixtures would be applied.

Capitalism and its psychology that growth is "automatically desirable" has hin-
dered conservation of energy resources in the United States. Before the tenure
of the Nixon Administration, the United States had no central agency. designated
specifically f r energy research and development. There were many federal
agencies and cabinet offices sharing research respdnsibilities in the area of
energy. This is typical of capitalism's fragmentation and overlap. :Each agency
head operates to enlarge his agency in order to extend hiepower Agencies do
not coordinate their efforts because they are competitive with other parts of the
same bureaucracy. heads and cabinet officers compete, for "political
turf." The creation of tht Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA)
and the Federal Energy Agency (FEA.) represents an effort in the direction of
coordination. The Carter Administration, dfssatisfie'd with the level of coordina-,
tion, has proposed a new cabinet office to p,...rform the function.

Another factor which has _:ontributed to the failure of energy conservation
policy 'in the U.S. is the national "growth" orientation, Most Americans are

3 not ready toaccept the finite nature of this world and our declining right-to
the limited resources. It will be difficult to convince the electorate that
conservation is in the nation's long run interest. "'This country did not con-,
serve its way to greatness', _declares chairman Madk Wallace of the Tess Rail-
road Commission which regulates oil production in Tecas. 'It produced itself
to greatness.'"2 Furthermore, it is difficult to convince environmentalists and
economists alike that conservation can be achieved without sending the economy
into a tailspin. Why? Because capitalism has failed to produce economic growth
Within a framework of energy conservation. But has the nation genuinely tried
energy conservation? "Fully 2/3 of the energy America now consumes does no
actual work - and while 1/2 that loss is the unavoidable result of physical
limits to efficiency, much.of the remainder is simply waste."3 Clearly, a new
marget has been created; technology must be developed to make engines, for
example, account more efficiently for the fuel they consume.

The U.S. must scceed in conserving oil and.natural gas. This means alternate
forms of energy, such as solar power, will raquire.massive development. 'Tax

credits, accelerated depreciation allowances, and government grants, must be
distributed to businesses which develop new methods of conservation and new
dUrces of supply.

Finally, a capitalistic system offers few occasions for the pdblic to communi-
cate meaningfully with federal agencies. Thqrsystem has failed to foster a
cooperative spirit between groups who have a stake in the outcome of energy
'policy. As a societywe remain a disparate group of conflicting powers. One
exception is the New England Energy PeliCy Council which has been'a pioneer
(now a model institution) in .0.1e-area of energy coordination. The Council
forces consensus positions on issues by mediating among utilities, oil companies,

2"How To. Save Energy," Newsweek, April 131.'1977, p. 73.
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.industries, public interest groups, and environmentalists in their organize-

tion.4 .Peihaps this democratic capitalist society requires a more systematic
method forlfprcing this kind of cgrisensus at the national level. .

vie
t

Thereis'l democratic society which has designed,such a system ,at the federal

level.' That country is Sweden. Furthermore, that SyStem has nabled Sweden

to Shatter the myth that there is a dire& relationship.betwe n per_capite

energy use and standard of livingas meastred'by gross natio product (GNP),.

AlthOUgh the GNP per,capita is higher in Sweden than in the U Sweden us4d

approxitately 60% as much energy as the U..S. to generate each do

,

lar o.£ -GNP

in 1971.5

Sweden boasts of its forced frugality. It 'should be noted that "...80% of

Sweden's total fossil fuel energy consumption is imported; and 75% of Sweden's

electrical power production comes from water Power...13.,ConSequently,,electii-4

city has been inexpensive re ative tofuelA with bothjrice arid-per capital ccin

sumption very similar to th in the United States. "Motor fuels, on 'the Other

hand,_have been taxed heavi in Sweden and per capital'cOnsuMptiOn of these

retited-:petroleum products as been far below U. S. cOnsuiption17 Ahother -factor

which explains Sweden's Willingness to conserve oil Or _home heating is its un- -
relenting winter heating season which_has acted in lieu of- higher priceS to

stimulate conservation efforts.

The underlying reason for the willirignessOf the Swedes, to conserve maybe the

same reason why Americans mill'not: the economic orientatidn. Socialist Sweden

has used its centralized means of distabuting.information, regulations, and in-

centives, to blanket the citizenry witTx knowledge of current national energy

problems. ,(This process minimizes information costs. The U. with its pro-

liferaiion of agencies and levy.s,of government makes confusion and delay in-

evitable. Consequently, publid hearings usually draw only interest groups because

the general citizenry has been inadequately informed). Evidence of the'success

of the Swedish method was demonstrated when 250,000 Swedes accepted a national,

invitation for instruction do the conservation of natural resources. Of this-

group, 10,000 people accepted two weeks additional instruction and 1,000 citizens

remained for a third course.8 These seminars not only aroused the-public about

the urgency of conservatio4 but they instructed average citizens to organize and

represent themselves at public meetings and appropriate government hearings.

4,'Removing the Rancor From Tough Disputes, Business Week, August 30, 1976,

p. 92..

5"Efficient Energy Use and Well-Being: The Swedish Example," Science, December.

3, 1976, p. 1001.

6"SwedeD: Doubts of Nuclear_ Power," Environment, Nollember, 1973, p. 43. .

7"Efficient Energy,' op cit., p. 1002.

8"POilution Control: Sweden," Science, October 10, 1969, p.

11\
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jurthermore, the Swedish governmeht has shown foiesight'by settling on one

',national agency -to 'lead its conservation efforts. The Mini ry of Agricul-

.

ture received the NatioN1 Nat re Nonservancy Office and a 50 million budget.

This ministry, which had been- d'eclining in impOrtance chie to the reduction of

agridditUral influence and the,#xpansion of industry, approached -the project
4 with enthusiasm because of the importance of the ptOject and the crucial respon-

1
sibifi-ies which would -be delegated to the ministry\-7

"

a

Another example of a discipllned Swedish response is the public reaction to the

h*ghtax on fuel. "For trips.of 10 km or less, for whi4h autmobile fuel con-
sumption per mile is nearly double, the Swedes use private cars and public trans-

_portaiion in the ratio-55-45%. In the U. S. by contrast, the rate, is 90%-10Z."9

Ibis ee of transportation account's for 65%, of all automobile trips in the U. S.

'Of cdt rse, because of 6,t1scious choice and" central planniiin Swedish mass transit

is more readily available than slmilar transportatiOn in they U. S. .

.

Anotber interesting Swedish device for conserving motorfuel is,the'mafching of

-vehicles with tasks according to the demands of the task especially in short=
,

.haul situations. Small station wagons and four cylinde: micro-buses or diesel

.
mini- -trucks are used extensively in Sweden.- Their use is encouraged by substsn--

tial_vehicle taRes.1° '

..

-in-the _category of home heating, Sweden enforces, strict building codes which

_permit only energy efficient construction. "A bill-designed to promote energy=

'saving measures in private,homes and other buildings in Sweden has been submitted

to Parliament by the Minister of,HoUsing; If Approved, the bill will.-entaii a

.total outlay of Kr.429 million olomoo,000y for fiscal 1977 -78, which is-Kr

.129 million more than in the current fiscal .

.0 ( i

Loans,lhll be i teased and made availaVe fo

outlay involved the requisite structural iMpr
will be twenty years.. Oueright.grants will be r
Kr.3,000, or up to 35% of total outlay.

.

to 65% of the total approved
ement6. "Amortization time
sed.by 50% to a maximum of

The-Minister also proposes. that -much gredter emphasis be given to information_

and- training, particularly withregard tc local governmentemployees and offi-

cials and building trade operatives. Loe'cal authorities should receive special

grants to help finence\their counseling and Informaficin activities and a survey

should be made into the energy-saving effidieney.of4exiSt:'..tg.buildings.- .Finally,

support to experimental building projects should be greatly expanded and a spe-
.

' dial review board attached to the-Swedish for Building Research."11
.

For many Americans, the adoption of Swedish central' p.,,anning in the U. S. is

considered inappropriate. Most Americans believe the U. S. has the world's

- highest standard of living and the best economy. Factually, these assumptions

9"Efficient Energy," Op. cit., p. 1005.

10
Ibid., p. 1006.

11"Bill Aims at Proiaoting/nergy-Saving Measures," News From Sweden, April,

1977, p. 1.
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are-untrue.

The 1T.S relinquished its first place tanking on per capita Gross National

-PrOduet(GNP)--in-1950. Since then, a number of other countries have sur-
passed usandwe fall further behind. Sweden ancFSFitzerland, specifically,
tave_a-per capita GNP 20% above.the U. S. figure:

More disturbing than the GNP statistics are the ficures explaining the in-
equities irethe disl:ribution'of.economic resources As the economist, Lester
Thurow, has-explained; !'The. rtchest 1OZ of U. S. households receive 2611% of

, our income while the poorest 10% receive only 1,71 (of our income). And most

of this comes in the form.of,government income transfer paytenta.... If we .-.

lOOk,at the _distribution of .physical wealth, the top 20% owns 80% of all that
calL-be_privately owned in the United States and the bottom 25%j CAM nothing
(many of them, in fact, have debts that exceed their,assets) .712 With inequar.l..

Tr ities,,suCh as these; is it possible for Thesepeople'to have equal access to
the nation's energy supply or the maana_for.conserytion?

p
. . F

---.

Furthermore, the countries which are outstripping us in per capita GNP and
equitahle enetiy distributiop,are also' exceeding' our indust-ial prodpotivity:
Even though Ssisell's entrOgnsumption.is only 60% of that of.1,the U.S., their
level-:of=industrial product exceeded ours 'py.11%.in the period 1970-75. .

, While the economic consermtives in America would call for more free enterprise
t:1-.-- -an,a cut in social exp4ditures, the data for. Swedeh suggest an opposite con-

cl.nsion is wacrantweden, the home pf he.most comprehensive social-werfare
system in the world, achieved its statist4ca1 adnantage with controlS and _ono-

.

tic-Planning-far in excess of the tevel fond in the U. S.

, - The ",..hest decade (for the U.S.) in terms.oiqth 'in real per capita GNP
. .

(a 36% increase) as that of the 1940's when the, dèonomy was run as a command

(scei ist) b.rtime economy. 'Our second-best deCa (a 30% increase) was that N.1

of the -1969's with all of its social-welfare programs.... Real per capita
growth since the advent of government intervention has been pare than twice as .r

high as it was in the days when government did.not intervene or have social-
1

'welfare programs."13
'''.......---

. .

1-.

_ Clearly this nation can shave government-directed energy conservation and economic
_success at the same time. We can have social ependitues and'econbmic success.
Indeed, it may be the absence of effecive p,overnment planning which eXPlains.
our inabiliry-to Maintain the economy and-save Apergx,at the same dale., -. '.

... -
.

,

en _President Carter addressed the Congress on April 20, 1977,'he said, "The

people acting through their government will establiSh the energy-policies for
,

the lountry." One can only hope the President wants the government to act on
the mandate of economic history; to givt the people and the 1,,ociety the carefuf,,
but forceful, direction they require. ' Unfortunately, in the same energy speech,

r

14The Myth of the American.Economy," Newsweek, February 14, 1977, p. 11%

13
Ibid.
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the President proposed to implement his policies through "voluntary means,

with a minimum of coercion." Later, he admitted that "voluntary responses

19t be enough."14

When President Carter quoted William :Tames, he likened our battle over the

control of evt.11.xgy to)Jamess "moral equivalent of war.". .If government action

and.,implementStion,are postponedcin order-to debate, and then reject, ,govern-

. went centroOfhe result may very well be a war, about which nothing moral

will be said.

"Z.Z..;

O

14"Text of Speech by President Carter on His Energy Program," New York Times,

April 12, 1977; p. 46. \
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ENERGY ANALYSIS

. THE ULTIMATE CRITERION IN ENVIRONMENTAL DECISION-MAKING
.

John H. Marean
Univerdity of Calgary

Calgary, Alberta, Canada

0

_ The :title of this presentation, using such a closed ,concept word' as ultimate,

is deceptively simplistic. It implies that there is, in fact, any one cri-
terion that leads:to theasolution of an environmental problem. If a problem

could -be solved_by the application of a single criterion, then. it would_ hardly

,rank..as a real problem. Decisions involving interaction.with "the environment
''are-not.simple, howeverd what I plan to discuss is my idea about the-most
Significant consideration which must be made when assessing any project. It

,might: -well be a part of a total, environmental impact study, but seems to be
:neglected in comparison with some of the other factors which are included in

.,

'*atudy.
_

Irankly, would rather write the title to a paper than to 'write the'paper to

:',which -the title is applied. That would-then require you-to fill in the 'body
acCordingto,ybur own framework of knOwledge and values and the outcome would

_have_'muCh sreater personal vague to you.' To a very real extent, that is what

Lam= planning to, do here.. I will give ybu the title, define -my terms, and pro-,
.,..,Vide-a_oouple_of examples of the application of the technique to problets.. 'I

then,leave the rest up to you While I have established my own set of -con-elusionsabout the validity of my premise-, and these should be rather obvious
as st10 Theme is developed, you must establish your own_Conclusions.

..

We should begin with the definitions. Since there is not universal agreement
.

as to the best meaning for energy analysis, I. will give you my own. It'it in-

teresting to note that this vel topic,is being debated in the letters section
of Science magazine in tie issue' of April 15th.,4 A Couple of years egg; 'before

the top had become too commo in the aiteratute, I called it Energe4bnomics.
The term energy analysis has ben adopted for the general area by international
agreement within the past colle of years. At the level at which I chogse to
-engageit, and this seems abol t as complicated as it.can be and still be of use
in, general educaWon, it is an accounting procedure for,energy'investments and

returns in carrying out a project. To be of any particularvalue, such a study
-must : iclude consideration qf both the quantity and the_quality of the energies
involved., Because of the different values of exchangerate of energy and the

difficulty in'accounting for losses, it is a much more involved and less precise

area of study than financial accounting. There is not universal agreement on
-some_ _very basic components of the. procedure, which also adds to the compleXity.

DeSPite all this, I still/consider it to be,most useful.
i
I

Perhaps one of the first/attempts which man might have made,tO do this kind of

thing came wit.% his pondering whether he would der/ire enough food enlrgy from
diggihg roots to compenliate him for.the effort, or energy input. At a higher
level, it might bei worthy to calculate how much of a precious supply of grin
.one should plant, knowing that the particular grain will be lost to his imn4,s

lilac consumption, but /might be repaid many times over in anoti.e) crop.
i

I
.

IP .our present time, When all our activities are more energy intensive, and

the impact up the surroundings depends as some power function greater than
. 1

.
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one on the amount of energy involved; it has become more critical, both in

-terms of the impact on the environment and the best use of the limited-W-
serves Of energy which remain which might be-applied to the task. It is
qUite-_possible that.we may enter into some projects in which there lea net
loss rather than a.net gain of energy represented'as well as the possibility
-that_we are degrading some very precious energy forms to tasks that do not
merit-their use. Tb'preserve for best use - to conserve - our previous en-
ergy, : -we must move away from our present profligate practices of d4ficit
energy spending. In so doing, we would also be reducing our adverse environ-
= mental impaet. This would be a recognition of the truth that. we are drawing
heavily- upon a finite reserve of high quality energy which, unlike our dollar

reserve, cannot be increased, either by devaluation and "creating" more, or
.

ey by accumulating intereSt if lift in.the deposit.

This gain of reasoning justifies use of such an encompassing term as ultimate.
.Writing_for Science a couple of yearslbackj IC Gilliland, a.-distiple of H.. T.
Oduth-,,, described energy as_the ultimate limiting faCtor in any.process beCause:

1)-eneriyis ttle'Only commodity for which a substitute cannot be Mind; 2) ,*is

energy iS required to run every type of system, and cannot be_re-

eyelect._ Implicit in this last, qualification is-the concept f-ten*gy quality,

-&-r=
and the _second law of thermodynamics. We must conside&mery eafekully.-the__
-best application of our energy expenditure in terms ofit& quality in addition-
to total exchanges qf energy.

My definition rambles,some and undoubtedly does not clarify the topic well.

Perhaps the examples will help. As a nafive NeVadan with family? -and other

strongattachments attracting me back as often as possible, I .f*uently pass

through a familiar and favorite area a few rHles west of:71ko, in the North=

eattirn payt of the state, known as Carlin Canyon. Old highway 40 followed-a;

horseshoe bend,of the Humboldt River through this narroW,_7steep-w4led canyon

for a distance of about.twe miles., The two-lane biditectiorial-highway en- '

croaches some on the river and'the canyon itself, and there have always been

problems keeping snow aceumulatIOns and rock slides off this narrqw-curving

road. Lacking sufficient space, the dual tracks of Westeeh_Pacifit and:Southern

Pacific cut through the mountain enclosed-in the loop withitwin tunnels-.

In 1972 I first noticed that extensive work was being done 'On the tongue of

rocky hill that guides the,river around this bend, and as time,progreSsed, I

have watched, the evolution of a double tunnel about one-fourth mile long and

two bridges to cross the river which connect stretches of Interstate 80 on each

side to give.a fast and safe. four -lane divided highway for the estimated aver-

age 4,300 vehicles per day that travel this road. This 70-mile per hour super

highway was finished almost.in time to have the 55-miles per hour signs posted

on -the parapets.

Illy analysis of the project is necessarily incomplete for-I1 complete data.

I do not feel' that it is either trivial or superficial, hoWever,,for it.°TbIces

us to look beyond the mere financial accounting for the enterprise.- In terms

of dollars'it is- hard 'to justify the more than $10 000 600 expenditure. At

the rink of deadening you with statistics, let us lookat how wisely our lea

invested for-us in this project. At 4,300 vehicles per day and an operating cost

estimated at 20c per mile for the 1.5 miles sad in the shortening of the route,
it would take nearly 29 years to have saved,'fqr the motorists involved, the

13.6 million4dollars which the project cost.(Many'of the 4,300 vehicles are

trucks, so'my cost estimate for operation Is probably not too high). But even



O

t.

if the operation could be considered to be only 10c per mile, in the nearly

fifteen_years needed to amortize the investment in savings, the value of the

project, deposited at only...Ainterest compounded annually wouldAlgiVe provided

_a-sum-equal t6 the total.cost. If we had just wanted to make wort for people,

it woUld%ave been just as well to set the workers out in the nearby desert with

one-gang digging holes and the other half filling them in. The *analysis of the

energy:-situation is even more critical and equally dismal: if I am to dd 4gn

_ analysis -of invested energy, even without specific reference to quality i-would

needs:to -know t amounts of energy invested in steelproduction, kilningof ce-

ment,_transport.ing and assembling- -these in-this remote site and the latent energy

valuePf_fuels and explosives consumed in 'tunneling, quarrying, grading and sur-

4aCifig,and in the wooden.forms and asphil,t,Paving used. This information is

virtually impossible to obtain after the fact. *Only one of the four'subcontrac-

Abrs,henered my request for information and even this was sketchy. The specifi-

catiqa:for the project, as provided by.the State Highway Engineer, were of value,'

adMittedly limit,J,,but allowed me to conclude with confidence that a- minimum of

-75,000-MW was-spent in these ways.

Another tool for analysis is to calculate an equivalence factor relating energy

.to`- money. Dividing the annual national gross enetgy consumption by the GNP gives

us ;_ during -this period, abqut 60 to 70 Mj per dollar, or in take familiar terms,.

-about 15-'to 20 kWh per dollar. This indicates better that 200 thousand-MW-and-

1-_chooscito inflate this by a factor of two for a project-that is so energy'in=

tensive as compared to other ways_we spend money and energy in our present in-

dustrial or private world. Thus, we reach 400 million kWh.

The 4°,300 cars per day now tra
miles per day in travel. If th

1.5 miles less will be saving About 6,500
20 miles pergallon we are saving about

.
320 gallons of fuel per day. Gasol e releases about 43 kWh per gallon, so we

some
are 14,000 kWh per day. At this rate our invested energy would be.-

paid off i me 28,600 days or about-78 years. If automobile performance im-

proves,'and it must, it will take even longer to amortize our energy investment.

With the changing patterns of'travel which are suggested by the most re-

cent energy conservation policies being considered for adoption in Congress,

we can expect there will never.be an energy pay-off on such a project. Having-

- shown itself to be a bad energy inv,estment,\as far as total consumption -is-con-
cernedt judgement would dictate thatowe wtt:e the project off on that basis

alone. We may have preserved some of the relatively high-quality gasoline or

diesel fuel with the use of coal in smelting steel but we sacrificed energy

quality in using exotic explosives.

Another 'dna of project currently on the boards that may presage much future

act -i*ity relates to the upgrading of such fossil reserves as oil shale, tar

sands or heavy oil. It is not entirely clear whether the;e are noNplans.gOing

forward to extract a liquid_fuel from the shale deposits on the western slope

of these Rockies, and it is also not clear/Whether the delays would be due to

financial or energy cost/benefit analyses, or other environmental consequences.

We would needtobe sure that a project set.up to extract.such fuel would act-

ually be a net energy producer when all of the externalities are inc*uded.

can provide some better data from a recent report of proposed eevelopment of a

heayy oil extraction facility in Alberta. Heavy oil, which abounds through cer-

tain areas of the northern prairie, is too viscous to be extracted as a liquid

i(and.is to be heatd with,steab to render it fluld. The energy source for the

process steam is coal 7 Also abundant. But itkill,require about one-third as

much energy derived from:coal as can be realized fiem the oil, for in addition

to simpleextraction!..the long molecules must be cracked and hydrogenated if it

16
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is-to be refined to fuel grades°. Thus ,2 are Sub idizing the production Of

a portable liqufdfuel by about one-thi d of its energy value evewbeforewe
consider the other subsidiei'ef strip mining and, transportation of the coal",

manuftzture and erection of the plant and ultimate transportation of useful
products to market and disposal of the so-called waste. All of the land dis-

_rupted_in these operations is a potential source of solar-derived energy, even
ih-growing plants, and this energy must be-counted into the subsidy. Any

othef effects, such as reduced quality of water or air whidh will.require energy-
expensive operations to refine thei, go on the debit side of =the ledger. The

social_ disruptions from the ,_building and eventual decay of a boom-town itifthe
fragile natural environment have some sort:.f energy equivalers, and it is not
unlikely that both quantityand,quality.of energy-will be sacrificed for the
'opportunity to,have moresgasoline to drive through some tunnel we did not.need._..-

n .

. , ,

, .
.

.

, .
.

AnOther similar project up my way is the so- called tar-sands-developtOnt which
pr4ducea synthetic truge oil from the bitumin-laden sand. We. hear about the

:051.1ndance-of the resource which is variously touted to contain enough potential
_, .

-i....

cto meet North.Amerian demands (at present rates) for decades and, if kept

.,,,,wholly for anada'a use, for centutiese But less than 3% can be extracted by
surface op-fiations - the only'process yet developed. This is very energy con-

sumptive -and disturbs many, equilibrium conditions, both natural and social. The

.
coke whith is a by-product is:so contaminated with-sdIfur that to this point it
&Inns:it-be burned for process-energy.and_so we must use some of the-refined out-
put-product, reducing the net gain, or import coal. In addition, the enrichment

of the tar to pentanes plus requires the use of vast amounts of methane which ia

itself in limited supply and extremely useful in its own right -as an energy

"SP'?
source.. If, we spend any significant amount of meths m thiS ,upgrading pro-

cess, the reserves of which are now estimated to b depleted by about the end dl

the century, we may fine that we have built a good many homes equip1ped for gas

heat, and in which the gas runs out before the mortgage does.

'These are examplei of possible problemswhich can be explored by students at
least through the secondary school,levels. Because I am permitting you to Write-

the text of the preseneation, I can leave it to yOu to identify instances where

y9u can apply the principles involved. The laws of nature, especially- the -prin-

ciples of thermodynamics and nature of limits,-are absolute and immutable. *Values

can change, and we se that they do, so we must not allow ourselves to yield to
myths of what people wll or will not do. We know more clearly the limits' which

natural law imposes.
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A LOOK AT` THE ENVIRONMENT IN THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF-CHINA*.

-Robert J. HollOWay
College'of Business Administration

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota:

In the first century, B.C. the Chinese "Record of Rites" warned against tan's

.polluting the environmerz..1 Further, we know that Chinese land has been cn1.--
.tiVated for thousands of years and that it is still fertile. In fact, the land-

-today-Cs -supporting double and triple .copping in many places. But it would not

-be- -accurate to suggest,the Chinese have always been the greatest benefactors-for
their- environment.. They cut most of the forests and they raped the land in some

Aitty*during their history. They dumped wastes into streams. So, it has been a

iHiked -experience rtr

_Chins today is considered by many to be an environmental model for other _nations.

Sinzethe Communist takeover in 1949, the people have shown a sensitivity-for the

nVironment: Indeed, there are many forces that have operated -to make it. so.
-EconoMiCforces for one-thing have operated for thousands of years in China just

as,elsewhere and many actions of Chinesejlistorically and recently have -been ex-
pedientinternis of economics. Another force has been the poverty of the people,

-a force that may have been a blessing in disguise since the people have had to

_haVe-life styles that were in-harmony with nature.

China-has an enormous,population andtmust control it if _food production fs to

keep up with population. This means that a family typically has no more than

-two-children. The low level-of economic development has meant that people live
in modest homes or apartments-and have no heating or air conditioning. (Only

one_hotel on our, trip was-air-conditioned and that only part of the day.) No

one owns an automobile and so the people walk, ride bicycles; take buses or

trains. they live Close to their work, their schools, and marisets. Their in-

CoMes ars low so they do not have refrigerators, dryers, washing machines, and
powered can openers. Television is shared in the "sun flower" courts. They-may

also share their cooking facilities. They do-not bring home bags Of packaged'

convenience goods but rather only the necessiies and these are -not packaged:

Eyen live chickens are carried in- a mesh .S They have-little with Wh4.ch to

litter. (I saw one Chinese carry peanut Shells to a recepta6le rather than throw

them on the ground.) Clothes are laundered frequently and hung out the window

on a pole for drying. Food is largely non-prOcessed although there is some

limited amount of processed food available. The people do not do a lot of tray-

eling and do not go.fer for entertainment. Their life is a simple life.

* Tht author was one,of nine Minnesotans who were sponsored by the Northwest 1\
Foundation in the Summer of 1976.

Leo A..Orleans and Richard P. Suttmeler, "The Mao Ethic and Environmental
Quality, " Science, Vol. 170 (December 11, 1970), pp. 1173-1176.
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This discussion of China's environment will be based on a number of,secondary
sources as well as pe...onal observations made while iii China- for three weeks

during the summer of 1976. A visitor sees only a little bit of China in three
weeks and when on a first trip there is so much to see that it is difficult to
concentrate on one area of interest.

Ideology,

Mao'Tse-Tung's Quotations are probably the proper "scripture" for these remarkg,

on ideology.

"To make China rich and strong Beds several decades of intense
effort, which will include, amo g other things, -the effort to
practice strict econOmy and co at waste, i.e.,, the policy of

building up-our country'through diligence and frugality."
(February 27, 1957)

"Diligence and frugality:should be practiced in r-nning factories
and shops and all state-owned,ycooperative and other enterprises.
-This principle of economy is One of the basic principles of so-
cialf.st economics." (1955)

"Wherever we'happen to be, we musttreasure our manpower and material'
resources, ankmust not take a short,view and indulge in wastefulness
and extravagance." (January 10,-1945)

4A

While Mao promoted progress, he imposed his ethic of frugality.- Production was
to remain under human control and technical development was to be dependent upon

social development, nct vice Versa: The environment was to be utilited, of course

and the land was expected to yield more and more. There had to be therapeutic
action, also, rand this took shape in afforestation, water conservancy, land re-
clamation,-aanitation, and public health.2

Mao's ethic of frugality and non-waste was implemented in many ways. Research

was undertaken to help the nation reclaim and recycle wastes and to develop

natural resources. Campaign after campaign prevailed upon the people to take

pride in-their cities, to salvage everything, to waste not.'

Mao's ideology was widespread as a result of the political system, the public
_campaigns, and the educational systems. Students at all levels learned not to
waste and they learned that Obina's survival depended in part upon, taking Care of

their land and water. Decision-making among vvernmental.agencies reflected the
urgent need to-care for the environment. Ministers of Public Health, Labor,
Metallurgy, Coal, and other offices were responsible for implementing the ideology.
Actually, explicit government regulations concerning the environment were not in-

tgoduced until the 1970's. Health measures had-early priority and later anti-

pollution measures were adopted. In 1974, the Office of Environmental Protection
was established and ,laced under the StateZouncil. In addition there are re-

gional bodies that regulate these matters. But even without legislation there
were envieonmental concerns from the beginning of Mao'S reign. These were largely

brought ahoutas a result or the health concerns and also as a result of the eco-
nomic necessity to be frugal.

2
Ibid. np. 1173-1176.
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Population and Health

It is appropriate to consider pOpulation and health early because, as has been

suggested, the health of the population was an early concern of the Mao regime.

Many government officials had responsibilitieS of carrying out programs that

improved health conditions. Many of these related directly to the environment.

Sanitary conditions were deplorable in the days before 1949. People did not

knOW how to handle night soil prOperly; they spit upon the sidewalks; there

were flies and rats; garbage was piled in the streets.

Since adequate medical facilities were lacking, the Chinese.programmed for pre-

ventive medicine. Massive. campaigns were launched against flies, rats, mosquitos,

and sparrows. Visitors can attest that the campaigns were successful. (I sal,"

only a few flies and those on somelmanure at a commune.) When it was recognized

thii the sparrows had been eating many harmful insects, sparrows were replaced

on the "Most Wanted" list by something else. Extensive clean-up campaigns were

undertaken and still are. ("Grasp the patriotic health movement several times

a year.") People were taught how to handle night soil so as to avoid health

problems. Rivers and lakes that had been dump,:d into for centuries were clean'ed.

New wells were dug. Latrines were built. PeoPle were taught personal hygiene.

When raw sewage that was dumped into the fields brought flies, a new process for

hauling sewage was developed., Sewage facilities'in most cities were installed

and these took their place alongside traditional facilities:

Family planning has been instituted to control population growth at the food:

population relationship is critical. A public attitude of strict adherence Zo a

moral code that encourages delay of marriage well beyond the tegnage years is

in effect. There are wide-ranging state puolicity programs that promote birth

control. These utilize public address systems, brochures given newlyweds, classes

for expectant parents, and discussion groups designed to elicit 'voluntary' adop-

tion of birth...control. network of governmental family planning services imple-

ments the, various programs.3'

Cigarettes are still produced and consumed in China. One Chinese told me that a

larger number of peasants smoked than did city workers. A doctcr reported to our

group that there are no rules against smoking but people do know that smoking is

injurious to their health.

Concern for health worked to the advantage of the environment as the imprOvement

in sanitary conditions meant improvement in environmental Conditions. Further,

there Must have been some value in attitudinal changes that undoubtedly accompanied

the changes in sanitation.

Agriculture

The rural sector, where eighty-five percent of the people live, is one of the -

areas of biggest enviro.imental concerns. One concern in particular is the matter

of insect and weed control. As mentirned earlier, China launched huge campaigns

to, rid the nation of some pests. They have used most kinds of pest and weed con-

trol, including some small amounts of aerial spraying. They still use, I"believe,

3Virginia Li Wang, Family Planning in China, Science and Public Policy. (April,

lr.:76),,pp. 173-174.
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DDT. On the other hand, they banned aldrin, diel'rin and endrin in the 1950's
because of their persistency and toxicity.4 Their pest control programs have

been on a large.scale and the'Sr, have used at least 100 different kinds of sprays.

They have learned to use these with great care and more importantly perhaps, they
are experimenting with the mass rearing and release of insect-egg parasites.5

One interesting innovation was observed by a visitor in Kwantung.Prolfince where

220,000 ducks were raised by the Institute of Entomoldgy. The ducks were herded
through ,the rice fields at saturation densities where they consumed about no in-
sects per duck per hour. The process cut the use of chemical insecticides on
early rice from 77,000 kilograms in 1973 to 6,700 kilograms in 1975.6 On weed

contreli'some Chinese state that the best method is crop rotation.

Another environmental concern in agriculture is the use of chemical fertilizer.
China has, lwaysbeena big user of organic materials' and even today organic
fertilizers %ake.care of about 70-80 percent of their needs.? All kinds of

organic materials are prepared for the crops: night soil, garbage, silt,. manure,.

green manures, and various other wastes that are composted or treated and then
applied to the fields. But the Chinese have enormous needs for fooa and so. they
have started to use chemical fertilizers in order to improve the yields. One )

estimate of chemical usage indicates that it has increased from three millionitons
in 1960 to over thirty million tons in 1974.8 Some of this chemical fertilizer is
imported and China is also importing turn-key plants for the manufacture of chemi-
cals..-

The use of organic materials, despite the increase of chemicals, is still im-
pressiz.,?.'to the visitor: Composts sites are seen everywhere, and one can see

grapev3 es located near a pigpen in order to take advantage of the manurethat,
will wash out of the pens. The vines, incidentally, also provide shade for pouf-2--

try. Pigs are fed garbage and are sometimes located near a processing plant, such
as a sweet potato starch plant. Pigs are household garbage disposals.

Resources

Article 6 of the PRC 1975 Constitution states the following:

"The state sector of the economy is the leading force in the national

economy.

"All mineral resources and waters as well as the forests, undeveloped
land and othe'r xesources owned by the state are the property of thewhole
people."

4Robert L. Metcalf, "China Unleases Its Ducks," Environment, Vol. 18
(November, 1976), pp. 15-17.

s
Ibid. pp. 15-17.

6
Ibid. pp. 15-17.

7 Roger Blobaui, "How China Uses Organic Farming Methods," Organic Gardening
and Farming (July, 1975?, 5 page reprint.

8
Alva Lewis Erisffian, China: Agriculture in the 1970's, in A Reassessment of
the Economy, Joint Economic Committee (U.S. GPO, Washington, D.C., July 10,

1975) pp. 324-349.
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"The state may requisition by. purchase, take over for use, or
nationalize urLan and rural land as well as other means of pro-

duction under condition: prescr:ibed by law."

When the first Constitution was written (1954), the Chinese had little idea of

the extent of their nat.....1 resources. During the early period, however, the

Chinese and the SOviets collaborated on comprehensive expeditions throughout the

nation. These expeditions were highly organized and included examinations of

water, minerals, soil, and other Matters such as power potential...9 As a result,

the Chinese leadership has'been able to make resource plans for their country,

something that would have been difficult without these expeditions.

The Mao ethic frugality has,been reflected in the way resources have been managed.

In energy, for example, waste coal dust is githered and molded into small blocks

of fuel for cook stoves. Rice straw iswsometimes used for cooking in the rural

areas. The savings resulting from not heating or air conditioning houses, apart-
ments and other buildings has to be enormous. Bicycling instead of driving re- , -

sults in more savings of fuel. The 'doctrine of self-sufficiency means that there

is less cross-hauling and again there is a saving of fuel. Hydro-electric stations

have been built, often in conjunction with flood control and irrigation projects.

At one of these near Yangchow, speEial ponds had been' constructed to save the fish.

Small rural installations have been vital in producing electricity for homes and

the large producers of electricity have been able to concentrate on industrial

uses. There is experimental work going on in the solar area: -T,ibet with its

3,000 hours of sunshine is a good place for this application. Experimental cook

stoves have been made And sold in several provinCes.10 (A solar stove boils

water in twenty minutes.) Biogas is producedlin many sectors.

Land recIamati,,vas considered to be a great potential but apparently it has

proven more diffizult than originally supposed. .(We did see a tea plantation

nearWusih that was gradually taking over the mountains in the area.)

Untold millions of -trees have been 'Slanted in recent decades. Mao directed the -

people to "make themotherland green" and the visitor has no difficulty in seeing

the results of their efforts.

In addition, there has been some attention, apparently small, given to wildlife.

Pandas, golden monkeys, goat antelopes, and wild horses are protected and so are

paddlefish and pheasants. Little attention has been given to specific plant life

as far as is known.117

Recycling

"Chinese society today. is an immense ec. process."12 The level of economic

Orleans and Suttmeier, op. cit., pp. 1173-1176.

10Vaclav Smil, "Intermediate Energy Technology in China," Bulletin of the Atomic

Scientists (February., 1977), pp. 25-31.

' 11
Leo A. Orleans, "China's Environo.ics: Backing Into Eiological Leadership,"

,China, A Reassessment of the_Economy, Joint Economic Committee (U.S. GPO,

Washington, D.C., July 10, 1975), pp. 116-145.

12
Metcalf, op. cit., lip. 15-17.
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development has created a force toward recycling. "Convert all wastes to

treasures." Whether it is the household, the production brigade of the commune

or the factory,.recycling is the way to stretch the resources.- "Recover waste

materials, waste residues, waste liquids and waste gasses," is the message re;

peated over and over again. The results are striking. In 100 days, 90,000

workers dredged 403,000 tqns of mire from local streams. and distributed it over

crops.13 In Canton, a commune recycles human waste, manure, wood, glass, chem-

icals, and kiln gas. Furnace cinders are used4as fill. The garbage from Shanghai'

is used by 109 neighborhoods to fertilize vegetables for the area.14 City collec=

tion po4nts garbage.and street sweepings are utilized. Factory B may use

wastes from Factory. A and Factory C may use waste from Factory B, etc.

Litter is not ugly: It is useful! Cities look drab but there is little litter

to be seen. There are few if any non-returnable containers, no automobile junk-

yards and few plastic items to be strewn about.
.

Reclaiming and recycling has become a part of the-Chinese way of life. Resources

are saved. Economic progress is facilitated. 'Production is held at a lgwer cost.

It seems likean obvious "all-win" solution.

Industry

Industry is one of the big participants in the "multi-purpose" or "comprehensive"

recycling program. Metals, gases,--liquid residues, oils and scrap are recovered.

'Products are made from recovered material. In Fukien province, there, were no

cotton plants and the people built a plant that used fibre'pulp.15 The Talien

Steel Mill built ten small factories to use its recovered wastes.16 The "turning

wastes intoIreasures".concept has been an effective way of motivating the mana-

gers of factories and communes since managers arb responsible for running efficient

plants and recycling provides a real potential for extra revenue and/or lower

costs. 17
r

,Industry seems to have little in the way of elaborate pollution control equipment.

Most of it is apparently made at each plant facility. This, of course, is in line

. with he Chinese concept of self-reliance. In the early days there was relatively

little concern about air pollution. Actually, there were not a lot of factories,

but even so, smokestacks were a good sign, just as they once were in the United

States. Also, relatively few people lived-in the cities so there was not a great

concern about air pollution. But in recent years the government has become con-

cerned and has done something about it. Some factories have been moved from in-

side the cities to pobints outside. New plants are located more carefully. While

economics often may be an overriding concern, pollution is also a factor to consider.

13
Orville Schell, "China's Way with Waste," Source not known.

14Blobaum, op. cit., 5 page reprint.

15
Schell, op. cit.

16Chi Wei, "Turning the Harmful into the; Beneficial," Peking Review, gio. 4

(January 28, 1972), pp. 5-7.

17
Orleans, op. cit., pp. 116-145.
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There have been other factors pressing toward disper al of plants: Tensions

between China and the USSR dictated. defense needs, an there were4Re desires
to be selksufficiert. and to improve life 'in the backward areas.18 Water pollu
tion was always considered more serious than air pollution Ind plants are often
lotated so as to minimize the water problems. Fortinately, most of the badly:

_polluted areas were confined to a 'few areas. In addition to corrective measures,

there have been industrial programs that reclaimed land as they prepared for pro-

duction. One refinery,tutned-a desert-like area into a.very livable area with

trees, neat horn's, and good water supplies.-,,,Having control over industry'gives
the government the advantage of being able to_implement policy, whether the policy

is desirable or undesirable.

eIntergediate Technology

Although E. F. Schumacher (Small is Beautiful) has not worked with the Chinese
on intermediate technological concepts, his rules seem to have`been followed.19

1.. Make' things small wherever possible.

2. Reduce the, tapital-intensity and increase the labor fattor.-

3. Make the procesS a simple as you can.
,

' 4. Design the process to be non-violent (enVironmentally).

fntermediate technology aims for the masses to produce as opposed to mass produc-

tion. It introduces technology in a way that allows for large scale labor parti-
, cipation acid low scale capital investment.' It helps to increase the standard of

living And it can reduce many menial tasks. Peasants and workers acquire skills

that can be utilized later with more advanced technology. Savings from small

machine, use can be significant.

It would appear that the Chinese have, used the intermediate technology concept

to good advantage. Hers are some examples.- (1) Pollution control equipment
often made in local shops. (2) A 71/2 HP diesel engine is produced by the thousands,
and,is used for walk-behind tractors, for motorized carts and for many other pui-

poses, and school children learn how to take the machine apart and repair it.

(3).Thdre are small factories in every commune: On the Hsin Hua Commune near

Canton there Jere eighteen enterprises turning our $4.75 million of,ptoducts, one
a'cmachine shop with thirty lathes. (4) There are small enterprises producing

energy from coal, biogas, and water. The small hydro stations are a worthwhile
application of intermediate technology, and they have helped a great deal to cover-

energy need. The biogas is made from dung, night soil, corn stalks, garbage and

other wastes. It is converted in small units to gas.

Intermediate technology has been an attractive alternative for the less developed
nations, and China in many ways exemplifies its utilization. The country has a

very large labor force and limited capital. Still, with a desire to industrialize,

ti increased amounts of technology are necessary and this is where the intermediate

concept has been useful. Thc. Chinese have used the "walking on two'leg0 idea,

and this has promoted both Jrban and rural development, both traditional and modern

pollution control methods and low and high levels of technology.

1

18
Orleans, op. cit., pp. 116 -145.

9E.E. F. Schumacher, "We Must Make Things Smaller and Simpler," The Futurist,

Vol. VIII (December; 1974), p.'281.
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As the visitor travels'through'the countryside, he is impressed with both the
stated desire to increase technology and at the same time with the large amounts

of labor being usad everywhere. At the commune the signs read, "Mechanization

is the key to the, future." But in the fields one sees few pieces of equipment,

fewanimals, but maky human beings. Intermediate agricultural machines are 'seen

at exhibits and in developmental stages and larger unit's can be also seen at-ex-

hibits. InteAlediate technology can 6,atinue, to be extremely useful to the
Chinese, especially in their agricultur1.1 areas as there are many advantages to

this non-violent technology:

'Ecologically sound
Small energy input
Low pollution rate
Village emphasis
Integration_with nature
Technical houndaiies.set.by nature
Labor Intensive
Efficiency increases with smallness
Few accidents
Quality criteria highly valued
Small units self-sufficient20

Concludipg.Comments

In- terms-of the environment, China has a good overall record. Some of her record,

has been,a, matter of circumstances in that the level of development discouraged
waste, the population was largely dispersed over a vast rural area, and the en, ,

vironmental situation was not intolerable when Mao came to power. Also, economic

development has not been terribly., rapid. Much of her record, however, has been
planned.as Mao protected the country from many of the abuses of economic devel-
opment, and he helped the people to become healthy and Aequately fed. Finally,

her environmental record isproof that the Chinese leaders and people have been-
able to study, research, plan, and implement environmental concepts. So_the

.record is good in part because it was difficult to do ptherwise and in part'
because of a'determination.

It is always hazardous to make predictions and this is especially true with China.
Regardless, this writer would say that he feels the present China signals indicate

a stronger push is in store for economic development. This need not result in en-
vironmental degradation since the country is equipped to handle the various kinds

of problems. The change from the Mao to the Hu'a ethic could also meansa gradual
diminishing of the frugality ethic and the development of a technical approach to

4

.cnvironmental matters. Time will tell.

, a

I

20John P. Milton, "Communities that Seek Peace with Nature," The Futurist,

VIII (December, 1974), p. 268.



THE-QUANTUM THEORY OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
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Environmental edlication is a nevi focus and a new dimension in the ac
are*Whi4_has-generateda great deal of enthusiasm and interest in
atOdentaOrlitical leaders, and the general public throughout this
_aridarptiridTthe- world. Never in the hiStor of education_had.any new
advanced rapidly and-been accepted by so many in ,so_s o t a periO

60's the term was known-and-understoed_bwVery few. In _the

the term menvironmental,e0c#I-Wrils Tlilqa191004& i
-countries] _throughout the world. Whertdid-it come-frot?-7-What Are i

Mergesplely as an outnome<4 .the "turmoil of the I960'sT,

ademia,
teachers,

country
movement .

d of- time.

shorespan
n- many

ta.robts?

In:,an-effOrt to find answers to-theSe perplexing questions, I began to explore
___the_gr64thand- development of the donaervation/NatuieStudy MoveMeni and of the
SdhooiCamPing/Outdoor Education Movement in_this country. These-are two separate
andAiitinctcomponents in our education system which. have contributed much to

_AMetitam,youth. ::However, aa'I delved deeper -and deeper into these two educational
movements, I.found similarities and IldeVeloped a feeling that these were, in fact,
theroota of-environmental education. Yet, how could I_suPibit-this- feeling?_ What
sought these two philosophical components into a central-and single focus? What

about the new dimensions of environmental education which-did not appier in either
of:these-earlier movements? As I_groped and searched fot an answer, I happened to
come -upon the-work of the late Jesuit scholar and paleontologisti PierteTeilhard
deEChardin., In his monumental work, ThePhenomenon. of.Man, Tether TeilhFrd ex-
plainathe evolution and development' of new life forms by applying the, theory of
quantum -- physics and utilizing the principle of a "quantum juip" toillustrate
-how unique changes in living organisms occurred. Quantum physics,' explained in

VerysiMple terms, states that various eleMents and components come together in
a random series of steps, and there essence, a collision of these various
elements which results in an explosion:or a "quantum jump"; and the ndw product
resulting from this explosion is significantly different than the sum total of
those elementd which contributed to its creation. Here was the answer tb my per-

plexind-dilemma! The'idea of applying the principle of quantum physics seemed to
lend itself to myanalysia and review of the Conservation/Nature Study Movement
andthe School Camping/Outdodr Education Movement in the United States and provided
the theory which could explain how these two movements were in fact, the historical

roots ofenvironmental education.

If

Let -us now move on and examine the series of steps that brought us to that dramatic
period'in educational history in the late 19601s,when environmental education be-
cameartality* Since the Conservation/Nature Study-Movement pre-dates the ,School
Camping/Outdoor Education Movement by almost a hundred years, we will begin there;

CONSERVATION/NATURE STUDY MOVEMENT
\-- Y

'Awareness Phase

I have chosen 1860 as the starting point, and. the period from 1860 to 1890 I believe
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1!to be the"Awareness-Phase" .pf the Conservation/Natu're Study Movement. In 1864

a New England Yankiee, George Perkins Marsh, produced the great work, Man and
..Nature, which awakened in many the realization that Man is not a single,and soli-

tary figure standing above all ether living and non-living things but rather an

integral part ofithesystem. The works f Emerson and Henry David Thoreau also

received considerable attention during is period, although written earlier.

For example, many of Thoreau's works wer not published until after his death

in 1862. 'In 1870 another of the more prolific and eloquent conservation-writers

began to make -14s mark: the great John Muir, who is most famous for his efforts

. to bring Yosemite into the National Park System. The work and writings of these

men contributed much tojoNelop-this sense of awareness and set Zhe stage for what

was to follow.t.

Preservation Phase

OP
The next identifiable phase of the conservation movement began in the 1890's,
which, I feel, can be appropriately termed the "Preservation Phase." Two indi-

viduals stand far above all the others daring this period. Gifford Pinchot, born

in Conneccicut in 1865, dicrmuch to popularize and define the need for conservation

in this country. His influence was reflected in the actions and statements cif the

other individual who contributed so much during this period: Theodore Roosevelt,

the Rough Rider who served as our twentyrsixth President, assuming office in 1901
.

and serving through 1908. From the point of view of conservation and preservation
of natural resources, President Theodore Roosevelt's term stands alone in American

history. Public own ip of forest lands, woodlands, and prairies increased from

forty million acre to ne hundred ninety- our million acres during his term of

17office. He establi lied ehe National Conse ation Commission to oversee and super-

vise natural areas. In 1908 he called the first White House Conference on Conser-

' vation. . .
\

Instrumental in much of this activity was Gifford Pinchot, the first Chief Forester'
of the United States and the only Bureau Chief of the federal government to serve

as a personal cdviser and confidant to.the President of the United States. Mr.

Pinchot introduced the concept of multiple use of forest-lands. As a result of

his work, our forests were to be-viewed, not merely as a crop to be harvested,

but also as a valuable resource for recreation, relaxation; research, and study.

His' efforts led to, the next phase which began to emerge around 1910. like to

refer to this period of time as the,"Nature Study Phase" of the movement.

Nature Study Phase

I great catalyst during this time period was the establishment of the American
Nature Study Society in 1908 with,Liberty Hyde Bailey, a horticultUrist and great

lover,of nature, as,its first president. The purpose of this organization was to

develop an understanding and appreciation of the beauty, majesty, and mystery of

nature. In 1914 onoene the great champions of the nature,Study movement, Mrs.

Anna Bostford,Cdms , published, the Handbook of Nature Study, which served as a

tool and a guide for teachers and many aspiring young naturalists and is still

considered one of the most useful references available. Mrs. CoMstock's work,

combined with othei leaders in the American Nature Study Society, led to the next
phase which began to emerge in the 1930's, and;Vhich I refer to as..the "Education

Phase" of the Conseryatidn/Nature Study Move t.

4
Education Phase

In,1933,jecause of the Great Depression, the Civilian Conservation Corps was
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established by an act of the Congress and provided three million young Americans

with an opportunity to learn the value of forest lands and wdOdlands to human

life: ,As a result of the C.C.C., many Americas became more aware of'the need to

learu'about the interrelationships and interactions of living and non-living things.

In 1933, Dr. William Gould Vinal, of whom you Will hear more later, published an

Articleentitled "NaturetClubs for Teacher. Training," Which suggested that natilral

-areas be used as an extotsion of the classroom. This article appeared in Recreation

Bulletin, a publication of The National Recreation Association. Another catalyst

occurred June of 1973 when Dr. J. W. Studebaker, United States Commissioner of

Educat n called a conference on conservation education in Washington, D. C., to

-'exam ne this new trend in greater detail. In addition, several government agenaie,

such as the United States Forest Service, the Fish and.Wildlife Service,and,the

Soil Conservation Service, began to publish conservation education materials and

hired specialists to implement that segment of their programs.

Curriculum Phase

All of this activity led to what I identify as the "Curriculum Phase" Of the Con-

servation Movement which began to emerge in the 1950's. The establishment of the

ConservatiOn Education Association in 1953 did much to bring Materials related to

natural resource management into the school curriculum. The CEA also assisted

.colleges and universities in developing and implementing new courses of study.

During this time period, conservation concepts were discussed and examined in

classrooms and school laboratories.across the country.

This approach continued to expand and gain addi ional acceptance into the 1960's

when a broader orientation was introduced. Urb pralems, life in the city and

in the suburbs began to be explored and examine as a legitimate concern within

the Conservation Movement. This brings us into late 1960's. At this point.

I would like to leave the Conservation/Nature Study Movement and begin to'explore

the evolution and development of School Camping/Outdoor Education. ,

SCHOOL CAMPI'i/OUTDOOR EDUCATION MOVEMENT

Recreation Phase

Like conservation and nature study, school campang and outdoor education also hos

a iong,listof leaders who contributed much to the development and enrichment of

this unique fact of eucation. However, in searching for the origins of this move-

ment, one individual stands alone and was, in my judgment, responsible fore planting

the seeds which,, over the years, grew into outdoor educatl.on. He also played a

role in the conservation movement and has been mentioned earlier in our discussion:

Dr. William Gould Vinal, the Father of Nature Recreation; affectionately refe red

to bt hid friends and admirers as '.! Cap'n Bill"; twtce president of the American

Nature'Study Society in 1922 and 1923; and president of the National Camp D ectors

Association:in 1925 (now the American Camping Association). Cap'n Bill Vina wa

born in NorWell, Massachusetts, on November 29, 1881,,and died at his beloved p

Cod on July 9, 1976. During his lonCand productive life, he combined the princ

pies of nature study, recreation, and organized summer camping,, For many ears

Cap'n Bill directed a summer camp, Camp Chequesset, at Wellfleet on Cape Cod where

fie demonstrated his approach. The philosophy and emphasis of his camp led him to

form the Nature Lore School at Camp Andree, Briarcliff Manor, New York, in 1927.

In addition, during the late 1920's and early 1930.'s, Cap'n Bill's influence was

reflected in summer programs conducted by the Boy Scouts of America, the National

Recreation Association, and served as the impetus for public schools to begin school

camping experiences during the summer months. One of the first such programs was
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conducted in the summer of 1934 for children front New York- City.;' four thousand

children per day, two days a week, participated in this pioneer program. Al'go,

in 1934,_aresident program was conducted for 4xteRn New York City boys at the
p---

r lade-Camps-at Petteraville, New Jersey. The youngsters lived, worked, played,
and learned together for one month under the direction of Dr. Lloyd B. Sharp,
one of. the in the outdoor education movement and one of Cap'n Bill's
former =stddeets.

Schooli,cainOing i. as a result of the early efforts of Capin B ill Vinal, began to
.win-JaCeeptance, and in the 1940's "school camping" had grown and matured into

outdoor education. The two best known centers at the tithe were
ideatedtin-thegtates of Michigan and New Jersey. -The Battle Creek Board of

Education.establisheda year-round resident program at Clear Lake new Dowling, ir
mithi441i4 The man who played the-major leadership role in establishing the
-1progranwas- Dr. Julian W. Smith, another legend in the field, whose writings,
lectures, and travels have influenced the ,development andlimplementation of
outdoor education_prograMs,throughout this country -awl in many"other°parts of
th-0t1d.

i .,:.-- -
. .

The_iClear Lake Camp was established to serve the school children of Calhoun
pitinty:,_ and the philosophy 'of Julian Smith was the basis upon whiZtrits program

.--waahuilt, pr., Smith stressed education "in" the out-of-doors and education
"for" the out-of-doors. Under the aegis of education "for" the out-of-dodra,
emphasis was placed-on the teaching of outdoor recreation skills, such as archery,

.

riflery, fly casting, fly tying, fishing, boating, and canoeing, to mention-a
V' _few, The teaching of these skills was carefully integrated with the other sub-

--:,- Jetts of the school curriculum, and a strong emphasis was also placedon social
interaction and group living. It was believed that through this combinationtuf
outdoor recreation activities with other school subjects, -opportunities would be

:4=
provided_for children to enjoy and utilize the out-of-doors more"fully; and, freed
_front he artificial confinement of the classroom, children would assimilate more

tql-r-z

,, material in the other subjects.

While Julian Smith' and his associates were developing and implementing this
approach in Michigan, Dr. L.-B. Sharp and his colleagues were conducting unique
Outdo-Or education program at the .famous National Camp located at Lake Mashipicdng
ih-the_northwettern corner of New Jersey. In Dr. Sharlile approach,-more_emphasis
was placed on pioneer living skills, such as fire building, outdoor cooking, and
the _construction of temporary shelters,. with a decentralization' of these living

units in order t enhance the small group approach to learning. The purpose of
leaching the p eer skills was to help the children feel more comfortable and at

home in a f est setting and to develop an appreciation for our American heritae.
The -empha s was placed on confronting students with real life problems and ex-
:periet s. It was believed that, as a _result of these experiences, school subjects
:w ke on additional meaning. Dr. Sharp .believed that which can best be learned

inside the classrodm should be learned there. That which can best be learned in the
-

out-of-doors, through direct experience in dealing with natiye materials and life

,-- situations, should-there be learn-ea. .

__-----,--,=

'As 1 reviewed the major components of these two schools of thought, the camperaft
and outdoor living skills stressed by L._11, Sharp and the recreation skills stressed
by Julian Smith, I chose to identify the period of the 1940's as the "Recreation
Phase" of the Outdoor Education Movement.

CurricOlum Phase -

With the-dahrof the i9'50's, both these schools of thought began to place more
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emphasis on the method or process of teaching the traditional schoorsubjeCts in

aft\outdoor setting. The purpose of )utdoor education in the 1950's became better

deNted as a means of enriching the ,durriculum and accelerating the rate of learning.
Many colleges and universities across the country added courses intended to train

future teachers in the techniques of field teaching,.% It was during this period of

time that two of the larger resident field centers Telete established for training

preservice teachers. The New Jersey, State School of Conservation was established

in the spring of 1949 in Stokes State Forest to serve,:It as the field campus for the

six-state ..alleges of New Jersey. Dr, E. DeAlton Pat,f:idge served as the first

director of the School of Conservation. In 1950 Northe1n Illinois Univerqity es

tablished the Lorado Taft Field Campus in Oregon, Illliabis; with Professgi PaUl

Harrison as director. With these two centers setting,Oe pace, other programs at
other institutions bf higher learning were also developed and implemented.' The

emphasis was on curriculum enrichment. The justification for removing youngsters

from the classroom and taking them to an outdoor school as to help them to assi
milate mere cognitive material and, through experience, extend the retention factor.

In the late 1950's, another element appeared in the outddipt education movement;

and this was the utilization of the school grounds as outdo laboratories. This

enabled many more children to participate in outdoor,educati n experiences 4nd did

much to popularize the concept of utilizing outdoor areas grade levels.

This emphasis on method and process in outdoor education haS led me to refer.to

th 1950's as the "Curriculum Phase" of the Outdoor Educatib Movement.

Conservation Phase

During the early 1960's, another trend began to appear in outdOor education pro

grams. Moving,from the emphasis on curriculum enrichment, outdoor educators began

to,pay more attention to the develowaent of attitudes relating fo the proper uti

lization-of natural areas. .0ne of the main factors in causing this change was the
adiinistration of the late John F. Kennedy,'a period of time I rike to consider as

the "Thousand Days,of Elegance" in American hittory. During Pl?esident Kennedy's

Lem of office, more emphasis was placed on the identification of man's abuse of

natural resources than, Perhaps, at any other time in our country's history. .This

can be reflected in the excellent, text, The Quiet Crisis, written by Stuart

Secretary of the Interior during tne Kennedy administration. Another catalYstiwas

-the appearance of the excellent work, Silent Spring, by Rachel Carson i-jin 1962.

This-renewed interest in natural areas and natural resource management during the

early 1960's paralleling the "Preservation Phase" of the 1890t57in,the Conseiva
tion/Nature Study Movement, caused many educators to reexamine and reexplore the

,school curriculum in an effort to make modifications intended to provide children

and young adults with a better understanding of their place and responsibility

within the total speCtrum of living and nonliving things.

Of the entire educational community, the group which appeared to be bVst`equipped

to provide these meaningful educational experiences intended to develol) an appre-

ciation for-land management were those individuals engaged in outdifor education*,

Living in forest lands and woodlands was already a part of their lives, and thkir

4mowledge of school curriculum at variops age levels was also an. asset. 'Therefore,

many outdoor educators made the philosolphical shift frOM'the cognitive emphasis

of the 1950's to the conservation emphasis of the 1960's. The thrut in 1-7,st out

door education centers thus became attitude'formation in conservation: a rove from

the cognitive to tie affective. Granted, not all individuals, engaged,in outdoor

education chose to make such a shift and some remained with the more traditional

approach and continued to fo'cus on curriculum enrichment. However, it is safe-to

say the vast majority of outdoor educatioh programs in the 1960's moved toward an

=



emphasis on attitude formation in conservation. This leads me to ref 97r to the

1960's al.; the "Conservation Phase" of the Outdoor EductionMovement

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATIO MOVEMENT

However, in the late 1960's outdoor educators who had made the shift to attitude -

formation in conservation were beginning to.feel a new set of societal presSures.
These same pressures werebeing applied with equal force on .those individuals
active in conservation education. The pressures of the late 1960's, which, were

felt by- the leaders in both outdoor education and conservation, were caused by an
increased public awareness of the problems of air pollution, water pollution, noise
pollution, landscape pollution, overpopulation, and excess energy demands. It soon

became apparent that it was not possible for educators to focis solely on natural
resource management and that it was necessary; when speaking About forest lands,
woodlands, and open space, to make reference to life in the suburbs and the cities.
As the environmental problems increased in significance and number, an/educational
phenomenon began to take place. These external pressures in, our society forced . the

philosophical components of outdoor education and conservation education on a colli-
sion course, and in, the late 1960's there was a mixing and a blending which resulted
in.a great explosion or "quantum jump" which produced a new product, a new philosophy,
a new approachr environmental education.

It is my belief that the field of environmental education, whiCh has brought about
dramatic changes in school programs and new courses of study at the college and
university level, would not have come into being at such a sophisticated level and
moved at such a rapid.rateof development were it not for the existence of the Out-
door Education MoVement and-the COnservation Education Movement.

-

.

There will be some who may disagree with my historical analysis and seek as rationale

and a series of events which would imply that environmental education was created
separately and apart from the events desdribed thus far in this discourse. This is

to be expected since no analysis of historical events ever received universal accep-
_tante., Yet, I subMit that a close and concise analysis of all the .factors involved
leads ultimately to the conclusion which I have shared with you.

1

Let us now look at this new dimension of school programs which we call environmental
education. What is it? Where does it take place? At what gradelevels;sho-u-rd it
be introduced? Why is if necessary? First, it is definitely not a new subject area
to be added to an already overcrowded curriculum, but rather a refocusing and a new
emphasis within the framework of existing school programs.. Environmental education
can and should take place,. in four learning environments: the classr6=, on the
school grounds, in the community, and in natural areas. The educational experiences
utilized to develop an environmental sensitivity should be fouud within the four
broad curriculum areas of humanities, social studies, natural and physical sciences,
and outdoor pursuits. The teaching techniques employed should stress the formation
of concepts which leads to the development of attitudes and values: affective

learning. This is one of the components that makes the focus of environmental edu-
cation new and different from the mord traditional cognitive approach, which has
sometimes been defined as a series of facts passing from. the notes of the teacher
to the notes of the students without passing through the minds of either.

In environmental education, an attempt is made to focus on real life situations
and-relate cognitive material to the life style and needs of individual students
at every,grade level for the pufpose of motivating them to work toward the solution
of the environmental problems which threaten life on this plane,t. Students parti-
cipating in environmental education programs should, as a result-, realize the need
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to use'our natural resources more.efficiently than they have been used to date.

TheDymaxion Theory of Dr. Buckminster Fuller which, simply stated, is doing more-

With leis, should become, a pattern of their lives. Of course, this is not always

accomplished as easily as it is to state it here. ,Nevertheless, this should be
the hallmafk of eriiiiioniental education.

In the 1970's, environmental education,programs are not limited to one or two

school, districts or to one or two states or even to one or two countries. Rather,

it has become d recognized and necessary approach to education by academicians

throughout the world. _A catalyst which contributed much to developing this global
_awareness was the.conference held in the fall of'1975 in Belgrade, Yugpslavie,

under the aegis oi-U.N.E.S.C.O. That conference was very capably chairedhy Dr.

William B. Stapp of the University of Michigan and produced the 9o4"famous Belgrade

Charter, a morld master plan for environmental education, apprpVed by delegates
from sixty -five_ countries. Efforts are now being made to?plement the results of
that-Outstanding conference in Yugoslavia.

It is interesting to note that environmental education may prove to be the cata-
lyst that not only saves the human race from extIK-Ction, but also may serve to
unite-all the people of the world in a common effort to find solutions to the
perplexing and difficult problems that threafen life on the,planet. The serious -

ness -of the environmental problems has,,fiirced us all to overlook differences in

political ideology in order to protecethe life suppqrt,,systems of Spaceship Earth.

Let us hope these fine efforts.that were startedmany years ago by the leaders.-in

the Outdoor Educat n Movement and the Conservation Education Movement and more

recently brought in o sharp focus through the deliberations in Belgrade, will

result in changes behavior and attitudes among people everywhere. All mankind

ust.be.made realize the fragile and finite nature of this little speck of

cospic dust we choose to call planet, earth. If the message of the Environmental

Edu ation Movement Is ignored by the people of the world, then the words of the
-c erecter, Jaques, from As You Like It by the immortal Shakespeare may prove to

be a fitting epitaph for the human race: "sans teeth, sans eyes, sans tast-:,

sans everything."
, 1
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POPULATION AND ENERGY
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During the recent media blitz on "energy, the nation's, attention was focused

on the consumption and conservation of scarce world energy resources.. T1"

impadt of energy policy on population patternq was barely mentioned. .The Popu-
lation Institute suggests that it is important to recognize the Interrelation-
ship between energy use and population, and to plan for the growth and environ-
mental impactsof energy policy.

How Population Affects Energy

In 1950 there were 2.5 billion people in the world. Today there are over Tour.

billion, a 60 percent increase in twenty-seven years. Between 1950 and 1974,

per capita energy consumption for the different world regionS increased between

100 and 600 percent. Thus; energy consumption has grown faster than our rapidly

increasing population. In other words, not only are there more people to con--
sume energy, but each person is coLsuminelarger quantities.

High consumption levels characterize the developed world. Industrialized coun-

tries, with'30 percent of the world's population, consume 80 percent of the

world's energy. In contrast, India, wit) 15 percent of the world's population,
accounts for 1.5 percent of the energy consumption. Yet, even among industrial-

ized countries, the consumption level of the United .States is unique.

The United States, with its population of 216 million people, uses more energy
than the four major industrial countries combined (the United Kingdom, Japan,
the U.S.S.R., and West Germany), totaling/over 500 iaillion people. Our energy

consumption is nearly 40 percent above that of Western Europe countries with a
similar standard of living. In the last twenty-five years our energy!consump-i
tion has'doubled, and it is estimated that in the last quarter of the 206 Cen-
tury,. we will consume more energy nen we have in our entire history.

Potential population growth in the United States-will have the same impact on
the earth's energy supplies.p the doubling of the present entire Third World's

population. The Unfinished Agenda, toe recently published report of the Envi-
ronmental Agenda Task Force of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, estimated that
each baby born in the United States consumes as much as sixty times the energy/

during its lifetime as an infant born in South Asia.

The world's population is growing at an arnual rate of.about 1.8 percent. At

this rate, there will be an additional four billion people in the world by
2015 who will need energy for heat, food, transportation, housing, and employ-

,ment. Dennis Hayes, energy specialist for the Worldwatch Institute, estimates
that even if we "optimistically assume that the world's population will level
off after one more doubling and stabilize at eight billion by 2025, and if we e

conservatively,assume that per capita energy use will then amount to one-third
the current U. S. 'level' the world will not be able to safely meet its demand
for energy with existing resources or technologies." The recent study by the
DIA indicated that oil supplies cannot possibly meet this need. Hayes says that

tf ea2rgy were all provided by coal "the atmospheric inventory of CO2 would



increase about four percent!a year (which would) soon alter the heat balance
of the entire planet dramatically...(and) if the postulated energy demand

were met with nuclear fission, about 15,000 reactors as large as the biggest
yet built would have to be constructed - one new reactor a day for fifty years."'

0

The United States population will-continue to grow for at least fifty years. '

According to the median projections of the Bureau of the Census, there will N
.',.300 million people in the U. S. by 2025. Zero PopulatiOn Growth, which includes
'illegal immigration in its calculations and, therefore, estimates a U. S. popu--
lation of 324 million in 2025, projects that "even if per capita energy consump-
tion does not, increase at all during that time, the United States would still
need-at least 58 percefit more energy fifty years from today.4, In contrast, if
the United States reached zero population growth by 2008, there would only be a

14 percent increase in demand for energy.
'

.
The energy plan put forth by President Carter in 1977 proposes a reduction in

the annual energy growth rate to less than two percent. 'It is questionable
whether the proposed conservation measures can do much more than maintain'the
current 3.6 percent annual rate in light of the growing U.S. population. It

seems unlikely that the energy requirements of an additional 84 million people

can be met at the proposed growth rate.

It is also possible that as the United States grows, more consumers will demand

more energy per, capita. As our natural resources diminish, we will, need to ex-

pend more energy to obtain less accessibleminerals and to irrigate and ferti-

lize marginal farm lands. (It is important to note that these needs are 'sometimes

mutually exclusive. Conflicts between agricultureand the coal mining industry
have already surfaced in Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, and the Dakotas as they

coMPete for a. limited water supply.) ,

Our food production and preparation is especially depenaent on energy. According

to the Center for Science in the Public Interest, Americans now use 12 percent.

of 4e1,- energy budget or food. Many agricultural crops use nitrogen fertilizer

which is made from scarce natural gas. Crop drying, an essential preservation

procedure, also utilizes, natural gas. Food prices will continue to rises as the

energy to.prodgce it becomes more expensive, and as our increasing population's

demand for food and energy rises. '

There are some counterbalancing population-related forces. .If 'the trend co4-

tinues to smaller familie, smaller housing units and smaller cars that use less

.energy will become more widespread. As the baby boom generation ages, the popu-

lation of the United States_ ;41.11 age. The Energy Policy Project of the Ford
Foundation concluded that "an older and wealthier population will probably con-
sume more services and high quality goods which tend to be energy conserving."

It is possible that alter 1985 when the baby boom has'begn absorbed into the

work force the energy requirements of employment will lessen. In addition, many

of the structures and facilities needed to meet the deMands of the populal4.on

have already been constructed. (It is important t'o remember that an aging and

wealthier population also spends more money on leisure pursuits and labor saving

devices that use a considerable am..nt of energy. This may offset, any potential

savings.)

How Energy Affects Population

Policy decisions about energy and the development of new enerv sources affect

patterns of population 6,014t):. We have a ready witnessed how federal agriCultural
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policy wit its research and program support for large scale labor saving

technologi s resulted in massive rural to urban, and southern to northern

migrations,. It is likely °that the proposed development and conservation

efforts, couple' with the rising costs. of energy, will have similar effects.

The inexpensive' energy of the 1960's led to patterns.of urban sprawl. As

energy costs rise, those places which offer a cost advantage through conser-

vation will be preferred, and cities will become increasingly dense. The

recent migration' trends away from the large industrial centers will be re-

versed.

The proposal for higher gasoline prices and a, ten percent reduction in gas

.consumption by 1985 may accelerate this move. -(It is posdible that a shift

to compact cars with high gas economy would reduce this Impact.) The. Energy

Policy project of -,the Ford Foundation predicted that higher gasolineprices

would put an end to long distance commuting. The 55 mph speed limit'has al-

ready changed the mileage limits of commuting times. Places that offer Mass

transit will be preferred as private modes a transportation become more costly.

It will become increasingly expensive to live-in'-outlying area's. -At present:

fewer than 400 bus systeis operate in cities under 50,000 Oople. Rural areas

are especially dependent on the trucking industry which will surely raise their

priceS si ificantly to meet their rising gas costs. Single family homes will

be'incr ingly expensive to maintain.

Hea ting and air conditioning requirements are primarily related to the type of

dwelling unit. A report of the CEQ and HUD estimated that an entire community

of single family homes needs over 400 million BTUs annually per dwelling unit

.for transportation and residential heating. In.contrast, a highly planned,

high density city,,,where the majority of the people live in high rise or walkup

apartment buildings, needs just over 200 million BTUs per capita. They con-

cluded that "planning alonecan save nearly fourteen percent bf total new elrX-

gy consumed, but planning combined with increased density can save up to fpfty-

four percent." (The C,-st of Sprawl, Executive Summery, 1974, p. 5.)
,

Higher population density means lower energy consumption. For example, New

York City consumes only about half the energy per resident than the rest a the

United States. The entire New York City region which contains almost 'fin per -

cent.of our population, consumes'less than seven percent of our energy. Unfor-

tunately, high ponulation density is also associated with unemp oyment, inade-

quate hous ng, poverty, crime, crowding, and the countless other rqblems of our

modern cit es.

Last yeas marked the first time that the majority of the U.. S. population lived

in the South and the
(
West. The pOpulation of the South has increased 9.0 percent

since 1970, the WestA.0.7, percent, but at the same time, the'Northeast only grew

by .9 percent. The continued'pressures on the energy supply will accelerate this

population shift.

,
The Northeast is likely to continue to shrink in ,population size arid industrial

importance. President Carter's proposal for a uniform natural gas price would

only temporarily relieve they pressure on the area. Seventy percent of this

region's energy is petroleum based,.and two-thirds of it has to_be itported.

The proposed reductic in oil imports to less than six million barrels aday

by 1985 will especially affect the area's petroleum-related industries.- They

ate likely to move closer to refineries and large,supplies of natural gas.



(It is possible that this trend could reverse itself if nuclear and solar

,energy is developed or if oil is obtained from the outer continental sh4lf.)

The Population of the South and the West will continue to grow. Iidustries

and families will move to tale advantage of the warmer climates and inexpensive

energy. At the present time, the energy in the Southwest costs three-fifths of

the national average. ,The proposed sixty percent increase in coal production

will have a major growth impact on the.RoCky Mountains and the Northern Great

Plains: This migration is likely to continue well into the next century as

solar energy becomes moire prevelant,and energy-intensive industr..!es relocate to

sunnier areas.

The proposed emphasis on the development of energy soOces will especially affect

rural communities-in these regions. A 1975 survey by. the Denver Federal Regional

Council found that of 131 communities to'be impacted.by energy projects, forty-

five-percent had less than 1,500 people and were located more than 100 miles from

. a metropolitan area and only eleven percent,had.dpulations over 5,000. These

_areas must rapidly respond to an influx of people instead of hairing the usual

time to absorb population growth due to natural increase` and normal migration

-patterns. -

The large scale development of energy sources in sparsely populated-areas results

ilL"boom towns." During the planhint -and construction phases of a project, em4-

piOyment and population increase r ?idly from a generally static base. The influx

of personnel causes inflation, revenue shortages, congestion, and high demands on

water and sewer facilities. The Denver Research,Institute estimates that an. annual

growth rate of ten percent will strain local service facilities, and a fifteen per-

cent rate will actually cause breakdowns in the-area. .

Housing shortages are especially acute. "Aluminum ghettos" of mobile homes are a

common sight in boom towns. In'Alaska, the price of a housing lot went from $450

to $10,000 during the 4peline_constructiOn.

Between fifty and seventy.perceiii of the construction workers bring their families

with them. The schools in the area become overcrowded and medical services in the

area are stretched beyond their capacity. The spouses, of the construction force

are especially _isolated-in,a dammunity:that oftenekreats them as outsiders.

Unemployment may actually go up as skilled workers are brought into the area. In

Mhatcom County, Wyoming, unemployment rose from six percent to nine percent during

the construction of an oil refinery. The unemployment in Alaska rose to eleven

percent during the construction of the pipeline.

Almost any type of energy development will mean population growth. Sweetwater

County, Wyoming, doubled in size in four yearsduring'the construction of the Jim

.Bridger Power Plant. Valdez, Alaska, grew from 1,000 to over 3,000 in less than

one.year during the construction of that part of the Alaska pipeline. An extreme

example is Colstrip, Montana, which grew from 200 in 1970 to 3,000 by 1975 during

the construction of two electric generating plantS. The National Academy of Sci-,

ences has suggested that those areas to be impacted by western coal development

be designated as "national sacrifice areas" because, of the pressures of population

growth and environmental hazards.

The proposed development of nuclear power plants specified that they not be con-

structed near population centers. James Schlesinger has proposed the construction

of more tnan 230 conventional reactors by the late 1990's. The problems with nu-

clear reactors are too complex to be discussed here, but the building of these



plants will probably lead to rapid population growth at'or near each site. A

'single nuclear power plant project uses up to 2,500 construction *orkers at its

peak, and it often takes ive to ten years to build such a plant.

The operating force of an energy project is significantly smaller than the con-

struction force. FOr example, a nuclear power plant has an'operating force of

About 150 workers. Employment drops rap!.dly after a project is completed, but

the population only drops slightly. Economic and social problems result when

resurcediAre depleted and construction work dries up. All of these' problems"

are compounded when several prOjects'are developed simultaneously in an area.

Ot,course all of the impacts of an energy prOject are not negative. Pennsylvania,

West/Virginia, and Kentucky may be revitalized by the increasing importance of

Benefits tend to be long-radge.and regional, however, and there

is an immediate need for planning for local population growth. The economic'and

tax base of an area i- often strengthened, but that usually occurs too late' to pay

for the increased need for public services. It is important to coasider the

immediate growth impact on an area and provide funding for public services at the

start of a project. '



POPULATION PRESSURES ON THE MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENT.

Joyce Laman
-Zero Population Growth Colorado

Denver, Colorado

People like living in the mountains: they are

moving out of the cities to escapeithe sterile
urban landscape. But in their ha9e to- escape
the city, they are creating the.saie envirOnr.
ment they are trying to leave behind;

There is mo ting:toncern for the alpine ecosystem's ability to wtthstand the

'onslaught c population growth and remain the pleagurable, "alteLate" efivi-
_

.-TonMentcherished by so, many. MOUntain terrain is among the mo4 fragile-in

.allnatUre. Very thin soil and steep slopes that_hold.neither molsture nor,

nutrienta, Short growing seasons and severe_ weather COnditiona-all.contribute'
tor_A-delidate-environment-highly susceptible to 'thanls'intruaion: The semi-

atid:ROCky Mountains have thin soils and lowsrOund cover andcare subjettto'
-strong Winds, drastic temperature chinges and-alternating droughts and-heavy

-Taintvthat render,the landscapeseapecially sensitive 0 nutan impact. the

Sierra-Nevada-Cascade Mountains on the Pacific Ctiast alsohave vulnerable
vegetation that cannot take much abuse. =the Great Basin Mountains west of

the Rockies are the most arid of the major North American ranges, and the

poorly developed vegetation exposes the soil to harsh external" pressuree.

In the Appalachian Mountains, the dense veget,Ition is threatened by acid rain

. runoff from the heavy metal deposits expose by man's activity.

Yet these environments are exceptionally attractive to people, and increased

mobility coupled with increased affluence makes them easily accessible. ,In
:addition to the attraction of the mountains themselves, three of the four

mountain regions of the U. S. are in the West, which is experiencing more in-

migration growth than any other part of the country: In Colorado's Jefferson

County, which borders west Denver and extends into the foothills of theRockies,
fifty percent of all in-migration to mountain areas is from out-of-state.

People "use" the mountains in various ways that can be categoriZed into "non-

nsumptive" or "consumptive" use. We will examine both categories and discuss

th= effect of different activities upon the mountain environment.

I. gin- Consume tive Use

on-consumptive us of the mountains is the taking of basically intangible

characteristics fro the mountains - such as aesthetic values, tranquility,

pleasure, recreation. This is done by tourism, the building of second

homes, and recreation. However, non-consumptive use of the mountains re-

quiresconstruction of facilities to enable people to utilize and consume

the intangible assets.

1Charles W. Howe, chairman, research team, University of Colorado, Residential

Development in the Mountains of Colorado: A Handbook of Problems and Guidelines,

(Colorado: United Banks of Colorado, Inc., 1972), p. 4.
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A. Transportation systems enable people to move about and reach their

destinations.

Construction of transportation systems has a substantial impact on

soil erosion-and water quality. Bulldozing delicate mount* soils
frequently causes soil erosion. The soil is more suscepeible to wind.

erosion;: road dust becomes a pollution problem. One effect of soil

erosion-is eutrophication. Water runoff carries with it substantially
more.soil.nutrients and deposits them into ponds and lakes. Increased

nutrients in the lakes together with sunlight cause vegetation to in-'

crease. As this vegetation decomposes, it consumes the oxygen in the

lake. This is the process of eutrophication. It.will eventually lead

to what is termed a "dead lake". The fish cannot get their necessary

oxygen; very little can live in the lake.

iurtherdevelopment of the mountains is easily facilitated by extensive,

road systems. Reduced travel time isjan inducetent to growth`. The

opening of.the Eisenhower Tunnel on.COloradoHighWay.-I-70- in 1974 has

brought increased development to t14, western part of the state. By

1990, traffic volUme in the Blue River Baiin-of Summit.Counry, Colorado,

is expected to.double from its 1970 volume. Even a private areare-
quires a road for access, and this road becamea-a belt way of new ac-

tivi.ty suiting in loss of the original privacy.

Maintenance of mountain roads, due to increased Climatic variability

and steep 'grades; costs on the average of 214 times as much in the moun-

tains as on the flatlands.

Pollution gases take up alarger fraction of the atmosphere at high 5.

altitudes where the air is thin than at lower altitudes where the air

is more dense. Therefore, the effects of equal weights of a particle

pollutant are felt more.as altitude increases. Add to this the fact

that pollution from auto emissions increases with elevation because

more unbuined hydtocarbons are emitted at a high altitude, and you'have

the potential for)serious problems.

Mountain temperature inversions can capture pollution emissions and

make them more caustic. A build-up of cold air on higher slopes drains

to the basin floors andiwarmer-air prevails in the valley's upper at-

mosphere. An inverted- temperature gradient such as this can hold the

pollutants for extended periods of time.

B. 'kesidential and seccin,A home development is accelerating in the mountains

and is often overlooked in the problems it creates.

Like the co truction of roads, the building of homes frequently re-

sults in he soil rosion.. Water runoff dumps nutrients into water

systems, wi h eutro' ication of lakes becoming a possibility.

Selecting lo

itself.

for developing a jp untain community- is a problem in'

Man, as an animal)) (competes) with other animals for food,

cover, and water. Unfortunately,-man!s chosen living space

is on the valley floor and in the mountain park. Until re-

cently, these land areas. wereagric4ltural lands; land uses
that modified but did not make the landscape uninhabitable

45
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fog 14ildlife. Today, these farws and ranches are being

bought, subdivided, and sold to the public as residential

or seasonal homesites. The laridscape is*losing its capa-

city:to support wildlife populations andwildlife is forced
--

onto less land and less favorable habitat. Some animals

such as elk, sheep; goat, and bear cannot maintain their
population size, in proximity to human-settlements. These

.
animals need protection from land development if they are

to survive.2 .

Man is destroying large areas of winter range for deer, elk, and others.

For some animals, such as the eagle, the piesence of man and their nat-

ural timidity have caused reduction in their populations.

The mountain valleys offer the greatest variety of plant and animal

species. Valleys are ecological transition zones between water and
marsh life and the many different kinds of alpine life forms. Moun-

tain valleys are areas of unusual diversity of both plahts and animals.
Unfortunately, it is in this same ecotone that man builds his roads and

his towns.

An example of maet,insensitivityto wildlife's Apturallabitat is the

development at Evergreen Lake, Colorado. The lake was once adjacent to

a marsh area supporting wild ducks,,other water fowl, and beavers. The

marsh was filled ihNand graded for a parking lot for using Evergreen

Lake as a skating rink. The wildlife lost their nesting area and have

vanished.

Subdivision design is:important in a mountain community. The most widely

used-ty0604fe rectilihear design - straight line planning - and cur-

vilinear design - curved roadways and-lots. Curvilinear design creates"

'spread cities't as we have seen in suburbs. Yet curvilinear design re-

mains the most popular subdiviSion method and has been incorporated into

many countraubdivision regulations. Rectilinear design is monotonous,

ignores the topography of.the land, and opens the area to heavy vehicu-

lar traffic. This forM ofdelsign has been almost eradicated from city

suburban development. Butin the mountain counties with inadequate
county controls and little public awareness, many mountain developers

are using rectilinear design. Rectilinear'and curvilinear designs ig7

nore unusual ecosystems and,assume the land is homogeneous and can all_

be treated alike.

Cluster design, a third type of subdivision design, allows for grouping

of housing units more closely and then the remainder of the land is

designated as open space. But it is very easy to cram an excessive

number of.people into a mountain valley with cluster design.

However, the designation of open space is important in the mountains;

and this -makes-the-clusty--design-more-suited-to -mountaiu environment.

Often mountain subdivision provides only living space or a base camp

from which to seek recreation. The result is heavy crowding of the

public land for recreation.

, 46
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Few realize the increase in air pollution fromwoodburning fire-

Places. Vail and Steamboatin Colorado have both had some serious
,air_pollution -on winter weekends due to fireplace smoke and tf.10-

fperature inversions.

Water supply becomes a critical issue in the three western; arid

mountain regions. Surface stream waters are already appropriated

to deWnstream water rights. This leaves ground water for developing

mountain areas. Sufficient water is often not available, adjacent
wells=begin to adversely affect one another, water rhts are sold
separately' from land rights unbeknown to the purchase 'r, and the tre-

mendous influx of people may result in mountain areas without water
ddring a drought. period.

I

Flood control projects often are sought by new communities. FlOod

control projects alter-stream flow and disrupt natural ecosystems'

in mountain valleys. In addition, flood control, measures may create

an impounded pool larger than the area it protects. -

Fire is one very real danger to mountain homes. The majority of gir.

velopLent in the-Rocky Mountains, for instance, is oecurring in the

"TransItion Zone"-between 6,500 feet and 9,000 feet elevation. The
forest cover and rugged topography coupied with a drought often create
fire hazards in this zone. Another characteristic of this elevation

range is high winds that quickly spread a fire. In mountain valXey4
up-slope winds usually exist and can spread a fire over large areas.'
Multi-storied condominiums in dense groupings make firefighting diffi-

, cult. Mountain home fire insuretee is usually very expensive. People

with mountain homes must accept that they may lose thoSe homes to fire.

C. Economics of mountain development havsome'uaique characteristics.

Goods and services have seasonal demands. They must be sufficient to
handle peak numbers during seasonal vacation ise, yet tt, y are supporter

and managed by a much smaller year-round population. F refighting is

a prime example. Mountait, communities have basically maintained volun-

tary fire departments. But sophisticated fire equipment and the exis-
tence of.peak seasons of activities require well-trained personnel. -

£

The financing of services - as fire protection, police protection, road

maintenance,,trash removal, medical facilities, educational facilities,
and sewage treatment plants - is oftentimes difficult. Sales taxes

from visitors may all go to the state and none'to the community. Pro-

perty taxes from higher mountain values generate some revenue, but often
.

in mountain communities there is no high Assessed -industrial or commer-

cial development. This puts county governments into competition with
each other for more development and therefore more revenues. For other

-communities-desiring -to-remain -int-act-,--tirere fire-realet-orromic-a-s-well

: as social, implications of unwanted, increased tourism and recreation.

Tax structures are county-wide, not regional. Hence, increased demand

for services in the mountains may require increased taxes for the coun-

ty. People living on the flatland end up paying for mountain development,

too.

e

County planners will often expand services beyond their needs In order\ 44.
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to accommodate anticipated growth. This, in fact, encourages that

anticipated growth.

When economic growth depends on a tourist population, resources are

Aim-trashed which can be especially, damaging in mountain areas. Then -

environmental quality deteriorates, recreation demand decreases,, and

the businesses of the area suffer. The activities of mountain users'

eventually destroy the very qualities which first_attracted them to

the mountains.

Recreation and a tourist economy are very sensitive to national eco-

nomic conditions. For example., in 'Jackson Hole, Wyoming, tourism;

-dropped 33% during the oil embargo because of the gasoline'shortage.

D. Sewage treatment is a big question inmany communities.

If communities 'meet their state or Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) permit requirements, eighty percent federal funding it avail-

able -to them for construction of sewage plants. But communities

exist on their own for long periods before applying to EPA for sewage,

treatment facility funds.

In some small mountain towns where the sewage systems have teen fed-

erally financed, the federal requirements have caused very large sewage

lines to be built into uninhabited areas. The presence, of these lArge

sewer lines has opened the way to additional growth.

Individual septic tanks are used in small communities or as a result

of fragmented growth. Successful septic tank treatment requires the

proper soil and a low water table. If -soil is, too tight, as is often

true of high-clay content soils in mountain valleys, it impairs,the

proper filtgring of,the sewage. The severe coldofwinters retards

the essential bacterial action to treat the sewage. Due to the shallow

and rocky mountain soils, the effluence will filter into fractured bed-

rock and enter the water table, wells and streams. On sloped surfaces,

up-slope septic tanks have been known to permeate down -slope wells. In-

one survey in Summit County, Colorado, one out of four wells in mountain

communities showed contamination. One community showed sixty percent

contamination.

Collective community systems encounter problems due to insufficient iana '-

in a valley area for facilities. This is especially true for leaching

fields. Ski resorts find self-contained treatmentcplants may, not -work,

as with septic tanks°, since the temperature is too low for needed-bac,

teria action. 'The result is_that many-tRiNareas use storage tanks for

sewage and then truck the waste to a plant.

In Vail, Colorado, increased growth has meant increased water consump-

tion and-less-water-in-the-river-farLtreating_the_sewage.

Meeting peak-treatment needs is another problem. In Grand Lake County,

Colorado, withd00 to 400 year-round residents and peak days in the

.summer of 15,000 tourists, it was fbund that during those peak days

sewage discharge.was only partially treated and contained excessive

'nutrients. The result is excessive nitrate buildup in-the lakes, in-

creased vegetation, and then insufficient oxygen for the fish. A

similar situation has occurred at Lake Tahoe, Nevada, and required the

8



installation of an additional water treatment facility.

E. Recreational sites and recreational activities themselves cause stress

on the mountain environments.

, -

Campgrounds and wilderness areas are becoming more and more crowded
as more and more people are swarming into the hack country: The re-

"7- sat is both "overpopulation" and "overrecreation" as increased
affluence and increased frustration with the city play an important

role in mountain tourism. Wildlife is disturbed and retreats to higher
land or land othdrwise not suitable for. its species. Erosion along

forest trails from hiking and recreational Vehicaes is accelerating. .1

Alpine tundra near or aboVe timberline - 10,000 feet to_14,000 feet
elevation - is extremely vulnerable to disturbance; At theseevalua-
tions, one,pasa-of a motor vehicle or ten days of concentrated' walking:

can create an eroding, impoverishes ecosystem thaVtakes.from 100 to"

.Itso years to restore itself.' And noise pollution'from motorbikes,
tote-goats, and chain saws is.becoming an increased problem. The

noise disturbs not only wildlife, but man as well.

.

Hunting can be classified as mostly redreational. Man's activities
.have eliminated some natural predators and some Wildlife habitats. '

This results in man taking the place of the predator. But if hunting
is not within legal boundaries, man as the predator can affect the
specie& very existence.'.

Skiing seems to be a clean and quiet sport; but its impact on the
mountains has been incalculable. Whole new towns have been created .

just to accommoda, the skiing industry.. While the sport is quiet,
the machinery arou.d a ski resort ismot quiet, especially.,snow7making
machinery which runs at. night. Ski resorts are usually insnariow
valleys where air quality-is polluted by temperature inversions that
hold auto -emissions, hydrocarb;,n emissions from ski-lift machinery,
and wood smoke pollutants from a great many fireplaces.

"In an environment where it takes hundreds of years to develop an inch,
of delicate.top soil, a poorly maintained ski trail can WiSh-ont to a
depth of several feet from a heavy rain.

The construction of a.ski resort` generates the initial impact on the

environment. The impact can be somewhat controlled after construction
if the ski area desires. When resorts operate beyond their design ca-
pacity, then, they becOme destructive. In Summit County, Colorado, ski
visitors are increasing at the rate of'19.8% a year. This results in
overpopulation of existing ski areas, and adds impetus for construction

of new areas.

Artificial snow buildup may ,result in unusually heavy spring runoff
bringing-washouts, siltation-and- deterioration of stream quality.
Artificial know-making takes a great deal of water; decreasing its -

availability for other uses. And the water may -return to the stream
in an entirely different area and thus disturb stream flow and. the eco-

systems that border it.'

Cross-country skiing, thought by many to be less detrimental to the
environment, may be destructive to wildlife. Animals may buin more

energy running from humans than they can replace on a winter diet.

S9



The result is sometimes 'starvation for.deer and elk.

4 *

One ofthe biggest Problems with ski areas is the-idely uneven de-

mand put on sewagetzeatment. Everyone takes a shbwer between 4:00

and 6:00 p.m. The ski areas have a substantially difficult time
properly handling the water and soap disposal when all the thousands
of residents bathe .after the tows close and before the night life

begins.

II. Consumptive.Use

Consumptive use of the mountains involves use of the mountains in other

ways apiee from human enjoyment and recreation. Consumptive u*e of the

mountains is the use of or removal of some product of the mountain eco-
system for profit. This consumptive use is not a result of population
pressures in the mountains, but is a result of population pressures and

. 'demands for resources by our entire.planet'...

The Rocky-Mountain Region has over one-half the coal,-
-one-third of the `oil aul natural gas, 100% of the
uranium, almost 100% of the oil shale and geothermal
potential. and, a large part of the hydrorlectric gen
erating capacity, 75% of the copper, 90% of.the mo y-
bdenum,,,60% of the phosphate,And 85% of the potash'.
vital to the energy needs and food production throughout

the U. S. 3

A. Water is one of the resources tapped in the mountains-for commerical

Uses.
4

Water is impounded in the mountain terrain foeuse in irrigation, in '
power generation, and for urban population use. This impounded water

.then becomes a natural prime recreation attractions further-adding to
its commercial use. Population increases the need for water, and water

development projects in turn encourage population growth.

ReServojrs can alter ecosystems and affect wildlife habitats. Reser=

voirs are created by flooding mountain valleys, again destroying eco-
tones, taking prime agricultural:land out.of production and taking -

winter ranges from wildlife. To use Colorado as an example, stream

valleys represert Only five percent of the total land in the state-
and are frequently being converted to,a watershed of one type or another.

Yet 40% of all wildlife in the. Rocky, Mountains lives in 'stream valleys,

'and they are gradually losing their habitat.

Reservoirs disturb the nutrients in stream water by preventing them from'

'flowing dowstream. This reduces-the yroductivity of downstream irri-

- -gated land. Concentration of minerals may degrade the water quality Of

*-* the reservoir itself-. And all reservoirs eventually fill with sediment.
Increased concentration of minerals and sedimentation both require in-

creased water treatment, which increases the dott,of-fhe water.

4

''Rocky Mountain Environmental Research, guest for a Future, (Colorado: Insti-

tute for Arctic and Alpine Research, 1974).
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The water. quality of the streams is also affected by water devel-

optents projects. By damming the water and reducing stream flOw,

salinity increases downstream. When the watt!: level is too low

to adequately dilute the salt in the water that comes from the
natural erosion of shale and mineral springs, the soil irrigated by
that water is less productive. Curvently, the Environmental Defense
Fund is suing the federcl government because the Colorado River has
become one=sixth as salty as the ocean.

B. ThellnIng industry degrades water quality by increasing soil ero-
sion from road building and skidding operations, and by clear-cutting.
This erosion leads to increased sediMentation which damages fresh
water fish and increases the cost,of water treatment.

Studies have,indiCated that suspended sediment concen-
tiations in'a stream immediately downstream from an
improperly logged a:- . T.-re 7,000 times, the natural

sediment content.4

The organic s4:,1Tris eroding from a logging_site leads to increased
nitrate release into the,waters and eventbal eutrophication.,

When lagging has removed trees along streams, it exposes the stream
to incredsed sunlight. Mater temperature can increase by as much as
t6° F., killing fish and fish eggs.

The abundance af roads created for logging-have a secondary effect on

the mountAirs. The road network means easy access to the area and in-

' creasecl recreation follows.

C. Grazing of livestock is not to be underestimated. Put in its histori-

cal perspective, grazing has completely changed the mountain ecosyste.
Grazing by the large animal herds of the 1800's brought about complete
changes in vegetation patterns in many areas. The impact frcm current
grazing occurs when land is overgrazed, Auch as too many livestock in
an area or grazing extended for too long of a time period in an area.

paSture land during the improper season is also harmful to the

ec_system. Herders must be very'knowledgeable of ecosystems and know
when grazing will trample in new seeds or when it will pack the soil
making it difficui, for grass to grow. The most concern must be given
to grazing on tundra because it is the most-fragile of mountain eco-
systems and requires many years to replenish itself,

71.

D. Hunting also comes under the category of a commercial industry, although
this _nvolves a smaller amount of the wildlife hunted than does recrea-

tional hunting. Commercial hunting is the hunting of Legal catch for
its pelts; such as coyou,.s,trapping for the same reasons, commercial
fishing, and some poaching. The proolems with commercial hunting are
the same as with hunting for recreation. Regulations have been estab-

lished to protect the wildlife. If hunting is done outside of those

4Geise, J. William, Jr., "Mountain Development: Effects on Water and Air
Resources," presented at Environmental '72 Conference,- Denver, Colorado, p. 3.
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'regulations, if Can be disastrous to a specles.

A
E. Minel.al and oil exploration can be one of tie most instantly degrading

forces to the mountain environment.

If the land is not'retlaimed, the impact to the land is on 0-2 s. -1

.usually associated with-natural disasters. In the Appalachian
step mining often results in removing the entire top of a

mountain. This strip mining exposes layers .of rock and soil which

contain heavy concentrations of iron sulfide. Rain water "runs red"

fromjhoe exposed areas. "Dead streams" result, vegetation is
-markedly retarded, and people and animals are sickened.

Many times with coal, oil and gas exploration, bulldozing for roads

and pipelines is done-in excess of the need and without regard for

water-drainage. This reStAtos.' in serious erosion and sedimentation

problems. Estimates of destruction in Mining areas indicate that
for every mile of road or pipeline, 2.4 to 5 acres of vegetation

are destroyed.

Mining frequently results in saline water supplies. One reason is

that the Mine tailings are highly acidic and increase the salinity

of the water. The second reason is that large amounts. of good qt.-.1ity

water are necessary for lining, especially with oil shale:, This re-

duces the water level below that needed to-sufficiently dilute the

salt content of the,streams. Again, land irrigated by this water is

less productive.

Oil finale development is still uncertain. There was no mention of

oil shale in President's arter's energy proposals. How4 . accor-

ding to Dudley Fever, Rocky Mountain Regional Administrator

444
or the

Federal Erergy Administration, the industry would be entitled to market

any oil produced at world prices. For this reason, oil shale develop-

ment'will be discussed as still a poasibility.

Oil shale is a heavy polluting industry. The process of derivin. oil

from shale is to "cook" the rock to 900 °;F. This process releases'

aLundant dust and chemical pollutants into the air. The "spent shale,"

the mine -tailings of the oil shale industry, is a black talcum-like

px.vder that lb very dusty, very unsightly, and destined to fill moun-

tain valleys near oil shale plants.

+Oil shale is a very energy-inefficient source of energy. It takes

More enerp to produce oil from Shale than the energy the oil can

produCe! If oil shale is developed, coal will have to be developed,

too, to supply the'necessary electrical power. And mining of oil

shale wilt take great ar ants of water. The current situation in

Colorado is one where oil companies have purchased= the water .ig' s

to assure the p.,ssibility of future development. They are, leasing

.water to farmers in the interim. If and when the oil companies

need the water, they will take it back from the farmers.

The real effect of oil shale development may be the accelerating

effect of everything else so far discussed. The Department of the

Interior estimates oil shale development would IttIng 120,000 to

200,000 new people to Colorado. In addition, there is probable
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reason to predict other industry would move from the East ,O the

West to be near the energy sources. Maybe the question Should not

be "how" oil shale is to be/developed, as most of the pfesent debate

concerns itself, but instead "if" oil shale should. be-developed.

What Can Be bone

In,some instances, attempts are being made to control the impact of man On the

mountain ecosystem. These are someof_the steps being tried:

1. Educating the public, to the implications of mountain 'development.

2. Monitoring population growth estimates by community and region.

3. Developing land use legislation. to establish guidelines for land, air and

water quality.

4. Requiring plannAng to precede development.

5. Requiring review of deve_.pment plans by approp7 e technical committees.

6. Establishing a mineral severance tax to reclaim the environment.

7. Monitoring activity io assure regulations are being met.

8. Assessing the impact of land activity to evaluate and adjust as necessary.

Land use regulation is still a 'developing" concept in our society -.no pun

intended. How to direct land use control and the results of the effort are yet

toabE judged. One thing should be obvious, however: to do nothing is not the

answer.
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POPULATION EDUCATION: CASE STUDLES ONTHE
IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Thelma Marie Wurzelbacher
School of.Natural Resources

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan.

This concerns the implementation of population education in selected 6econ-:
dary schools. It is an exploration of the circumstances and events that
occur when-individual teachers recognize the'need for population education
and attempt to place population topics within traditional curriculum and
schedules. A

METHODS USED

Case Study Approach

The case study approach was used to document implementation in subject areas
as diverse as junior and'senior high social studies, grammar and composition
and in-public and private, suburban and inner city, vocational and college
preparatory Schools. The process o£ implementation was studied with the
teacher serving as co-investigator. Each teacher recorded various approaches

used to introduce population related materials into the classroom. They also
recorded how they coped with mblems and_asseLs Which they encountel...d. This

account is intended as a guide to the larger field of possible environments.

With this resource one can sort out and project the most' viable, recommendations
for the implementation of population education.

Participants

Case participants were selected from groups of teachers who had taken a course
on population education in the spring and summer of 1975. The course offered
(1) basic population dynamics including the history of population growth, the
nature of populations, factors influencing population (birth rate, death'rate,
migration, distribution, and density), and issues related to population such as
food, energy, and values; (2) the content, organization, and implementation of
population education; and (3) teaching strategies and materials related to popu-
lation,issues. Those enrolled in.the course were primarily teachers in the K-
adult levels from thirteen different citieswithinaseventy-iaile radius from the
University of Michigan campuses in Dearborn and Detroit.

The final group of five were those able and willing to implement population edu-
.pation in the fall term. They represented differen; disciplines and extremely
diverse personal backgrounds and school environments. Mr. Parkington (code names
are used throughout this text) taught social studies in a junior high school
located=in a suburban community. The junior high was part 3f the elementary
building and the atmosphere and the cUrricu' were not as distinctively °junior'
high" as they might have been. HoweVer, the _otal school atmosphere was quite
different from the senior high schools. There were two senior high English

teachers. Mrs. Williams taught in an inner city school; Mr. Smythe in a wealthy
suburb. The settings, the course materials, the peisonalities and teaching styles
of the two contrasted sharply with each other and with the other three participants.
The fourth teacher, Mrs. Newman, taught sociology and social studies in a cityidde
vocational school located in the center of the city.. Again the type of schooli-
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location, studen
etherteOW
Catholic;ae4pql.
the rs4

.Data-:Sources

Font data,sources were used to document the implementation process: a pre-

edurse-Survey, written and telephone logs, school site visits, and a final in-

terview. The emphasis was on getting as complete 'and coherent a narrative of

implementation'as possible. These data sources, their purpose and kind of in-

feiMation gained from each are summarized in Table 1.

wady, -,land subject matter were quite distinct from any of the

-ich* fi4. teacher, Mr. Christabal,taught Spanish in a private
**lwere-feW similarities between his situation and any of

I.

TABLE 1

DATA SOURCES, PURPOSE, AND INFORMATION GAINED

Data Source
and-Purpose

pre-course survey

to provide background-
-information

Logs, written and
telephone

to get a detailed
account imple-

mentation

Schooi site visit

to supplement
and give :a con-

textual basis
eor the imple-
mentation
account

.Kinds of InforMation'Gained

personal data
description of the school
current activities in population education
identification of individuals who influence

change
barriers to teaching population education

general teaching schedule=
kinds of course(s) used for implementation
methods used in teaching
student response

other audiences contacted
communication processes .

helps to implementation
hindrances to implementation

4

availability of resources
use or non-use of resources
kinds of materials exchanged

relationships with administration
details on curriculum change process

interaction with department head and co-teachers

spirit and nature of the school environment
community setting
operating procedures of the school
curriculum offerings
kind and cliality of library references on

population
classroom teaching styles
responses of principal and teacher toward curri-

culum change and population issues
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Air

:Final interview

--to summarize

8

helpful fa ors for implementation

hindrance f r implementation

statement f future plans

FACTORS INFLUENCING 1M?LEMENTATION

Situational Contrasts

the-case study was used as a means to describe and assess the influence of

varibuo factors on the Implementation process. First, the-teachers had to

cope with various background elements tbey.met in their efforts to introduce

population education. For purposes of this study these factual dissimilarities-

Will-be -called "situational contrasts." Situational contrasts include back-

grqynd _factora such as the experience, education, and personal competence of the 4

teacher. They also include the subject areas, grade level, and courses used for

imp.1ementat.Lon. Finally, situational contrasts refer to the kinds of schools,

socio-economic ltvels, and diverSity of student bodies and parents.

The more general background elements for each of the f e cases is set forth

in Table 2.

TABLE 2

SITUATIONAL CONTRASTS: OVERVIEW

School Name,
Kind

Finances

Location

Clinton
Public Jr.

I b

District

Suburb

Incity
Public Sr.

High
10-12

District

Innercity

Vera Cruz
Private Sr.
High
9-12

Tuition,
donations
Suburban

Vocational
Pub. Voc.
) High

10 -12-

Title I
furvis

Central city

Greenvale
Public Sr.
High
10-12

Districts

Wealthy
suburb

Teacher

Education
-,,

Experience

Mr.Parking-
ton

41% i
Ph.D. candi-

date
8 years

Mrs. Wms.

M.A. .

6 years

Mr. Chris-
tabal

M.A.

4 years

Miss Newman

B.S.

3 years

Mr. Smythe

B.S.

3 years

Teaching area
Expected

Actual

Soc.Studies

Soc.Studies

_

English,

English

.-...

Spanish

Spanish &
business

Soc.StuCies
(Urban Stud.)
Soc.Studies

.

Soc.Studies
,

English

Course(s) for
implements-
tion

American and
World History

Grammar Adult busi-
-ness

Sociology Composition

Student'level 9th graders 10-12th
graders

adults 11-12th
graders

12th gra-
ders .

Most significant ., .

influence on implementation:

help experience
teaching,

expected
course

experighce
teaching
expected
course

experience

hindrance new course inexperience
new course

inexperience
new course
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The kind of schools the experience and education of to teacher, the courses,
and grade level taught are included. The background coMponent which seemed
to influence implementation to the greatest extent is included at the bottom

of the table. These will be discussed ±n greater detail later.

Dimensions: Administrative,'Departmental and InLerde'artmental Resources

t:

Second, the teachers were faced u:th an assortment of influences which affected
their efforts to implement population education. These, were arias pf special,

concern to the teachers befpie and during the time of implementation. The final

collection of actual and potential influencesliwere gleaned through pre-course
surveys administered to all potential case study participants. The major in-

fluences which these and other teachers would encounter in their efforts to use
population topics in classroom teaching were categori2ed as "resource, adminis-
trative, departmental and interdepartmental." The administrative dimension

refers to any influence that comes from one with a higher level of authority
than the classroom teacher. This dimension is further divided into those in-
fluences which are general innature and those which deal with formal process
of curriculum change. The general category included characteristics and be-
Imvior of the principal and department heads. It also tefeis to issues such as

fear of controversy, cost of. mat,rials, and personal objections to the content
or method of population education. The category, formal process of curriculum
change, relates to all the mechanisms by which course content in modified or new
materials introduced into the school system. This includes the work of curri-

- culum committees, processing of formal requests, and the time in which change is

made.

RESULTS

Kinds of Implementation

The two primary categories of implementation which occurred across the cases

were the classroom kind and the communications kind. Tables 3 and 4 on the

following pages present some of the ways population materials were used.

The specific classroom activities related to population topics are summarized

in Table 3. Each teacher, school, and subject area is listed. The various

forms of cl sroom learning and the kinds of audio-visuals used are indicated

for each of t e participants. For example, in Table 3 Parkingtcn at Clinton

used lecture, reports, graphing and other methods of teaching. He also used

posters and fil s. Newman used lecture, discussion and graphing but no audio-

visuals. As rep esented in Table 4, implementation by communications is pre-

sel,:ed for each o the teachers. This second table shows that Christabal dealt

with students outsi his school and with family and friends. The table indi-

cates that Smythe interacted with his principal but not with the department

head. or librarian. Finally both tables give an overall rank in implementation

to each of the teachers. This rank is based on the measure the individual

teacher implemented compared with the other participants.

can see implementation varied in kind and quality across the cases. Some

of the teachers emphasized clagsroom implementation; others chose to implement

among their peers. There were numerous influences on that process and those

inflP.nces will be discussed next.
,



Teacher
School-

TABLE 3
I

SUMMARY OF OCCURRENCE OF IMPLEMENTATION: .CLASSROOM AND AUDIO VISUAL

Parkington
Clinton JH

American &
World Histoky

Williams Christabal Newman Smythe

Incity SH Vera Cruz Vocational Greenvale SH

KYr
English Adult Sociology ,English

Grammar Business CoMposition

Education

-Classroom Learning
lecture x x A

discussion
worksheets
--

debate /interviews

val,tez clarification

reports
use of newspaptr

articles
group projects
cemetery field trip
viewing films
graphing -x

writing stories
exams

Audio Visual Use
films

transparencies
charts
posters

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

Classroom Implementation 1
Rank (highest)

2 4 5
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TABLE 4

SUMMARY OF OCCURRENCE OF IMPLEMENTATION: COMMUNICATIONS

Teacher Parkington Williams

School Clinton Incity SH

Christabal
. Vera Cruz

Newman Smythe

Vocational Greenvale SH,

American & English Adult.

World History Grammar Business
Education

Communications
students
inside the school
outside the school

coteachers
within the dep.arrent

o, outside the department x

,

teachers outside the
school

department head
principal
union representative
librarian *
friends
family

other

x

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

`-#

fe

Sociology English
Composition

x

x

x

x

Ralik for Implementation 2 4 3 j
1

by Communication j (highest)

ti
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Influence of Situational Contrasts and the Three Major Dimensions

As described earlier the resource, administrative, and departmental dimensions

represent clusters -of factors which influence the teacher's efforts to imple
ment population education. These were areas of special concern to the teachers

before and during the time of implementation. The dimensions are ways of cate
goriging.the major influences these and other teachers would encounter in their

efforts to use population topics in classroom teaching.

Table 5 on the following page summarizes the most important situational con
trasts are. outlines the role and effect on implementatiou behavior of each
dimension in the implementation process;

The table is a comparative summary of implementation and influencing factors.
The relativeTimportance of the situational contrasts and the dimedsions is pre

sented. Just as the teachers were rated on implementation (Tables 4.! and 0 the

overall influence of both.the situational contrasts and the three dimensions were

also given, a rating. The ratin was positive( +) if the situational contrast or

dimension was lielpfullpo the t her's efforts to implement and negative
tthe influence was a hindrance. Finalia comparative rank on'implementation,

offered. (See bottom section of Table 5.)
4

This section will discuss in more detail' the factors which influence implemen
tation behavior and the relative,importance of each of the influences. The four

areas (1) situational contrasts, (2) resources, (3) administrative, and (4) de

partmental and interdepartmental are discussed sepaiately. While all these are

operational in the case of the five teachers, some are more important than others.
4.2

Situational Contrasts

The teachers all had the same background course and a prepared unit with class
room activities, and it was expected that each would be able to implement in his

own situation. Each of the teachers 'also had a special interest in population

education and was motivated to teach it. Nevertheless; as shown in Table 2,

the teachers had to vary their implementation to correspond to many differences

in settings, subject matter, atd student body characteristics. The implementa
tion outcome was different in each case and not as extensive as anticipated.

.t*.
Newman did no clasdroom implementation; Smythe did practically none. Christabal

did very little. Onky Williams performed, creatively at the classroom level, and

Parkington implemented a great deal. When the five teachers are given a class

room,seore, Parkington at Clinton Junior High would be the highest followed by

Williams, Christabal, and Newman. Smythe would be the lowest.

Those who implemented in the classroom were actually the most experienced teachers

who Were teaching the course they.enticipated teaching (Parkington at Clinton and
Williams at Incity). They were able to use their prepared materials. It was

surprising that Williams at Incity, who had no materials in her subject area other

than those she designed and later supplementer!, implemented a great deal. Newman,

on the other hand, had plenty of materials but did not implement at all in the

classroom.

In general it could be concluded that length.of experience and teaching the ex
pected course when' the term actually began were the most important aspects of the

background which influenced implementation. The more experienced teacher with the

course he expected to teach was able x6 implement to the nighest degree. The role
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TABLE 5

COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF INFLUENCES ON IMPLEMEIZATION: MOST SIGNIFICANT HELP (+) OR HINDRANCE (-)

Teacher
School

Parkington
Clinton JH

Williams
Incity SH

Chris* Lbal

Vera Cruz
Newman
Vocational

Smythe
Greenvale SH

Situation Contrasts
expertenced
teaci.-ng expected

course

Dimensions

Resource

having material in
subject area

ability to adapt
available resources

Administrative

Departmental &
Interdepartmental'

status among peers
places to meet ,

+ yes
+ yes

+ yes,
+ yes

*OM

+ yes
- no

no

- no

- no
- 110

+ del lltely

+ definitely

- none

+ yes, created
her own

+ Adequate

- did -Jot

adapt

+ abundant

- no

- none

- unable to
acap:

+ school auto-
nomy

+ operating with-
in building

+ distance from
authorities

+ being isolated

+ yes
+ yes

+ school de-
centralization

+ no administra-
tive pressure

+ knowing
power lo,lus

+ operating a
department
level

- -school

'pontics
-under comb'.

nity
pressures

+ isolated + yes
+ yes

yes

+ yes

+ unknown
- unused

Comparative Rank on
1m lementatir,n:

Classroom . 1 (best
implementerl

2 3 5 4

Communications 2 4 3 1 (best

im.lementer)

5
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of the teacher relative to the mixture'of background elements made the differ-

ence. The kind of school, student body, or subject area made little difference

in .the actvil implementation.

Resources

°In general it appears that availability of resources did Make a difference in

the implementation rrocess. The teacher Who had ready-to-use materials imple-

mented. Those teachers who had no prepared materials for the subjept area they

were teaching found it difficult if not impossible to include population-related

ideas in their regular teaching. This was true even though all the teachers had

some basic learning activities, from the summer course: It reqUired a particular

kind of skill and level of experience for the teacher to extensively adapt the

new materials into a course during the time the course was in session. None of

the case participants were able to accomplish this in any measure. .

Administrative

It could be concluded that the administrative dimension is, usually perceived

as a potential obstacle for the implementation of population education. However,

in four of the five cases, the teachers'functioned quite independently and at the

same time were very knowledgeable about their situation. They were able to meet

the constraints imposed by the principal and department head, or by the require-

ments for curriculum change. It is not at.all clear what the results might be
for longer term implementation or implementation done on a broader scale. But

t in this study the effect of the administratiye dimension on classroom implemen-

tation was no:: significant.

:Departmental and Interdepartluental

Departmental and interdepartmental factors had relatively little. influence on

implementation. Ixcept for the fact that the teachers exchanged informally on
population education, it would stem that many potential opportunities for imple-

mentation were wasted. Only in the case of Christabal at Vera Cruz was the de-

partmental meeting a means of sharing in the formal sense.

Three cf the teachers (Parkington, Newman, Christabal) enjoyed considerable
status among their peers and frequented meeting areas (Table 5). For the most

part, all the teachers were positively supported by their departments. Mate-

rials were shared with various individuals in the school and beyond-it. Only

the two English teachers had less exchange,possibly because o_ their subject

matters.

Even with the exchanges that took place, the participants dil not ask anything

of their co-teachers. Although the teachers were positively supported, no one
reported that colleagues did anything more than communicate on the issue. It

seems that since the five teachers in the study were just beginning with popu-

lation education, they undoubtedly needed more self-assurance and teaching ,

materials before they could share extensively.

Influences on Implementation: Conclusion

The length of teaching experience and teaching the expected course were the

most significant influences among the many sltuaticnal contrasts present in

each case. Of the three dimensions, having teaching materials ,ready to use

for a given subject area was critical to implementation. NeitIhr the adminis-

trative nor departmental dimensions were as important to the teachers as
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experience, teaching th,: proposed course, or having resource materials.
Nevertheless: the teacher in the last analyiis could exercise control over
his individual situation, and'the relative importance of any dimension de-
pended on the response of the teacher. The measure in which the teacher im-
plemented rested to a large degree on hig capacity to deal with the various
influencing fac -rs.

CONCLUSIONS

What conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of the implementation process
and the influencing factors? What recommendations are warranted for the im-
plementation of population education in other situations and at broader levels?

First, the conclusions center on to main issues: (1) the role of the individual
teacher in implementing population education, and (2) the importance of "ease of
fit" as a basis for the quality and level of implementation that occurred. "Ease,

of fit" means that the easier the materials went into existing schedules and
curriculum patterns, the better they svpplemented the teacher's need, the more
implementation took place. The recommendations suggested here focus on the in-
fusion approach as the most important strategy for implementing populatioa edu-
cation.

An approach to implementation based on the role pf the teacher and ease of fit
is one way to meet the three constraints of time, teacher background, and ex-
isting curriculum st-uctures. Considering ,the experience of these cases such
a strategy would al.Low effective implementation to occur with greatest likeli-

hood.

ROLE Or THE INDIVIDUAL TEACHER

Importance of the Teacher

The amount and quality of implementation depended on each teacher: Implementa-

tion was enhanced by a supportivc school environment. However, no mattes what
the environment, the individual teacher was a vital factor in the implementation

process. Population topics ar. certainly not required in the secondary curri-

culum. In fact, population education is probably not understood in educational
circles. And so at this time it is the individual teacher's perception of the
importance and need for'population education which determines whether or not it
will be implemented. Gustavus and Huether (1975, p. 205) support this by showing
that seventy-one percent of the teachers they surveyed began using population
education because of a concern about populatior.. Only four percent began because

they were asked by officials. It is the teacher's willingness and interest which
placed population education in classrooms. .Fundamentally the same was true for
the participants in this study. It was the teacher who adapted to schedule
changes, taught population education in the classroom, or chose alternative forms
of implementation.

Curriculum Change. and the Teacher

From these five cases one can conclude that curriculum change is essentially
the responsibility of the individual teacher. The fog al process of curriculum
change was relatively unimportant in the five schools :.tudied. The teacher's
role in curriculum change was founded on a high deuce of discretionary control
on the part of the teacher (Pincus, 1974). The whole process might he different
in places where curriculum is highly centralized, for example, in forrign coun-

tries.
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In the cases studied here, the teachers believed population education was

relevant, and that teachers could have a hand in the planning. They were

al4owed to initiate new materials or courses in their own classrooms and

could infuse population education issues. More importantly, they were very

independent in their own classrooms and could teach population topics. The

teachers planned their units and some executed it. Thi: freedom,created more

effective implementation. There were no administrative demands to hinder the

prols.

It ciLalbo be sain that on administrative issues the teachers functioned at

a considerable distance from authority. The teachers seemed to have a prac-

tical sense of where th e. power for change rested in their schools. They'

recognized that the locus of power was at the teacher level, at the department

level, or at the principal level. Generally the teachers implemented efficiently

with whatever structure was present. Most of the teachers had good personal ..

strategies for the level of implementation intended during the study.

Communication and the Teacher

The role of the teacher willing to implement population education was affected

in some measure by statussin the department. Implementation does not stop at

the classroom door and the teachers who were closest to their colleagues ex-

perienced support for implementing population education. Although pee inter-

action was not a strong influence, the teacher's ability to relate witA others

helped with implementation at the communication level. This study showed that

teachers did not require formal mechanisms for communication of population

materials. Contacts tended to be casual and lit some instances widespread.

In brief, the importance of the teacher's influence on the implementation of

population education is witnessed by (1) the teacher's ability to adapt and

cope with the background elements of the teaching environment; (2) the teacher's

ability to implement at the classroom level apart from any administrative barriers;

and (3) the teacher's ability to implement by communications with'others.

Ease of Fit

The most pervasive factor that seemed to influence the efforts of teachers in

-implementing population education was "ease of fit." Ease of it means that

the more readily materials, activities, and opportunities for population educa-

tion could be reconciled with existilg time and schedule con .taints, with

teacher background and needs, and with established curriculum patterns, the

greater the amount and kind of implementation that was possible. Why this con-

clusion is justified will be presented from the perspective of the constraint

which the teachers designated as "time." It will also be presented in light

of the teacher's background and in terms of the established structures.

The Time Cons'braint

About fifty percent of the population education teachers sampled by,Custavus

and Huether (1975) list time as their most important problem. Availability of

materials ranked next. In the present study this problem was expressed most

often in terms of having enough time to
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Although "time" was labeled by the teachprs as an obstacleto fitting in

population education, it is quite likely that this response is also a legi-

timate answer for other realitie. For'example, time may well be an excuse

for lack of skill or inventiveness in introducing new content. It may be

used as an explanation for inadequate knowledge or motivation. "Time" may

also be an acceptable explanation for the real problems of expanding current
textbook topics and creating new Materials. It is very likely that the
teacher-) have no formal training and no in-service help cn how to adapt curri-

culum to meet changing needs. Many teachers might be stunted in their ability

to include more relevant teaching materials and learning experiences in their

everyday teaching. The ease with which population education is introducdd does
depend on time and schedule constraints, but "time" should not be completely
iitilated from other unexpressed problems.

Furthermore, if materials are going to be implemented they must be inserted
easily into a class and conbequently be the 1ind of teaching exercise that

fi.,1 the instructional period. Immediate classroom preparation for the teacher

must -lso be kept at a minimum. The high school teacher-usually has o minimum
of two course preparations, usually three, and teaches five periods five days

a week. There is little time to develop new materials on new subject matter.
The more easily things can be fitted.L.::o this constraint, the more likely,they

can be used.

In addition, the teacher is probably the only'persOn in the school with any
formal education on-the issue and so there is little in-service help from

colleagues. Although case participants expressed a need for professional
exchange, time for communication was also minimal. Formal structures for
communication were not visible and the informal, casual approach was used..
Materials for this kind of'exchange must be of such a fo n that they can be

quickly and conveniently communicated.

The Constraint of Teacher Preparation

Since most.teachers have acquired theii population education training on the

job and during summer school, self-contained material vith built-in teacher

Information would in some measure help to offset weakness in background know-

ledge. In fact, it was difficult for the teachers to design a unit aftet just

one course. Gustavus and Huether (1975, p. 207) report this same conclusion

from their survey. A training institute did not provide enough in,the way of
designing complete courses. This ...rap evidenced in the five cases discussed here.

Aft .r learning about no ulation dynamics, doin o ulatior activities, and plen-

a unit to fit a s ecial course three of the teacher experienced changes

so that they were not able to adapt their materials or make substitutions. The

teachers were not experienced in designing their own,materials. They needed

ready-to-use materitli that matched their curriculum o- materials that were
flexible enough to ;it in a range of courses. This need is especially apparent

for beginning Having individual learning activities would make the
teacher more comfortaoie with placing population topics into the classroom.

nin

The Constraint of Existin' StruCtures

Materials that fit easily into prepared, traditional curricula maximize existing

situations. Sequential-programs in other disciplines already exist and the in-:
fusion approach makes new materials an integral part of existing course cequences,
Inserting population materials into existing courses provides ,the necessary flexi-

bility for meeting changing programs, eArollments and subject area. Almost all

the teachers exper.ienceo unanticipated change of teacher assignment which upset
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plans made in the summer for population education. The premise that imple-

mentation of population education should be based on "ease of fit" is again

applicable.

This is supported by Thorne (1975) who described the ten-year effort to get

pOpulation education formalized in Baltimore schools. He said:

Another major lesson learned about these experimental units related

to the willingness of teachers to use them before they were formally

required as an official part of the curriculum. Only those units

that could be used easily in already existing curricula or courses
were requested. New teaching materials will get general use only

if they satisfy a need felt by teachers for materials usable in,
courses and subjects which they are already required to teach.

(p. 262)

This is also the kini of approac' that is executed without recout- to higher

levls of authority. Short-term Materials can be easily changed. Complete

changes in structure are not required. Expecting population education to be

a part of widespread_ curriculum change is just not utilitarian. Limiting

population education to smaller units of implementation is more realistic

and feasible.

The Small* brit fur implementation

These smAi-e, n-.its, the individual classroom or a single department in whi'h

the indi,A.dua... teacher implemented, have been ,ae focus of this study. The

five to ehers were able to deal with population in a situation limited to the

classroom or department. Since population education is by no means required

in secondary schools, has no priority with educational leaders, and has not

madQ4any significant impact on the educational system at large, the individual

teacher becomes the primary unit for its acceptance. Teachers have considerable

opportunity and responsibilit; to implement directly with students at the class-

room level. They can and have decided to include the topic.

Although infusion of materials, new units and complete courses have been des-

cribed as approaches toward implementation (Lane and Wileman, 41.974; Massialas,

1972; Population Reference Bureau, 1970) it seems that most of the leadership '

involved with population education is reluctant to endorse a particular approach.

Only Viederman and Wayland have consistently defined population education in

.
terms of planned, integrated, and sequential ptograms (Viederman, 1973; vieder-

man and Wayland, 1973). Given all the situational factors and dimensions_ that
influence the implcmentation process, the planned large scale program may not

be a satisfactory approach to implementation at this time. It is simply un-

realistic to plan .for the inclusion of population education in terms of sub-

stantial curriculum revision. Ar' yet, since relatively few innovations persist

if they do not become generally accepted, it is important than an effort be made

to introduce populatio. education in as many settings as possible (Wayland, 1972,

p. 16).

When all is said and done what is needed is a strategy which (1) supports and

enhances the position of the teacher in the classroom setting, and (2) recog-

nizes ease of fit as a necessary component for implementation. The infusion'

strategy meets these two requirements. .
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The Infusion Strategy

The infusion strategy means planning,to put population topics and learning

experience into standard classroom curriculum in tangible, immediate steps.

The key feature of this approach is that the emphasis should be on popula-

tion rather than on other subjects. Population tupics should be clearly

visible. ,

This approach does not use the detailed unit or population course as its

basis. Rather, infusing population topics Means they are introduced possibly

on'a daily or weekly basis over a.longer period of time. They are intended

to complement and make the existing curriculum more relevant. Nevertheless,

this approach is more than accidental awareness. It is an intentional effort

to place population education into curricula on an on-going basis.

The infusion approach has been vaguely'discusscd by population educators. For

the most part it has been ignored. The underlying hope seems to be that popu-

lation education will be created by population programs of wide significance- -

full scale curriculum change, mini-courses and in-depth teacher training programs.

The primary recommendations developed from this study do not agree with that

stance. Population educators are not yet important contributorS to educational

systems. The field is developing but curriculum changes related to population

have not been significant. At this time in`the history and development of.ropu-

lation education, the greatest emphasis should be on the infusion approach

Advant-ges of the Infusion Strategy

The infusion approach has a number of advantages. Above all it allows for, he

uncertainty of not being able to offer a whole unit or population course and

gives surety that something be taught. The'approach takes advantage of

exiting curriculum requirements without creating a new structure. It is con-

ceptually less difficult to design and plan for pracing selected topics into

classroom teaching. It would be more difficult to do a full curriculum sequence

on population themes. Besides permitting population education to become an in-

tegral part of standard curricula, this approach employs existing resources and

'structures for population-related learning experier-es.

Secon: the infusion strategy offsets insufficient teacher background aid training

in population. With short-term, one-concept lessons the teacher can include basic

population information without being an expert in the entire field. This approach

supports the tea-her because cl-ssroom preparation can also be kept at a minimum.

Implementing p,. 'ation topics on an on-going basis emphasizes the teacher's

authority over' classroom topics an keeps the responsibility for teaching popu-

lation at the lowest level.

In addition, learning materials in the form of easy-to-use, single concept acti-

vIties are iieal for sharing with other teachers in brief periods of time. This

is very important since interdepartmental commun4cation is known to be minimal

in the schools. Colleagues would be more receptive to the approach described

here:

Finally, population education that is taught 'by the infusion approach does not

equire a totally supportive sch,li environment. Since teaching is done mostly

within the classroom unit, departmental, administrative, and commutity factors

need not to be involved. Population lessons can be done at the classroom level

without appeal to higher authorities. There is more flexibility to meet schedule

and subject area changes.



The .infusion st:.ategy does not exclude the possibility of fuller treatments,

detailed units, and curriculum sequence's. Rather it provides an avenue for

placing population education into classrooms at a time when the curriculum

is already crowded, when population education is not an edu-ational priority,

and when systems are so complex that even small changes take a long time to

execute.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Rationale for Recommendatios

Findings fro this study on the implementation process cannot be generalized

in any quanti ive sense. Qualitatively, these cases have given a kind of

imagery on the m cro-level which is significant for defining and dealing with
the implementat'on process on broader levels.

The findings of this study indicate the importance of tbP role of the individual

teacher and the significance of the "ease to fit" factor for implementation. In-
light of this fact, the infusion strategy of.implementation is recommended as
the method most conducive to widespread use of population topics in curriculum
in secondary schools in' the United Stites. Although the particular mix of forces

and their relative strength will probably differ from situation to situation,
he-infusion strategy allows..for variation.

Thus, the recommendations listed here are a practical clarification of this
approach. Th4e recommendations are not intended to be allincic-lve. They are

potent4-1 solutions to some of the problems of implementation. They are'meant

to be practical and immediately functional. They are short term in the sense

that as the field cf population education expands and becomes more defined,
other alternatives will undoubtedly be more suitable for the emergent needs..
For now, the following recommendations are considered imperative.

Teacher Training

Leadership in the field of population education shouldendorse
teacher training efforts which focus on the infusion strategy

at the classroom level.

Courses for teachers on the pre-service and in- service levels should define and
then focus on minimal understanding of population dynamics. This basic plan

should be supplemented by the design of materials that match textbooks and
teaching methods in common Use by teachers represented in the codrse. Leader-

ship shoul include follow-up studies on the implementation process as a means
of vitalizing the teachers and also as a way o'f. contributing to the success of

population education on an on-going basis.

One viable way to accomplish this would be use a self- instrucJtional course,
possibly one done by correspondence. This course would be a ilable to .sszo.jk-

dary teachers, environmentalists and other concerned citizens. Correspondents

, would complete the course and then, as one of the course requiriments, be asked

to enroll a colleague or friend.
..0023"wr"

A central coordinator or distributor in an area or part of a state would main-
tain contacts with those enrolled. A university, population center, or publishing

agent could conceivably keep the course spreading. One option would be to have

the course approved for university credit ol a state-wide basis. Whatever the
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mechanisms which might develop, the emphasis should always be on the teacher-
,

to-teacher contact.

The course would contain basic social demography i
learning experiences. The learning activities
that the local situation could be frequently to
content would include classroom activities -- ma

the form of readings and
e open-ended enough so
o account. The course
s that the teacher would

,;

first experience and then incicicate into his own school program.

The content of the course and the network established would provide the sub-
stance on which evaluations could be made. With this framework (1) the course
itself could be improved; (2) implementation could'be studied; (3) diffusion
recorded; and (4) recommendations made for institutionalizing population educa-
tio in schools. Overall, this recommend-tion provides the individual teacher
with more training and with some basic teaching resources. Such a course would

be a practical means of encouraging the infusion of population' materials into
classrooms and schools and would offer a built-in method of dissemination.

Needed Materials

Population educators shoi..ld emphasize the development of lelning
activities that can be easily integrated. into existing cotmse con-
tent or which can be used as independent lessons.

If the infusion strategy is applied in secondary schools; the most immediate
need will be for materials that can be used for the implementation of popu-
lation education. From this study it was apparent that ready-to-use teaching
materials with built-in knowledge for the teacher were quite important. Mate-

rials need to be adjustable to a wide range of subject matter.and teaching
methods. They should be self-contained or be able to be. sed alone in a spe-
cific course sequence. Lessons should have considerable local, emphasis but

also a national and world perspective.

Frdquent changes of schedules suggest that teachers should expand on existing
topics in their established curriculum rather than attempt to inaugurate new
courses. In fact. teachers should be encouraged to focus on individual popu-
lation learning experiences. rather than on full-fledged units or sequences.

Exercises and learning activities should have low energy and time requirements

for the teacher. Materials will need to be duplicated, easily and undoubtedly

at low cost.

One potential way of meeting the need of teachers for learning activities is
to depend on the teachers to supply the materials. Instead of investing ener-

gy and funds to disseminate curriculum materials from administrative levels,

a system could be established lo get creative ide'as from in-service teachers.

Financial incentives could b° offered for lesson plans, worksheets and the like
originating from grass roots teachers of population education. In this way

variations in grade levels would be addressed also by those nearest the student.

A local or regional group of teachers with whatever resource persons they see
as necessary could evaluate the inputs and be responsible for quality control.

Dissemination of materials would be done by request and restricted to the local

or regional level.

.Again, teaching resources would be the ready-to-use kind with very little
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modification needed at the time of implementation. Special emph4is could

be placed on topics and methods for language arts classes. A surveyof-6k-

isting resources in science fiction, the classics, and modern wriltings would

help teachers find ways to include population themes in their ordinary teaching.

I

Pervonal Strategy for Implementation

Teachers of population education should develop an individ alized

strategy for implementing population education, in their lo4a1

settings.

Given motivation and some personal or formal training on teaching population'

topics, teachers need to organize a personal plan for introducing population

ii

topics into the curriculum. This strategy would include: (1) a description

of the population education objectives appropriate to the individual and com-

fortable to the individual teacher; (2) an assessment of the helps and hin-

drances to implementation in the local situation, and a consi eration of

resources, administrative, departmental and interdepartmental factors which

might influence population education; and (3) a delineation f a plan of action.
1

,

In any given instance the teacher's objectives should be appkopriate and not

peripheral to the established teaching assignment. A few 7amples may help to

clarify this first point in the personal strategy. The tea her may plan to

emphasize the historical sequence of population events. This history may focus

on population events in a particular community or in a nati n.' 'The teacher

could link this population study to the traditional history.course. Another

teacher might plan to emphasize biological relationships s ch as carrying capa-

city and population size. A family life teacher would mor than likely inte-

grate the notion of the social consequences of personal detisions on' childbearing.

Second, a teach r must appraise the helps and hindrances lie will meet-in imple-

menting popula education. He will need to weigh the relative importance of

resource, a nistrative, and departmental factors. A fe/a of the potential helps

might be the availability of.films, .readings, student exercises, appropriate

textbooks, and support from colleagues. A few of the potential hindrances might

Le student or administrative resistance, insufficient teching backgrou 1, and

a lack of materials for specific grade levels. Maximizing the helps and cir-

cumventing the obstacles to implementation should be a part of the personal

strategy for population education. I

Finally, the plan of action should include the target class or adult group, a

list of topics, a time limit in which to implement, and' a basic collection. of

learning activities that correlate with existing curricula. The detail and

scope of the plan would vary with each situatim. However, in the plan of ac-

tion the teacher should select a specific audience and:a special time for im-

plementation. This helps. establish a goal and helps offset some of the random

feeling inherent to the infusion strategy. A group of teaching ideas integrated

with existing course content and assembled before the'time of implementation.

gives the teacher security and a concrete means of dealing with the topic.

. Cu dance for Implementation

Guidance for the implementation of population education should be

provided by interested teachers and by consulting teams.

Ropulation education curriculum is dependent on the individual teacher. Most
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teachers will need implementation guidance at the classroom level. The pri-

mary way to meet this need would be to focus on the volunteer teacher. This

teacher, who has special interest in .population education and is in touch with
a)specialist or resource person, should function directly with co-teachers at '

the individual school or classroom level. This would be invaluable to the im-

plementation process. In this way population education could be initiated and

maintained in many settings.

Even if leaders in population education encourage individual teachers to train
their colleagues in population content and method, it is very likely that addi-

tional guidance will still be needed. One alternative for meeting this need

would be to establish consulting teams in selected areas of the country'or
region within a state. This method would definitely need to be piloted to test

its feasibility, but such an operation has the potential for providing imple-
mentation guidance for various audiences. The teams could be comprised

individuals who have written or researched on population education and related
topics and of practicing teachers. The researcher and specialist who is know- .0

ledgeable and interested in population education would provide the theoretical
_input needed for good'implementation. The creative and motivated teacher who
is experienced with curriculum in a selected setting could provide the skills

needed to make practical applications. These teams could serve a limited area.

Even if contacts involved only interested teachers and school systems, population

education would still be promoted. Much could be learned about the patterns and

processes of implementation.

Research on Implementation

Population educators need to find a practical and efficient way of

tracing the implementation of population education fn schools in

the United States.

Without a doubt much of the history of population education is going unrecorded.

It is nearly impossible to take action which meets the needs of the teacher
without a full account of what and how population topics are being taught and a

record of the factors which are influencing the implementation of population edu-

cation at the grass roots level. The record keeping process is a difficult but

necessary task if population education is to spread further in the educational

system. Barriers Which influence implementation processes are not well defined
in the educational community at large and research should begin to ascertain
what helps and hindrances are pertinent to population education.

It is diff/cult.to project how the implementation process can be monitored with-

out elaborate and costly mechaaisms. It is also difficult to find a method of

tracing implementation that will be both' convenient and appealing to teachers.

Method of bracing implementation must be suitable to the classroom situation

and adapted to ordinary teaching routines.

The method must be aimA at (1) documenting the population topics taught and the

methods used, and (2) investigating the needs and priorities teachers have for

integrating population issues into existing Curricula.

This would be a sizeable project for any researcher. Surveys directed at a

given school system or else a 'arger audience would be one standard approach.

A single system or limitcd group of systems could serve as a pilot study. The

content of the survey could Be aligned with population topics known to exist in

textbooks used in the school system. One could discern more concretely how popu-

lation issues are being taught and hoop they can be expanded. Problems could be
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identified at the local level and the teachers themselves might suggest solu-

tions they feel are appropriate for their situations. The overall practical-

ity and efficiency of this approach would depend on feedback to the teachers

and action to meet their needs.

Perhaps one follow-up approach would be to solicit the help of established

publishing companies. Publishers have vested interest in teaching materials

and curriculum changes. They also'have the requisite resources to produce

texts, workbooks, and student activities. If publishers were used, there would

be no need for creating new structures for designing and distributing curricu-

lum materials.

A second alternative for monitoring implementation would be to devise an evalu-

ation system for the actual material; used. If a teacher had access to prepared

population lessons, ones that were easy to use and duplicate, these lessons could

be systematically evaluated. Readings, gamds, paperbacks, and the like could

also be rated by teachers.

nor'example, activity sheets could include ear-off portion that is ready to

mail. This portion would provide informatiAn on tht topics covered, hOw the

lesson was used', problems met in implementing, and even student responses.' The

same could be done for population films.

The recipient of the evaluative reports--publisher, film distributor, university '

researcher, or population center - -could deal with these data and take steps to

improve the quality of the teaching resources and the range ("- their distribu-

tion.

The method as a whole would be an efficient way for tracing the implementation

of population education in schools. It could be applied at the system level or

even at the national level. Again, the most important consideration is to keep

the needs of the teacher as a priority and to direct the outcome to his benefit.

r
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SEQUENTIAL COMPARISON INDEX: A PRACTICAL MEANS OF

ASSESSING ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLEXITY

Karl E. Schwaab
and
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Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Uniyersity
Blacksburg, Virginia

Use of the outdoors has become an integral part of the curriculum in many

schools d ring recent years. -he frequency of articles describing student

activities in environmental education involving outdcot studies of pollution

and its effect on ecosystems has increased. Students have observed environ-

mental problems through direct participation in massive projects concerned

v"-h regional environmental issues (Ohio Schools, 1972;. Others have studied

stability of,aquatic communities (Murray and Jernigan, 1973) and ecosystems

(e.g., Nacke, 1973). In at least one instance high school students were res-

ponsible for preparing part of an environmental impact statement (Cochran,

1973).

As cre'teacher has stated:

"Today students are enthusiastically interested ih environmental
tissues, ari a wise teacher can channel this interest into a truly

exciting learning experience as part of a field-biology research

project. At the same time local governments, agencies, and busi-

ness concerns have need of biologic informatic.1 concerning the en-

vironment, and a well-done biologic survey an perform a valuable

service-to the community while also building good community rela-

tions." (Cochran, 1973, p. 518).

Despite their increase in environmentally-oriented activities, many teachers

are still reluctant to use the outdoors as a classroom. This reluctance of

the teacher often is due to a limited background in science, especially with

regard to taxonomic identification, of organisms likely to be encountered in

the outdoor classroom. This qualitative deficiency is most acute when quanti-

tative studies are conducted to demonstrate pollution or to study ecological

stability or succession. Most quantitative methods currently available have

been developed for use by trained individuals who must identify organisms to

genus or species. What elementary and secondary teacl..2rs require is a scien-

tifically valid method which is easily applied in assessing environmental

qualit. This method should have qualitative and quantitative aspects but not

require the taxonomic expeltiSe used in more sophisticated methods.

The Sequential Comparison Index (SCI) in a model for assessing the relative

hea_JI, complexity or state of succession of biological communities through

the determination of relative organism diversities (Cairns and Dickson, 1971;

Paul, Buikema and Testes, 1976). The SCI provides a simple and inexpensive

means for calculating diversity indices :ithout having to identify organisms

to genus or species. All that is required is,that one can differentiate A from

B, B from C, etc,

As Odum (19,1, p. 152) stated, "one needs only to be able to recognize
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zeecies, not identify them by name. Errors resulting from failure

to distinguish between closely similar specie or counting life

history stages as separate spegias are not critical because (1)
closely related species are notlEpt to be found in the same sam2le,
and (2) different life stages are, in themselves, part of diversity."

The SCI, which is based on the quality (variety) and quantity of organisms

found in tne community, assumes .that: (1) the diversity of organisms in that

community is a measure of the stability or complexity of that community, and

(2) that pollution introduced into a community causes a reduction in its sta-'

bility and complexity.

Diversity as discussed in this piper involves both spdges numbers and the

number of individuals per species. A community which has ten species and
250 individuals would have a lower diversity index than would a community with

twenty species and 250 individuals. If you consider only the total number of

individuals in a community, it is not a good index of,complexity or stability.

Odum (1971) correlated diversity and stability; however, he cautions that this

correlation may not be a cause and effect relationship. Physically altered eco-

systems usually -have a ,high species diversity. Mature ecosystems are considered

to be stable because of their high diversity and complexity.

Stress on an ecosystem resulting frouLthe application of the insecticide Sevin

has been illustrated by Barrett (1969). The numb,r of specics declined markedly

in the treated area, while the number of individuals per species increased. Con-

sequently the species diversity index decreased upon application of the insecti-

cide. Other studies reported by Odum (1971) indicate that irtroduction of a

pollutant into an ecosystem also reduces the species diversity.

The.SCI originally was designed by Cairns, et al., (1968) for non-biologists

to simply assess the effects of pollution from waste dischares on bottom-dwe'ling

aquatic organisms. However, it is equal)), useful in the stucy of any community,

including non- aquatic communities. The SCI is not a precise research instrument

but it is a general instrument that can be used to identify communities which may

require more detailed studies.

The initial step in calculating a SCI for a given community is the collection of

organisms. The sample shoald be obtained by standard collecting Procedures speci-

fied for that habitat. Emphasis should be given to random sample collection..
Samples which'contain a minimum of 250 organisms proVide the most reliable species__

diversity indices. After collectio9, the sample must be thoroughly ,nixed to en-

sure randomized distribution of individuals. The analyses of the communitTaample

may be*conducted in various ways. For example, samples kept in liquids_maY be

mixed and poured on to a counting grid with organisms being recorded 6.om left to 3

right row by row. If the system appea.s to be so delicate that,kemoval of orga-

nisms will di-rupt the community, Cie SCI may still be applied. In this case,

each organism observed is assigned a code number or letter which is recorded on

a separate slip of paper. Students may then mix the slips of paper and then ran-

domly draw them from a bowl.

Once an organism has been selected the investigator must determine whether the

individual being observed is the same as*, or different than, its immediate pre-,

decessor. This information is recorded with the use of X's and 0's. The first

individual examined is recorded as an X. When the second iadividual of the

sequence is observed, it is recorded as an X if it is the same as the f.lrst or

as 0 if it is different. In each instance, when an individual is'different
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from the previous individu.1 observed, then you must switch from the current .

code, X or 0, to the opposite code, 0 or X. This process is repeated until

all individuals have been recorded. The information (X's and 0's) must be

recorded in a linear fashion so that "le exatt order in which the organisms
were observed is maintained. This procedure may result in data having the

following sequence: XXX00X0000XX000.

Next; £he numberof runs must be determined. This is accomplished by counting'

the groupings of X's and 0's. The first run begins with the first X and con-

tinues until the appearance of the first 0. The successive 0's represent the
second run while te next grouping of X's represents the third run, ett. In

the example previously provided Caere are six runs as underlined and counted

. below.

XXX 00 X 0300 XX 000

Runs: 1 2 3 4 5 6

The next piece of data required is the total, number of organisms. The total

number of organisms is equa to the total number of X's and 0's recorded,

The organisms may now be segregates into distinct grOtips of individuals. This

allows the investiga,or to determine the appropriate number of equivalent specieS'

resent.

The diversity index may then 13( - alculated :sin; the following formula:

Diversity = number of runs sx number of equivalent species

Index total number of organisms

If there were three (3) distinct groups or species of organisms in the above

exampl the species diversity index would be 1.2.

Diversity-.. 6 x 3 = 1.2

15

Generally, a low diversity index indicates less stability,or complexity while a"
high diversity index indicates greater stability or complexity. A species di-

versity index of a single sample provides little information. A series 01 samples

and their diversity indices arc needed to assess the relative stability or com-

plexity of a community. For example, in an aquatic ecosystem, such as a stream,
samples of bottom-dwelling organisms could be taken at !ntervals abcve and below

a point of stress; e,g., a municipal discharge. In a hypotheti:al example the
following divert ty indices were obtained as we moved downstream 1r a river:

`15.4, 13.8, 14.7, 7.1, 15.0, 34.2. The 7.1 diversity index indi'cates a potential

problem beccuse the diversity index was lower than those from other sites. This

could indicate a less stable cr complex community. Further investigation would

be required to determine if this decreased diversity 'Ss the result of pollution

or some change in natutol fac;ors such a5 the substrate of stream bottoms (e.g.,

silt). Through application of this method, mide,c school students in northern
.Virginia located o leak in the local sewer ltncs that was polluting a ,-;tream that'

passed near their campus.

The SCI may be simulated in the lab prior to_ students using ,the method in the

field. Substitute., ter organisms may be -any handy items such as nails, nuts

and bolts, seeds, etc. Practice wi_t-K-the SCI prior to field use will lead to

more efficient use of field time and a better understanding of the concepts

upon which the SCI is based.
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As previously described, the SCI can be used tc determine community stability
and indicate probable areas of man's perturbation of ecosystems. The SCI also

may be used to study the relationship between successional stages and stability.

Early successional stages.have lower diversity indices than communities in later

successional stages. In the classroom this effect can be observed by sampling
the successiona., shoes of a small aquarium seeded with pond water, hay infu-

3ions, etc. The SCI alsoprovides a method for studying the effects of school

ground microclimates on vegetation and associated fauna. Suggested comparisons

include north and south sides of the 'building, ar as under or around air con-
ditioning units, and areas of high density student travel versus low density

student travel.
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Abstract

Wilderness containing scarce, but usable, resources is endangered by Indus-

trial development. In recreation, wildernesi experience is endangered by
excessive artifacts brought into an area by its users. Human artifacts are
"prosthetic devices" which extend the human b dy apparatus and multiply

human ability to occupy diverse niches. -The uman carrying capacity of an

environment depends not only .n the resources t can provide but al o on the

population's organization and prosthetic technology. _TAirogy an organi-

zation used to enlargr carrying capacity; now they ofte d to reduce it.

The number of gsers an area can accommodate before the wildrness experience
is degraded may be larger for non- prosthetic man than for excessively pros-

thetic man.

KEY WORDS: technology, carrying capacity, recreation, .1dernes,
prosthesis

Xhe Issue

When Henry David Thoreau (1893) sta.td that "in wildness is the preservation
of the world," he typified the view of Arlerican transcendentalists (Porter,

1962, p. f). But Thoreau put a sigh of relief into words when he wrote,

.
"Thank Gad men have not yet learned to fly so they can lay waste the sky as

well as the earth" (Porter, 1962, p. 7). Ironically, a century later Charles

Lindb,:rgh admitted that if he had to choose "I would rather have birds than
airplanes" (Strohm, 1975, p. 8).

Both statements refer to an issue which has accompanied the American wilderness
preservation movement from its beginning -- technological progress versus the
costs of that progress in tt.rms cf environmental sacrifice. Wilderness) is in

imminent danger because it contd.'. .s usable resdurces at a time when the scarcity
of those resources is magnified almost daily (Goldsmith, 1971, p. 250). In fact,

this very fear Is spelled out rather clearly Jr the wording or the Eastern Wil-
derness Act (U. S. Congress, 1975). But wilderness is not only threatened by
industrial utilization; .any believe the quality of wilderness environments, and
the quality of a wilderness experience, are prone to degradation by the array of

1,
The term "wilderness" as used here does not nt.-essarily mean thr-e areas legally

designated as such by the Wilderness Act of 1964, but is more inclusive. It re- '

fers to remote areas recognized primarily for their natural attributes.
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artifacts wilderness users bring with them to natural areas. This paper deals

with both levels of this threat.

Homo sapiens: The Prosthetic Species

The threat to wild habitats arises from the special characteristics of the

hum,n species. As Boughey (1975, p. 15, p. 79) has recently pointed out, human
populatioLs "have uniquely acquired the ability to adapt to niche diversifica-

tion by cultural evolutioa members of the genus Homo became progressively
more specialized in object use and eventually in tool manufanture."' As Hawley

(1950, pp. 24-25) had said earlier, "Whereas other animals deaend largely on
genetic canges for adaptation to environment, man's chief form of adjustment
has been through agencies external to himself but largely of his own fashioning.
Instead of developing c16:7)rwings, hard shell coverings, horns, etc., man has
constructed tools, clothing, weapons, and various other devices from the mate-

rials of his environment."

"Prostl-esis" -- a medical word chat refers to the replacement of a missing
or detective part of the;human body, such as a limb, a tooth, or even a heart,

by an artificial substitute Serving the same function as its original count(;-
part -- i.;ould be useful in the vocabulary of human ecologists for describing

these distinctively human means of adaptation. Technological extensions of
man's bodily apparatus and capabilities help to extend our species' range and
increase the carrying capacity of our habitat (Carton, forthcoming). The at-

latl, for example, extended the spear-thrcwing arm of the primitive hunter and
enabled him to bring down game that would have escaped a missile hurled less

forcefully by an unextended arm. Prosthetically equipped tribes could harvest

more of the sustenance provided by wild nature.

Homo saoiens have developed many "detachable organs" and skills not provided
genetically to members of our species. Technology (from the cave man's open
fire to the hydroelectric or nuclear power station, from the first pottery to
tne modern supertanker) has multiplied many times the ability of mankind to fill

diverse niches. (As Lindbergh was aware, the technology of aviation made Homo
sapiens competitive with other avifauna for the world's limited air space.)

the idea of a "super-technology" was, in the early 1900's, a universal American

dream (Dubos, 197; p. 146). Technological progress was equated with "goodness"

and was seen as the most desirable of America's goals. Largely on the basis of

a still persistent assumption of unlimited carrying capacity, humans have avid'y

encouraged the product' - t- ever more elaborate and powerful prosthetic devices.

Today we even see piosthesis of the human brain in the )rm of computers and

pocket calculators. What the ecologist gains oy calli , the whole array of human

tools "prosthetic devices" is a clear realization that these extensions of the

human organism make each one of us, in effect, a larger creature -- with a larger

environmental impact per capita than we would have as mere two-legged mammals.

Prosthetic technology has given humans the capability of fully exploiting almost
any conceivable niche on this planet, if we so desire (Hawley, 1950,_pp. 161-162;

Fuller, 1970, pp. 174-180). Wilderness enthusiasts, recognizing this potential,

have fought and no doubt will continue to fight the probable destruction of
natural areas by both industrial prosthesis and recreational prosthesis; the
former due to increasing demands for scarce resources and the latter due largely
to .he increasing numbers and types of wildland recreationists who bring with
them recreational artifacts which may either extend or buffer their interaction -

with the natural environment. As will be discussed shortly, these artifacts may
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not alter the physical mvironment, but they may affect also the psychological

environment. That is, they may disrupt the Perception And enjoyment of tne

natural environment by other persons.

An Ecological Model

Various anthropologists have recognized the applicability of the biologist's

or the range manager's concept of "carrying capacity" to'the environments upon

which iuman societies depend (Allan, 1949; Brush, 1975; Vayda, 1969; Zubrow,

1971). We suggest that the relationship between technology and carrying
_

capacity can be highlighted not only by regarding Homo sapiens as the prcisth6ti'c

- species, but also by making heuristic use of the "POET" notation introaucerbY-.,

Duncan (1961, p. 145). P stAnds for popGlation; 0 stands for the organizatiorC

of a human population, including institutions, norms, etc.; E stands for environ-

ment or habitat (including resources); and T stands for technology. In Duncan's

'view, human ecology is the study of all thu interrelations among these four

classes of variables. Extending Duncan's notation, theh, we can let Pmax

carrying capacity (maximum supportable population) and write the hypothesis

Pmax = OET
(equation 1)

which says the carrying capacity for human population is,a function not only of

the environment's resources bdt also of a population's organization and its

technological capabilities, More specifically, equation 1 specifies that if

technology is increased then 60 is carrying capacity, for more technology can

render more of the environment's resources humanly usable,. (So does more ad-

vanced organization.)

In the early 1900's this was certainly the case. Indeed, human history since

the discovery of fire and the invention of clothing has been characterized by

one prosthetic advance after another, each'followed by a further increasc

carrying capacity (Boughey, 1975, p. 251). Increments of carrying capacity

have always been followed by growth of population.

Today, however, what environmentalists are arguing can be.expressed by relating

Duncan's variable's differently:

Pmax OE/T (equation 2).

In other words, t. environmentalists are telling us that technology now tends

to reduce carrying capacity rather Lhan :.ncrease it, bectuse (1) our prosthetic

'devices compete with us for scarce finite resources -- e.g., air, water, space,

and fuel; and (2) miny of these prosthetic devices emit toxic extrametabolites

(pollutants) ii,to our environment. Goodman (1970, pp. 103-117) discUsses this

latter problem in particular. Furthermore, some environmental'sts even seeM to

be saying that

P
max

E/(0 T)

or

(equation 3)

max
= E/OT (equation 4).

Equation 3 refers to situations in which organization and technology both t-nd

to limit carrying capacity. .Equation 4 describes instances in which organiza-

tion has a mulLiplyinz effect on technology (or when human technology causes an

increase in organization or in the number of persons having an impact upon a
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particular habitat).2

In short, according to environmentalists, not only the prosthetic 'technology 4

which used to be our servant has become our competitor, but organization which
used to facilitate our use of servant-technology has now become an intensifier
of competition.

Recreational P.rosthePis

1.- Social Carrying Capacity

During the past few, years, wildland recreation researchers have begun to examine
closely the outdoor recreation experience from a behavioral perspective (Driver
and Tocher, 1974). No longer is the quality of such an experienCe measured
solely on the basis of site characteristics. Many authors (Absher, 1972; Catton,
1966, 1969; Hendee and,Catton, 1268i Hendee, et al., 1968; Lime and Stankey, 1971;
Lucas, 1963, 1964, 1971; Shafer and Mietz, 1969; Stankey, 1971, 1972, 1973; Wager,
1964, 1966) have suggested and generally shown that a social-psychological con-
cept which closely parallels tlic notion Of biological carrying capacity may be .

used by researchers to explain the degradation of a person' wildland experience
in much the same way that biological carrying capacity is used by ecologistsqo
explain the degradation of an animal population's habitat from overuse. The
concept is generally labeled "social carrying capacity"3 and refers to the maxi-
mum interference from competitive use a wildland visitor can encounter before
his or her experience on a given site begins to degrade. Interference may take

the form of physical site damage, litter, etc., but it may also consist of the
presence of .-oo many other users, noises, aircraft overhead, or other signs of

man's presence. '

The more prosthetic man becomes, the more "signs of man's presence' this entails.
A conceptual scheme that includes "carrying rapacity" and "prosthesis" can help
clarify the theoretical implications of some recent research. Lucas (1964) re-
ported that canoeists objected more to motorboat users than di.. mo orboaters to

canoeists in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area, Lucas and Stankey (1972, p. 13)

interpretdd this and similar findings as evidence that different social carrying
cape ities are perceived by different types of users, and similarly that re-
creationists involved in more solitude-oriented activities (e.g., canoeing) were

'

2To understand the interaction of 0 and T, consider the ,,rious impacts a fixed

number of man (P) may have when they enter a wildland area. The equipment (T)

they take 'th them, and the manner in which they organize their actility (0)

will joiriL.y influence their reaction upon the environment. With no power- drive.n

equipment their impact may be negligible. With one chain saw, they can have con-

siderable impact. But it matters whether the men are equally competent to operate

the chain saw and can take turns, or whether ono} one can do so If all are com-

petent to ope-rate the device, they can collectiely have more impact with two

chain saws than with one. But one man alone, or one,operator plus several non-
operators, would have no more impact by virtue of possessing two chain saws than

one, as he could use only one at a time. Thus, the number of persons (P) behaving

in a specified way can be one parameter of organization (0).

3Sometimes referred to as "psychological carrying capacity". For instance, see,

Conservation Foundation, 1972, p. 2.
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the most prone to.experience degradation resulting from encounters with other

types of users. (See also Lime and Stankey, 1971.)
ti

The same type of pheromenon may occur in non-aquatichatural areas in which

mechanized recreation is not excluded. Trail bikes, Snowmobiles, and four-wheel

drive vehicles all constitute recreational prosthetic devices which extend the

capabilities of their users but lower the social carrying capacity of an area

for nearby non-users of these devices.

It is also known that even some types of non-mechanized prosthesis may produce

such consequences. For instance, Stankey (1973, p. 17) reported that back-

packers objected more to horseback riders than did horseback riders to back-

packers The horse represents a prosthetic extender of the range of human

mobility _ar b,eyond its, normal territorial extent: B4t mere evidence of horses

having been present may affect a hiker's experience adversely. As Stankey found,

hiktrs object to muddied trails and manure left by horse parties.

To generalize: It would appear from available research that the seeker of soli-

tude can experience depriVation as a result of tither direct or indirect encounters

with varying degrees of prosthesis in a remote natural environment. Increasing

recreational prosthesis lowers social carrying capacity -- the total number of -

users an area can accommodate before experiences decrease in quality.4

2. The Biocentric Perspective

In light of the "prosthesis" concept these studies have clearer relevance to the

attempt by Hendee and Stankey (1973) to summarize the U, S. Forest Service's

position on wilderness management in-a philosophy they call "biocentrism "., It

is -contrasted with anthropocentrism. In biocentrism, as the name implies, manage-

ment activities revolve around the central goal of maintaining the integrity of

the natural environment. Anthropocentrism, on the other hand, takes human use

of the environment as its primary benefit. Hendee and Stankey (1973, pp. 5.',6-

537) hold that anthropocentrism would allow pure wilderness to be eroded by

decisioirs to accommodate increasing numbers of convenience-oriented recreationists.

They argue that the availability of inexpensive modrn camping equipment (recre-

ational prosthesis) is partially responsible for this anticipated increase in

0

4For a tongue-in-cheek, futuristic look at the state of wildland recreation on

this nation's tricentennial (2076 A.D.) see Levin, 1970. The degree of prosthesis

necessary to exceed desired thresholds of solitude, however, can be the subject

of serious inventigatlon (Lu,as and Stankey, 1972, p. 13). It is suggested here

that 'the negative relationship between abundance of recreational prosthesis a,nd

social carrying capacity may hold for all degrees of desired solitude. It is

conceivable that for any type of wildland recreationist there is some minmum,

degree of prosthesis which, if encountered, will exceed his desired level of

solitude. For instance, a helicppter hovering a short distance overhead may ae-
grade the recreational experience fo: the driver of a four-wheel-drive vehicle,

just as the lctiec degrades it for backpackeri.i It must be noted, 'therefore,
1

that the total number of users entering the area is expressed in 0 (rather than

in Pmax) and may exceed the number who could be accommodated without .degradation

of the experience; it is the latter number that is denoted by Pmax. Similarly,

the total number of animals grazing in a pasture may exceed (temporarily) its

carrying capacity -- the number it can support without degradation of its flora.
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Increasing popularity of wilderness recreation resultp in an array of manage-

ment pyoblems which have to be dealt with through ;already convent 'lonal tech-

niques we might call "preventive prosthesis". As noted by Hendee and Stankey

(1973, p.,537), these inclwde "protective developMents such as roads, trails,
toilets, and craffic barriers to control use and preserve the environment".

Experience has indeed shown that small remote natural areas, once popularized,

often become developgj campgrounds. Such developMent constitutes a loss of

wilderness quality and results in a reductioq of wilderness- oriented recre-
ionists using the area, thus lowering Pmax for ;that'type of user, as in

eq ations 2, 3, or 4. In equation 4, which seems most applicable to this case,

0 a T are represented as a product rather'thanias a sum because the technolo y

(in th instance cheap, available equipment, et.) acts to multiply the number

of other users attracted to wilderness recreation. But the essential point is

that T now goes in the denominator rather than i'nthe numerator (attd perhaps

so does 0).

Efforts of agencies managingrecreation71 wildlands to counter some of the

degrading effects of recreational prosthesiswith "protective developments."

(or "preventive prosthesis") exemplify a trend Sten elsewhere and typical of

our era. Degrading, effects of.such range-exteriding trzhnology as the automobile

lave evoked such preventive prosthesis as costly smog-control devices. Indus-

trialization, whicll seemed to enlarge the humap-carrying capacity of whole con-

tinents, ha, evoked organizational as well as technological attempts .to mitig, e

its side effects --:- e.g., the 1972 United Nations Conference on 'the Human 7.nvi-

ronment; the National Env.ironmental Policy Ac of 1969, with its mandate for a

new industr: of Environmental Impact Statement-writing; etc.

Industrial Prosthesis

1. Wilderness Values in Jeopardy

Probably the most avid 'early defendpr of wilderness from utilitarianism was John

Muir (1973a; 1973b), who ?eared the destruct /ion of his beloved Yosemite by timber

and sheep ranching interests. Like his predecessor Thoreau,' Muir (even in those

early days) sensed the finiteness oflAmerica's natural resources. His heated

displeasure toward Gifford Pinchot, the father of torest management in the United

States, was catalyzed by an ever-preseD, fe4r that as demands for forest resources

increased, so would the passibility of enctachmelt on wilderness.

Today, friction t.orresponding to that betaien the twc ficures is found in the

political warfare between the Sierra Club heirs of Muir) and the Forest Service

(heirs of Pinchot)., Issue after issue of he Sierra Club Bulletin highlights one

controversy after another on'which these t o factions collide. Perhaps one art's-

cle best epitomizes this animosity; Nancy Wood (1971) has attacked the Forest

Service's clearcut method of timber harve t and regeneration,. claiming that today

it is the forests, and "tomorrow the natiTnal parks".
...

I

Other organizations srch as the Wilder.iesp Society and the National Parks and

Conservation Association (NPCA) cdntinue to launch similar attacks at human pros-

thesis as a threat to?wilderness. Recently, the NPCA has diverted a great deal

of its effort toward informing the public of the probable deterloration of parts

5Hendee and Stankey recognize that increasing experience may also tend to induce

fecreationifits to' pursue more primitive types of engagements later.



of Glacier` National Park as a result of _proposed coal mining, as well as gas

and oil exploration and development along major drainages which extend into

the park (NPLA staff, 1975,, p. 20; Albert, 1975, p. 4).

The wilderness values being defended by such groups are quite dfVerse. -Green-

wood and Edwards .(1.973, p. 311) suggest two broad categories bf these values:

(1) scientific values, and (2) psychological values. Scientific values are

thosewhich give wilderness its function as an "ecological laboratory" and as

a "genetic wank ". Similarly, it is this function that gives wilderness a sur-

vival connotation for mankind (Brower, 1968). Psychological values are those

primarily associated with the wildland recreation experience, though, as claimed

by Darling and Eichhorn (1967, p. 16), many people may enjoy unalterqd nature

vicariously, just "knowing it's there".6

Besides the threat of damage to the physical environment, many authors have

written of the probable destruction of biotic communities-therein. Concerning

wildlife, Dasmann'(1968, p. 276) in particular states a case for our urgent

need for representative populations of all wildlife species:

The list of previously wild species that have suddenly made
major contributions to human surtival and well-being is long.,...
We d6 not know what preViously unnoticed creature, living per-
haps in some rain forest or at the bottom of the sea, may hold
the key to LTUE'protection against some disease or environmental
predicament that besets mankind. The value of saving wild things

as a sort of 'life insurance' for humanity sh&uld be obvious.

2. The, Eastern Wilderness Controversy: A Case in Point

Groups advocating wilderness preservation see the threats alluded to here as

very real and in many cases Immediate. Prior to the passage of the Eastern

Wilderness Act in January of 1975, some preservationists went so far as Co balk

at this opportunity to add even more territory to the wilderness preservation

system. Their apparently excessive purism becomes understandable in light of

the conceptual scheme advocated in this parer, for these groups were impressively

reluctant to risk any edefinition of "wilderness" that would imply availability
of materials from such areas for the making oi prosthetic human extensions. They

feared that inclusion of second-growth eastern forests in the wilderness system

would dilute the purity o'f the Wilderness concept as embodied in already estab-

lished western wilderness areas. After such a'precedent, they .felt, the future

economic "development" of wilderness Would be easier' politically, because the

nAtion would have officially condoned the idea that previously harvested,fore'sts

met "wilderness" quality standards.

Partially for this reason, it was a separate Act of Congress, rather than 'an,
amendment to the Wilderness Act of 1964, that mandated the study and inclusion,of
eastern areas in America's wilderness preservatidn'system.7.

6See also Gibson, 1966, where psychotherapeutic functions are discussed. The

vicariousness tf the wilderness experience was quite familiar to Thoreau (1893,

1899)
7Some even advocated a change of name to "wildlands cast" in order to avoid

equating these cilti-over areas with pure, virgin wilderness.
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Conclusion

In summary, the concerns environmentalists balance against technological and

economic progress include these: the number of Americans' who Can benefit'

from Wilderness diminishes as (1) the demand for industrial use of resources

taken from wilderness increases, and (2) as more and more of us bring more

and more recreational technology (and less biocentric attitudes) into-the re-'

maining enclaves of nature.

This paper has proposed a conceptual.framework from which to view the wilder-

mess preservation movement in.America. Efforts toward maintaining-the-final

vestiges of primitive America, when seen collectively as anti-prosthesis, can

be recognized as manifestations of a deeply apprehensive concern about our

environment's human carrying capacity and not merely as elitist expressions

of esthetic pique. Throughout most of the world today, mantis first and fore-

most an increasingly prosthetic species. His interactions with most of his

environments are mediated and abetted by technology, often elaborate and over-

whelmingly powerful. In those portions of the world specifically set aside as

.
wilderness, however, man requires himself to be lcos prosthetic; he interacts

with those specially designated environments morel nearly as an intelligent but

natural mammal, augmented much less, than elsewhere by external apparatus.

Tedhnolocgical progress has increased the per capita consumption of resources,(/

In a finite world,'enlarged resource appetites spell intensified competition.

Wildland recreation research has begun to reveal that the social or psycho-

logical carrying capacity of an area can be greater for humans who remain non-,

prosthetic than for members of our species who become excessively prosthetic.

There is an urgent need in a world of four billion ravenous resource users to

pay close attention to such findings_and to raise the question of whether the

same principle holds in regard tobiological Wierrying capacity.
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GO4LS AND STRATEGIES' OF wILDJAFfi BioL,MY
::

1

_- Gary San iii'1.4fan

Dept. of Fisheti6s -and -Wildiife Biology
, .

. ,Z=COlOrado §tate'UnivArsity .

Tort Collins, Colorado -.it

= -Early man _r_ r worried about game *management; he was -too ry
.

iatay:-Alive. Large carnivores &gularly -io& _him As_ -prey. Man soon 7. arned_
, _.- - - 4-

_____that,by banding together and, uSing, crude wpapons, he could= repel 'predarpr

_attadkaand -secure fOod_ and clothing__for himself, With the inventioa-of
- 9
_betterJ weapons =man -became- a hunter and' ceinsiatently- took game. The--bow-and--and

_ __

_ !_jarrow,:proVided_ teat for his ,table but the rifle assured_ -trim. More plentiful

_supply. As the white man tovedweStwardihia_needa increased and the -Advandifig,
, _

_ _

. , - _ = ,

-1-' ,_=railtoad_proVided amileata of pfiergitig suiT y- with detand. By todetn staiidArda-,_

tuoh-wanten,-killing of wildlife would beilconsidered=wasteful And;gready;:b4,
Y--At4ndAt_ds_ of the day, -Market -huffting_ ihas _acceptable,,_ _Subsistence limping,* '

__

yi,railroAd_otewt_and-*.market hunting fOkeaStern-ConsUMption-dreVe the 3-igen-
, _ . ii___ .

____ ___ =
,te:_the_ -verge= of',extinction. During thif _period sof =out history -414e-began to-- 4_ _ _ -_-_ 7 ----= .- -__-realize_that -nature 'a_ horn-of-plenty had asbottom4 Ideas about game mana e-.1____ _ _ _ _

_iment Arand ethics- were-starting,:to-take root_.
0 .- .4

.__=Men___with 14sion and- power like TheodorA Roosevelt and- Gifford= Pinchot, early

-= _,OonaerVatienist and head of the Fuesti_Service,began_ chaMpieliing the natural___

-resource-- cause.- Forest and wildlife managers were -beintittalted to perpetUate

_,,___ _oUr.'=rfatural birthright. -A, biologist of those early -days slept -Under the stars-

and wore- a :gull .that aid knew how to use, He oaten took his= food= from the lani__

=Sticha- myStique stilftlUres. many indiyiduala to,phe profesaioh. Bioiegista of_

tbday .haVe_ traded their horse- for -a 14-licopter and their _six=Shooter for -a -eta-._ -- --
Ilstits_course. The'_ glamourous-, exeiting_field jobaistill. rekain, but are

_.- _d _ _ ___ ______---,-

, _ _,__aSsOciated -With-°ektentiveitfield research- And- intensive Analysis of field_ -data-._

goaig. of wildlife managetent -to: Maintain healthy- productive PopulatiOns have
never:- changed,-but the principles and methods. change as we learn tOta abdUt- the

1 ,

-1eXity of nature-. .b. -
, .

t

-i

After_the turn of the century, people realized. that _game populations Weie _di.=
----__

-4 minithing and _s.)me _aing. had_ to be done. A _system- of refuget was zstablished
1-

and;:laWaiprohibiting or greatly- restricting_, hunting were enacted. Withim_a
-

1

_ lew-years , populations began to grow and hunting was_allOwed again. To ensure-

futurtTpapnlations , only the male of many species -was Fainted. Predator- toiitrol--

prOgrams were established- to ritt *eat, of "bee animals such a$- cougars- -add:

____ _
bobcats: "G004" animals like deer,;: elk, and rabbits- were ,protected. PoPulationa
toge,,tremendously; in some states deer =population went over the million mark.'

ring_ severe winters, .large die-offt became the rule; populations exceeded the
land's ability to support them. People soon rea zed that. over- protection, could

The:r4§-_ harmful as no protection._ =-"-

ManageMent practices have changed. Predator control progratt are the-eXeePtiOn-
rather_ -than the rule; biologists atilize a habitat approach to_ game Management ._

Al,lOrganisms in an ecosystem fill: valuable and-essential --niches and should be _Is'

;considered when designing a management plan. Yet the-most important aspett-of_ a

_management proposal man -- can" ften be overlooked-. In the case of the eagle,

,habitat --exists in ample quantity. But, for years mat -has -poisoned the- eagle4

Toed chain. Management 'in this Lase must alter land, use practices and change

92
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v
ingrainedlideas, In thcSoutheast, loggers c
rot,__tbusdeStroying potential nesting, sites

oWIs. Biologists must convince loggers that
440, management means success

utttees they suspect have heart-
for wood ducks, woodpeckers-and_
some of these treeSmust_be.lefe.
ful eople management.

he uses -otgnipulate habitat and
s045teTofhiS,2best tools have come under strong .public criticism. Clear-cutting

, mf'fotests fire, herbicides and chaining (clearingareas of,_pinyon-juniper

.-stand's a large anchor chain pulled by bulldozets): When misused create

!enVirpntental havoc., However,.whem used with moderation and control, such-
Attivities providea`reasonably cheap_ method of opening up dense Vegetative\"

-dOverand often haire ImRortant values fot natural resources- other than.wiid-
life, =Such' changes alOW fresh, succulent vegetation,to sprout, thus--Creating
Viriettin7*jotherwise monotonous-environment. Diveisity itproVes am animal's

chanceS of surviving because of.increased_foed, cover add shelter" alternatives

The.biolegist has a variety of tools .that

created by the vegetative changes. 4

.,Fifteenyeats agd a discussion of wildlife management would _have stopped _With
gatenpecies, but today_ non-game animals represent am.equally itpottant`aspect
of-tahagetent.,. FottUnateli, most gamematagement _plans alsOhave the additiOnal
bendfitof_helping nonrgathe species'. Several estate gatd'diviSions havenofi-game

__biologists, hut their operating budgets reflect-a low piiotity, On the-surface-

Thistay seem unfair; howevet, a quick check*on_Seurees of wildlife funding-re,-
vdals_ that_the mgjotity'o f management monies cOme f roth h utting licenSeldes and-

_'sales_et:guns and ammunitions._ To cotrectdnequalities, the TOblia can help-
_gteat]l_by_supporting non -game progtams, buying-teaserVation-stamm, and Cam,-
_taating- theit legisl rg concerning wildlife_apptoptiations.

For_;tany years -biologists have acted-Somewhat like ostriches by trying to-stay,

out public view, .A o, managers _often sUgfered=ftom them "Messiah cow-,

_plek" 7,-. _thinking they we e right was allthat -was needed -to carry ClutM bio7

,clegically_soUnd program. Time -has altered_this_ttend- And= biolOgiStSnow explSin-

. theitw4grams and,plans to the.publit,.- let-mote must be done people must_ ask:

hi6legists and _managers why ,certain ptograt-s-ar needed. Citizens =trust then-try

to_help-biologists accomplish important_ goals. Despite a- concerted effort on all_

,frentsr_gett(ing money to-carry out wildlife`-programs remains a dikficult task.

Many obstacles block the road to successful managemOt, One created by-modern

film-makers is a false representation. of nature.- Th'i so-dalled "Bambi syndrome"

gives human characteristics cf wide-eyes innocence to grass-eaters and vicioos-
rieSs to meat-eaters instead-of ployraying theii actual-functions in nature. MUch

antirhunting sentiment cotes as a ditect result of thissyndrome. Hunting 'rep-

resents a useful tool for wildlife managers, but also a controversial one. Too

:Often.anti-hunting means anti-management and such actions, as have been clearly
demonstrated, can 1.'ead to Uliimate destruction of-game and its habitat.

:

/The-key to future wildlife management does not rest solely with biologists, but

alSoWitheducators, Educators and biologiStShave a responsibility to youth

that-has-often been neglected. Educators must communicate -with biologistsso-

bothzjaay in turn .help youth_gain a full: understanding of:their responsibilitieS

t-madelicate environment. -Nor should we be satisfied to- advocate our respon=

sibilities by waiting for others to take aitions. A loW ptofile is no longer

a debirable attribute for a biologist or educhtor.,

_Our,goal must beto Laintain a productive environment for all organisms. Our

strategy must be to enhance public awareness because the healthy environment
neeletrby-wildlife involves the welfare of everyone.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CRISES AND THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN VALISES
N

John biVid Pais
.Rollins College

, inter Park, Florida

SHALL OUR BLOOD FAIL?. OR SHALL IZ,COME TO BE THE .BLOOD
OF PARADISE AND" SHALL THE EARTH SEEM ALL OF PARADISE, THAT
WE SHALI. KNOW?.

:Wallace Stevens..."Sunday Morning"

lntrodüction

2

1Ukbert_Heilbroner in his book, An Inquiry Into the Human Prospecty haa-pieSented-
one_of the most Tormidaole challenges_ wh.,.ch confront the -MddetnWOrld_by ,desttibing

A4hathe-believes to be the probable course of history. Besieged;by the-r-giowirig=

possibility of obliterative nuclear war, a rampanOtopuiation- explosion, dwlindArig.,

= ,riatutal_resdurceoand energy4Upplies, and ageneial moral and sPititual,talaiSe,,_

Heilbroner views the future of mankind on the planet as-deSperate 'and-
_Even k direct measure were undertaken,immeaiatelythey would-be-of little Ot-110-
av1 in avoiding Impending global famine, environmental catastrophes, resource
depletion, energy shortages,'and possible nuclear Obliteration. ±1broner haa_

-:analYdd existing social, econOmiC, and -political iystema:and has concluded that

they -ate inadequate to contend-with _these overwhelming Humanity-18----E_
only hope for survival rests upon the, usurpation of power by _Otalitarian,regimes-

_maing,repressiori and coercion to direct a chabtit-worlO_thrOugh the -coMing dark _

ages.
V

illeilbroneei scepticism concerning the pos8ibility of human adaptation rests on

©- _hit_ avalysis of the two great socioeconodic-sYsteMs and their iriflUende-On-huMan

Ilehavior. Sindetoth socialism and capitalism are rounded- the Ptemiies of
.- .-

eVerirmreasing production, unlimited economic growth, and unending progressI
none-4.which are any longer feasible, neither system will be able to alter

fficiently humail behavior patterns in,time to ward -Off widespread catasttOphfls.
_ i,-.;

;

. - ,

t 4 V;

1Wt_ along with the potential threat that mankind faces, Heilbroner has failed tO
_-,,-

_
pnsider the potential opportunity for ouliural adaptation and drtat'iveNhuman-

.

--response. The inadequacies of existingpolit-ital, economic and aociii systems.
.

- to respond tp :theta challenges indicates a deeper failure of currentlyrpt0Minent
beliefs, beaviqr patterns, and value systems in relation to changing enVitOn4-:_
:mental donditions. The resolution :of these, conflicts requires a radical tedvalu-

_atiOn_and reassessment of thphilosophitai arrd-ethicAlpresuppositions at the
foundation Of the modern western Weltanschauut* and the emergence of a olistit

i

world-view-compatible with the realities ofthe ecosystem. The EcoVo_ tiOn* of

this new culture type involvesinothing,less than A total transformational reform-

0

*Et-Ovolut?on - The simultaneous and mutually interdependent evolution of ekk
human species in both biological 'and cultural contPw, the
non-human species, ,andn the physical environment.

"
.
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in attitudes, vindiples, and values--a transformation which must occur if we
are to move 'beyond doomsday' to the actuality of a desirable human future.

Historical Origins de.

The.presumption which has contributed most significantly to the environmental
crises of the present is the belief in the radical separation of man from nature.
This belief probably had its origin during the transition from pagan animism to
the more anthropocentric,pdlytheisms which occurred over two and a half millen-
nia lag°. Once man was able to view himself as Separarfe and above the ritutal
world, there was no restraint to the thoughtless plundering of.the planet to
satisfy human desire. Historian Lynn White in his article,"The Historical
Roots of outEcological Crisis" asserts that the Atee-Christian belief of human
superiority, dominion, and transcendence over nature, the world view that sees
nature as simply the stage for men to-work out, their ultimate destinies, is the
origin of current ecological crisis:' "..we shall continue to have a woisening
ecological crisis until we reject the Christian axiom that nature,has no reason
for existence eve to serve man." But regardless of where we locate the specific

origin cf the'm nature dualism, it is important simply to recognize that this
presupposition un ies .cost of western philosophical speculation and.is largely

responsible for modern man's destructive relation (conquest) with -nature.,

We must now consider the second most importent factor leadingto current, environ-
mental crisis, 'the philosophical presuppositions of John Locke which Jere central
to the development of modern liberal society, democratic government, capitalistic
economy, and the contemporary value system. Locke's thought was largely an attempt

.,to dvelop the philosophical consequences of the dualistic andimechadistic(world
view of Newtonian physics and elaborate the implications"for morality, politics,
and religign. As a result Locke reduces the whole of reality to correspond to the
mechanistic movement of discrete atoms in a void. Persons are defineCas totally
independent, self-sufficient, and unrelated 'mental substances'Thege assUmp-
tiong concerning the nature of persons'led to a political philos6phy of possessive
indivtdualite whereby_societyis composed of self-interested individuals who con-
sent to public government solely for the protection of private ,pr4erty rights

and to safeguard personal prpsperity, acquisitiveness,-and power. Implicitly

\ Assumed are norms of self-aggrandizement, material growth, undiminished increase,
greater, consumption, and unending progress. The goal for each individual is the
unlimited expanSion of material wealth. In economics these,axioms'led to the'.

labor theory. of value and laissez-faire free market economy-of Adam SMith with
competition serving as the only check to_ excessive greed. These bellefs were
the rudiments of,the value system that is currently prominent in American culture;,
what can be operationally defined as the ethic of anthropocentric hedonism.
Salientfeatures of this ethic include radical individualism, egoistic hedonism,
the goals of' quantitative progress and material growth, exploitation of nature
for economic'gain, primacy of private properEY,; a utilitarian value of persons,
competition and inequality as accepted nerms.,"Centralization of authority, a
curative rher than preventative approach to problemg, and, seeing science And
technology as adjuncts of the marketplace.

The third factor contributing to the modern day environmental'Crises was the
rapid deve,lopment of technology during the last two centuries without the corres-
ponding development of an ethical system capable of directing and regulating the
application of scientific knowledge.* During the scientific revolution of the
seventeenth century and the Enlightenment in the eighteenth century, there began
the tendency to apply scientific knowledge to practical human affairs through

a
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technology. But corresponding tothe development of technology came the ten-
dency to separatethe natural ciences from philosophy and religion,:resulting

(A

in what C. P. Snov has referr d to as the two cultures of the sciences and the
humanities., In modern ethics thought this tendency has resulted in '-he dis-
tinction between fAttial description-and normative Values, between the way
things are and the way things should be. The devastating consequence of this
radicarseParation of facts and values, of the sciences and the humanities,
is what is knoWn as 'reductionism'--the erroneous idea', that reality is limited_
solely to scientific descr/ptioris and explanations of phygical, biological, and
chemical processes and in no way includes,goals, values, principles, or 'human
nature'. The result of the reductionist fallacy was the lopsided development
of western culture and the loss of any-goals or values-to regulate and guAde'..
iscientific inquiry and the applioation of technology. Pure science failed to

develop an ethical system to decide what ends should be sought, whether they
cOmprised,ends, or any other of the ethical considerations involved. Until

the nineteenth century this situation had no great consequences for the simple
reason that man's energy budget was still low in relation to the total system
of the biosphere and any harmful effects on the environment were easily absorbed
and,equalized by the total ecosystem. But wir the discovery and utilization
revolution, technole-gy was able toe grow unchecked to the point where in,the
twentieth century it has now so drastically alt6redthe physical and social
environment that it undermines the stability of the entire ecosystemystem and

threateks thersurvival of the nhumhn species. . i

.

.

Since both technology dnd the lioeral political. tradition are resi5onsible,for
the critical problems, which now confront the toderri world, it is futile to look
to them for solutions. The nature of these critical problems indiCates the
failure of traditional thought-patterns in providing accurate models of existing
environmental realities. In the terminology of Thomas Kuhn, when the existing
paradigm is no longer able to explain adequately anomalies, a 'revolutionary
transformation' in thought is required to provide a highe'r order paradigm. A
new paradigm would need to integrate an accurate and objective model of existing
environmental realities with an ecological and humanistic value system. Evi-

dence suggests that the beginnings of this new higher order paradigm are to be
fOund in the systems approach to energetics *as developed by H. T. Odum

Sources fonEvolution

Odum's work provides ajmodel for the scientific understanding of the process
of the ecosystem and man's role in partnership with nature. Odum applies estab=,
lished laws of energy to the complex systems of the biosphere. Each process in
the blosphere is shown to have an energy basis. Odum's system approach reveals,
the functioning of three immutable lays which govern all energy flows: (1) the
law of conservation of energy which states that energy is neither created nor
destroyed; (2) the law of energy degradation or the second law of thermodynamics--

A in ,all processes some potential energy loses its ability to do.wOrk and is dis-

,
persed as heat; (3) the maximum power principle which holds that those systems
survive which utilize available energy most efficiently. .0f these three laWs,
the maximum power principle is most important for understanding the energy sys-
tems of man and nature. Fi t formulated by Lotka in 1922, the maximum power
principle regards energy of ciency.as the prime criterion for natural selection.
SYSTEMS SURVIVE WITCH UTILIZE AVAILABLE" ENERGY MOST EFFICIENTLY (efficiency is
here defined as the ratio of energy inflows to energy outflows or the most

- useful work done with the least amount of waste). Traditionhl Darwinian thought
held that all organisms have as a fundamentOrgoal the instinct to survive.
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Through a process of random variation and natural selection those Jrganisms
survive which are best adapted-to the euvirottment. The maximum p(Wer prin--

cipli expands`and elaborates the survival as criterion for fitness with the
notion of energy efficieffy fez- an entire sykem. In competition for survival
a system wins out over another if it is able to make better use of obtainable
energies. This principle also provides for activities beyond sheer existence.
Once basic needs necessary forthe life process are met, systems tend to maxi-
mize energy by increasing order and diversity, improving control mechanisms
and feedbacks to increase production'and consumption of energy, doing useful
work, or developing storages.

It ia important to realize that the maximum poiier principle must be defined
in the.context of the 'given' actualities.9f the system. Ecosystems occur
in primarily two conditions, Chat of growth and that of steady state.. In,
growth, abundant storages and subsidies are utilized which rapidly accelerate
power flows. In steady state, energy inflows are in equilibrium with energy
outflows. The maximum power_ principle describes hdw.a system functions accor-
ding to the availability okenergyl it is the availability of both th quality
and quantitykof energy whiCh determines the maximum power. In growth Cates,
each individual organism competes for survival by maximizing power flows in-,

creasing ene*y, production and consumption,'a'6cumulating storages, creatin
more order an complexity resultingvin growth and progress of the entire sys- C

. tem. This -type of grow or perish expansion can only be maintained during
periods of abundant an cheap energy subsidies, and is characteristic of young
developing systems. Steady state is characteristic of older more mature systems
with'reguIar though limited'ene'rgy sources. In steady state, Lotka's principle
,requires that those systems survive that do not attempt high growth patterns'
'''but instead use available energies in long-staying steady state acti'vities.
System energy efficiency takes precedence over individUal organism energy -

efficiency, with emphasis on stability, diversity, smallness, and equilibrium.
here iscooperation instead of competition with importance placed not on ex-
pansion but on contribution to the total- system. Besides determining the
operation of the system, the availability of energy also affects the human
value.system by setting limits on what goals and values are possible. It is
gow'clear that what has been referred to as an ethic of anthropocentric hedo-
nism and the entire liberal tradition were the result of the rapid growtl. periocl
of the past twarcenturips which was subsidized by massive fossil fuel reserves.
As these reserves are rapidly depleted, a new value system must emerge as we
makthe transition to steady state.

Conclusion
t

4

Oil and coal:will not run out, but the ratio o f-energ y
spent in obtaining them will continue to increase until
costs exceed-net yields. When the net yield of potential.

. energy begins to approach that of wood, we will_have re-
turned to the.solar-energy7based economy....Whether such
change Mill come'suddenly in a catastrophe or slowly as
a gradual trend is one of the great issues of our time.

I
H. T'. Odum

The emergence of an environmentally conscious ethic is necessary to ease the
transition back to steady state': If man is to remain on the planet the old
value-system must be transformed and the two-century long yalu4s of growth

.l`(04



aAd.progress must be seen now as a.cancer.threatening, the life of the eco-
system. We have it within our consriTls powers to change not oily ourselves
.but-also our culture. The patterns of the outmoded and self-destructive
culture must be transformed to meet existing needs orthe system; nothing
less than the evolution'of a new ccologicall-, sensitive hu istic-scientific

culture type is required. SteadSr state need not mean a r u ion crf the

quality of life but only different standards by which we 'edge the value

of humah life and our role in a harmonious relationship with nature.

,
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,ENERGY AND SELF -- ACTUALIZATION

I

Karl E. Peters
Department of philosophy and Religion

Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida

,In the branch of moral. philosophy =called normative ethics, there havesbeen.
many,attempts to specify the good that men ought to seek. Candidates fork

'states of affairs held to be good in and of themselves haye included:plea-
sure, health, truth, beauty, peace, love, union with the divine, or some
combination of theserand other similar states o'f affairs. In this paper

I wish to offeray dnderstandinvof the good men ought, to seek, and to
justify mytunderstanding by showing how it incorporates other notions of

' what is intrinsically good into it and how it is compatible with the ways.
things are in the universe. Then would like to show how this good can be
attained through- .three types of self-actualization that are found in both
pre-industrial and industrial societies. As.I do this I also hope to show
how the amount of energy available in a particular society affects the ways
in which people actualize themselves or realize that which is-.-good.

In doing all this I shall be performing a double task--onepart normative
or ethical and the other.part descriptive or historical. On the one hand
I will be suggesting,what ought Co be the good we aim at; on the other hand
I will also be examining.inie 'ery genera' way t1-2 good that people have
aimed at in the past and in our own day. While I am qualified to do the

task, Iain nbt as qualified as an b.i.tarian or cultural anthropolo

lk
-

gist. Thusthe geperalizatiqns I will mare about past societies must be
=.

regarded as very hypothetical, because I have not done the detailed histori-
.

cal study necessary to support them.

The Good Humans Odght!to Seek

In its most general description the gOod humans, ought to seek is nothing
A else than systems or harmonious:arrangements of parts. A number ofelements

constitute the goodness of systems. The two most basic elements are, first,
that the relationship between parts be harmonious or that the system be in-
tegrated wit-Wits parts mutually supporting each other,, and second, that the
integrity of -each part in the system be preserved. 'According to this view
of what is go0d every system, and Wence eyerything that exists insofar as it
is somekind of.system, is gootj. However, some systems might be bettei than
others, depending on two other elements that constitute the goodness of -sys-
tems, their comprehensiveness and efficiency. Of two systems that are hat-.

monious'and in which the integrity of each part is preserved, the system which
is more comprehensive or that includes a.greater number and variety of parts

-isbf4tter. Furthgt, of two systems that are harmonious, that,preserve the
q'integrity of parts, and that are equally comprehensive, that which is most

' efficientmay be.judged'to be better than the other.

Although what howjust said sounds very abstract and you may wonder ho
this can. be the.good that hums ought to seek, it is easy to show that this
is indeed what human beings have sought when they seek, the good. Srcificarly,
When people seek truth, beauty, love, physical andimental health, and plieasihre,
what they are really seeking to eUablish and maintain is some kind of system
or a harmonious arrangement of parts. Truth for example, J41 itsmost general-
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sense, is:defined as the coherence of ideas with other ideas and the corres-

'pondence of ideas with experience. Truth is an harmonious arrangement of

parts namely of ideas and experiences. Beauty may also be understood in a

Sense; defined as the coherence of ideas with other'ideas and, the corres-

pondence of ideas with experience. Truth is a6.barmonious arrangement of --

parts; namely of ideas and experiences. Beauty may also be understood in a

similar manner. John Cobb, Jr. writes, "When we describe object's as beautiful

' we.usually mean that they participate in a certain harmony of proportions and

-relations. Colors and shapes or sounds are so related with each other that
'each contributes ,to the whole in such a way that iThe whole in turn accentuates

each o ,its'parts."1 Plays, symphonies, sculptures and paintings are systems
in whiclid the various components are harmonized together into a unified whole.

Love, also, is .an example of systems or harmonious arrangement of parts; in
this case the parts are aspects of the people involved. Not only is the re-

latiopship harmonious but in true love the integrit; of each individual in the
relationship is preserved. As Ei.ic Fromm, the psycholOgist writes, "Mature

love.is union under the conditionof preserving one's' integrity, one's indivi-
duality."2

one moves from the social sphere of life to the individual, one discovers
shattphysical and mental health, two goods Which humans have always sought,

can also ba.understood as the maintenance of systems or harmonious arrangements

of parts. A biological organism is .hysically healthy when each of its parts
is fulfilling its proper function in harmony with the other parts of the sys-
tem. )3hysical disease is a-breakdown i th'e harmony cf thephysical organism,
either because the system is invaded by outside disruptive forces such as bac-
teria or viruses or bec.nuse it simply breaks down in the aging process. Simi-

larly, mental or psychological health is often considered by psychologists to
be a state of harmony in which all the various components of the self can be
experienced and acknowledged in such a way that they complement one another.

Carl Jung's conception of the healthy human self.as an integrationcf opposites,
such as the conscious--unconscious, the masculinefeminine, or the clearly

.

known -- shadow aspectg of the self, is just one example. .

In each of the intrinsic goods I havejust mentioned the, two basic elements
thatmake a system good are 'present. .In each case there is an harmonious

arrangement of parts, and the integrity of the parts is, preserved. Insofat

as ideas and experiences, colors and sounds, individual huMans; physical or-
.

gans, and mental and emotional components exist harmoniously together, there
is something which is good, a system called truth, beauty, love, or physical
and mental health.

.4,

ticiwever, somt such systems are better than others depending on the degree of
comprehensiveness of the system and the degree of its efficiency. When on

compares two systems of thought, that which is more comprehensive or which

includes a greater number and variety of ideas is judged to be the greater

truth. Further, if two systems of thought are equally harmonious and compre-
hensive with the integrity of all parts being preserved, that rhich is most

efficient in the sense of being the simplest or possessing the fewest number

1
John Cobb, Jr., A Chriqtian Natural Theolosy: Based on the Thought of

Alfred North Whitehead (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1965), p. 101.

2
Eric Fromm, The At of Loving (New York,York: Books, 1962),

p. 20.
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of basic assumptions is judged to be better. It was on the ground of in-,
tellectual simplicity or efficiency that the heleocentric theory of the solar

. system was first accepted over the older theory that held the earth to be the
- center of the solar system. .These two criteria of what makes one system better

than another may also be used in discriminating the more from the less beautiful.
On tha grounds of comprehensiveness a symphony would be judged to be better than

a popular tune. Both can be beautiful, but the more beautiful is that which con -
tailjs the greatest number and variety of sounds organized in a harmonious whole.
And of two paintings of equal harmony, integrity and comprehensives, that which
creates its effect with the fewest number of brush"strPkes may be regarded as
the better of the two'. When one considers the harmony of personal relationships
in which'individuals maintain their integrity, called mature love, as two lovers
come to know and appreciate' aspects of each other that were at first not known
-.a* shared, we can say that love grows and the relatipnship is better, because

it is more comprehensive. Further, insofar as a system of h'iman relationships
is based on the fewest number of principles, we might say that c- simpler

system is better than one whose principles/re more complex. i. , health

is a state.Of affairs that is not often s eh of in terms o. u. ,Lees of health,

because a system of biologigal equilibri is of such a nature that either a .

person is healthy pr he is sick; nevertheless, it may be possible, once,basic

health is attained, to speak of better and-'worse physical specimens of a species.
'Thus for example., a, championship athlete.whose body is finely tuned to accomplish
feats beyond the range cf normal, healthy individuals, may be regarded as better
because he can accomplish these activities bore effiCiently. Once the basic
elements of a 'system--harmony and integrity of parts-arepresent, then systems
can be judged to be better or worse in terms of their comprehensiveness and effi-'

ciency.
. .

/

So far I haVe been attempting to show that the gocd which people ought to seek
is systems or harmonious arrangements of parts on the grounds that this general
understanding of the good expresses what people are seeking when they seek such
traditional goods as truth, beauty, love, and physical and mental health,' I have,
however, omittedOne state of Affairs that more people consider to, be intrinsically
good than any other, namely pleasure, happiness, or the feeling of satisfaction
or pleasantness, which are simply the emotional states chat ac ompany the achieving °
and maintaining of systems or the harmonious arrangements of parts. Pleasure then
is the felt counterpart of truth, beauty, love, and-health, and it is an indicator

that harmony 'has been achieved or is being maintained. Fu-..her, it might be possi-,,

ble that the more comprehensive and efficient a system, the greater the felt plea-
,

sure that accompanies ic; hence the degree of pleasure might be an indicator of

the degree of goodness, of a partiCular harmonious arrangementof parts.

Not only have peoplc sought to create and maintain systems of the types we have
been considering when they seek that which is considered good, but the establishing ,
and preservation of h rmdhious arrangements of parts is consistent with .. basic

value judgement that eople have made when they say that creation of the world
and the continual evolution of life and culture are good. Behind this fundamental

value judgement are two general facts. The filist is that creation is the creation
of order or of harmonious systems and that evoltition is the continual establishment

of ever more comprehensive and efficient systems. The second general fact is that

with the evolution of systems there is also an increase of disorder, expressed in
the second law of thermodynamics as an increase of entropy. In terms used by

Howard T. Odum, whenever energy is used to create structure, some of that'energy
goes down the heat sink and is lost as potentral energy for the further
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creation and maintenance of harmonious systems of parts.
3 Thus, the continual

creation of the world is both an ordering and a disordering process, 'and, accord-

ing to the second law of thermodynamics, disorder will win.
.litt

In spite of this projected outcome, the almost universal judgement of mankind
throughout history has been that disoVer or random motion is had. Such judge-

ment has been expressed in various religious traditiong, which, for example,

have.viewed the woxld in terms of a conflict between order and chaos, with the

good deities on the side of order, or which, in another example, have judged the

order of the world to be good so that it can serve as a basis'for the design

argument for the existence of God. That religion has judged order to be good and

..lsorder, bad is also exemplified in the.fact that the term "religion' has even

been defined in terms of.order overcoming disorder. Anthony Wallace, profeAsor

of anthropology ai.the University of Pennsylvania, has writnn:

'The essential theme of the religious event...is the dialectic of dis-

organization and organization. On the one hAnd men universally observe

the increase of entropy (disorganization) in familiar systems: metals

rust and corrode, woods and fabrics rot, people sicken and die, personal-

ities disintegrate, social gfoups splinter and disband. And on the other.

hando-men universally experience the contrary process os organization:

much energy is spent preventing rusty corrosion, decay, rot, sigkness,

death, and dissolution, And indeed, at least locally there may be an ab-

solute An of organization, a real growth or revitalization. This dia-

lectic, the'."struggle" (to use an essay metaphor) between entropy and

organizAtion, is what religion is all about. The =1st diverse creeds

unite in the attempt to solYe the sphinx-riddle of the relationship

between life and death, between organigatior, and disoTganization,...
.

But religion does not offer just any solution: it characteristically

offers a solution which assures the believer that life and organization

will win, that death ai.d disorganization will lose, in their struggle totall
become the characteristic ccaditions of self andcosmos....4

This. ame judgement that, whether or not it actually will, order ought to win

out o er disorder is expressed by physicistIR. B.Lindsay in whar'he calls the

"they dynamic imperative."

Life in the form of human beings has through thousands of years waged a

relentless struggle to build a civilization which represents an attempt

ro, increase the availability of energy for transformation or, as'some

would prefer to put it, to fashion order out of disorder. ,.Even though

the second law guarantees that the struggle will not avail and that we

must all go down ultimately.to defeat, the challenge to fight on is

still there. To me it conveys the distinct suggestions that we as in-.

.
dividuals should endeavor to consume as much entropy as possible to

3
Howard T. Odum, Environment Power, and Society (New York: Wiley-Interscience,

'1971), pp. 27-31.

4
An_hony F. C. Wallace, Religion: An Anthropological View (New York: Random

.House, 1966), pp. 38-39; qubted by Van Rensselaer Potter, Bioethics (Englewood

Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971), p. 84.
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increase the order in our environment. This is the-thermodynamic impera-r

tive, possibly not unworthy to rank alongside the categorical imperative

of Kant or even the Golden Rule.5

Consume as much entropy as possible, increase:the availability of energy for
transformation--for the creation of order. Here, once again, is ran expression

of one of our criteria-for determining the degree of goodness of a,system--

that of efficiency. Of two 'egually.harmonious and comprehensive systems, in

which the integrity ofi parts is preserved, the one which is established and

maintained with the most efficie-ltuse Of energy, that i's,ewith the least en-
tropy or energy down the heat sink, Is the better of the two.: It is better -

because it leaves more potential energy available-for _the'creation of further
harionious systems, for the expansion gf present systems toward greater comp-
rehensiveness or for the maintenance of Present system's for a longer peribd of

,time.

With this it.seems that my conception of the good humans ought toseek'ii once

again supperted. It is good to establish systeths or harmonious arrangements

of parts in which all parts maintain their indiltidual integrity. It is better

to establish more comprehensive systems. It is even better to establighthe
most comprehensive systems one can in a way that combats entropy by the most

efficient use of energy.

Energy and Self - actualization in Bre-industrial Societies

In the context of the good men ought tc seek that.: wellave just de'Ceribed and

attempted to justify, what does it mean;for an individull tdfulf!ll himself?;
Uging the term "self-actualization," which is borrowed from the psychologist
Abraham Maslow but not:necessarily used in 4"ay'he use .it', I suggest that

man can actualize himself to attain the good he seeks in three ways: (1)

through service so that the social system is maintained and the demand of the

ecosystem are. meti(2) through individual self-transformation into an altered
state of consciousness in which the contradictions found in the world of space

and time are resolved in the experienced harmony of all things, and (3) through

creative activity that leads either to an imaginative or to an actual alteration

of external world systems.

In what follows I also want to ghow that humans have in fact found fulfillment.

in these three.ways throughout history. Self-actualigation has been possible

in pre-industrial as well as in industrial societies. Thig is especially im-

portant to realize it a time when many people seem to think that the good life

can only be attained,by using large amounts of energy.

Pre-industrial societies may be divided into hunting-gathering societies, which

live off the land and hence utilize solar energy only insofar as it pro'duces

things in their natural state, sand agricultural societies, which -harness solar

energy more efficiently in the production of crops and in animal husbandry'.6

5R. B. Lindsay, "The Lafger Cybernetics," Zygon: Journal of Religion and Science,

6 (June, 1971), pp. 133-134.

6Leslie A. White, The Evolution of Culture (New York: McGraw-Hill Book CompanY,,,

Inc., 1959).
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both types of pre-industrial societies individualt find fulfillment or self-
,

"daualization through service.

In hunting-gathering societies, organized socially according to kinship and
with a simple division of labor between men and Women,humans are involved
in tasks that provide for the physical sustenance of society and for the
protection of society and its members from human enemies. Many of these tasks
involve the direct interaction with nature in the procuring of food, fuel, and

shelter or the direct confrontation with possible enemies. However, other tasks

are attempts to deal with the naturgl'environment and other hgmans indirectly

through the use of religious ritual. Religious ritual is used to.intensify the

chances of acqUiting game, to protect members of society from invading forces
that d.:srupt the lives of.indivieuals or that threaten the security of society

as .a whole, pr to restore equilibrium toknature, society orthe individual after

disruption occurs.' 'In primitive societies both direct action and religious
ritual are used to help maintain the system,,and an individual finds fulfillment

insofar as he experiences himself sewing the system either directly or indirectly

so as to contribute to the pre..ervation of the structures that are necessary for

tfiesurvival of himself and his society.

1
tn agricultural societies that have mdre effectively harnessed solar energy in
the production of food, there is a growth in the density of population and a

more comprehensive social system. Some agrarian societies have developed hier-.
archical social systems'with clear-cut dittindtionf of sexual and clasf roles,

which can be regarded as parts of a more comprehensi?e system. The iniWrity

of the parts, must of course be_ preserved. An example of this type of society

'is the caste system of ancient India. To many modern westerners it would seem
that such a system would not be one in which'an individual could achieve pers-,

onal self-fulfillment. However, iF one of the ways of self- actualization is
through service, then it is possible tospeak of personal fulfillment through
the_achievenient of excellence in the eeEforance of the roles of the particular

class to which a person belongs. The Indian philosopher S. Radhakrishnan makes

this,point. He does not accept the idea of caste; that one's position in life
is determined by genetic and social inheritance but he nonetheless argues that

the fou'rfold class structure of Indian society is democratic, ,b ause it insists

that all people Are equal in that each self "has the right to row in its own

way," because it allows for the kind of individuality that is of "an escape

from limitations" bilt "the willing acceptance of, obligations," because it accepts

all work as socially useful and as equally important economically, and because
it,regards social justice not as "a scheme of rights but of opportunities" in a

society that "is a pattern or an organism in which different organs play diffe-

rent parts."8 By fulfilling their roles in society, which are judged to be con-
sistent with their personal potentials and which contribute to the mainenance
of the whole complex social order in relationtto nature and other societies, in-
dividuals were able to actualize themselves through service in stratified, pre-

eindustrial societies.

However, even in hunting and gathering and in agricultural societies, people were
a

7
Cf. Wallace "The Gatls of Ritual," pp.402-166.

8
S: Radhakrishnan, Eastern Reliayons and Western Thought (London: Oxford
University Press, 1958), pp. 367 -368.
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pot only interested in maintaining existing- systems. While the maintenance

of existing patterns of harmony is good, it is not necessarily the. greatest

'good imaginable. Humans have the:mental capacity to extrapolate existing

order into higher levels of order which are more harmonious, More conip"rehen1=.,

sive, and in which the integrity of a greater number of parts'is preserved.

And once this greater good is envisioned human beings seek ways to reach it.

They dd this through the-other two...types-al self-actualizatidn, both of wbich

,involve change. Through self-trandformation a hdman.bein&changes his state

of consciousness so that ha is able to experience the highei harmony, and

through creative activity a,human being alters the external world.

In pre-industrial societies self-actualization through self=tranfotmation

into an altered state of consciousness seems-to have taken place, interestingly-

enough, through ritual activity. Although ritual probably _functioned in suth_

societies to help maintain the social-natural system, as Drs. Eugene
and Charles Laughlin, Jr. suggest, the rate-of-correlation of prititive.relig-

ious rituals with the finding of game or the production tf crops was prObahly

not sufficient to account for the continued use and development of ritd4act-

tivitY. They hypothesize that the universal use of rithai_itAUe-ihtlarge=0-art--

to the effect it has on the brain--an effect that-transforMa-hUMan-dWarene-sal

into an experience of a state of harmony -that is greater than what one eneouhter-s .

in the,experienceof the everyday world, In their article, 'The-BiopaychdIoada-1_=_

-Determinants of Religious Ritual BehaviOr,"9 show pow
religious ritual is associated with 'systems of ideas that, in the forM ofMYthra;-

post and intellectually try to resolve the fundamental contradictions Ofexis-
tence, for example, the conflict between good and evil, order and chadsor-tha
tension ,between self and the other, the human and theAlvine. Then, buirding

upon recent work on the human brain, which divides the brainTitto an energy___

expanding or ergotropic system associated with the dominant 'hemisphere. of the

bTai.. and an energy-conserving or trophotropic system associated with the non-

dominant hemisphere, and which suggests ,that the two systems alternate-in:every=
day mental activities, d'Aquili and Laughlin cite evidence-that if either-of-the-

me, systems is stimulated sufficiently there is a kind of Spillover effect inttr:

the other system so that both systems fire simultaneously-rather than alternately

This simultaneous firing is experienced as a particular type Of eltered=atatg- of

consciousness. When the regular, repetitive, thymic activity of ritual is -parti-
cipated in for a certain length of time, the ergotropic system is driven to the
point where the trophotropic system is fired at the saMetime. Thisiheightehed-

level of brainjunction is experienced as a resolution of life's contradittiOns
in a unification of opposites--of order and disorder, of 'good and eVil, -of the

self and,the other, and of the everyday world with the divine. . Thus, through
ritual the highest harmony can be attained.

In ritual activity this experience is only mdMentary; there is, however, a way

of reaching the same state which is longer lasting. By stimulating the energy-
conserving or trophotropic system of the brain through sensory deprivation to
the point when the ergotrophic system is fired at the same time, the same oceanic

experience is reached. And pre-industrial humans,did this through various types

9
Eugene G. d'4quili and Charles Lau ghlin, Jr., "The Biopsychological Detetminents

.of Religious Ritual Behavior," Zygon: Journal of Religion and Science, 10-

(March, 1975),4pp. 32-58. . 1
-,:
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of meditation, especially in the more developed, :Stratified, agricultutal
-societies in, which the members of a select group, -priestly class or monas-_
_- stio=order,_ had the 'time to engage at length Iuileditative --p ctice. d'AqUili
_and=_Laughlin write, "During Intense meditative experiences, such as yogic
_etatasyriand the unio 1-nystica'-of..the Christian tradition, the experience of -the
union of oppositea...is ekpanded to the experience of the total union of Self -il

ancrother,,-or, as. it is exPressed in the Christian tradition, the union of -the 4'
---Self-V-ith, God; " 10 A

_Thue,___through ritual and meditation, pre-fosail,fhel Min was able to actualize : ---q

---dhilt-Self through self-transformation to experience a harmony of harmonies. Stich
7-4 -_transformation of the self is usually judged by religious people- to--be
greater good -than the -maintenance- of systems on earth, only to be _aurPatted-,bT

_aitonjectured state of bliss 'to be realized; if the proper frame of mind- is'-held, ,

_-- _4ifter---ide-a-th-._ ,-, . i ,- -

A _k,- --,If__oheaccePts my understanding of the good men ought to seek as the -cr1eatingi.,
and maintaining of hartonio_us systems in -*which- the integrity- of _parts: ia,pre.--.

--set-Ved,,,one Might ask, Is the integrity- of -part , preserved in the -experieriCe
_ _ef___the__-moSt comprehensive harmonies attained -through- rituvi andlteditation?:/ ---

-' _SoMei-_teligibus tt editions, in interpreting the oceanic experienCe, speak_ aS.1.1-
the peiton were, instead of an individual Identity, a totally dia-solVA_ droplet
in the deep sea of the eternal. Be-dense- individual identity is correlated With-
it:_spatiortemporal order, when -the self is 110: longer eXp_e_rd.enced: as. Unique :but
as dissolved in the-,"All" or the "Joid,_" it..i. s thought that-'_the _cceanic el-.:Perit
_enee:_transcends space and time. This interpretation,_ however, denies- ont §ys-___
-,teins-_APProach to the godd -men seek,-.-because the idea- of arraony of parts- Iii which, . . _ _------ -.. -- --- -_ = -eAckpart_ retains its integrity implies. t -spatio-tempOta ,-- fraineWork. _Therefer-

_-_,___ _ a__:b'etter interpretation of the experience, of unity with the' universe,_ -produced:.
throUgh_ritual and meditation, is that it is an intuitive taste-of the iharmony_r
of _za__stand world ys_iem--a harmony that -must be further elaborated- thr-OUgh 6ate-:
hl tz_stionalrempirical inquiry so that we can understand-how-each indiVictUal has

its proper place in the *stem- and how the system: is indeed- a harmonyk oif parts.
- '

.Such___an_OnderStanding was- partly_ achieved by ancient' Ta-o.-Is-m and is noW-_being__

worked out in disciplines such 'is_ ecology and systems- theory_. _Self-aetti,alizal!,
don-through selfthus- need- not be -anti thetical to- scientifie:

. . :,- ,_ _ _ -
understanding;. in fact it musts be complemented by!scientific reason if -the in-
tegrity of pasts is to be preserved and if-the good men: seek is to be -truly_

-- understood and realized. // .. i. ,

The third type of selt-Actualizatiou in attaining that which is _good, or bar-
monies __of parts, is through creative activity that either actually ot! imagi-
natively_ transforms the external world. -Fre-iodustrial humans, -especially in

,Solar poWeted agricultural zocieties, were able to actually alter -their en=
- _

_ Vironment in a modest way a technology that cleared and cultiVated: the
land:.-and_-_that built irrigation systems,, in Order to harness thesun-t_s -_energ3,
end-,.__groW.crops for an eXi, 'Indira& population.11. However, because of the limited-

.

:supply of energy in compatison with toclayte:society most of the creative trans-
.._ tormation of the world -probably took ,place imaginatively through tertain 1.n-_- ..

telleatuel professions and the fine arts. Further, again- because- of the relativelY-
4

1114ircea Eliade, Cosmos and Hist'ory,4New York: 1-1Cirper Torchbooks, 1959) ,
pf). 51-62. -



limited supply of energy which meant that the majority,of people.had to spend
most oftheir time working to supply the basic needs of he,systemo only a

.
few members'of society--the aristocratic group of philosophers, mathematicians,
dramatists, epic historians, and priests--could achieve self - actualization

,

through their intellectual and artful creations of,systems of :eruth and beauty

thatAleightened and surpassed everyday experience.
,1

_

Yet, even with the abated supply of energy that allowed only those at the top
of- stratified societies the time for extei ive creative activity, for the masses

. there was still some-opportunity to participate in this type of self-actualiza-

tion. For ritual, in addition to being regarded as a means of maintaining the
natural- social systefn, in.addition to being a way of achieving self-transfOr7-
mation.for very limited periods of time, may also he understood as a way of

-artistic expression. In his home and temple rites the:average man could at
least - participate in artistic activity even if he was snot its prime creator,
-and in the,annual festivals that helped to usher in a new year .he could also

participate in: a great cosmic event of the dissolution and recreation of his

societY,,and world.12 It is interesting to ask ifiour modern, scientific tech-
nologies will ever haVe the cOmprehensiveiMpactOn the lives -of people in
allowing them to achieve self - fulfillment in the vrriety of ways that the
called= primitive_man's religious ritualenabledillim to find the .good

112Egy and Self- actualization In Industrial. Societies

In 1750 England begari,to convert its fuel from-charcoal to coal and coke, providing

anew source of energy for the First IndlastIlal_Revolution. Aroun' 1860 ,oil and

its properties as .a fuel,bame known in Pennsylvania, providing a new form of,,

fossilfuel to combine with new ch.velopTnents in science and technology that in-

augurated the Second Industrial Revolution at the beginning of. the twentieth

century. With this new energy source `the third type of self-actualizatioa,
through creative activity.thaIactually tranaft,,rms theworld has beCome more
of a possibility for finding the good life for more-people than ever before'in

history. A new elite of scientists, industrialists, technologists, businessmen,
and politicians has combined to effect major transformations of the world and

thus create more compr,thensive material and social system; The result has been

ayast,, worldwide transpottation_metimrk.of cars, buses, .:rucks, ships, trains,

and planes--fueled with petroleum,pr'oducts; artificial environments to make
people more, comfortable and toqt*rotect sensitive equipment such as computers- -
driven byelectri7.ity produced by fossil fuels; a food production ptircess that
feeds hundreds of millions of. People, farm machinery, pesticides,'prOcessing
wants, supermatkets, and a transportation system that links these together--

all,baied on oil.

Most/people today would regard all this as good, as progress. In terms of the

conception of the good as systems or hdtMonious relations of parts, the creation.
of more structure as a result of an,increase in energy is a good thing. With .

more energy we.have been able to,create more cpmplez systems of society in rela-

tion to nature than-ever before. If the comprehensiveness of a system Is a

criterion of its worth, we have indeed progressed toward greeter good.

Furthermore, the new creations of fossil fuel technology have provided an oppor-

tunity for greater numbers of people than in pre-industrial Societies to angagL
in self-actualization through creative activity that imaginatively transforms

.F. Skinner, Walden Two (New York: The Macmillan Codpany, 1972).
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the world. As the.jobs that provide the basic necessities Of life are taken

over by machines, and as humans still',,work to help maintain the system but

how asothe managers of machines, people are freed,from the tiring, time-
consuming, back-breaking toil of pre-industrial man, to have time, if they so

desire, for intellectual and artistic activity. The opportunity to find ful-

, fillmeni in tHisway is no longer open to an aristocratic few but is now a
possibility fir the thousands of people going to, vening classes in education,
to art,studioS,, to-photography clubs,, to craft courses, and to lectures and

discussion groups.
1

However; although more; people than ever before are actualizAng themselves by
creatPely'transforminethe world, most of us still find ohrselves(not as the
creators of new complex systems of industrial societies but as servants main-

taining systems created by others. While the maintenance activity of,,society

is.nat just physical as it.tended to be' in earlier societies, self-actualization
through service is still probably the dominant way in hich most people reach

for the good, Even though in their spare time they may have some opportunity
for intellectual and artistic creativity, peopleouch as the coal miner, thei

automobile assembly line worket, the third,grade school teacher, Jnd 'the family

counselor ate all working to keep the systems created in industrialization and

fueled by fossil energy going. We are servants-of the 'syitem."

Even though one finds self- actualization through service in,industrial as well
as in.pre±dusttial societies, there do seem to be two importantleifferences.

) both,of which are attributable to he increase in available energy and the cor-

responding increase in the'Compreh venesssof Systems.

First, in industrial societies there is an increase in-the possibility Ofin-
dividuti freedom over pre-industrial societies. In the more comprehensive

sodial systems that have resulfedrom the additidrof fossil fuel energy to
solar energy there is a greater variety and number of roles that people can

play as parts, of the system. In contrast to the rather limited number of re-

,
latively fixed vocational gahunting-thering and agricultural societi,
today a child grovinig up has p umerons set of vocations from which he can choose.

Thhs, a young person today has a greater chance of-fulfilling his own unique po-
tentials than a young person in ancient Hindu society, where only a very limited
number of options were present and which options a person actualized were'largely .

determined by birth.,

Besides having a greater number of_choices, some people in'industrial societies

have more power to actualize the choices they make '`as to how they serve the sys-

tem. In pre-industrial societies most, men,. women,.and perhaps even children

were limited to the tasks necessary to,meet the basic physical, needs 'of the sys-

tem; the dominant occupations, ere the obtaining and processing of food andjthf

protection of the system from 9ntside invaders. Even if one -did conceive of.i

different possible option for a life vocation (and it is questionable whether
this was even possible), the demands of' tlie system limited the individual's power

to act on his dream. However, as fossil fuel technology developed to the point
of replacing human and,animal power in the meeting of basic needs, people have
become freer not only to envision new vocational possibilities but also to act

on them. Most affected by this have beeh women and children. Labor saving

devices in the home have liberated womeyrom domestic maintenance activities
so that, if they wish, they can haye a Oreer and serve the system in a way more

acceptable to their own per-sane desli.resand abilities. Modern technology has

also freed 'children from manual laboronfarms and in family busAnesses and has
g,i.ven them more time for education. Thil has perthitted since the late 1800's

the development of the educational systet so that in fossil-fuel societies,

14 1.5-
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coileie .nd university education occurs on a very lrge scale. The utiliza-

tion of fossil fuels in modeip technology has thus created more comgehensive
social-systems and through these has given people more choices and also greater
opportunity to fulfill their choices.

The second significant difference between industrial and pre-industrial societies
regarding\self-actualization through service is not at positive as the first.
As systems fueled with additional energy become more comprehensive, with a greater
numbkr and variety of interconnecting parts, it becomes more difficultfor the
individual to. perceive the significance of his place.in the system. While he

still is spending much of his life working within the system and for the syster;
.even though without his effort the system is so large and complex he begins

to. feel that what he does really makes little difference. And if he .scannot per-

ceive how the fruits ofhis labor actually support the sys em he is serving, he
_may ,even experience a senses of lostness, of alienation,. and of -Meaninglessness.

While service is still a part of ,our lives, at is more,difficult in industriaoll
than in:pre-industrial societies to see the significance of our service; many
have even come to think that service is not a legitimate way of achieving serf-
actualization.- Rather than being self-fulfilling:, service has become a necessity

in order to meet dr own basic needs, and we ,look elsewhere,than to our priMary

vocation for.way to realize the good life. .°

If we look batk to my original proposal; concerning the good that people ought
to seek; I think we can understand what has happened and why the sense of lost-,

nets, of alienation, and of meaninglessness, which p1/4594e!...pur modern industrial

states,.may be an indicator that something has gone wrong and that too much energy

may'Tnot be a go6d thing. You will remember 'that the good was defihed as, systems

or harmdnies in which the integrity of each of the parts was preserved, and that

it was suggested that a more comprehensive and efficient system was better than
a less- comprehensive and efficient one, as long as the harmony and integrity of

parts was preserved. WLat has happened, t think, as a result of increased energy

. is the development of more comprehensive systems that are still harmoniout, but

in which the parts--in this case elf-conscious human beings--are no longer able

to maintain their- integrity. Fr his point of view the individual no longer is

able to see himself as essentia to the functioning of the social system (even
thopgh he is when,hissituation is looked at objectively). Th-Ut, he regards him -

-,self as lost and isolated, and his life seems meaningless.

The sense of being lost in the system and the resulting impossibility of finding
fulfillment through service in a modern industrial statemay be contributing
factors to many people, especially the young, turning away from society. In

some instancesgthey have tried to find social syttems that,are limited in comp-

, rehensiveness and are isolated from the main social system. The attempted return
to. agriculturally based communes is an example of, this, and B. F. Skinner's Walden

Two is a utopian vision of a more limited social system in which self-actualiza-
tion through service and creative activity is potsible.13 In other instances
many liave, turned inward in an attempt to'find harmony through self-transformation

into an altered state of consciousness by employing the techniquet of Ydga or Zen,

or thro..gh the use.of mind - expanding drugs. And One might expdct that thepe trends
will continue to exist aiming those who are aware of their own sense of meaningless-
ness and who see this as partly a result of the bigness of the industrial state,
which in turn is the result of the use of fossil fuels to supplemeht the cOfgy
from the sun.

13
Ibid.
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Many people today are concerned, legitimately so, about the projected'fact that
we will run out of fossil fuels in the.not too distant future. To people so

concerned what I have said should be of some comfort, becauseI have tried to
show that self- actualization in all three ways is possible in pre - industrial

as well as industrial-societies. The good life will st'.11 possiblg in the

future even if our energy reserves are depleted and we cab not develop viable:
aliernativesources; it will still be possible even if we have to return to a
modified agr8rian system. v.

I h8ve also tried to indicate"that we should not 'only be concerned with the
depletion of energy but also that we may 'have a problem with too much energy,
becatise, although increased energy has given us greater freedom over pre-indus-
trialXman, it ha8 also ,pd to the demise in the minds.of many humans of achieving
self-actualization through meaningful service; If we do discover alternative
sources, of energy to fossil fuels in the years ahead, and if these new sources'

turn out to-lie unlimited, mconcern may become a real danger. It will become a
serious question whether or not too much energy might be a bad. thing. Even if

through technological creation we achieve a breakthrough that leads to unliMited
.energy for mankind, we may still wish to control the-flaw of that energy. lft

particular we should be concerned with decentralizing our,U-ge social systems so
that individual, humans can regain a sense of their own iiitegrity as a significant
part* society and once again find fulfillment through service. And then, with --t-

the energy available'people could also realize the, good thrOugh creative activity-
in.intellectual endeavors and in the fine arts; and throtigh personal self-Irani-:
formation into a state in which the harmony of all systems may be experienced.
If all this occurs it may still be possible to reach a state cf human civilization
in Which the grcatest possible good is realized 'on earth.:

ti
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0 Introduction
4

Today's environmental.educatiOn (EE) has come a long way -from the days'of

W.L. Jacl-.an's, Nature Study Prograt. Its ineetclisciplinary,.holiaarlodus
on problem - solving, and decision-m4king (Stapp, 1969; U. S. Office of'Educa-'

tiori, 1973) includes both conceptual anli affective domains (Horvdto 974a)n
InJact, many researchers (Naylon, 1970;.Swan,_101; Voelker, 1973) have
stressed the important role attitudes, values and beliefs -- the affeCtive

domain ---play in environmental decision-making.

There seems to be no lack of reports assessing knowledge and/or opinions
regardinvenvironment-related, problems (Barnett, 1970; Chaney, 1970; Con-.

stantini and Hanf, 1972; Hine a Gerlach, 1970; Mitchell -nd Lunneborg,

1973; see also Voelker, Heal an Horvat', 1973). But the vast majgrity of

4, populaelons in these studies wir gh school or college students or adults.

_As,Knapp,(1972) points out, few dies have examined the attitudes of ele-'
mentary and junior high students toward their environment. Knowing how
these children view-their world wou14. allow more effective EE planning for

the critically-important younger students.

L

The Problem

This ongoing research* program seeks to understand elementary and junior high.
students' orientations towards the environment and environmental problems.
For our purposes, we define the res onses on the measurement instruments
developed as ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS.

' ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS-- (EOs). The expressed responses of
individuals to both general and specific aspects of their en-

vironment. EOs reflect both cognitive and affective input
involved'in environwErital decisions. (Horvat, 1974b, p. 10)

Three instruments, .Collectively titled the ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS INVEN-

TORY, were developed. Each instrument foc;sed on one area of orientation:

1.

- -
*Research reported here-was primarily supported, by Grant 0EG-5-72-0045 (5`69)

from the U., S. Office of Educ, Won: The author expresses his thanks to USOE
and also acknowledges, with .Walude, support provided by the Wisconsin Re-
search and DeVelopment CenteMar Cognitive Learning, the Department of

Curriculum and Instructiolirthilversity of Wisconsin-Madison, and the State, ....1.-

.University' of New York (gUNYr Research Foundation.
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A. ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS .ard the present and future (general
feelings of optimism or pes...mism toward "the World of today" gnd
"the world of tomorrow") measured on two, ten-item semantic diffe-
rential scales (=is:lifted from scales originally developed by
Bun:heti, 1971). This instrument, titled the "World of Today/
Tomorrow", required students to express their feeling's simply, by
checking one pOsition-on a five-point scaleIfor each pair of ad-

.

jectives. For example:

OUR WORLD OF TODAY

Ugly 'Pretty

Clean Dirty
,

The same adjectives were used on the "Our World of-Tomorrow" scale.

B. ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS toward general and specific aspects o the
environment and pollutions neasuied.on a twenty-seve item Likert format
instrument. This instrument, titled "Some Ideas I Have", allowed stu-
eents to express their agreement or disagreement with items along a five-
,

point scale. Items included:-

- Soon there may be too many people living on the earth.
-.Don't waste th-Oest T. V. time with programs about pollution.

Uie- a lot.of weed- killer in your garden, so you won't-have so
+ many weeds to vull:

DevelopMent procedures favored items that would attract a wide diversity
of response, and be scorable on agcale of "environmental tesponsibility"
(determined by a validity.panel).

C. ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS toward specific environmental, problems, con-
.tained in an illustrated ten-story format, fdllowed by various "solutions"

4 to these problems. The stories, collectively called "Stories About Real
Life Problems", were on: '4'

Wilderness Use Strip Mining-
Air Pollutio Clear-cutting
Oter Pollution Overpopulation
Solid Waste/Recycling Land Use

Each story was open-ended and developed through procedures designed to
make them usable with elementary and junior high students. No story re-
quired reading ability higher than Grade 4 .(Fry, 1968). The solutions
to solve these open-ended problems were empirically derived from.sugges-
tions of children, both in structuredariterviews and written formats.

1
"Measuring Upper Elementary Students' Environmental Orientation Toward The

Present and Future", a report detailing development of the sematic differen-
tial; is available upon request from the author.

2
De;m1cpment of this Likert scale is discussed in Horvat and Voelker, 1976.
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Content analys0 aided the establishment of categories fOr the solu-
tions children proposed.3 .

Collectively, this three-instrument battery provides information across a
range of environmental' orientations -- from specific solutions preferred to
specific, problems, to the general optimism/pessimism that children express
for their world.

While developing this,effectively-focused instrument battery for upper ele-
ientary and junior. high school students, we included multiple validity and

reliability checks. Following'pilot testing, the final field test .of the
,revised instruments in .the battery was conducted with 665 fifth and eighth
grade students inlour Wisconsin communities. Details of statistical analyses
of data and-instrument development/revision'are contained in Horvat (19740!
We will, replicate ille'study during the fall of 1977, using school populations
drawn,from western New York ana northern Illinois.

. .
t

Factor analysis of field 'test responses on the three-instrument inventory
helped identify the following orientations, which represent °scales of items
within the threesinstruments: ..

Scales from
"Some Ideas"

'Scales.
from

';"Stories

- About
Problems"

-Th06-1d ofwork today4
4

The world of work tomorrow.

,tse/abuse of nature ,

overpopulation/populatiop control
generarefivironmental csoncern

eco-responsible behavior .

Here is an example of an item

personal' concern

eco-insensitivity
environmental protection
technology
action towards nature

included on each of the above factors:

1. Scales of Orientations to general problems in the environment (from
"Some Ideas"):

"If my dad owned a marsh or woods where some
use/abuse of. nature animals lived, I would like part of it made

into a playground (like at school)."

t "From now on, people getting married should
, have no more than two children."

overpopulation]
;population control

geniral environmental
concern

"I worry about the environment (problems
like pollution)."

is

3'The initial stages of developing "Stores About Real Life Problems" are
described in Voelker and Hprvat, 1976.

4,
A11 ten items loaded on the §ame factor; i.e., thesemantic differential

'scale was uni-factorial. 120



eco -responsible

behavior

I

"Soda popi'should be sold in bcictleff'..that

can be used again, not in pans."

2. Scales of Orientations toward solutions to specific problems (from
"Stories About Real Life,ProblemsTh,,

personal Oncern "The. best way to solve th problet is for

Jo Lynn's family to move way, or her mother

get another job. polution" which ignores
the environmental problem to,Whicti the story
refersijbut solves the problem for the family.)

eco- insensitivity. "Keep the factory open., Jobs are more impor-
tant than a little air pollution." .

environmental "Stop all the strip mining. It ruins the

protection land. Use tunny' mines instead."

technology "Put a filter on, the chimney to stopthe
smoke."

action towards
nature

"Cut the tree down before someone gets hur-t2"

We used the independent variables of Grades (5 and 8), I.Q. (low, inediumf,
high), Socioeconomic Status (low, medium, high, based on father's occupatiolP

ranked according to- the North-Hrct,,1974, scale), Community (urban, suburbari\,

rural), and Sex (nested within grade). The dependent variables were scores on _y

the.various E0 scales. Using a multifactorial Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
procedure, we "compared" scores on these scales, arranged by the independent
variables, to gain an understanding gf elementary school children"8 environ-

mental orientations. When the ANOVAs indicated significant main effects or
interactions, SCheffe post hoc comparisons were used to pinpoint differences

(details in Horvat, 1974b). &

Discussion of Results
, .

To date, we have learned the following about young children-'s environmental

orientations:
:

1. 'Orientations towards the present andj4tuPe (World .of Today, World

of Tomorrow) appear most stable. Oth&-brientations towards environ-

. ,mental problems in general, or specific solutions, are less stable

; (but do exceed .70, test-retest correlation). Possibly, orientations
toward the present and future are the result of a'frame of reference
developed over a considerable period of time, reflecting an individual's
self-image and other psychological factors.

2. Orientations of eighth graders are more internally consistent (Hoyt' .

reliability) and stable thanthose of fifth graders. .Age and ex-

perience perhaps are factors here. Regardless of observed differ-
ences,,however, the inventory provides a reliable measure even for

younger fifth graders.

3. None of'the independent variables of Grade, Sex, I.Q Socioeconomic

Status (SES), or Community are always significant on vironmental



Orientations in 'this study. While I.Q. and Grade appear as sig-
nif"_ant effects most frequently, the other variables are also

useful in understanding Environmental Orientations.

4. Education appears to be a strong factor in Producing a more positive

environmental concern. Our results show that grade level (reflecting
educational, differences) was frequently significant across many En-,

vironmental Orientations. Younger children seem more optimistic
toward the future, while older children are generally more environ-

mentally responsible. For example, eighth graders scored signifi-
cantly higher, as a group, than fifth graders on the toSalEnviron-
mental Orientation toward "pollution and the environment" (comprising

all the items on the Likert instrument). In terms of several desirable

Environmental Orientations such as lack of selfish or personal concern
and favorable orientation towardspopulation control, eighth graders
once again were significantly h..,,her scorers. It is reasonable to

account for this difference partly on the difference in educational

levels. Of course other factors, sue as maturation,. experience,
etc., also enter in.

5. Socioeconomic status is a significant main effect only on the total .

Orientation (Likert instrument) and the Personal Concern Orientation.

. Our results agree with othei researchers: Higher SES respondents

show more environmental concern than lower SES respondents, although
SES does not appear to be a pervasive effect.

6. I.Q. was a very pervasive main effect:- Invariably, on scales where

I.Q. was significant, the high I.Q. grouO'gave responses which showed
a greater concern or awareness for environmental problems than their

lower I.Q. counterparts.

The Big Picture

Finally, we used the observed significant main effects on the various EnvirOn-
mental Orientations included in this study to produce a "generalized picture"

of the participatinstudento' orientations towards the environment and environ-

mental problems. Scores on some EOs were judged by a panel for "environmental

responsibility", so we could say a higher score on a certain EO represented a _

greater "degree" of environmental responsibility. (The generalizability of

this "picture" should be evident from results of the replication planned for

the fall of 1977.) ,

Fifth graders are invariably more optimistic than eighth graders toward the

future, but are also less environmentally responsible. The fifth grader tends

to see specific environmental problems in the context of haw they affect him

and his family. The actioi.s he suggests are often directed at solving the

problem for the family rather than solving the problem at large. He is not

afraid to Lake a stand for or against a technique causing environmental prob-
lems, but more-or-less shuns middle ground compromises to such problems. One

of his prime co:cerns in environmental protection is saving animals' homes

and an appreciation of the aesthetic values of nature. Eighth graders generally

take the opposite approach in these areas. Thi-, view of fifth versus eighth

eiaders' ORIENTATIONS parallels the children's C,_velopment from "I" to "we"
modes of thinking, gradually including more "out.ide" factors when considering

ervironmental problems.
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Children iiing in rural areas seem to differ in several respects from chil-
dren in suburban Or urban communities. The rural children are considerably
more optimistic toward the re4tionship of man and nature (along with subur-
ban children) than ".:heir ur')an counterparts. This might best be described
as a greater innate feel for the "natural order of things" -- perhaps of
ecological balance -- although most school children of tnis age would not
know what those exact words meant. The rural children also have a lower
regard for technology as an environmental problem-solver than suburban chil-
dren. All children, however, are highly in favor of such solutions -- rural
children just a little less so.

Overpopulation problems stand out from the other EOs. I.Q. is not a factor
in observed differences here. While older children are more environmentally
responsible than younger children differences in EO on the basis of sex show
up. Eighth grade girls refuse to acknowledge overpopulation as a problem, or
that any means which might limit personal freedom should be employed in thi..
area. The boys are mote wiping to concede these points. Group means on the
two population-based EOs, in addition, show the total group -- both girls and
boys -- is less environmentally responsible 'in this area. than any other'in- I
eluded in the study. Since children's degree of involvement is a function of
their everyday lives, the "abstract" concept of population for young children
might not be relevant -- hence, the lower EO scores.

Children generally agree on just what the most important environmental problem
is: air pollution. Only SES was a significant effect here. The, differences

in perceptions of the most important problem according to SES groups clearly
provides example of elitism in the environmental arena. The high SES children
are more concerned with preserving wilderness and population control -- the
low SES children'more concerned with the immediate problems of'noise and water
pollution,

Implications'

There are several implications drawn from the results of this study. Firit of

all, the schools can play a roie in fostering environmental responsibility.
Since older children already score better in this regard than younger, children,
we might presume schools are already doing this. However, the environmental
message may be "gett.ug through" in many ,ways other tYan formal educational
channels (thus accounting for frequent significant grade effects).

Cuiricula,for younger children should enable the children to see beyond their
own personal concerns to how environmental protection will affect other people.
Such curricula could also build on the inherent optimism fifth graders exhibited
in this study toward the future. Since younger children also evidence a greater
concern for themselves and their families than eighth> graders, this concern

.

might serve as a useful entry point for an EE unit at this level, but from this
initial starting point the scope should be widened.

Technology seemed a favorite problem-solver for both fifth and eighth graders
in this study. As environmental educators, we must help children understand
technology's limitations -- and other approaches to solving problems. This lay

lead into dealing with human value questions beyond themselves -- which can be
dealt with at upper elementary and junior high levels.5

5All teachers are urged to read the seminal essay by Garrett Hardin, "The

Tradegy of the Commons", Science 162:1243-48, 1968, which describes the
important class of environmental problems w ich has no technical solutions.
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The children in this study did not recognize the role of population in en-

vironmental problems. They identified effects of more people and increased
affluence as _elle most important problems, rather than naming the root causes

of the all-too-visible effects of air and water pollution. (This agrees with

Viedermanyi 197.3 study of high school students.) Sdhools can play a vital

role in the area of population education. From our results, this appears

currently lackinc,.

The -chools might also foster some community action programs invorving'siu-:

dents. These programs would help change orientations of the number of students
we found who did not recognize or think they could do anything about local

environmental problems.

Finally,'mighods need to particularly be developed to reach the low SES, low

I.Q., child who does not recognize the existence orimportance of an,environ-
mental crisis. In,the coming "years, the environment will require more than

its present. affluent "WASP" support. The schools can help build a much needed

broader support base.

In conclusion: we found it possible to develop affectively-focused instruments
to assess "environmental orientations" with acceptable validity and reliability,

and usable with upper elementary and junior high students -- provided input
from children is used at every step.

I
In terms of the results obtained so far, our schools certainly have a challenge;

to encourage a more positive orientation toward environmental problems, in-

cluding overpopulation. Children must learn they can play some role in helping

solve some environmenta problems, the actions that can be taken, and that such

problems are not th e lusive property of big cities llke flew York or Chicago.

If, as educators, we can help children gain in enviropiental responsibility,
we will be laying the foundation for a, broad -based coalitio., of environmentally-

concerned citizens, cutting across class and economic lines, and capable of

preserving and protecting this planet for those who follow.

1.
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The pUrpose'of this article is to consider some alternatives to the problem,
"When the Earth dies, where do we bury it ?" More specifically, I am proposing

.

ammans by which policy-makers and the public can assess more effectively the

likely consequences of policy decisions regarding the pse and protection of

the environment. Clearer choices regarding whatowe:d.an and cann t afford would

NO.4)

be possible,if we had an environmental quality index by which to' onitor envi-

ronmental change and the chances for successful-human response it,-and an

index which could be used to assess the relative cost of restoring the environ-

silent to established,standards of quality. 'Persons interested in conservation

could play a critical part in helping such indices becomeguides for public
policy and evaluation of the administrative effectiveness of environmeetal
agencies at all levels of a gOvernment.

The most (?) constraining factor on the quality and quantity of life in the

next twenty-five years may well he a cumulatively deteriorating environment.

The:fact.is, we do not know whether or not this will be the case. Even more,

alarming ib the fact that our approath collectively to finding out id better
described by an analogy of a creeping infant than a sprinter racing against
the clock. Should we resign ourselves to an increasing probability of major
environmental; and hence cultural, collapse withih the coming quarter century?.

Our heritage incluC,s some emphatic responses to this question. Among these

is the proclamation by President Theodore Roosevelt who prescribed An environ-
men_ally conscious ethic:,

I recognize the right and duty of this generation to
develop and use our natural resources; BUT I DO NOT
RECOGNIZE THE RIGHT TO WASTE THEM, OR TO ROB BY
WASTEFUL USE, THE GENERATIONS THAT COME AFTER US. (Emphasis added.)

In an article entitled, "Running Out of Everything," Sidney.Lens reviews the
increasingly familiar litany of shortages and human pathologies plaguing us.

He suggests that with accurate information on the,supply of resources and the

patterns of their use we can begin the managed reduction in living standards

that is apparently a necessary alternative to major unmanaged depressions.
In his recent assessment of world facts and trends, John McHAle forthrightly

states:

Our minimal asset.ion suggests that we accept some of

the evidence as strongly indicative that WE ARE INDEED
APPROACHING THE MOST CRITICAL JUNCTION IN HUMAN AFFAIRS

TN ALL HISTORY. (Emphasis added.)
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Are these opinions' of alarmists who would deflect us from "business as usual"

for some ulterio;\motive? While we can cite-progress made in a number of

critical environmental areas, we may yet be losing ground overall. In a news

article .entitled, "Lung Disease Deaths Mount," the National Center for Health
Statistics reports that in 1973, 41,042 people died from major lung disease,
EXCLUDING CANCER,--an all-time annual. high. Chronic lung disease (including
asthma, bronchitis,, and emphysema), the tenth leading cause of death in 1969,

moved to sixth on the list of national killers in 1973. Betwetn 1955 and 1973,

emphysema alone increased roughli tenfold. Many factors in complex interaction

may account for this movement, but air quality was certainly not a neutral or
retarding factor in the incidence of lung disease. However; according to the

Coun0.1.on Environmental Quality (CEQ), U. S. air quality is better today than
it was..in 1970. It has also been estimated that about 80 per.:ient of water

pollution in industril nations today Was been generated in the-past qOrter
century. At these rates, what are our prqspects, for an environment ho6i="
tsble .to human life at the end of the next twenty-five years?

What avenues of effective response are open toms to increase national concern.
.and action to maintain or restore environmental quality during the lext twenty-

five years? It is my contention that the principal obstacles before us are
(and will continue to be) less technological and economic than political and
educational. Persons-reading this are more aware than the average world Citizen
of our gtobal potential, via environmental depletion, to short- circuit human
evolution. But are we sufficiently sensitive to emerging subtle environmental
changes that may precipitate major collapse? Stall scale processes, apparently
insignificant in today's context, may well be the major liliting conditions of
future environments. For example, a mere half degree decline in average yearly
temperature in certain regions of Europe has been shown to.be associated with a

shortening in the duration of the agricultuial growing season by a factor of

weeks. Hence, ever greater sensitivity to monitoring and describing even subtle
social and physical environmental changes and considerable cauticn when con
sidering implementation of a technological change of unknown or potentially
harmful consequences (e.g., floating off-shore nuclear poWer plants) are clearly

warranted. For such sensitivity and cautlOh to be politically feasible under
current, though changing, political ground rules, the public must,be mobilized
and informed of the state or the environment.

What then are the steps necessary to operationalize effectively the environmen-
tal ethic articulated by men such as Theodore Roosevelt and Aldo Leopold? What

is needed is an index which summarizes and publicizes the state of the environ-
ment, and one that communicates the probable costs of what must'be done to main-

o tain or restore the environment. For such indices to be fully effective, they
would have to be on a par with GNP in their ability to excite political imagination.
Americans have generally accepted the concept of GNP. as a valid measure of national
economic well-being. Fluctuations in GNP, or more usually a decline lb a rising
rate of growth, have often generated a critilal pass of public support for rather
ldramatit and radical policy changes; for examkle, regarding the appropriateness
of government as the "-employer of last resort." In this regard the GNP symbol
has had an educational effect of sorts on the American public. While few Ameri-
cans understand the technical details of GNP index construction, many react
politically to changes in its levels, -and especially to its course and-general
direction over a period of years. Thus, while technical construction of environ-
mental monitoring indices would also be complex, the comprehensive summary measures
could be meaningful to and readily comprehensible by the general public.
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There are numerous existing examples of measures of the quality various com- %

ponents of the physical and social environment. The Council on Environmental

Quality publishes an annual report with. variety of indices of environmental
quality. John McHale's World Faces-and Trends (Second Edition) is selective,
but highly useful. Efforts by HEW (Toward A Social Report) is another exercise
in this direction. W. A. Thomas has edited a volume calltd Indicators of En-
vironmental Quality,to cite anotherL.such! effort. Herbert Inhaker's recent

volume, Environmental Indices, provides,; very readable summary of developments

and problems in monitoring. But, having numerous fragmented/Measures is not
enough. It would be, difficult to attaj9 consensus on which Of the existing
indices is most, valid, since validity d,pends in part upon propcsed uses.
Nevertheless, comprehensive environment :1 moaitoring indices ,could be developed
with the proper support for research an 4 experimental application. National

experience with GNP and other economic indicators could guide the evaluation
and use of such indices.

I

, ii
%

* ,
Two suchtenvironment indices proposed h re are EMI (Envir-Onmental Monitoring-

Index) and EkCI (Environmental Reconstr ction4t6gt Index). EMI is simply de-

fined as a comprehensiya quantitative m,asure which aggregates and summarizes
availattle data on environmental qualityf 'ERCX is defined as the estimated,,
annual dollar (or energy) cost of meeting all social and physical environmental
standards established by government, expiressed as axatio to GNP. It would/in-

clude both private and public estimated lexpenditures. Hence, if th&ERCI-7Value
,....-

were .5 for a given year, to meet environmental standards at that time would
require an expenditure equal to one-halkl of GNP. Considering this index in

1

series would give additional informationi. For example, if ERCI is
i
.5 at year

X, and projected to be .6 at X + 1, .9 at X + 2, and 1.5 at X + 5 (assuming
that actual environmental expenditures i previous years were at a rate of say
5J percent of ERCI), we might be more in lined as a nation to increase the
percentage at ERCI funded in year X. He ce, ERCI would enable us to decide
how long we wish to postpone effective, action in response to environmental
contamination, knowing how costs (hence, axes) would. be accelerated in future

years by such a delay.' rt would give the, public a standard against which to
assess statements about what we can and c nnot afford to do at .a given time,
for example, meeting established air or', water quality standards. If we realize

that by refusing to spend $100 milliori today on an environmental problem, we
will be required,to spend three times that amount in five years to meet the
same standards, or ten times as much ifwe wait ten years, then chances are that
we will make more respdnsible national policy decisions in the next twenty-five
years than we have it the past twenty-five years. That is, with valid infor-
mation and accurate anticipation of probable consequences, the public can be
expected to support the necessary, though difficult, decisions regarding envirowl
mental quality in the coming quarter century.

There are several problems associated with the development of any comprehensive
index such as EMI. One is that information °ma significant decline in one
critical component of environmental quality, such as the quality of water used
for human consumption, might be masked in the overall summary index by improved -7

performance th other environmental areas of relatively Jesser import, suchas
expanded parks and recreation facilities. This is a problem involving weighting

and to some extent values. Any single comprehensive index would have to be an-
chored in an arbitrarily selected value standard, such as the-impact of environ-

mental change on human health, or on productive elployment, or on aesthetic values,
or on the probability of long-term sustained productivity of the environmental

, .
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region being indexed. If, for example, we chose human health as a priority
standard, then continuing the comparison above, the quality of w4er for human
consumption can probably be demonstrated to be of more critical falue than the

expansion of parks and recreational facilities. The reverse might be the case
if we were to select aesthetic values as being a higher priority standard. To

make matters even more complex, while we may be able to rank environmental
changes in order of importance with regard to any specific standard, it would
be difficult to determine how much more important one change may be than the
other. Hence, one problem in-the development of an EMI is the establishment
of the value standards against which changes in environmental quality could be
relatively assessed. One way to handle this apparent dilemma is to develop
several comprehensive indices, each anchored in a different major value standard.
In the political process, the public would then be free to respond to the per-

il formancpof the index which they deemed most important, knowing what the com-
paratia)performance of the other indices would be in relation to the value

. standard they chose to give priority to. Hence, if one wishes to encourage en-
vironmental changes which maximize productive employment; one can see how these °

changes affect an index based on maximizing human health, or maximizing the
future productivity of the environment of a given region.

In addition to the high visibility of the overall summary EMI, component sub-

categories such as the quality of water for human consumption could also be

made highly visible. Hence, these persons or gioups particularly interested in
a single component's performance could continue to have ready access to such
data. Such single category indices are generallrwhat.is available now in the
way of environmental monitoring data. As only a "part of the storyo".they tend
not'to have the.e16ut of a comprehensive index such as GNP, since it is commonly
assumed that wedo not have all the relevant information on other important
variables which.may justify any negative changes in the single category index.
For example, for some persons or groups, the lowering of water quality may be
offset by an enhanced transportation network which might result in a net energy

savings. A set of comprehensive EMI's based on svarious value standards, could
help the public make more informed decisions on the desirability of such trade-
offs. Although we may be interested in agricultural productivity, or productivity
in the manufacturing sector independently,of GNP performance, we seem to be moke

politically responsive to changes in GNP, the comprehensive measure of economic
output. Hence, the expectation exists that a comprehensive EMI would be a valu-
able tool in alerting and mobilizing the public to changes in environmental quality.

Another major problem with.a comprehefisive EMI is how to put together component
performances which are commonly expressed in quite different units, such as
acres of land removed from agricultural use, numbers of, species added to, or
remo.ed from, endangered species lists, degree of eutrophication of bodies of

water, etc. This seems almost insurmountable, and has probably been one of the
more serious obstacles to development of comprehensive g,MI's to date. There are
several recent developments which can help here, and each should be fully re-
searched an4 developed to its maximum as a tool for use in constructing EMI's.
One is the growing body of work in converting or assessing the'dollar value of
various natural resources, alternative land use patterns, and human environment
components. Another technique is based in the assessment of the productivity
of natural areas,, expressed in terms of energetics, the energy accounting tech-
nique being developed by Odum and others at the University of Florida. Perhaps

each component in an EMI.could be converted into the energy requirement necessary
to sustain one human life for one year expressed in solar calories. For example,
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a given water Source can sustain so many humans for a year,.but in so doing

requires a certain amount of energy, some natural and some humanly applied to
it.' If the quality of-that water source were to be lowered by a decision to
use it more rapidly (for example, through encouraging the population growth of

the area using that water supply), or to introduce industrial or municipal
effluents into it, then the source would be capable of sustaining fewer persons

. than it.previously did; hence increasing the per capita energy cost of providing',

water, or would require the addition of considerably more energy to maintain its

availability to'the same number of persons through some form of water treatment
(e.g., chlorination, aeration, filtration). Thug, the"energyrequired to suss

tain a person per year would rise (as would local taxes and/Ae.,--6t$1114 cpsts),.

In a similar way, the ERCI identified above could also be calculated in terms

. of energycosts asan alternative means of expression to dollars. As energy

becomes an increasingly important factor in economic decisions, it would be
useful to be aware of the energy requirement to meet specified standards of
environment quality in various categ &ries such as water quality.

It is-not within the purview of this article to explore the comparative advan-
tages or even the applicability of such techniques in detail, but rather to
simply point out that technical developments are occurring which could facili-
tate the development and application of comprehensive EMI's. Visible public

support for the research and development of such tools is necessary if they are

to have a role in the important public policy debates on enyironmental_ quality

which will be a hallmark of the coming decades of AnIrican politics. Such tools

would be of as much use to the business community as they would be to the envi-
ronmental movement. They would enable us to clarify value differences and trade-
offs, and in certain instances to make allies of those who now perceive their
interests to be in conflict.

There is an option that may be attractive to some policy-makers; namely,-to
continue to alter (meaning, lower) standards bf environmental quality. At this

point the EMI measure Pcomes a useful check on such an option. Once the public

realizes that environmental contamination is not randomly or equitably distri-
buted onto the population, but rather is concentrated op those least able to
resist, the poor and politically weak and future geneeEtions, they may well be
more amenable to political mobilization in defense of their present and futuie.

-Is it naive to assume that we are capable of an about-face in national priorities,
including development.and use of comprehensive environmental monitoring indices

and indices of environmental reconstruction costs? Several changes have ocdtrred

and are occurring which support the process of ,reordering priorities. Industrial

nations, especially the U. S. A., historically have had several "escape routes"

which have served to immunize policy - makers` and other more privileged citizens

from many of. the consequences of environmental deterioration. Large inequities ,

in personal wealth and the resulting opportunities for geographic mobility ("If
things get any worse, I'll move someplace else") and multiple residences (the
country home or vacation cottage), access to technologies (e.g., home air puri-
fiers, air conditioning, bottled water for drinking, etc.), and the ability to
purchase preventive health care, all help amelibtate the negative effects of
environmental contamination. However, the developing political ground swell for
greatersocial and-economic equality in America and impending limitation6 on
affordable energy may well limit the extent of immunization traditionally enjoyed
by privileged groups.



Other escape routes have included a belief in the unlimited-ability of the
natural environment to absorb and process pollutants and regenerate itself.
However, due to cumulative interactive effects,,a'critical threshold may have
been (again, we jiist do not know for sure) or may be about to be surpassed
such that avoidance of environmental contamination may be increasingly
difficult for even the most affluent among us. Then, followings "triage"
model, .we may well assign a land area, river, lake, or inner city to the
"unreclaimable" category and exclude it consciously as an area of public

concern in favor of a more reclaimable environmentally-threatened area.

Perhaps the most significant compromise on the alternative of escape rather
than confrontation is the erosion of our traditionally unqualified faith in
the - inevitable development of a "technological fix"; for example, chlorinate
drinking water, to erase our previous neglect or damage to a scarce resource.
Such faith may be increasingly a part of the realm of fantasy andless and less
accomplishable without truly vast inputs of energ.4and scarce capital resources.
Anti-pollution efforts tend to be high energy cdfiguming activities, although
efforts to prevent pollution require less energy in the long:rmn than do 'efforts
to clean up or compensate for environmental damage. One need o'rly consider the

huge capital investment expected-to be needed to mett'anticipat,ed energy demands
alone to realize that environmental reconstruction and even maintenance will
face stiff competition in future political battle's over use of limited revenues
(for example; defense, energy, human. services, etc.).

For all of the above reasons, we are going to have to deVelop and publicize means
by which to accurately monitor environmental. chpnge and to plan for. contingencies
which have been postponed to the eleventh hour. Proposing and publicizing EMI
and ERCP as public policy guides on a par with GNP is clearly not enough to
generate the public consciousness and willingness to support necessary expendi-
tures for environmental maintenance and reconstruction. The ultimate short run,
goal is the acceptance and use of such indices by governments not only as guides
to immediate policy proposal valuation but also fcr continuing education of the
public (meaning groups and organizations such as large industrial corporations, as
well as individuals) and for policy enforcement'accountability. Every year we
delay in developing reliable national indices to guide planning and public policy
formulation the eventual cost of meeting environmental standards acceleratei and
the probability of environmental collapse in certain areas with repeated decima-
tions of population is enhanced._

The readers of this article can have a critical rcle'in the emergence. of EMI and
ERCI, or like-indices, as policy guides and educational tools. While such indices
would be useful at all levels of governmental organization, global, national, state,
county, and city, the feasibility and utility of such measures should be demon-
strated initially at the local level. One purpose of this statement is to encourage
its readers to initiate discussion in their local governments of the need for highly
visible indices of environmental quality. Every community has someform, however
fragmented, of environmental monitoring going on. It would be an interestitg,
and perhaps entertaining, exercise to try to enumerate such activities in one's
locality (e.g., testing of water quality, including drinking water, water for
recreational use, and waste water treatment, air quality, radiation, public health,
population density, adequacy of the housing stock, and monitoring of hazardous
pollutants). Without such indices understood by the citizenry, it is difficult
to hold public office holders accountable on their claims that they have contri-
buted to the quality of life of their constituents. In addition, such indices
midllt give us more tools to reduce the changes of inadvervntly shutting down
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t e process of human ecological ada tation. If,we fail to deyelop a greater

un standing and awareness among th public as to 'the state of the environ-

ment and changes which compromise its ability to sustain life, then perhaps

it is not too soon to begin discussion on the question, "When the Earth dies,
where, do we bury it?"
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AFFAIRS OF CONSCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
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Occasionallyye read someone's ideas and are ,changed. A few years ago fwas read-
ing Donald Michael's observations on American society, the future, and education. .

Michael asked what educators could do to assist in coping with the complex issues,

problems and opportunities facing American society, and in answering the question

he listed several "challenges for educators." .(51106-125)' Ond of these challeng,

was "...educate for logical skill in recognizing and wonting through the ethically

and morally tortuous dilemmas implicit in the assignment of Social pOarities and

in the risks involved in seeking to attain them." (5:108) Michael's idea alerte,

-me to the dimension of the problem of environmental education that has Occupied-me

,ever,since. I have come to see environmental decision-making as making choides,

.
assigning priorities, on the basis of values.' Often values come into conflict

_between groups and even within individuals, and when this occurs wz. have "ethi-
cally and morally tortuous dilemma's" to work through. I will argue here that the.:c

are many such dilemmas to be found in environmental decision-making, and will use

the large problem of America's economic growth and its implications for the Third

World as a case in poiht.

Let us begin by describing the case. Allen Wheelis,in reflecting on slavery,

described the prOblem clearly.

"We have relieved ourselves-of the guilt and responsibility of slave
owners, while retaining our privilege of exploitation; for rather

few of Us white-skinned people im the northern part of the western

.
hemisphere claim andreceive most of the world's goods, and rather
more of us. with darkef"skin work in the fields and factorieS of the'

rest ofthe world and receive but a fraction of the world's goods.
(12:59)

Some may argue that this is a matter-of Interpretation, but the facts'eupport

Wheelis' contention. There is currently a marked income disparity between people -

in the world as is clearly indicated in Figure 1.
4

Using as, the measure the purchasing power.in U. S. dollars in the poorest countries,

World Bank figures reveal here a decile ratio of 13:1 between the richsTSt and

poorest countries. Commenting on this ratio the authorsof a recent report on the
international economic order note that the ratio and its trend "...must be deemed

unacceptable for reasons of human decency....The existence of such disparities is
incompatibleyith an equitable social and economic order....coming to terms with
these differendes is 'mot only a precondition for attaining a fairer world: it

also has a considerable bearing on mankind's success in surviving the twentieth

century." (10:87-88)

From, these figures and the comments upon them an ethical °dilemma emerges. A world

situation wher.,e some of the people have an inordinate amount of the wealth and re-

sources is unjust. If the injustice is not to some degree rectified, serious
social and political consequences,'to say nothing of personal consequences like

4
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POPULATION, INCOME PER CAPITA AND TOTAL INCOME 1970 IN U.S. $ WITH
PURCHASING POWER IN POOREST COUNTRIES, WORLD AND FOUR_GROUPS OF
COUNTRIES (11)

World Third World
countries (a)

Industrialized
countries (b)

Total Poorest Total Richest
-.World tenth .World tenth

world world

(1) - .(2) _ (3) (4)

Population 3,667 2,588 368 1,089 363

Total Incom.0 (billion $) 1,526 490 \3-1-1 925 405

Income/capita 1970 415 190 85 1,010 1,100 t

U.S. $ per pei'son

(a) Countries included in lower decile: Afghanistan, BurMa, Chad,
Dahomey, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Malawi, Mali, Nepal, Niger,
Pakistan + Bangladesh (part), Twanda, Somalia, Upper Volta,
emen Arab Republic, Zaire.

lb) Countries included.in upper decile: Belgium (part), Canada,
Denmark, France, Norway, SWeden, Switzerland, United States,
West Germany.

Note: IncoMes in 1970 U.S. $., Incomes of riche'st 'countries divide
' by 2.25 as a correction for higher price level and for dupli-

cation (Tobin-Nordhans) and corrected for price level dif
ference (David'4/9 rule).
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diseate and starvation for the "have-nots", may occur. The people with the capac-
ity to rectify this situation are those with the,wealth and thus the power and the
resources. So the responsibility to improve the world economic situation so dei-
cribed rests solidly on the shOulders ofypeople in the developed and industrizlized
countries like the United States.

A person observing this situation from a position in middle class America faces a
dilemma. net can he or she do? What should they do? What is right? It is my
impression that many Americans simply abrogate their responsibility, deciding that
the situation is too comtdex to understand, and that they are too insignificant to
make any difference anyway. They do nothing. They continue merely to seek maximi-
zation of their material and economic condition and in so doing continue and even
worsen the troublesome world condition which they have forcibly excluded from their
minds.

While Americans go aho the business of buying and selling and growing economically,
the people of the Thir' 7orld are aware of their plight and call for redress of the,
distributive injustice chat prevails. They did so in the United Nations in 1974
when they.called for fundamental institutional reform internationally that would
allow developing nations greater economic self- determination than they now enjoy,
would encourage transfer of r2a. _ resources to Third World, and would effect a re-
structuring of the world monet,ry and international trade sylitems. The t r.

General Assembly incorporated these "demands" into the."Plan of Action" which they
adopted without a vote at the Sixth Special Session on May 1, 1974 They were re-

,

affirmed later the same year in the "Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States"
adopted by the Assembly.

The developed nations look askance at such demands because they believe that such a
restructuring of the economic order will have potentially painful effects upon their
economies. The United States must maintain and increase the flows of energy, re-
sources, and capita] through its ihdustrial system in order to maintain its rate,of
economic groWth. Such maintainance depends upon the current system of economic
interdependence which is, at a Third World representative to the United Nations
observed, interdependence among uc_qual partners which results in the exploitation '

of the unequal partners. (106) (So the United §tates and its people maintain a
stance of dubious moral rectitude in regard to the problem of distributive justice,
a problem of which many are ignorant and which others chase to ignore.

So what is to b uoLe to rectify this injustice? Obviously many actions must be
taken in politi,a1 and economic arenas, and the specifics of Ctese lie beyond my
expertise to assess. I believe that there is a great challenge for education here,
a challenge to present such ethically difficult :._uations .s are briefly described
and to assist people it perceiving their options and in making their choices. A,

particularly pressing bum difficult task is to reveal how the liv(s of each person
living and consuming in a wealthy nation like the United States relate to the lives
of people in poor countries like Burma, Mali and Nepal. The most difficult challenge
of a31 is to assist in the. moral education of the Ameriaan decision-maker, to en-
courage them alvitz the path toward moral philosophy which will enable them to
exercise moral reason in the choices they make which effect the environment, includ-
ing the human community.

I am tot sure how education can meet this challenge, but I can here explore a few
possible avenues. First, it seems necessary to educate for moral development in the
broadest sense. This is done by several institutions of society, one of which is
the school. Much research is being done into moral education and methods of such
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education Are being developed and evaluated. (7) I have personally found

Lawrence Kholberg's theory of moral development to he :nest helpful in u.ider-Stand-

ing the process of moral growth and have reviewed,it in an earlier paper. (5) 'A

classroom adaptation of his theory will provide us with an example of hbw to raise

the moral issues of Amerita-Third World relations mentioned earlier.

Ronald E. Galbraith and Thomas Jones describe a teaching process involving con-
frontation of a moral dilemma, selection and statement of a position, examination
of reasoning, and reflection on the individual position taken. (2) They diagram

the approach as follows:

fReflect on an

Ihd'vidudl
I Pol Lion

Establish
Individual
Position

I Establish Class

Position

LEstablish
Reasons for
Positions

Summarize
Reasoning

[State a

Reason

Confront a Moral
Dilemma

TaTeTTentatil
PositioL

xamine the

Reasoning

Present the Dilemma

Ref':,-;t on an

Individual

Position

State the Circum-
stances

rDiTine Terms

State the Problem
for the Central
Character

Examine Reasons in
a Small Grou

Examine Different
Reasons in Terms of

--Issues
--Analogous bilemmas,
Consequences

L-Previous Dilemma

This approach is founded on the presentation of a dilemma which creates e genuine

conflict for the individuals considering it. A cognitive moral conflict is set up

requiring the student to choose between opposing values.' Kohlberg argues that
students develop ,J more mature levels of moral reasoning by engaging in disciissions

involving such conflict. Let us consider a mo-al dilemma that might emerge from the
America-Third World problem which we are discussing.

One which might face academic people like us is as, follows:

Patrick has been studying about the world hunger situation for years.
In his studies he has learned that his lifestyle is luxurious, even
wasteful, and that millions of people in the world suffer from malnu-
trition while he eats too much. At times his conscience has bothered
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him and he has said to himself, "Pat, you should do somethingsabout this
situation." He has done so, attempting to walk and bicycle rather than
drive to conserve energy, has tried to recycle everything he could, has
grown part of his food, and has done many other things that hetthinks °

make him less a part of the problem than heccoUld be.

Still, he isn't satisfied h himself. When he stands in front of his
students, describing the em and the. Sacrifices it seems to call for
by people in the developed ntries, he feels vaguely guilty. He asks

himself, "Am I saying do as I say, not as I do?" ane Sunday evening
over dinner with a colleague he is discussing the situation and remarks,
"We really should do with less money, with less consumption. We could
live more frugally, but we already do more than most folks. I think
that the next time I get a raise, I'll.donate the increase in,my income
to a charity that is doing good works forThird World people, like
Schumacher's Intermediate Technology Development Group." Howard Stansbury,

the colleague, nods his head in agreement'.

Fourteen months later, Patrick wins a promotion involving a sizeable i -
crease in hispay. He is elated, for.now he can make a trip to Afric
thgt hets long wanted to make in order'to see,for himself the conditio
there. Over coffee one morning he tells Howard of his plans. "Ah, Pat,

says Howard rather pensively, "What about your resolution to donate your
next raise to Schumacher's'Intermediate Technology Group. Did you decide
not to do it?"

.

1' Pat is stunned. He has for7otten about that resolution as the months
passed. The idea of a trip .,ccurred to. him,' and he has excitedly applied
for promotion, thinking that if he gets it he can study hunger "in site,"
perhaps write a scholarly paper, and advance his career. "Dammit, Howard,"
he says, "I forgot all about that."

. Later, as he peddles his bike Lome from school; he turns the dilemma over
in his mind. Clearly he-wAnts to take the trip. It will further his edu-

cation And perhaps even his career, moving him into a,position where he
might have influence and eAercise power for the betterment of the hungry
people 'of the world. On the other 'hand, how committed is he to the cause
df betterment of the disadvantaged if he can't bring himself to make this
minor sacrifice? How can he stand up ,and discuss distributive justice if
he can't act on it himself?

What should Patrick -do?

,

This situation demonstrates the five essential ingredients of a dilemma story as
identified by Galbraith and Jones. (2:38-39) First, the situation in the dilemma
focuses on a situation real to the group, in this case a dilemma which might face
an environmental educator. Secondly, the story involves a central character. around
which the dilemma remains fotused. And thii-dly, the character must choose between
two Lction alternatives which present a conflict. The conflict involves the fourth
ingredient, a moral issue, in this case personal conscience in relation to distribu--
tive justice. Lastly, the dilemma ends with a specific question which asks whatdithe
character should ao in the situation. These ingtedicnts Should be present when a
dilemma is presented in order to bring about the desired discussion, but the spe-
cific strategy by which a dilemma is presented can vary. It might involve a short,
story, a 'film, a newspaper article, or another form, but the ingredients mentioned
should all be present. if the situation being resolved is to be real for the learner,
and lead tt. moral development.
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This approach based on Kohlberg's theory of moral development is not the only way
to incorporate "ethically and morally tortuous dilemmas" into environmental edu-

cation. Douglas Superka and others developed a typology of values education
approaches which includes moral development and four others.. (9:4-5) One is

inculcation, which involves various methods "to change the values of students so
they more nearly reflect certain desired values." (9:4) This isa morally %les-
tionable educational approach in itself in which the instructor makes the chofce
rather than the student. It offers nothing to the environmental educator seekini,

. to promote moral growth of the sort called for here. "Analygis" is a better
approach and involves logical investigation to decide value issues and questions.
Such investigation can lead to identification of moral dilemmas which can be
worked through with emphasis on gathering and assessment of facts and a value de-
cision based on infor ad judgment. Another approach is values clarification, but
this only goes part way toward confronting and working through a moral dilemma.
It encourages students to use both rational thought and'emotional awareness to

. examine their personal feelings, values, and behavior, but does not go to the point
of raising the question directly of what is morally right or wrong in the.situation.
Still, there is little doubt that values- clarification strategies "...help to stimu-
late the progression in levels of moral thinking that Kohlberg has defined." (4:64)

The last approach described by Superka he calls "action learning." Here students

are provided the opportunity for personal and social action based on their values.

They undertake projects within their school or community, and in so doing must make
choices, weigh their values against others, and examine moral dilemmas. Th's

approach can obviously incorporate elements of the others. It is an approach

familiar to environmental' educators, out one which has perhaps not been appreciated
by many for its potential to contribute to moral KrOwth.-

I review these approaches merely to point out that there are learning strategies
available by which educators can, if they will, bring out the "ethically and morally
tortuous dilemmas implicit in the assignment of social priorities" alluded to by 3

Donald Michael. I have found the moral development approach most useful in my search
for ways to appLqach the moral dimensions of environmental problems, but it is only
one possibility. There are undoubtedly unexplored methods that should be examined.

The dilemma of the distribution of economic resources is :slat whiltkI have elaborated

to make my point here. Before concluding this discussiJr1 I wish to point out several

other ethical problems that should interest environmental educators. This is by no

means a complete list, but suggests a few obvious foti of ethical inquiry:
/

1. The problem of human right to a basic share of the earth's resources: Is

there such a basic -human right? If' so, for example,- is it then right for

America to sell its grain only to those who can pay and to ignore those
with caloric and nutritional deficiencies who are too poor to pay? Or in

another example, do poor, land - locket' nations have any right, to a portion

of the fish protein harvested by coastal nations who can afford fishing
fleets?

2. The problem of "short-term objective function": (7:283-306) Is it right

to seek maximizatInn of short-term rewards for th.. present generation at
the expense of future generations? Randers and Meadows illustrate the

problem: "The question about use or nonuse of DDT, for example, is easily
resolved for the present generation. The fact that 1.3 billion people
today can live in safety f:om malaria thanks to DDT outweighs the costs--
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for instance, in the form of inedible fish--inflicted upon future gen-
erations through continued use of 'the chemical, if the short-term

objectir is map's only concern." (7:299-300)

3. The'problem of ecologic ethics, of making decisions based on corsidera-
tion of only part of the system, of +only part of the community: Is it

right to decide to modify an environment purely for the human benefit

without inquiring as to what costs the modification will impose im the

non-human community? This is the problem of whether or, not humankind

should be the source of all value.

4. The jobs versus environmental improvement problem: The making of ad-

justments in the economy toward solution of environmental problems may

have adverse effects upon workers. Purposefully slowing economic growth

in order to buy time while substitutes for rapidly depleting resources -
can be discovered may result in material production cutbacks and conse-

/ quent unemployment. How is right anion to be judge in such a situation?

5. The problem of corporate resPonbibilitylu4What should be the source of

ultimate value for human institutions,,Particularly economic' institutions

like the Corporation? What responsibility do corporate executjves have
for the actions of their organizatioAs which adverdely effect ecological, -

including human, communities?

Thern listtof-such problems could go on, but my purpose here is simply to, point out

that there are numerous ethical and moral dilemmas inherent in environmental

probleuls and' their solution. Virtually all textbooks in environmental studies

conclude with a brief chapter on "environmental ethics," but it is my observation

that this is a sensitive area which most educators choose to avoid. People like

Lawrence Kholberg, Sidney Simon, and Milton Rokeach, among many others, have
stepped forward with research indicating that valuing and moral reasoning are

processes which are learned throughout one's life experience. I am suggesting, '

with thanks to Donald Michael, that educators in general and environmental educa-

tors inTpartici-ar have a responsibility to participate in the moral education of

peoge making decisions in 'and about today's environment.
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PLUMBERS AND PHILOSOPHERS

Edward T. Clark, Jr.
George Williams College
Downers Grove, Illinois

"The society that scorns excellence in Plumbing because it
is a lowly activity, yet accepts shoddiness in philoSophy

LI

because:it is an exalted activity, will have neither good
plumbing nor ood philosophy, and as a result neither its

pipes.dOr its theories will hold water."

We live, in a society of highly developed scientific and technical expertise.
Wheh,difficulties are encountered in this society, we bring to bear an equally

well- developed skill, "problem-solving" Unfortunately, problem-solving has .

a way'of increasing rather th . decreasing problems - the solution to one often

results in several more related problems. While we recognize that ineffectual
problem-solving is caused"by our attempts to deal discretely with "isolatcr1"

1 problems, we have no alternative methods of dealing with these problems.

I would suggest that the difficulty lies not with'our "plumbing", that is,

our technology. Its health is superb! The difficulty lies in the f.ct that

we have not developed the philo'sophical base necessary for understanding prob-

lems holistically from a "gestalt" point of view. While we haVe excellence,in
"plumbing", our philosophy is shoddy fo'r it is no longer sufficient for a

96

technologi

P6

1 society. To use a plumber's example: The pipes will no longer

carry en gh watef to meet the city's needs!
k

k ),

1 would like to describe two alternate philosophical models, one of which is

the philosophy of technology and the other the philosophy which I call an eco-

logidal philosophy. While they are not mutually exclusive, one is subsumed
within the other as it gradually gives way to new understandings of the world

' in which we live.

That which I call the philosophy of technology had its beginnings when the first

ape man picked dp,a bone and used it as a club. It's a long way from that event

to modern technology, but pragmatism and problem-solving are but two highly
sophisticated versions of the dawning conceptualization in the mind of that

first ape man.

But let us look at the modern scientific and technologidal era which began in
the late 1600's. The philosopher of technology was Descartes. Seeing that

"all of the old traditional bases for mpn's beliefs were being undermined", he
sought a new method by which men could attain certainty. "He telci us, first,

to accept nothing until we see its truth clearly and distinctly." We must
divide any difficult problem into smaller and smaller part's. until we come to
some proposition so simple that we see its self-evident truth. We can then

build on this sure basis, always pre ceeding by small, self-evident steps. The

self-evident starting point was man himself. From this came the belief that

we can objectify everything outside ourselves - we become' subject, it becomes

object...The chief practitioner of this philosophyyas,Newion, the father of
the modern scientific method. Nratonian science, atofilise??, reductionist,

mechanistic, and the technology to which it gave birth litSrally transformed
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the world in which.we live. This philosophy is linear in direction; it
classifies and compartmentalizes; it is logical, and it works! The French,

Anierican and Industrial Revolutions attest to the power of this idea put, into
practice.

By necessity, in order to objectively study_this world, man philosophically and
intellectually stepped back from it, separating himself from the earth in order
to study, explore, exploit and ultimately conquer the world in which he lives.
And he achieved in the fulfillment of his wildest fantasies.

I would like to.use another analogy which can provide a slightly different
perspective on technological man. Using developmental psychology as the basis
for my analogy, I woulcPsuggest that Homo sapiens has undergone the same stages
of developmen ,that the human being undergoes, 'beginning at birth. The first
stage in- de71 pmental psychology is the dependent stage where the child is
totally depen ent.upon his environment for survival. When he has matured enough
to c1.2atively interact with that environment, he is considered to be an adoles-
cent. At this stage he rebels against the environment in which he was raised,
epitomized by adults in general and parents in particular., As they say, "Never
trust anyone over thirty - he may be someone's dad." This process is more or.

less spread out and still hangs on well Into adulthood. It is a process of
proving one's self vis-a-vis his environment. Once this point has been reached
he is ready to become independent and take his place in a world of "independent"
people.

.

s<So with hUman societies. Homo apiens had a long childhood, most of which was
spent propitiating the various gods who controlled the world in which he sought
to survive. His was a life of dependence, very uch at the mercy of his environ-
ment":? He was tied to the soil and intuitively nderstood that he was only a
small part of the vast'universe. As the spec es developed,it reached, in the
west4-n world, its adolescence, the time for rebellion and the move toward in-
dependence. Man began the process of proving himself vis-a-vis his environment.
The revolutions gae western man the political power and his budding technology
gave, him the industrial power to achieve that independence, an independence that
is today the goai of peoples across the entire planet. The Paul Bunyan myth.

epitomizes this struggle. And to6ay that myth has been fulfilled. We have
touched the sky with our skyscrapers; we have encompassed the globe with our
communications gridg; we have landed on the moon; we have touched the stars!

Homo sapiens ha_accomplishea his fantasy. He is now in charge. We now recog-
nize that to some degree at least cultural evolution has replaced natural evolu-
tion in determining the future of life on the planet. Man now has the capacity
to determine the extent that life on the planet survives and the .nanner in which
it will survive. At the same time we are beginningto recognize tht tact that
the kind of culture we inherited from our-ancestors is beginning to challenge
our ability to survive.

From the recognition that cultural evolution has replaced natural evolution, it
is only a small step to the more sophisticated realization that cultural evolu-
tion is but another form of natural evolution and that Homo sapiens is and always
has been an integral part of the planetary ecosystem. But his role has changed.
While proving himself over against that upon which he wdlidependent, he could
always.trust that_he has entered adulthood. In.developing the rudiments of con-
sciousness, our ancestors exploded the limits of genetically programmed behavior
so,thdt from behavior that was totally instinctual, man has evolved the capacity
to determine his own behavior. He has. achieved independence and suddenly is in
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charge, not only of himself - his own species, but also of the world in which

he lives. In Thomas Lewis' phrase he has become the nervous system of the

planet. He has become dependent upon that world, but now it is also dependent ,

upon him. Homo sapiens has reached the next developmental stage which EriksOn
calls generativity, and which I shall refer to as interdependencel- 4-11

Just as the philosophy of dependence is inadequate for both the adolescent and

the indepeneent adult, the philosophy of independence is inadequate for the
next stage of development, interdependence. We are on the threshold of that

new stage and that fact calls for a philosophy to give it meaning.

Darwin,was the first of our modern scientific era to recognize the holistic

nature of life on the planet. Less than fifty years later, Einstein startled

scientific world with his theory of relativity. But, as Einstein ()rice said,

verything has changed but man's'thinking." The technological momentum was

far from spent. Since World War II it has, however, become increasingly counter-
productive and our problem- solving skills are no longer effective.

The most adequate basis for a new philosophy that I have found is general sys-

tems theory. Growing out of organismic biology, it has begun to branch into

most of the,life and behavioral sciences. To the degree that general systems
theory reflects the understandings of ecology, it is true to its organismic
heritage, for ecology seems to provide the most adequate scientific base for an
understanding of how systems function. It provides a holistic view of the world

which accepts man as a part of, rather than apart from, the natural world. And,

perhaps most important; ecology is,a part of the experience base of every human

. being from which he can learn.

AO
With ecology as a base, Laszlo provides an approach to the understanding of all
systems by suggesting three levels of systems, suborganic, organic, and supra-

organic or social systems. He suggests that the basic principles which govern

one level of systems, sovern all levels. These principles "traver the spheres

of physical, biological, and social phenomena'and apply to system organized

complexity wherever they are found and whatever their origin."

4
Man therebecomes,in Laszlo's phrase, "the coordinating interface (system)" be-

tween the multi-leveI hierarchy of nature - learning from natural systems how
to most effectively and efficiently operate human, social systems.

'While man's evolutionary history determined that he become a cultural creature,
it did not determine what kind of culture he'would have. The kind of culture

which we will have in ttla future will depend upon the set of values ihich we

choose for the future. Those values inherent in the philosophy of technology
can no longer suffice for a new philosophy demand, a new set of values. That

basic` alue norms can be deduced dirtctly from the contemporary scientifiL
understanding of natural systems seems evident. However, man must specify,

these values to fit the human level for while remaining within the limits of
.6neral natural systems values, there are no specific ready-made value choices.
Finding and respecting these limits is precisely the problem facing us today. '

I would suggest that the raising of these value issues within the context of

our ecological perspectives is one of the most critical issues facing us as

environmental educators. A threek9challenge faces us, a challenge explicit

in the folloWing definition of environmental education:

,.Environmental education is a process whereby an individual
is encouraged to interact with his environment so that he:
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1. becomes increasingly sensitive to that environment;

2. becOmes more knowledgeable about that environment
and its interrelationships; and

9

'3. becomes aware of his responsibility to and for that
erearOnment,-

We are most successful when we begin at the experience base which we all share,

with a personal; affective awareness of our natural world. From this awareness,

we add the cognitive dimensions which grow out of our scientific understanding

of-this world. FinallY, we must face up to the realization that we are intrin-
sically responsible both to and for the entire ecosystem of the planet of which

we are an integral part: Garrett,Hardin defines intrinsic, responsibility as

that responsibility which if not exercised creates negative results'for the
irresponsible party. In this case, irresponsibility, in the face of ecological
necessity -may destroy thei.planetary ecosystem and us with it.

John GardnePs quotation with which I began this paper explicitly recognizes
the need for both good plumbing and good philosophy. Good technology is abso-

lutely vital to our success,for the future, for short of a total disaster we

cannot return to a more primitive, pre-technological era. Evolution does not

-reverse itself. Once the ape man used his bone for a club, he was no longer

to live without that club. But by recognizing the need for a eound philosophi-

cal basis we can decide, according to mutually acceptable normative values, the

most effective role for technology in the generations ahead. Indeed, yobert

Pirs4, in his book Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance, suggests that

each of us, to one extent or another, is both plumber and philosopher. I 'would

suggest that weAs$,Ammith the,task of exploring an ecological philosophy so
that we may make "the wisest possible decisions as to the directions for our
sccieties in the decades-.-to come:
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Introduction

"If man is to find his way successfully through the labyrinth of
difficulties that confront him in the yeareahead, he must; above
ill-, use his intelligence. He can no longer rely upon the unfore-

seeable
,,

fortunate cir.umstance; future mistakes will have conse-
quences far more dangerous than past ones have been. He must

divorce himself from unreasoned slogans and dogma: from the sooth-
sayerfrom the person Whose selfish interests compel him 'to Iry
false conclusions, from the man who'prefers indoctrination to edu-
cation. Na n must rapidly accumulate knowle "dge concerning both his
environment and himself, and he must learn how to use that knowledge

THE ROLE OF SIMULATIONS AND GAMES

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Charleg A.'Bottinelli
Science and Environmental Educator

Denver Public Schools
Littleton, Colorado

d

wisely. He must encourage the emergenceof new ide
He must learn not to fear change, for of one thing he
no matter what happens in the world of the next few d
will be the major characteristic. But it is within t

in all areas.
can be certain --

cedes, change,
e range of his

ability to choose what the changes will be, and how the resources .at
his disposal will be used--or abused--in the dommonvictory--or

surrender--of mankind."

,./
a. Harrison Brown in

The Challenge of Man's
Future', 1954

"The future of all children is in the hands of
...What kind of world do sbe want for children?
'damental question for education."

Paul F.

all.teachers.
This is the fun-

Brandwein, 1970

Roughly one million years bf human history have been conveniently divided

into ages by anthropologists who have sought to describe the status of man

by the technological company he has kept. There were the Ages of Stone (New
and Old), the Age of Copper, the Age of Bronze, the Age of Iron, and of

recent eminence, the Age of the Atom. Unfortunately, the next three to five

decades are surely to become known as the Age of Food, or accoding to some
agronomists, the Time of Famines. This era will, undoubtedly, test the tena-

city of underdeveloped nations, not to mention the food conscience of the over-

developed nations, especially the Unitqd States. For decades t:e U. S. has

unquestioningly shipped food, mostly in the form of ereal.grains, to those
undeveloped countries who had only to request it. Now, with the deepening

realization that there soon will not be enough food to feed an exponentially
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growing world population, even with perfect distribution, the Unit&I States,

finds itself in the unpopular role of wielding tremendous influence and food-
power over the underdeveloped nations. The literally life-and-death decisions
that are forthcoming rest squarely upon our shoulders. They will be political
in nature and wide-sweeping in impact. In order for citizens of this country
to know how to use this new influence wisely and to the benefit ota world
societA they must become more. knowledgeable and enlightened than ever before.
For our representative demociacy to function in the critical times ahead, our

. citizenry must be aware of and understand:

1. Attitudes that govern growth and stabilization of human populations;

2. The ability of this country to meet its own food needs in a period of
colder and dryer world climate;

3. Methods of increasing agricultural yields while; simultaneously, 114ei-
mizing environmental damage;

4. That energy resources are finite; a move toward moreefficient uses of
lower grade resources is the only feasible long-term alternative;

5. That stability of_the ecosphere is dependent upon its Complexity, and
that the activities that weaken links' in single,overlapping systems
endanger the whole; and

t .

6. .That man is a part oE a natural scheme of life on this planet; and his
well-being depends directly on the systems he attempts to change.

*These and others basic tenets of environmental education of the 1970's--
education that cannot wait.

And yet many educators, while they are cognizant of a much different future
awaiting their students, are unable to prepare them effectively for life in the
last quarter of this century. Students apparently remain unconvinced of the
applicability of social and scientific concepts to reality. A plethora of
compartmet4alizedi seemingly unrelated "subjects" which constitute the school
day of many students obscures their understanding of the interrelatedness and
interdependencies of all facets of their existence. Ultimately, they may well
join the ranks of the technologically alienated, that group that neither under-
stands our advanced technology nor feels com,etent to challenge the somewhat
aimless course it appears to be taking.

Although multi-disciplinary courses and units have ameliorated the compart-
mentalization effect to a slight extent by illustrating the interdependence
of man and the ecosphere; there are other innovations which, at this time
appear efficacious in promoting active environmental learning atmospheres.
These are the environmental simulations/games..

The balance of this Raper is devoted to the potential role of simnlations/gamesa)
in viable environmental education programs. First, the emergence and essence
of environmental education is discussed, followed by a brief history of simu-
lations/games and their associated research findings. Second, several illus-
trations of environmental simulation games are presented in terms of their
potential contributions to environmental education curricula.
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The EnvironmentalEducation Imperative

"...Unfortunately, most human problems do not fail neatly into such '

academic categories as sociology, history; economics, demography,

psychology, or biology, and the solutions to these problems require
the,simultaneous application of the best ideas from many academic,

disciplines."

Paul R. Erhlich Population,

Resources, and Environment,

Modern man has survived on this planet for many thousands of years,
4populating.

the Planet, subjecting other species to his own use (and abuse), and developing

new processes that match many natural ones in both intensity and scope. Sudden-

ly, we have found reasons, some subtle and insidious, to'question.mankind's

rapid rise to technological fame. These reasons are rooted in the tremendously

magnified impacts of the demands that an ever-increasing human population makes

on its natural environment. fhe pswe.rithat man has exerted on the balance of

nature now appears to threaten his own 'survival on several fronts. If, we are

surprised to find ourselves in a deepening mat...ass of interwoven environmental

crises, we can, -et least, be encouraged by the current public awareness of it.

This awareness is essential if we are to correct the serious problems that face

us as a nation and a world society. The Intermediate Science Curriculum Projec*

staff (1972) explains why this awareness is especially important for today's

younger generation:

"Of special significance is the coming of age of a generation who
has a very special relationship to the environment, Young people

today are the first generation to carry strontium-90 in their bones,

DDT their fat, and asbestos in their lungs. Their bodies will

record the effects of these new environmental insults on,human health,
since they,are the involuntary subjects of a huge world-wide experiMent.

Although many effects have already been documented, the full signifi-
cance of this experiement will be discovered only after this generation

has lived out its life. Only then will we have learned the long? term
biologicl effects of so many novel' agents, some of which, interact to
Cause even greater effecti than the'sum of each taken separately. So

it is our young people--and future generations--who may have to bear
the ultiMate consequences of today's environmental hazards."

The notion of public environmental edtdation.is not'new. As 3 pointof fact, as
early as 1893, secondary school studies by the Committee Of Ten urged that botany
teachers take "an ecological approach" to their subject. In the decade that fol-,

lowed, educators argued eloquently for general "nature study" throughout education.

Mark Terry writes in 1971: 0

"Environmental education, whether termed 'ecology', -rnature study', or -

some other name, was championed at nearly a1,1 the life science curriculum
meetings held in this country since the turn of the century. Particularly

the relationship of man, to environment has been recognized as worthy-of
coverage in public school curricula for geneiations."

Many edudators have since attempted to justify or rationalize the need far

ronmental education in the public schools by arguing that a certain amount of
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conservation education was necessary in order to produce an electorate know-
ledgeable and willing to part4.cipate in the management of natural resources.'
Others have promoted an appr-ciation of ;Ale aesthetic'as the rightful pursuit

ofAe American citizen. This past call for environmental education seems to

reflect a human need ito rejoin wit:} nature.

Pehaps the best justifir'ation of the need for environmental education se..n

heretofore by this Writer incorporates the concepts of an environmentally aware
electorate and an appreciation of nature, and is eloquently 9pressed by Terry

(1971):

"...Before we are citizens in a representative democracy and before
wt are beings capable of appreciating nature, we are nature ourselves
aid -are participants in the natural world. The need for environmental

education, education concerring environmental principles and their
applications, emanates from our extraordinary power to affect the
natural environment. A 7de1s and plants less capable of forcing en-

vironmental alterations r ,anerally less conscious of environmental

problems. Instincts takc Lire of population problems for some species;
'catastrophes unlamented take care of similar problem for others.'

lk 4

Terry continues in the same paragraph:

"Our capacity for altering environmental conditions is accompanied by
a capacity'for sensing, values. Less -ontrolled by instincts, we do

not settle for catastrophe if we can help it. Values once oriented
toward unlimited-growth must now be tempered by our growing environ-

mental Understanding. The need for this reorientation of values is

the'ne2d for environmental re-education. Freedom, in ells case free-

dom from instinct, is synonymous with responsibility for environmental
./ education."

Environmental education will make a necessary and vital contribution toward the

establishment of a reasonable-balaace between man and natural systems. Hope-

fully, our youth, with attendant knowledge that bolsters wise decision- making,
will be able to transform their legacy of.crowded cities, polluted air and water,

abus wildlife, and an assortment of other ills, into a quality inheritance.

I

In spite of the extensive. emphasis on environment and environmental education,
there is no widely accepted definition of the latter. A number of terms which

denote broad ranges of meaning is found in the literature. Nature study, con-
servation education, outaoor education, and environmental education are, at times,

usedintevchangeably. This is understandable, since they do possess a common

goal: an understanding and appreciation of the natural world. In order to

facili'ate discussion in this paper, these tour terms will be briefly described.

Nature stud. Liberty Hyde Bailey and hercassociates at Cornell University were
responsible for initiating the nature study movement in the early 1900's. Al-

though scientific principles of the interrelated environment were not taught per
se, one major goal was to acquaint children with aesthetic, curious, and unique

aspects of theirenvirDnment. Included in nature study were ruch content 'rreas

as toils, rural and urIln locations and landscapes, aestherics, econoMi,s and

politics, and music. ...aphasis was on nature drawings, plant and ident:i-

fication, field trips, measurement, and comparison. Bailey and folloers con-
centrated their efforts on affective goals such as emotional, aesthetic, and moral

values de7elopment.

JMNIIIINIMIMEr
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Conservation education,' Behind this movenept one finds the "alphabetical con-
servators"; i.e., the U.S. Forest Service (U: ;FS), the National Park Service
(NPS). the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), the Sc..1 Conservation Socies:y pf
America (SCSA), the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) which Itas just recently
become part of the Energy Research and Development Association (ERDA), and other'
federal, state, and county departments of .natural resources, soil n's water

coaservation districts. Their common goal is to promote the wise and efficient
use of our natural resources. (Unfortunately, "wise" and "efficient" are adjec-
tivesapplied to man's-utilization and exploitation of those resources; the
latter two often being inconsistent with the long-term eco-stability of animal
and plant species and, many times, reflecting little or no effort to regulate
demand on a finite supply of non-renewable resources.) The greatest impact of

conservation education has been in 1...ral aroas where neural resources have been
a vital p, . of the local economy and where management caused immediate and
visible effects.

0

Content areas have been ti..:, radittonal soil, water, air, plant, and animal
identification, wildlife management, forestry, agriculture, space,.and energy.
Emphasis has been on field trips, sampling and collecting, and recording of
observations in the field.

A problem for the educator has been (and still is) the need to discern and pro-
perly weight the subjective views of conservation promoted by and suited to the
irdustries involved.1 However, in the past five years, this writer has witnessed'
several attempts by such agencies as the USFS and BLM to promote a cross-under-
standing of different conservation viewpoints by structuring cooperaL.ve workshops
with educhtor groups.

Outd. r education. Dealing with more of an ihnovat-ive climate tha a unique set

of content goals, outdoor education facilitates the aChieven.tnt ions educa-

tional objectives by providing the vehicle. The literature of outdoor education
describes its content domain as being similar to nature study and conservation
education, but also included are objectives in .areas such as social studies,
language arts; music, health, and outdoor recreation skills like ramming, hiking,
mountaineering, ski-touring, survival technique, and physical condi _oning Values

and appreciation are affective objectives, and inquiry is stressed in many district
programs.

Environmental education. Obviously0 much of what constitutes environmental edu-

cation is not w; in tact, environmental education is such a broad set of topics
-hat it may (and should) encompass the areas already discussed.. Perhaps the,best

definition of environmental education that this writer has seen in a perusal of
the literature is that stated by Stapp (1970). To paraphrase Stapp, environmental
education is education'designed to produce a citizenry that is knowledgeable con-
cerning t! _ interrelated bio-physiCal and socio-cultural environments, of which
man is a part, and their associated problems, and is motivated to work toward
solution& to those present and project problems. The goal of environmental edu-
cation must be to fulfil- the previously stated definition; m. !or 3ubgoalS, as
delineated by Stapp, are "to help citizens acquire:

1

Of course, the same can be said about the various environmental interest groups.
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"1. A clear underStanding that man is an inseparable part of a system, con-
sisting of man, :vulture, and the bio-physical environment, and that man
has the ability to alter the interrelationships of this systeri

"2. A broad understanding of the bio-physical environmental problems con-
fronting Man, how to help solve these problems, and the responsibility
of citizens and government to work toward their solution;

"3. A fundamental understanding of the bio-physical enviroament, both natural
. and man-made, and.its role in contemporary society; and

"4. Attitudes of concern for the quality of the bio-physical environment
which will motivate citizens to participate in bio-physical environmental
problem-solving."

Several considerations and philosophies of _environmental education are offered
as a guide to those who would achieve the goals of environmental education through

the agency of 'the.public schools:

1. Emphasis should b, placed on environment; ducation as a curriculum 'concern,

kindergarten through -grade twelve;

2. "IiNg0ronmental education should be multi-disciplih2ry and integrated into

existing curricula;

3. Environmental education should encourage 1c:11/4,a/edge of ecolOgy as a basis

for understanding and solving contemporary environmental problems;

4. Environmental education should encourage valuing it relates to the

maintenance of a quality man / environment relationship; and

5. Environmental education should 'include out-of-the-classroom, experiential
activities, including opportunities for. children to experience less man-

influenced environments:

According to Stegner (1970), the central theme of a K-12 environmental education
Program should be that man is a part of a natural earth system and is ultimately
subject to the limitations of that system. Falkenstein (1971) urges that an en-

vironmental progra..i must impart, in addition to an awareness of contemporary
problems, a love and full understanding of our "earth, sky, and water" to students.

Turk, et al.(1972), assert that viable environmental educational programs should
heavily stress Social problems and issues with emphasis on problem-solving and /
"rationalization of the trade-offs", Horn (1974) believes an inordinate amount
of time and attention is given to the symptoms of environmental problems; environ-=
mental education must move in the direction of treating the causes of the problems.
Creager, et al.(1975), write that environmental problems, as complex and inter-
-related as they may be, require an interdisciplinary approach and solution. No

longer,'they add, can we afford the luxury of being content in our own narrow
academic fields.

Nevertheless, an overlapping concern that appears repeatedly in the literature
is that effective incorporation of environmental education into our K-12 curricula
is an absolute prerequisite if we are to bring man and society to a heightened
awareness of the environmental problems that threaten us in the,last quarter of

this century--and motivate them to work toward favorable solutiong of thoie

problems.
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Simulations/Games in Perspective

"...game sessions were so exciting to observe that the interest and
involvenient of players were often accepted as -evidence of learning

without any hard statistical data.,"

Boocock)6nd Schild in
-Simulation Games in Learning,
1968

In spite of the fact that individual teachers have long used games or gaMe-
like devices to arouse student interest and to.dramatize materials, simula-
tions /games are still referred to as an educational "innovation". What is

new about most of the games available today ih the combination of the ancient

_techniquer_of_gaming_with the relatively recent technique of.simulation.2
Moreover, when simulations/games have been accepted as appropriate for class-
room use, the intention has been to arouse interest and to motivate students
to further study, In essence,'the simulations/games are designed to teach,

as they are or in conjunction with other materials, just as achapter in a

textbo9k or a lecture can teach. There is, however, one important distinction:

In a Iimulated environment a student is free to experience first-hand the con-
sequences of his actions and decisions without suffering damage te his peer

'facade. "Games and other dramatic play offer,expanded possibilities for action
in a mode that is chiefly mental, yet includes the felt freedom, intuitive
speed, and reactive responses of physical movements" (Abt and Cogger, 1972,

p. 36).

Although a few writers (Lewis and Wentworth, 1971, p. 8) have been cautious
in their endorsement of the potential of educhtional games and simulations, a
great number of others has given enthusiastic support to such activities as
"an ideal method for modern4ing the social'' studies curriculum in secondary
schools...Simulation games can be one,of the foundations for a truly vitalized
educational system and...this technique, given the right conditions, can make a
profound contribution to the growth and development of our young people so that
they can be better prepared for life in the modern world" (Lee and O'Leary, 1971,
pp. 345-346).

If oneexcepts war games from the field of simulations /games, the history of
the latter extends from the early 1960's when over a hundred management games

were in use throughout the nation. In addition,'at this time, many simulations

were being developed for use in.pledirting the Consequences of foreign affairs

decisions, many of which served as models for educational learning games.
.

PHASE 1: Acceptance on Fr.th
3

(1960-1963): During this brief period, "gaming"

17%,

-War games,, really a type of, simulated ame, have been in `existence for centuries.

However, it is only since World War II that simulations have found any,extended

use in the social'sciences, and their introduction into environmental' education is

very recent.

3

Adapted from Serene S. BoocoCk and E. O. Schild, Simulation Games -in Learning,
Sage Publications, Inc., 1968, pp. 15-18.
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was applied as a learning technique for the classrocm, and several simulations
were developed and field-tested. Based on cursory observations of classroom
utility and student reaction, enthusiasm for the new technique became widespread- -

even in view of the lack of statistical validation. Not surprisingly, because
the field was new and small, researchers were concentrating on the design of edu-
cational games--not on their evaluad.on. This phase seems to be typical of any

new educational innovation and its related research. Additionally, the."game
sessions were so exciting to observe that the interest and involvement of players
were often accepted as evidence of learning" without-any hard statistical data

(BooCock anti Schild, 1968, p.'16).

PHASE 2: Post-honeymoon (1963-1970): Controlled experimPntacion with games

during this period led to generally equivocal findings regarding theirieffeE=
tiveness-and pointed to the following "sobering conclusions":

a)"...games are not a panacea for all educational ills;

,b) games in their present forms have'serious flaws; encl.-

c) neither standard tests nor the relatively crude instruments
designed specifically to evaluate a particular game or games,
are adequate or sufficient measured'for the impact of games"
(Boocock and Schill, 1968, p. 16)

More experimentation gave way to more unsettling findings:

d) Games do teach, but the mechan.sm is unknown.

e) Games do motivate and arouse student interest (the novelty effect
not discounted).

f) Games induce critical thinking and change attitudes (again, 'mechanism '

unknown).

g) :There is no substantial evidence that games teach facts or problem-
solving skills, or induce critical thinking any more than conventional
methods of learning.

PHASE 3: Realistic Optimism (1970 to present): AccupIlated evidence and ex-
perience in the past five years have led to a more tempered optimism of the
teaching and learning potentials of simulations/games. Limited progress has

been made on three broad fronts:
A

.1. A number of different simulation games have b'en field-tet-leed in a wide

variety of educational settings.

2. Pools of data hav( accumulated c. the learnineeffects of specific games
and, in several cases, a particular game has been evaluated by one or more
researchers other than the Game's original developer.

3. Bbsed on the availablresearc theorists have revised and classified
the purported "gains" of classroom utility of learning games.

What does research say td the educator? The reader' should bear in mind that,

because of the dearth of research in the area of environment,11 simulations/games,
it is necessary to draw upon the rather nebulous findinbs of social studies
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simulations/games research in order to accurately illustrate what is known
(and what is not), as well as to identify voids in the field.

In 1966 in a phper summarizing a number of research reports, C. H. Cherryholmes
concluded that no poS'itive educational benefit accrued to participants in simu-
lations/gameS over and above the control groups (traditional/conventional:in-
struction). His only positive conclusion: Students enjoy participating in

simulation games more than they enjoy conventional teaching strategies. This

is consistent with the findings of the Academic Games Program's research (Coleman,

etal., 1973, p. 6): "Students prefer games to other classroom activities. This

finding holds true for students from elementary school through high school and
for both simulation and non-simulation games:"

Especially in the cognitive area,,,there has been conflicting evidence concerning
student achievement as a result of (earning games. Usually, as evidenced by

paper and pencil tests, student achievement has been found to be neither signi-

ficantlTbetter nor worse withtimdiation games tharcwith-other learning expert--
'ences. There are six studies which stand as exceptions to this generalization.
Two of them (Monroe, 1968; Wentworth, 1972) indicated that junior college students
in control classes who had not used learning gainer scored F-lificantly higher
than did students in experimental groups involVing game pld,. Both researchers

concluded that lectures ware more effective in teaching theory of economic sys-
tems; however, Wentworth stated.that the learning game-, MARKETPLACE, was more

effective in teaching system dynamics than were lectures.

Allen, et al.., stated in 1966 that fourth-grade students playing the WIFF'N PROOF
game scored significantly higher on an author-devised content test than did a

control group of students. Howeve A. the results are confounded by suspicions of

developer bias.
I

.'g results-of the Baker study (1966) indicated that junior high school students
participating in a history simulation game fared better on content tests than did
the control grout), however, he taught both groups himself, developed the cognitive
instrument, and used a long-term role-playing simulation which was non-represen-
tative of the usual exercises considered part of the course. His study 'lost more

credibility when a similar experiment was conducted three years later and no sig-

nificant differences in cognitive gain were found.

Duke (1964) found positive gains for students who participated in,an'urban land-
use game, but his "home-bred"esting instrument was not subjected to validity

or reliability tests; thus, considerable developer bias may be present in his

study as well.

A re earch design with greater controls than the previoUs studies was Rtilized

tby B ocock (1966) in which she used a battery of seven commercially available

games. Her conclusion was that participants in the seven-game battery displayed
greater-intellectual ]earning than did their control group counterparts.. However,
since her sample of 4H convention participants probably reflects considerable
selection bias, her conclusions must be taken with caution.

In a 1972 paper, Keach and Pierfy maintained that a properly designed simulation/

.game is a viable way in which to teach facts, if the activity provides opportu-

nities for participants to apply those facts. No evidence was presented to sub-

stantiate this claim.

Stembler. (1972) asserted that a simulation/gametaught cognitive information
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significantly better than the teacher;-lecture method, but he qualified .his
conclusion by stating that for a game to, hring about this sort of outcome, it
must abandon open-ended approaches and be designed so that the participant
reaches a predetermined goal or conclusion. In other.words, according to
Stembler, the simulation/game.must guide like programmed instruction. However,

much more study in this area is needed.

Of the many studies whose findings indicated no significant differences in
studeht learning between the experimental and control group, one or more of
the following was usually present:

1. Selection bias;

Non- standardized testing instruments;

3. Inadequate-experimental controls;

4. -etudies impOssible to replicate;

5. Developer bias;

6. Unusual use of statistical analysis;

7. Small samples;

8., Hawthorne Effect.

The greatest impact of simulations/games appears to be in the area of affective
learning. uo'-..c by Garvey ana Seiler(1966), Wing (1966), Baker (1966), Dooley
(1969), Stadsklev (1969), Cordtz (1969), Lloyd (1970), and Cohen (1970) indicated
the formation of positive student attitudes toward simulation gaming as a viable
learning experience.

Other studies attempted to show changes in student attitudes toward particular
subject/interest areas influenced by participation in learning games. For ex-

ample, Heinkel.(1970), aftfIr utilizing one play of the legislative simulation,
NAPOLI, and post-testing, concluded that the only significant result was that
the simulation caused his college students to view politicians in a more positive
light than previously. Using a similar methodv.eLivingston (1970) found that the ,

attitudes of students who played GHETTO were significantly ,.:ore favorable ta.the
poor. In another study of the legislative process, he concluded that students'
attitudes toward political "log-rolling" were considerably ameliorated after one
play of the simulation game, DEMOCRACY. No other significant findings were re--

ported in that study.

Studies completed by Targ (1967), DeKock (1969), Corbin (1971), Boocock (1966),
and Vogel (1970) attempted to discover the impact of learning,games upon speci-
fied social, economic, or political attitudes of students- Limitations not-

withstanding, the following were indicated:

1. Students became more tolerant and positive in their opinions after being
exposed to the simulation.

2. Students' attitudes toward politicians and political processes were altered
positively.
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3. Students were more accePtive of the social differences among p#rtic4 .nts

in the simulation.

Although the affective impact of simulations/ga7,s seems more emphatic than the
toWtive impact, these studies also suffer from the same maladies listed above.
Again, it must be emphasized that most or the findings lack generalizability
because the researchers (often the game developers) drew conclusions based on
data obtained' from small bamples, mary of which suffered from eiitreme selection'.
bias.

Simulations/Games and tEnkironmental Education: A Potent Synergism

"...In my opinion Colorado had no environmental problems before the
advent of environmentalists. Now, it is obvious' to me that Colorado's

most pressing problem is that of Controlling the environmentalist
population..."

Senator Murphy lA e Colorado:
Problems and Promises game

How can.simulations/ mes teach students the complex in,erdependencies in-

,
herent in an analysis of the population/resources/environment issues? En-
vironmental simulations/games provide students with models of the real 6r1d,
paradigms through which tfiey may interact and experiment with alternative
strategies toward the resolution of local, state, or globallenvironmental prob-

lems. Since so few people wish to risk the consequences of experimenti'ag in the
real-world situation, the use of environmental simulations and games can be a

valuable educational technique. Students may assume roles, face environmental
problems, formulate strategies, make decisions, and obtain rapid feedback on
the consequences of their decisions. Additionally, the student must apply the
facts and concepts undergiraing the environmental simulation in order that he
can effectively "play the game". Motivation, concept learning, the applicgtion

of facts to problem-solving, and the examination of alternative solutions to
the population /resources / environmett crisis appear to be improved through the

use of efficien realistic environmental simularions and games.

Implying that en r nmental simulations/games provide the student with a, more
variegated, more complex, and more integrated world view than is 7-rovided by

most other educational methods assumes a certain orientation towara environ-

mental study. Although simulation-gaming did not arise from, nor does it pretend
to represent, atfull-blown educational philosophy, it seems to be most heartily
subscribed to by those already holding a philosophy that emphasizes certain as-
pects of teaching/learning that are believed to be ircorporated in simulations/
games. This educational philosophy emphasizes that environmental knowledge is -

dynamic (not fixed) and interrelated, and that understanding the dynamics or
socio-scientific systems is what is important. For example, "students should

develop a sense about what they and others do not know--as well as about what
is known....they should develop a healthy skepticism regarding 'truth' and
'proof', recognizing these to be man-made and human-oriented--and heir to human
fallibility. Knowledge is created out of personal experience, both individual

and shared. Students learn from one another and from the synergistic outcomes
of the group" (Chapman and Davis, 1973, p. 15).
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According to Robert E. Horn's 1977 edition of the Guide to Simulations /Games
for Education and Training, the number of simulations/games of all types has
increased by a factor of three from 1971 (400) to 1977 (over 1200). Of the

six hundred.simulations/games of all types commercially available in 1973,
approximately twenty-four (4%) were environmental simulations, most of which
were mu ti-disciplinary and dealt with one or more aspects of the population/

irresourc e environment crisis (Zuckerman and Horn, 1973). The 1977 edition of
the Guide lists fifty-four environmental sim:23ations, the number more than
doubie the 1973 figure and accounting for approximately 4.5% of the total
number of simulations/games commercially available.

Some of these environmental games, created in the tailwind'of the ecology band-
wagon, represent little more than an attempt by developer and publisher to
capitalize on the popularity of the ecology market. Others, however, represent
clever and exciting models of reality that appear able to create favorable and
impressionable learning atmospheres in Cae complex interdisciplinary realm of
environmental education. Of these, several are very complex, utilizing com-
puters_and_a week or more of playing time.

Yet, in spite of this proliferation and diffusion of educational simulations/
games, those of the type designed to promote awareness and understanding Of

environmental problems are not being utilized in the classroom nearly as quickly

as they are proliferating on.publishers' lists.4 Why, in view of the grave
environmental dilemma facing us today, are environmental simulations and games
being utilized to the slight extent observed? Speculation yields the folloving

rationalizations:

1. As is characteristic of any newly-emerging, innovation in education, the
available research on simulations/games (n-t to mention environmental
simulation games) is equivocal regarding the potential benefits students
can be expected to gain through their use.

2. While environmental simulations/games are often viewed as exciting edu-
cational tools by students, they are just as oftetn seen as highly com-
plicated, strange, slightl} upsetting activities by teachers who have

never experienced them.-

3. The contemporaiy practice, of nroviding open, unstructured, student-
centered lessons may contra_L the philosophy of the teacher who has
never been able to relinquish "learning control" to his pupils; thus,
simulatipns/games may be construed as a threat to the authoritarian
environmental educator.

4. It is very difficult for educators to gain insight into any of the
enviromental simulations and games by a cursory perusal of the pack-
age. Unless the simulation or game is previecled by actual'teacher
participation in its. scenario and sequence, it is unliRely that. the
gime will betaken off the storeroom shelf.

4

At least in Colorado the popularity of environmental simulations/games as
compared with traditional teaching strategies in environmental edification has
been extremely low, as was reppited by Bottinelli (1976, p. 42).
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5. It is true that the rather high costs of classroom sets of simulations/
games materials relative to other instructional' costs can act as a
deterrent to ttioir widespread usage, especially at a time when most
school districts are feeling the economic pinch.

Nevertheless, it seems that once the obscuring cloud of haphazard and /
apparently contradictory research findings is lifted by more elucidating
research, the popularity and use of environmental simulations and games will
increase dramatically, thus!lowering costs. Additionally, widespread teacher
in-service workshops which promote multi-disciplinary activities, such as
simulations/games, will give added impetus to the implementation of environ-
mental'games in environmental education programs.

Dale Farran first,commented in.1971 that a oossible synergistic effect linked
simulations/games with traditional teaching strategy. Farran stated that
simulations and games appear to act "as a frame of reference to unite separate
ideas students have learned prior to encountering the games." He concluded
that -games are unique in providing active arenas fol.. "decision-Making, rela-

tional thinking and planning." It is possible and highly probable that simu-
lations and games have their greatest cognitive and affectiim impact when they
Are integrated into traditional/conventional teaching strategies. In this way,

a natural complementarity acts to enhance the effectiveness of the entire
teaching. strategy.

Six environmental simulation games, which the author has found to be effective
for the classroom and the indicated grade le/els, are briefly reviewed below
with respect to their potential contributions to secondary environmental edu-
cation programs. Availability information also noted for each of the games.

THE ENERGY-ENVIRONMENT GAME (Grades 9-12, co4ege, adult): This'game, developed
in 1973 by the Edison Electric Institute, is a simulation of the role-play type
which deals with the energy crisis. The objective is to locate a new power pro-
duction facility in a hypoth region where the demand for electrical energy

has surpassed supply.;, Twen o forty students assume roles, equally divided

ambEg environmentalists, pp e company officials, business professionals and lay
citizens, as they provide inp t to the "Governor's Commission on Energy and the
.Environment." Players are exp sed to numerous viewpoints and attitudes related
to energy production and consu ption during four to eight periods of play. The

necessity of arriving at viable compromises or trade-offc between demand and
environmental impacts is a basic theme of the game. Multi-disciplinary in
character, the ENERGY-ENVIRONMENT GAME can be of special value when incorpor &ed
in traditional science and social studies lessons concerning the energy crisis.

(Cost: $20; Edison Electric Institute, 90 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016).

\

ENERGY X (Grades 7-12, college, 0: "Energy X", a hypothetichl substance
discovered in a meteorite, is an over owering source of energy, almost totally
non-polluting and extremely versatile in its end-use applications. However,

the amount of "Energy X" recovered from the meteorite is only sufficient for
three ye s of use and in only three of the eight U: S. regions chosen by the
"congr, sional committee". It is the task of participants to analyze resource

use onsumption and production in the United States today, thus establis.ing

d rationale for the allocation of "Energy X". During the course of the simula-
tion, students develop an awareness of the need for intelligent use of the many
alternative energy sources and an understanding of the relationships betveen the
location of major energy sources, population, regional differences, and related
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economic conditions. An audio cassette and filmstrip, included in the game
kit, as well as a series of charts, tables and graphs, add authenticity to
the simulation as the "regional representatives" (students) attempt to present
the best cases they can for obtaining a portion of the supply of "Energy X"

for'use in their home areas. (Cost: $19.50; Ideal School Supplyy,
11000 South Lavergne Avenue, Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453).

THE PLANET MANAGEMENT GA1,M (Grades 6-12, College, adult): One of the most

.2ffeetive simulation games which demonstrates the interdependencies of popu-

lation growth, food supplies, gross national product and environmental quality
PLANET MANAGEMENT involves students who 'participate as managers of a hypothet-

ical planet,. Clarion, as colonization is begun. Students must decide how to
,

spend a limited five-year, budget, allocating funds among improvement projects .

such as agricultural research, highway construction, medical research and ene 6
production. After a consensus is reached, the decisions are Input to a card-
board "computer" which shows the effects of those decisions in four categorie:
population level, food supply, per capita income, and an environmental quali4

index. At the end of ten rounds of play, students analyze the effects of thqlr'

decisions and the kind of life they have imparted to the "Clarionpeople". 7:1-7. _

briefing emphasizes the similarities between the hypothetical planet and Earth.

Three to four periods of class timetareadequate to play the game. (Cost: $131.50;.

Houghton Mifflin Company, 110 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02107).

GOMPSTON:- A POLLUTED CITY (Grades 9-.12, college, adult): This simulation game

focuses on a case study of a hypotht.....ical city, Gompston, entangled in the throes

.of an advanced stage of air and water pollution. During the course of play'

to seven class periods)-, students assume the roles of forty local and state offi-

cials as they conduct a town meeting to discuss their problems and find so utions
to their local environmental crises. A filmstrip and audio cassette provie
participants with a history of Gompston and glimpses of various sections o the

floodplain city. Students are motivated to research pollution abatement t chnol-

ogies and to devise solutions to Gompston's problems while attempting to tetain

their own speical interests. That there are no simple solutions to extreMely
complicated problems and that tradeTaaffs must be made are the dual themes/of

GOMPSTON. Two transparencies and large display posters are included in the game
package in addition to the teacher's guide and special interest nameplates. As

in ENERGY X a serious attempt is made by the developer' to assess learning/ out-

comes via self-evaluation forms. This game can be effectively utilized In

secondary science/social studies/environmental education courses. (Costf $25;

Ideal School Supply Company, 11000 South Lavergne Avenue, Oak Lawn, Illipois 60453).

COLORADO: PROBLEMS & PROMISES (Grades 10-12, college, adult): A brand new

simulation game, COLORADO: PROBLEMS & PROMISES, focuses on twenty -five environ-
mental "bills", originating in and passed by the "Colorado House of Repjesenta-

tives: and delivered to.the "Colorado Senate". Students play the rolesi of thirty-

five hypothetical state senators, each espousing a unique environmental philosophy,

background and political aspirations. Provisions are included for comqining
science and social studies classes and increasing the number of roles portrayed
with the addition of lobbyists and special interest groups. The simulI.ition cen-

ters on Colorado policy-making and involves the complex interrelationships of the

social, psychological, economic and environmental realms. Its object've is to

stimulate fruitful interaction and informed debate of the contemporar environ-

mental issues confronting Colorado, while creating an awareness of th cr'mpromises

and trade-offs that must ultimately be considered.

Designed for seven to ten class periods and from seven to seventy st dents, the
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game provides opportunities for players to learn the legislative process and
understand twenty-five environmental issues in an-excitin-g-taAmong the
issues available for study within the game context are population control and
redistribution, energy resources, and mandatory conservation measures, water
storage projects, weather modification, predator control, wilderness reserves
and fluorocarbon propellants. The game can be effectively utilized in social
studies, science and envitonmental educat on classes while, hopefully, moti-
vating students to become more actively involved on their own. Provisions for

senatorial re-elections, debriefing and evaluation are also included in the

gamekit. Additionally, the game can be modified to reflect the legislative
processes and environmental issues of other'states. (cost: Free to Colorado
schools participating in implementation workshops; for information regarding
availability to educators in other states, please write to: Public Service

Company of Colorado, P. 0. Box 840, Denver, Colorado 80231).

BALDICER (Grades 9-12, college, adult): A popular simulation game that deals with

with food production and distribution inequities, BALDICER (an acronym for BAL-
anced, Diet CERtificates) was primarily designed to stimulate interest in a study

of the complex. problems involved in feeding a,burgeoning_world.population 4n an
age in which we have the technological skill to accomplish such a task but have

not done so. Specific purposes of BALDICER are for students to experience the
economic interdependence of the world andto gain insight into the issues of
population control, mechanization, colonization, inflation, the unequal distri-
bution Jof resources and famine.

Students play the roles of "Food CoOrdinators", each student representing 120
million people, as they attempt to provide adequate food supplies each year.
,Students must decide how to invest resources in the most efficient manner; bal-
anced among subsistence, capital investment, population control and readiness
for natural disaster.. Ten to twenty students may play and three to four class

periods-ace adequate: A debriefing session is vital at which time ethical issues
will undoubtedly be raised as participants relate their game behavior to the
actual ethical convictions-they hold. (Cost: $25; John Knox Press, Box 1176,

RichmondVirginia 23209).

Environmental simulittions and games can be of immeasurable value in teaching the
multi-faceted and complex,issues presented in environmental education units,

modules and courses. Although research findings in the cognitive domain are

equivocal at thi , time, the ttue value of good .environmental simulations and
games may not be amenable to measurement by paper and pencil tests. Rather, like
good art and music,'environmental games may instill a deep appreciation of the,
interrelatedness of all aspects of tile etosphere in the player--deeper than the
statistical impression gained by the researcher.

.
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REVIEW OF SELECTED INSTRUMENTS THAT
MEASURE ENVIRC-MENTAL EDUCATICA OUTCOMES

Rodney L. Doran
Faculty of Educational Studies

Stat University of New York at Buffalo
Amherst, New York

In t- last few-decades, interest in and concern about the environmental

lems we experienced has caused a series of attempts to sol. the environmental

problems "educationally." There has been produced a large 4nount of instruc-
tional materials by commercial publishing companies ,3 well as inumerable locally
developed curricula and programs, many of which emphasized an ou'door, nure
study, or camping component. Helgeson, et al. .(1971) surveyed a large number of
these environmental educatidn'programs in a document entitled A Review of Env1ron-

mental Education for School Administrators. Based on information 'collected diring

the spring and summer of 1971 from the program di/actors, Relgeson, et al., n-

eluded that "Evaluation,of the effect of program and material on student and

communities is needed." Very few schools and material developers obtained "hard"
evaluative data regarding the effects of their program and material. Many based
their evaluation on open-ended, qualitative data gathered by the prograM staff.
One'sueb evaluation said - "while no data are currently available, it has been
reported that students show evidence of increased awareness, sharpe,ed sense of
'..he environment and of the interweaving of self and world." Some_programs and

material have stated specific (sometimes even behavioral) objectives.of the cog-
.nitive, affective, and behavioral domains, but failed to follow through with a

measurement of these,objectives. Swan (1971) and others have noted previously
that "we do not have,. effective tools for evaluating the effectiveness of environ-

mental education programs."

One difficulty in evaluating the environmental education pro&rams is that it is
still a relatively young field and an interdisciplinary undertaking. Because of

the youthfulness of the field, there,is still discussion over what are the key
objectives and in which domain kcognitive:, affective, psychomotor) the mailr
emphasis should be. In this.paper, it will be assumed that outcomes in all do-

mains are important. As a first step toward measuring these outcomes, Bennett
(1974): has clearly stated that the "affective, cognitive, and skill goals.of en-
vironmental education must be translated into behavioral terms before any ki

of meaningful evalurt.i,,a can be attempted." Many programs and a-: ~hors (notaL__

Bennett and the New Jersey State Countil for EE) have produced I.adable models

in this regard.

Roth (1971) and others have atLempted to construct schemes of the major concepts
and/or processes appropriate to environmental education. This task is especially

difficult inb an interdisciplinary field.

To facilitate the development of measurement techniques, one must either expli-

citly or implicity conceptualize the behavioral outcomes with respect to a parti-

cular grouping of concepts. Much of the measurement research in EE is lax in

this regard. As the field matures, more explicit statements are appearing.
Another encouraging development (in my estimation) is the healthy symbiosis be-
ginning to be established between EE and several behavidral science, fields.

One techn!que that aids test developers is a two-dimensional chart representing
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content divisions and specific behavioral outcomes. This chart, sometimes

-called a table of specifictions, aids in the establishment and substantiation
of content validity. The table is a necessary, but not sufficient condition
for producing a balanced, representative test or inventory. In,de eloping

the cognitive forms of the Syr,euse Environmental Awareness Tests, C'rdner and
Kleinke (1972) had (1) Knowleuge of facts, (2) Knowledge of principles,, and
(3) Application as the behavioral components and (A) Pollution, (B) Population,
and (C) Science, Growthlof Technology and Ecological Relationships as the con-
tent dimension. More recently, Fleetwood and Hounshell (1976) used tables of
specification for their cognitive test and their affective inventory. They

utilized the taxonomies of the cognitive and affective domains developed by
Bloom, et al. (1956) and Krathwohl, et al. (1964) for ehe behavioral dimensions.
For their cognitive tests, the content dimension consisted of: (1) Ecosystems,

'-(2) NatUral Resources, (3), Pollution, and (4) Environmental Decision-making.
The parallel dimension of this affective Inventory included the following (A)

Study of the Environment, (B) Conservation of Natural Resources, (C) Pollution,
and (D) Politics and Policy Making for a Quality Environment. Specification

of the abilities or traits to be assessed by atgiven instrument as exemplified
by these two cases is one way in which improvement is facilitated.

' As Swan (1971) and Bennett (1974) have cogently shown, research in EE'ean bo
aided by theories and methodologies from the behavioral sciences. Attempting
to reconceptualize the ecological crisis, not aq a technological problem but as
a-crisis of maladoptive behavior, Maloney, Ward, and Braucht (1975) have con-

structed a scale for measuring ecological attitude and knowledge. The scale

consists of four sub-scales: Knowledge (factual.knowledge related to ecological

issues'); Affect (degree of emotionality toward theJe issues); Verbal commitment
(what a person states he is willing to do); and Actual Commitment (what a person
actually does in reference to pollution-environment issues). Within social psy-

chology, much activity currently centers on the "Locus of Control" research area
as exemplified by the work of Rotter (1966)% The Lunneborgs (1972) incorporated

-this dimension as part of their Environmental Asseisment Survey. While I have
not seen the results of their research, it seems to be a most fruitful area to
pursue. "Locus of Control" dimension is characterized by the twd end posi-

tions: Internal Corrol (6 per3on believes that events are contingent upon his
own behvior) and External Control (a person believes things happen due to luck,

ehance, fate, and the control of powerful others or that things are unpredictable
because of the great; complexity of surrounding forces). Clearly, this theory hAs
the potential of assessing a characteristic of people that may relate to their
behavior (or non-behavior) with respect to environmental problems.,,

A questionnaire 'about pollution was designed by Ricson (1972) to analyze how
"self-interest" affects indidual's beliefs about facts and solutions with

respect to environmental problems. Self-interest was defined in the narrowest
sense assuming that.tpersons will choose that alternative which is the least

costly to them personally." Sub-tests of items were related to the Population
explosion, automobile, industrial wastes, ocean oil spills, and atomic power.
They hypothesized that students should respond negatively to items that require
some basic change in their own ,perspective or behavior. "Self-interested people"

should be reluctant to change their own behavior but agree that others, in this

case industrials )rganizations, should change theirs. This research is an ex-,

(1

cellent example of the healthy symbiosis that can ccur between environmental

educat'ion and experts from other fields. Their t eories and constructs may
illdminate some of the-myriad.of issues that face environmehtal educatio-..

A Qsort methodology was utilized by Erickson (1971; to obtain attitude data
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aboutOne asppct of the environmental domain--wildlife. Eighty, statements of

opinion about wildlife had to be sorted into eleven piles representing various

degrees of agreement and disagreement. Respondents were forced to distribute'

the statements into the eleven piles with ,a predetermined frequency which was

based on quasi-normal requirements. Forty-nine people categorized as either

Hunter, "ildlife Watcher, Farmer, o..c Other completed the Q-sort task. This

type of data collection, if made less complex ar4 involved, has great potential

for collecting_ attitude data. Data obtainecivia this technique should be com-

pared to data obtained in other wayS. If no new information is gathered, it may

not be worth pursuing, but it is possible this technique could elidit different

types of information.

Relationships among attitudes toward the environment were investigated by Bart
(1972) via his questionnaire composed of twenty statements representing positive

ecological attitudes. A sample of one hundred graduate education students re-
sponded "Yes" or "No" to each of the items in the questionnaire. The tesponse

data were analyzed by the "tree theory" which produced a hierarchy amon.:: the

specific attitudes based on the relative ranking of each attitude by the samle.

The analysis suggested that a separation existed between personal §nd public ecoz-

logical attitudes. Such information from more broadly based samples could provide
additional information to aid in rasearchihg environmental education problems.

Watkins (1974) teiearched-a ver'y small domain within environmental education, bat

the methodology used makes his study worth discussing here. Ten Likert-type items

related to e titudes about water resources were administered to over three hun-

dred residents of two Florida cities (0.01% sample of the population) in tlo

sessions' separated by nine m aths. The data collected were ar.alyzed via factor

analysis and Guttman ScaloF am Analysis. Five factors were obtained by the author

and labelled: Willingness, Awareness, Knowledgeability, Rationality, and Economic

Ccamodir The five items that satisfies the Guttman scale criteria were subse-

quently called the "Water Concern Scale." WaCcAns suggested this scale should be

interpretee in this mar -r:

"For those respondents who had given considerable thought to the water
OrobleM, it is acceptable to treat water reclaimed from waste as any
othtr water, to acc.pt the necessity of control over water exploitation

and-misuse, to believe that nature cannot solve supply woble.ms before
this becomes serious, and finally acknowledge that the solution of vat r

resources problems is a matter with which they must personally concern

themselves."

In addition, Watkins attempted to empirically validate the scale by comparing

the scale scores with certain socio-economic variables which were hypothesized

to be related to this environmental attitude. Such serious attempts to empiri-

cally validate our data-collecting devices should become a model for everyone.

Next, research has been done to attempt to measure "environmental values." The

first task was encounted when wrestling with the simple task of defining the

domain of environmental problems or crises. Traditionally, environmental con-

cerns have been focused on specific problems or issues. They have been often

listed or categorized as air and water pollution, land abulage, pesticides,

natural resource shortages, and more recently things related to the energy

crisis. Such categories do not appear to adequately represent all of the

numerous and highly integrated complex environmental problems. We propbsed a

model which is more inclusive in its representation, and more flexible to meet

changes of environmental concern. It is a three-dimensional,model which cate-

gorizes envdronme.,Lal problems on the basis of their overall type, the ?ractice
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most closely related to the problem,,and the general areas in which the effects

of the problems are most noticeably felt. The diagram (Figure 1) summarizes

the three,dimensions and their components.

FIGURE 1

I -Plant

II Animal
III Man
IV Activities

Materials

O

Dimension #.1

Abusage
Pollution

Dimension #2
Practices

'A Agriculture
B Building
E Energy

Industrial
P Private
T Transportation

The following are brief descriptions of the categories of these environmental

dimensions.

Dimension #1 Abusage ,.. Pollution

There are two major types of environmental problems. One type may be called

Environmental. Pollution and the other type may be called Environmental Abusage.

Environmental Pollution - is putting excessive amounts of chemicals, gases,
wastes, hear, noise, or radiaticn into the soil,

water, or air.

Environmental Abusage is the excessive removal or overuse of the envipon-

-menes-nalural resources(water_t_land, air, minerals,
metals,-etc.). Abusage may occur through the complete
destruction of a resource, changing the resources to

an unusable form, or failure to reuse resources.

Dimension #2 Practices

Six major practices can be closely associated with environmental problems. These

are:

A - Agricultural Practices - those things moss. directly related to farms and

farming.

B - Building Pract..Lces - those things most directly related to the aasign,

development, and construction of buildings.

E - Energy Practices - those things most directly related to and used in the

production of energy or power:



I - Industrial Practices - those thingt most directly, xelated to the indus-
trial production of materials and goods (,other

than buildings, energy, or transportation vehicles,

and facilities).

P - Private Practices - those things most directly related to what individuals
do at home or play.

T Transportation Practices - those things most directly related to trans-
portation vehicles (car, trucks, ships, trains,
aircraft, etc.) and facilities (highways, air-
ports, parking lots).

Dimension #3 Resuitan's

This third dimension referS to the general areas in which the effect of enviro
mental problems may be felt. In three of these areas (I, II, III) the effett
classified as biological. In the'remaining two areas (IV and V) the effect is
classified as psychological. The term "resultant" I.'S used to categorize all (.

the affected areas in that it is more global anc?it includes both biological and
psychological effects.

I. Plant Life - those problems which most directly result in the harm or
destruction of plant life.

II. 'Animal L._'e - those problems which most directly result in the harm or
destruction of animal

III. Humall Life -.those problems which most dir ctly result in the harm or
destruction of human life or of items needed for human
survival (such ar food, air, water, etc.).

IV. Man's AttiVities - those problems which,most directly result in the
disruption or interference of man's work, play,
relaxation, or other activi,ties.

V. Man's Materials - those problems which most directly result in the loss,
damage, or destruction of products, materials, or
resources not directly needed for man's survival (such.
as buildings, clothing, property, materials, fuels, etc.).

In Dimension #1, environmental pollution has been given an equivalent representa-
tion with environmental abusage. It may be argued, perhaps justifiably, that pollu-
tion is in reality a form of abusage. However, due to the great amount of attention
pollution has received, it was decided that pollution should be ccinceptualized on
an ,equal 1a'ts with all other forms of environmental abusage. The "practices"
dimension :wovides an element of flexibility within this proposed mode. As various
practices cha.-.,2 with respect to environmental problems, the appropriate deletion
or 'addition of categories can represent these changes. In Dimension 1t3. man is

the central element upon which the resultants of environmental ptoblems are felt.
A strong or even equivalent representation of other forms ofJiving ,rganismswould
be highly idealistic and quite naive.

Usi,..g this three dimensional model with its 2 x 6 x 5 matrix, one can begin to
'identify specific kinds of environmental problems. The total odel represents

sixty, specific environmental prellems.

The second major aspect of this proposed model deals with values and value criteria.



From a survey of the research literature related to values, the Allport7Vernon-

Lindzey Study of Values (1960) was selected because of its potential for appli-

cation to an environmental context. Five of the six categories used in the

Study of Values (SOV) appear to be readily adaptable to environmental problems.

The sixth SOV category, the Religious category, was eliminated from the proposed

m-lel because of the extreme difficulty in developing religious responses to en-
vilonmental problems that were deemed appxopriate and relevant to junior high

school students. The five remaining Allport-Vernon-Lindzey categories of
values (Aesthetic, Economic, Political, Social, and Theoretical) comprise the

values dipension of,lur model. In order 'o integrate the environmental problems

with the value responses, a situational component is required. This component

sets the stage for student reaction to the'problem and enables the response pat-

tern to more closely parallel the original Study of Values model. One can con-

struct options or responses to represent each of the five value criteria. Below

is llsted a sample item with its various components labeled. The three environ-

mental components of the sample items along with the five ,,glue criteria are in-

dicated.

PROBLEM

VALUE
'RESPONSES

As there is an increase in the
amount of 'cigarette smoking in

. confined areas, there Willi)e
an increase in the risk of lung
cancer to the people of the
are-a.

An an elected student council
official assigned to deal with
this program in your school,
you should guide your conduct
according to...

(a) The health and well being of
others being affected by
cigarette smoking'.

(b) The ideals of beauty and
appearance bng changed
by cigarette smoking

(c) The enforcement 'of rules,
and regulations needed to
control smoking

(d) The information available
from scientific research on
the effects of smoking

Dimension Al Pollution
Dimension #2 Private

PraCtices
Dimension #3 Human Lives

- Social

Aesthe'tic

- Political

- Theoretical

(e) The amount of money wasted - Economic

through cigarette smoking

In his dissertation research, Sarnowski (1975) developed and validated an Envi-

ronmental Value Inventory (EVI) useful with students of grade levels nine through

twelve. After extensi',e field testing and revisions, a twenty-item flrm was ad-
ministered to over five hundred:studentls selected from the ninth and twelfth grade

classes of three area schools (urban, suburhnn, and rural). In addition to analy-

zing hypothesized differences due to age, sex, and geographic residence, student
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sc es on the EVI were compared with their performance on a revised form of

th Study of Values (1977). For a deeper analysis of the statistical findings,

se the Sarnowski dissertation or related article by Baker, Doran, and Sarnowski

(1 77). For our purposes here, we concluded that the EVI was a valid and useful

i trument for measuring environmental values at the grade levels nine through

lve.

an extension,of Sarn,-wski's work, modifications are presently underway to

revise. the EVI to make it useful with junior high students. The revisions in-

clude the following: .(1) reducing the number of items from twenty to ten, (2)
lowering the reading demands'to appropriate levels, and (3) adding a visual ele-
ment, via slides which represent each of the environmental problems. Through a

sample of students across grade levels seven through twelve, we will attempt to
afind out how "environmental values" may vary with age, sex, and amount of science

instruction. Via a brief questiOnnaire, we will collect responses to items de-
signed to assess t.,s: "Locus of Control" variable.

The "State of the Art" with respect to the field reviewed here can'best be des-
cribed as embryonic. As the measurement cited here is all quite recent, this

may be expected. The author's recommendation is that attempts be continued by
experts from our-field working with scholars from other fields, such as sociology,

psychology, etc., to further the measurement devices in our field. The work of

Swan and Bennett are excellent samples of this.

The largest task that'faces the field is the eternal question of validity --

"what is it the instrsiment'really measures?" It is easy to become complacent

with the output from "empirical" studies -- reassuring reliability co- eificients
and facades of factor co-efficients. But, an indepth inspection of each item
of a given inventory is necessary to determine what is being assessed -- titles
can be meaningless, even misleading. A prevalent procedure for developing in-

struments is to use "juries" of experts for selecting and/or validating a given

collection of items. While such "expert" and "empirical" methods of developing

and validating tests may be appropriate in some fields, my recommendation is to

first develop conceptual schemes, tables of specification, even behavioral ob-

jectives. Upon this framework, one can make statements about an instrument's

,validity based on its relationship to expressed objectives and concepts. Even-

tually valid and reliable instruments will evolve which can be used as criteria

for establishing the psychometric qualities of new instruments. Until such steps

have been accomplished, Lt is recommended that one shou2d scrutinize very closely

every aspect of an instrument prior to its use. Instruments must be chosen which

clearly measure an integral eleMent of the environmental education program to be

evaluat. The developt.t.nt.of a pool of valid and reliable instruments for any

field is . complex and difficult task,but-essential to the stability and maturity

of the discipline. It is my intention to ,continue wrestling with this problem and

my hope that colleagues will also accept this challenge.
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TEACHING TOWARD PARADIGM SHIFTS: DEVELOPING
TOMORROW'S ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATOR
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Environmental issues are typically defined in terms of human values and are

thus, in part, psychologically situated. This virtually assure' that proposed
solutions are bound by pre-established scientific perspectives (i.e., our exis-
tent views of psychosocial principles and the laws of natural cience or ecol-

ogy). What is often needed is a more dramatic shift of our kn wledge paradigms
such that both problems and solutions may be defined in other than an historical,

or established, context. Such paradigmatic shifts come only rom viewing both

man and his relation to environment in radically new and uniq e ways.

The present paper explores teaching programmatics Which are d signed to develop
students' abilities for viewing and understanding scientific issues from such

altered perspectives. In addition, an empirical example ill strating one teacher-

student generated perspective alternative is presented._ Thi alternative views

both man and environment as temporally structured co-elfiste4 systems which re-

ciprocally affect one another's temporal parameters. By depicting environmental
settings and events as dl-screte but changing phenomena, a measure of change rate

in psychological environments may be established. When suc0 environmental events
change at a sufficiently rapid pace, behavioral flow rates 'change (i.e., accele-

rate or decelerate) in oscillation amplitude, phase, and Oference level. Such

a paradigm model is now being explored within the context 4f psychophysiology,

stress, and education to better define psychologically hea thful Pnvironments
and organiimic adaptation limits.

This paper is predicated upon the belief that environmentil issues are essen-

tially human issues. That is, questions of ecological im alance reduce not only
to questions of lasting Luman impact upon environment, bu also to questions of
dynamic interactions between man and environment. Thus, both man and his settings
change, be those physical settings (e.g., potential chap es in ambient and earth
temperature resulting from ozone depletLon), social intrespecies settings (e.g.,

concerns with overpopulation and concomitant problems of:social stress, resource
allocation, etc.), social interspecies sittings (e.g., whale population deple-

.
tions brqught on by overhunting, or species survival endangerment by DDT residues, _

etc.), or personal settings (e.g., carcinogenic or narcotic abuse, predisposing
aesthetic value orientations, etc.). In all of these categories, as well as
others we might have mentioned, the problem results from the fact that man and
his environment must be understood as co-functioning mutually adjustive systems
(Ray & Brown, 1975; Ray & Ray, 1976; Ray, Upson & Henderson, 1977).

Such a position of course implies that modern environmental issues are then to
be resolved only by considering man an integral= part of both the issue and the

solution. Assuming the absurdity of human genocide fok the salvation of the
natural order, the only alternative seems ts, lie in the alteration of man's be-

havior, be it through better technological application' of the physical and
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chemical sciences,. better technologies in the psychological \nd social sciences,

or, as is most likely, some combination of technological, developments which

focus on man, tools, and ecosystem impacts.

We believe that much of the necessary physical and social technologies, and, in

fact, dieir scientific foundations, remain yet for future development and arti-

culation. As such, the'question is raised as to how one best educates ensuing

future generatiobs as to the necessary solutions that presently seem so vital,

yet so elusive. How do we.teach what we are yet to know without developing a

serious defeatism or feeling of.helplessness in our students? The remainder of

this paper discusses an educational model for addressing this question., T7 make

our strategy concrete, we will define and illustrate an exemplary "pure esearch"

problem which evolved from our educational mode. We also venture to speculate

as to potential technological applications of this example. But the central

point is that of general educational strategy towards the advat :ement of know-

ledge generation versus mere knowledge perpetuation.

In 1970 T. S. Kuhn published a highly influential monograph in which he argued

that science (and thus scientific technology) is largely a discontinuous process.

The discontinuities in this process are related to the cultural nature of science.

That is, we learn out science from preceding generations. But in learning what

is known and how it is to be verified, we also learn to restrict our questions

and scientific operations in subtle, but vital, fashiins. Thus, we alsoearn
from our teachers the "perspective" from which our knowledge is derived4hd from

which it is to be evaluated. This tends to generate a massive conservatism in

science as'a social phenomenon. And, to teach students to appreciate problems

that are presently without solution, whil_ also teaching them to maintain a com-

mitment to estalp.ished conceptual perspective, may only ensure perpetual frus-

tration in .those students.

Only in relatively rare circumstances do scientists overcome their "perspectives"

sufficiently to then generate entirely new-.scientific "paradigms," or ways of

generating and 'verifying new.knowledge. Examples of such events are to be found '

in Pasteur and Koch's view of sickness as a social interaction between micro- and

macro-organisms, in. B. F. Skinner's view of functional behavior contingencies

in the ontogenetic evolution of human behavior, in Einstein's view of time

.space and mess as relative to the constancy of the speed of light, or in the

many devLopments known collectively as quantum mechanics. From such dramatic

new laboratory research perspectives came the radically unique and important

technologies of modern medicine, human behavior modification therapies, and

nuclear engineering.

But how does one educate in favor of such genus or insight? How do we pas

otbtfie knowledge of today without impeding the discoveries of tomorrow? How

do we accomplish this especially in ,the face of mass education which.must also'

serve the needs of an educated consumership? More relevant perhaps to viron-,

mental topics, how do wa accomplish this with students bent primarily on prac-

tical solutions, as opposed to fundamental, or "basic" research?

To the present authors, several issues seem crucial to the solution of our

dilemma. First, students must come to understand first hand; i.e., th.rouKh

process-oriented education, the relations which exist between "pure" and "applied"

science. Secondly, st dents must learn toprojact unique perspectives into their

laborat ry and practical experiences while also learning fundamental infor-

mation and dictums governing science and investigative laber. Finally, students

Must learn to experience science as a human phenomenon; a complex phenomenon
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consisting of specialized literatures, fiercely defended values, socially
defined rejections and acceptances, and, perhaps most of all, of personal

joys and depressions. We have endeavored to develop such a teaching model
for the science of psychology, but we sincerely believe it applies to vir-
tually all scientific and scholarly disciplines, including, or we should say,
especially, such interdisciplinary programs as environmental education.

To make our abstractions concrete, we will offer our own programmatics as.an

example. Essentially, we view specialized undergraduate college education
(i.e., the major) as developing the student through three phases, which; al-
though not highly differentiated from one another in reality, are instructive

abstractions' nonetheless. The first phase may be called the "Introductory

Cookbook" phase". The second may be called the "Scholar's Apprenticeship" phase,
and the third, the "Creatil,e Exploration" phase.

Our initial teaching endeavors are aimed at teaching students about the very
process of learning and discovery simultaneously in the abstract and the pers-
onal-behavioral sense. The goal at this stage is to teach students to codtrol

their own learning processes, and, in fact, such control is ultimately required
as a manifestation of their success or failure (i.e., it is our test). This

stage is viewed as serving majors and non-majors alike equally as well, singe,
for example, students not only experience the differences between recognition,
recall,.and structural association (i.e., thinking) in reference to their class-

room and text materials, but they also learn to.label and identify each of these

dimensions of the learning process. As such, they learn to control the learning

process itself. In addition, beginning students experience differences between
relying on cues and prompts in performance of learned skills, such as is the case
upon recognizing relevant materials when nested within irrelevant materials (the

typical format of multiple choice exams), versus acquire.i independence from
prompts and cues (as is the case with abstract essays or impromptu speeches).
Likewise, differences between written foTms of behavior (as is required by most

tests but few real life situations) versus actual utilization of material in

real life applications, laboratory probes, or autobiographical explorations are

required.

Our primary goal at this stagijs to start with a "cookbook" manifestation of

vocabulary and conceptual materials that first allow the students to generate
their skills with a great deal of initial prompting and support, but to then
gradually wean them from the use of supports until they have sufficient fluency
to demonstrate true applied understanding in more generalized and ecologically

valid situations.

When this is taking place, students are manifesting skillE in personal growth
'and cornetency in the very subject matter of persor 1 growth and competency.

When tl.:y have begun to accomplish skill in applied vocabulary and elementary
principles, students are then encouraged to mix upper division courses and in-
dependent research or internship studies. L per division'courses focus speci-
fically on aostractions and relationship iec gnition (i.e., the courses are
designed to teach the student development of 0.s own comparatiVe and evaluative

resources in service of the thinking and.ideaiConstruction proc(2.:;:; by relying on

relatively extensive overviews of existent topically organized scientific litera-

tures). Independent studies focus more on laboratory applications cf those

creative thought and evaluation processes. At this intermediate level, students

are often "apprenticed" to more advanced students who have more fully developed

and sophisticated research skills.
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These more advanced students are thus learning in two ways; they are learning
creative exploration in their own studies while,also learning through the
teaching of what they know -- a process we all recognize as requiring the ut-
most in our own conceptual development relative to what we are teaching.'

The more abstract and creative Accomplishments are realized by having advanced
students research questionl Which are almost exclusively methodolr teal (as
opposed to problematic) in character. By this strategrof resear-Laing method-

ology, we attempt to teach the student the'essentials of "perspective" and
"paradigmatics" while also teaching him the more mundane requirements of re-
search, such as the utility of instrumentatiop, the mechanics of data reduction
and analysis, and the skills of literary articulation. As such, we strive. to

teach our students fundamental skills and understandings as they relate to the.
scientific process whca defined in its most creative skills necessary to over-
come paradigmatic restrictions by teaching research skills important for changing

paradigmatics.

Thus, the specific focus of the most. advanced level is the development of the
individual by encouraging the student to participate in, and pursue studies of,

an independent nature. In fact, we currently require a minimum of two terms of

independent study for all of our majors. The general benefit of this progtam
is that it allows for questions of a truly original and often interdisciplinary
nature to be raised while also allowing for the development of a high degree of

sophisticated academic inquiry.

This focus on creative mf,thodological exploration manifests itself both in in-
structional method and t...1 production of student-generated professional papers.
Since 1971, approximately forty percent of the graduating senior psychology
majors have co- authored and/or presented at least one paper at a national or

regional professional meeting. SeNeral stuuents have had multiple papers and

one student has co-authored two journal publications. Such activities are in-

strumental' in developing appreciations for the more subtle literary and social

aspe6ts of sciences and knowledge.

Teaching methods in virtually all our courses have utilized the model of inde-
pendence' and student research until it has `:.come a germane portionqf the
classroom instructional procedures as well. Both in terms of scientific metho-
dology and educational philosophy, the focus is on the inductive method. The

faculty member, in concert with his students, pursues a data-based orientation
to process, as opposed to content, education. The underlying assumption upon
which we are operating is that education provides the means for continued in-

.

quiry and constant evaluation of knowledge.

Perhaps we can illustrate this proces., more graphically by describing a senior-

level,project which evolved from this educational strategy. We have Chosen a
singular project by a former undergraduate student which is especially of in-
terest because of its potential relevance to environmental questions.

A major portion of the lower division courses which this student experienced
fodused on issues of organismic stress (Selye, 1956). Or more specifically,'

they focused on concerns with overpopulation and "Future Shock" (Toffler, 1970)
as stress factors, and with psychological-environmental syotemics as the orga-

nism adapts to these fact:)rs. The unique elemeht introduced into the investi-
gation was the view that physical and social environments a-e temporal events,
and that their effects on biological organisms may also be temporal nature.

Thus, ,our student postulated that a maj9r animal-enVirenmental interface problsm



might be the rapidity of change in the organism's environmental settings.
The problematics of this at the human level are those general discomforts
and biological stresses experienced as the pace of living in today's con -

stant.. changing world. That is, the problem seems to be in the temporal
organization of behavior as it evolves Irom particular temporal organize-
lions in environmental flo... Both environments and biological organisms

are thus viewed as systeMs organized in time.

But we had to ask, wk,at is it that is temporally organized? What could we

mea ire? We approached this problem by defining environmental-informational
"states" which change across time. Likewise, we identified behavioral "states"
in experimental animals that change across time.

The laboratory analog arrived at relied on the time-honored laboratory rat
and his to learn lever pressing to obtain water when he is thirsty.
If the subject is rels.irded for lever pressing only in the presence of a
paiticular environmental state, say a brightly lit experimental chamber, then

he quickly learns to levers only during the duration of that particular

environmental state. If alternative environmental states exist where lever

presses are not rewarded, say a dimly lit experimental chamber, then the animal

learns to discontinue his lever pressing and proceeds on with other behavioral
states such as grooming, exploring, moving about'the chamber, resting in
corner, etc. When the brightly lit conditions are reintroduced, the anim
quickly runs to the lever and continues pressing and drinking.

Thus, we havi an animal which assumes a.Variety of behavioral states depend(nZ
upo the character of the environmental states. In this case, the animal lever

presses and consumes nis mater in brightly lit environments, and he discontinues

these behaviors in fz.v:,r of an arrayof other behavioral states, such as ex-
ploring, moving about, grooming, resting, etc., in dimly lit environmr.ts. To
draw an analogy, he recognizes his conditions for working (a brightly lit chamber

means perform lever presses) and his payoffs (water) and 4iscrimiLates these from
his conditions for leisure (dimly lit chamber) where there ate no work payoffs-

be can return., to his natural flow, of 'behaviors (i.e., rest ng, grooming, etc.).

Now, what if we pace the environmental conditions by alternating work-and rest

conditions more rapidly or mole slowly? This wculd be analogous to pazing our

own work and rest schedules. Or even perhaps analogous to pacing the crucial

avet.ts within a working schedule. If the animal Experiences a change in his

own "pace of life," we might expect him to speed-or slow his behavioral :flanges

in response to the pace of environmental change.

FiguLe 1 illustrates *'he behavioral changes that take place across successive
five-second time periods within the "resting" (S-) condition when these resting
conditions are paced rapidly (i.e., 15-85 seconds duration for work 'and for rest
periods, X = 18.5 seconds) and wheri paced more slowly (i.e., work and rest periods

are each four times longerduration than in the rapid pace).

Animals in rapidly paced settihg conditions changed their behavioral' states seven-

teen times per minute on .h average. They changed most rapidly Burin); the very

first seconds after rest periods began,and systematically slowed their rate of
behaviorzil change throughout the remainder of the rest interval. Animals in the

slow-paced c:,,,,Jitions changed behavioral states only thirteen times per minute
and tended to oscillate-regularly in their pace'of behavioral change across tie

rest interval, Mathematical models of these ,amped decay and oscillation pheno-

mena show them to be reliable phenomena with real mathematical properties (see
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FIGURE ONE

Average changes in behavioral flow rate during each successive five-second
block following S- (rest perioe) onset and continuing until the average S+
(work pericd) onset.
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-Ray, Upson, and Henderson, 1977). .

What dq"--fliese data suggest? They stobest that temporal param,Lers of environ-

ment ar-extremely important dctermfnnts of temporally orgy -sized biological

conditions. They.suggest that the pace Of life we all experience may well be
quantified and investigated in relation to this pace of environmental changes we

live with. Their potential implications for understanding environmental and
social contributions tb health and stress-related disease are enormous (see

Selye, 1956; Moss, 1973).

In aadition, we are presently conducting research to evaluate the significance
of self versus other paced control over the environmental flows. The long-

range interest is to offer alternative perspectives on student control versus

teachers' control of instructional pace in college curricula.

Most significantly for our present discussion, these data suggest that under-
grrduate students can learn to create highly novel perceptions of environmental
and other scientific issues, and they can carry through on these in remarkably
insightful ways to generate clear demonstrations of newly-emerging paradigmaqc
perspectives. We would like to suggest that, this is what tomorrow's environ-

mental education should be all about.
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A vast array of i....nvironmental Education (EE) courses has emerged over the past

ten years. These course.; ha'e outlined the concepts underlying Environmental
Education and /or advcr.ated a process relevant to the teaching and learning, of

EE. While these elen -Its are important, it is significant that little atten-

tion has'b'een paid to the cognitive abilities of children in designing EE pro-

grams. If children are to genuinely learn about EE, it is mandatory that the
course curric,la include activities, materials, and concepts that the child

has the ability to grasp.

Many researchers have ce ^erned themselves with the intellectual development

of the child.
?

One of ti foremost contributors to this field is JeanGpiaget,

yrlan eminent S ss psychologist who, over the past Fifty years; has intensively

studied children and developed 'a complex theory .._'intellectual growth. Piaget's

research into children's thought has important implications for the teaching

of Environmental Education. -

According to Piaget, intelligence is a general hu.nan capacity and thinking is

manifest in all of an individual's actions, experiences, images, etc. A dis-

tinction is made between the development of intelligence and learning. Intel-

lectual development is the acquisition of the structures of-action and thinking,
while learning involves the attainment. of specific skills and can only occur

when the individual possesses the appropriate mental structures.

Piaget recognizes four, factors that influence nental development:

1. physical maturation
2. experience

3. social interaction
4. equilibration

The first three factors are self-explanaccry. However, equilibration is a

difficult concept concerning the function of intelligence: In Piagetian terms,

adaptation is thc, esserce of intellectual functioning. It is broadly defined as

the Change brought about. in an individual as a result of interaction with tl-e

environment (Ginsburg, 1969, p. 24). This involves the tendency to organize

one's perceptions and experiences into stable and coherent structures. Adapta-

tion is normally described in terms of the twin processes of accommodation and

assimilation. Assimilation is the incorporation of experience, perceptions,

etc., into alreqdy existing mental structures; whereas accommodation involves

the individual's alteration of mental structures to suit new.situations.
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Equilibration is the tendency of the ie'...vidual to strive for a mental balance

betweedassimilation and accommodation. In other words;, the individual seeks

to attain an equilibrium between what he understands ancf,what he experiences.
Coupled with this is the notion that the child has an in4r'nsic desire to know
and therefore is always interacting with the environment in the Search for an-

swers that satisfy. These ideas are central to Piaget's theory and he states
that "development is a progressive equilibration from a lesser state to a higher

state of equilibrium" (Pulaski, 1971, p. 9). Any level of equilibrium is dis-

turbed by new situations or information re.,alting from physical maturation,
experience, and social interaction. Levelopment then, is the remaking of mental

structures that permit the individual to cope with increasingly complex infor-

mation.

Piaget's intense observati.,a of children has led to a far more detailed analysis
and explanation of - children's intellectual development than can be covered in a

paper of this scope and length. However, some of his observations and insights
whiCh ,.:4b particularly relevant to EE deserve attention.

Piaget has shown that the child's view of the world and r .ital capabilities

greatly differ from those of an adult. The child develops the mental operations
of an adult by progressing through a series of stages, each of which is charac-
terized by a particular type of mental ability. These stages are hierarchical

in order and occur in an invariant sequence. Children pass through these stages

at different ages and mly exhibit a degree of overlap; i.e., the child may func-

tion at a higher level of development in one instance, and at a lower level of

development in others. Hence, the child progressively constructs and reconstructs
his model of reality until it approeimates an adult's model. Piaget has identi-

fied these stages and offers a rich description of the child's optimum capabili-
ties in each stage of development-

Piaget's four major states of cognitive development-are:

1. sensory-motor
2. pie-operational
3. concrete operational,
4. formal operational

0-2 years
2-7 years
7-11 years
11+ years

Intellectual activity in the sensory-motor stage is evidenced by the child's
sensory perceptions and motor activity. The infant is'highly egocentric; i.e.,

he is unaware ofanything beyond himself. The ability,to anticipate events,

to imitate, and to realize that anrobject exists even though he cannot see it

(object constancy) develops.

Iii the pre-operational stage the child conceptualizes on a mental le-el what h4

grasped at the physiOal level in the sensory -motor stage.= _For example,''the pre-

operational child exhibits a high degree of mental egocentricity but has lost the
physical egocentricity character.,stic of the sensory-motor period. Mental ego-

centricity is manifest in the child's inability to appreciate another person's

point of view. Pre-logical reasonirg that relies on perception emerges, but the

pre-operational cnild cannot recall omething that has been said ca,liet. The

child's ability to communicate and cocperate with others is.limited.

The concrete erational stage is so named because the child is restricted to
thought concetning concrete objects as opposed to thinkinvin abstract or hypo-

thetical terms. The dependency on perception is greatly diminished and the

child is capable of first order operations. The ability to thick lorwards and

backwards develops,'and the logic of classe- and relations emerge. Thus, part/



whole relationships and rankings have meaning for the child. The principle

of cognitive conservation begins to emerge here as well. This involves the
recognition that characteristics of a substance remain constant despite changes

in the appearance of the substance. Early in the concrete coperational stage

(seven years) conservation of continuous quantity"and substance are obtained,
while conservation of weight and volume follow later (nine-ten years).

In the formal operational period t.,,e chili can perform second order operations

and engage in abstract, hypothetical thought. Metaphors and similies have
relevance for the formal operational child as do expanded concepts of space and

time. This stage is marked by the ability to solve multi-variable problems in
. a systematic manner.

Characteristics of the Concrete operational child are particularly relevant t"

the teaching of EE. This stage is used because.lt is one which most child*
will pass through during their primary education years. The exampLes cited below

are offered with the premise that
and

school should provide an environment In
awhich the child's present skills capabilities _are exercised end the attain-

oment of a higher level of learning.is encouraged.

The concrete operational child's predominant ch racteristic is his ability to

apply logic only to con,rete objects. The obvi ms i*lication for teaching is

to Make maximum use of concrete materials. Related to"this is the need for an

activity oriented approach. By allowing the child to "do" and utilize all his
senses, the link to toe concrete world remains strong.' Environmental problems

that are readily observable provide ideal topics for study (i.e., schoolyard
litter). As the child is unable to engage in hypothetical thought, considera-
tion of ethics and values should be underplayed.

Egoc0itriCity is characteristic of this stag._ The child ca.not appreciate
other points of view; therefore, his on experience or personal relationship
with the environment should be.stressed. Study should focus on the local level,

as the child's concept of scale and his relationship to the world in general are

not well developed. Childre can learn to recite environmentally sound rules
(e.g., anti-litter propositio,.$) , but ii, many cases will see no bairn in the in-

dividual act (of littering) as "only a bit of pollution." Questions such as how

much and whit kind of waste does one student or the class producc could easily

be examined.

Another characteristic of the concrete operational child's egocentricity` is

animism. This involves the belief that inanimate objects are alive and con-

scious. When the child is in the concrete operational stage, objects that mo.e
(i.e., clouds, sun) are attribut?..d with life. Later, only objects that move

spontaneously (i.e., ,-ars, bicycles) ared,oeen as animistic. It is only around

eleven-twelve years 01. age (period of formal operations) that exclusively plants

and animals are seen as al.ve. Whereas adults commonly use such terms as "dead
batteries," "live wire," "deaJ matches," etc., egocentric children do not under-
stand them and are prone to take them literally. Since children readily accept
fantastic and magical explanations of events, it is impeta,.ive that, teachers
avoid animistic re:erences and make sure that their pupils truly comprehend EE

relationships and causes.

Another common manicostation of the child's egocentricity is the out-cf-sight
out-of-mind mental'ty. For example, concrete operational children have diffi-
culty relating to such problems .is solid and liquid waste dispovi. In their

view once the f'^41 "t 1. flushed or the g,rbago picked iiPre is no "problem."

ApproachAg these issues,requires field trips, in -class modeling n,d experiments,

and constant reference to the child's role 11 the system.
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The concrete operational child comprehends the logic of classes. He is

capable of constructing groupings, adding and multiplying among those groupings,
and understanding part/whole relationships. Hence, projects that involve collec-

tion and identification are appropriate. Observation and recording abilities

would also be exercised through such activities. The biological concepts of
communities and associations would be appropriate for concrete operational chil-
dren, if presented in n very simple- manner.

Certain properties of number are within tha grasp of children in this stage of
intellectual development. Therefoie, activities invc ',ing simple measurements

would be appropriate. Various pollution indices lend themselves well to such

ta.,ks. For examrle, the detection of SO2 in the air can be.a fairly simple

procedure.

Colormetric schemes such as the use of methyl blue to indicate the presence of

02 are particularly useful. The child can understand and repeat the experiment

to his satitfaction. The teacher should provide a simple factual explanation
to eliminate the magica' element of the /rocedure.

In reference to experiments it should be recognized that the concret opera-

,tional child can envision alternate paths of action, but does noi-have the
mental structures to permit truly systematic testing. .Hence, elaborate experi-
mental methods and general theoretical prineiples should be avoided.

The ability of the concrete operational child to use the logic of- relations

means that the child can construct series and nested classes. Activities struc-

tured around the food web would he relevant. The problem cf non-biodegradable
substances would be appropriate once the conservation of continuous ciality and
substance are attained by the chill.

Elaborate experiments invOlvirig substance transformations should be avoided until
the child appOcietes the conservation of weight and volume (nine-ten years).

The ecosystem conctpt can be understood at a very basic level by the concrete

operational child. Relationships between the elements of the child's own envi-

ronment should be exploed. However, attempts to extrapolate local examples to

a global scale shcad be avoided.

Language becomes more meaningful fo children in this stage_ Hence, they are

better able to communicate and coo rate with one another. The child still

grapples with the problem of artic lating his thoughts. Vocal communication,

particularly in of argumentation, should be encouraged to assist the

child in developing language skills. Debates dt ing with localized issues

would be appropriate.

To .datb, EE programs have not been designed to correspond to the cognitive abil-

ities of the student. Considering the body of knowledge regarding children's
-intellectual capabilities, this situation exists co the detriment of EE courses
especially for children in the primary and elementary grades. A union of these

two fields would produce higher quality and more effective EE program. It is

essential that children today participate in EE courses, but if the message is
not presented at the right time and in an appropriate manner, the ultimate goal

of "educating tomorrow's arents, teachers, and leaders" is dealt a seriou blow.

1B2
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DEVELOPING A UNIQUE ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

Dr. Eugene Bammel
Division of Forestry

West Virginia University-Morgantown
Morgantown, West Virginia

When analytic thought...is applied to experience, something
is always killed in the process. That is fairly well under-
stood, at least in the arts. Mark Twain's experience comes
in mind, in which, after he had mastered the analytic knbw-
ledge needed to pilot the Mississippi River, he discovered
the river had lost its beauty. (Pirsig, 1974, p. 77)

It is convenient and effective to categorize environmental education programs
as having either a biological approach or a resource management approach
(Shaeffer, 1975, p. 1). Such a dichotomy, though helpful, informative, and
universally accepted, can be misleading, Environmental education is certainly
indebted to biology and to all the sciences, biological and-Social, that com-
pose resource management. But the roots of environmental education lie deeper
than science educatron and for their nutriment require a completion most easily
derived from that branch of human experience so boldly described as "Humanities".

It is obvious that most undergraduates who choose forestry as their undergraduate
major do so because they are attracted to the woods and the great outdoors. But

in the course of four years, something happens. Perhaps as a result of studying
Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Ecology and Mensuration, that love for the out-
doors is :eplaced by the approach of the statistician and accountant. The one-

. time lover of the outdoors returns to the woods, hard-hit in one handpocket
calculator in the other, and sees oak trees in terms of diameter breast high,
and leafy boughs as forest canopy limiting growth of the shade-intolerant species.
Seeing the changes in attitudes in a short space of time is a disconcerting ex-
perience.

From all the literature dealing with the interrelationship of the sciences and
the humanities, few writers have been as lucid as Alfred North Whitehead, who
retired from a chair of Mathematics to accept a ch=air in a Philosophy Department.
In his book, The Aims of Education, Whitehead (1949) asserts that all education
par-zes through three stages:

Romance
Precision

Generalization

Learning begins when the imagination falls in love with something--when an objet
of contemplation causes enough delight that the learner ts drawn again and again

to dwell upon that object. This stage Whitehead calls "Romance", for this word
signifies attraction, allure, longing to be with an object of apparently insatia-

ble curiosity. The "Romance" of a sexual attraction is a case in point: We are

attracted to the unknown, the mysterious, the provocative. (This is not to sug-

gest that one cannot find the familigr provocative. The familiar has its own

style of novelty and mystery. We might invert the French adage that the more a

thing changes, the more it terrains the same: "the more a thing remains the same,

the more it changes"). So, too, says Whitehead, the love of learning is the
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basis of all education: that powering hunger to put oneself in the midst of

the unknown. Basking in the'mysterious is not enough, however, for we long

to become more precise about the object of our love. When we fall in love

with someone, we cannot gather enough details of thac person's background,

neighborhoods, schooling, natural history. So, too, in knowledge of the world,

we enter a stage of "Precision", a time of exact measurement, careful obser-

vation, _prediction, verification. It is in this second stage that we are

scientists.
C

Generalization. The scientific vision must give way, says Whitehead, to a

deeper vision, characterized by the mind-set of "Generalization". Here the

tonary goes beyond science to see the wider application of knowledge and

c,-es to grasp the humanitarian and social implicationi, Very ir4partant to

understanding Whitehead's vision here is the stress placed upon the fact that

each level requires the continued application of the preceding level rather

than the replacing cr eliminating of it.

Environmental education is loo easily religated to the sphere of precision,'

sometimes to the realth of "teaching science in the outdoors". As RedericK

Nash phrased it, "Another challenge Environmental Education rust face in the

future is to stem the gradual erosion of environmental studies into environ-

mental science" (Nash, 1976, p. 5'- I think it is not so much an erosion as

a constant tendency for that whi-a enjoys a certain cultural dominance to assume

absolute monarchy--a sort of manifest destiny" performance. The students we

attract to environmental studies are probably not much different from forestry

majors: They come because they are romatically attracted to the environment.

In the decade of the seventies, many of them have just found the world, found

it an immensely attractive, but severally endangered, environment.

Environmental studies must never lose that element of attraction, allure, of

dealing with the mysteriousness of nature in all her seasons and all aer vagaries.

It must, of course, be scientific, for we have the opportunity to be precise and

accurate in our observation, to be able to predict consequences of rearranging

nature, and to be protective and solicitous of the environment in ways that only

science will allow.

The stage with which environmental educat should be primarily , Is

Generalization, for it is in environmental :%udies that we most clearly 1

with policies and management, with wise use a.d practical preservation. As

Pettus said "The goal of envirenmental education is to bring about informed

environmental policies for society which will be commtible with the maintenance

of a suitable planetary environment" (1976, p. 48). Ful' scale programs which

follow this pattern are best exemplified by the graduate program at the Univer-

sity of Michigan,.where precise nature knowledge is allied to the study of such

fields as law, political science, and sociology.

Precision. If one were to level a broadside criticism at current environmental

education programs, it,would be that precision is overemphasized to the detriment

of appreciation (romance) and application (generalization). Precision is only

valuable if it in,reases appreciation. It is so easy to.make precision an end

in itself, to make cataloguing and identifying the goal, rather than the means'

to increased appreciatinn. Whitehead rejuvenates the vision of the romantic

poets who had an inten,,e appreciation of nature and generalized that appreciation

from the particular (one impulse from a vernal wood) to the universal (of moral

evil and of good). Perhaps Blake's Auguries of Innocence does it best of all:



To see a World id Grain of Sand

And a Hedven in a Wild Flower,
Hold Infinity in the palmof your hand
And Eternity in an hour.

Summer tature Studies

At West Virginia University, an attempt was made to!putcogether a program

that would embody these idyls. A number of people/ in the College of Arts

and Sciences had displayed an ardent interest in the environment and a few

had indicated a willingness to collaborate with a Professional school in

i
undergraduate education. It appeared, however, th t if we were to emphasize

the romance or attraction of the countrYside, the nglish Department would be

our best bet. An indeed, we found a professor-oflpoetry who was quite in-
terested in nature poetry and felt that his own education in the natural

sciences could benefit from such exposure to the 9utdoors. From our own

faculty we chose an interpretive naturalist, a sortial scientist interested

in studies of perception, artd the resident humanist. The program'iS con-

ducted in June at the University Biology Station 1/4t Terra Alta in rural

Preston County. At the present stage of development we are stressing the

"Romance of Nature" aspect, with.a study of the prose and poetry characteristic,

of the romantic attraction to the outdoors. Nattire walks are conducted by poet
I

and scientist, with more emphasis placed on the enjoyment aspect of existence

in the woods than on learning taxonomy and nomeniclature. ..-

1

Programs such as this are dependent upon the leVel,..of sophistication of the

clientele. Many people who apply to the prograM are really looking for an

elementary conservation course or basic field biology course. These things

have been done before and done very well. Whil. e our program is elementary '

enough that n one will be "outclassed" by thb !discussions aud discoveries,

the program presupposes the kinds of exposure to science and literature that

most college graduates haye. The pedagogy behind the program tries to walk

a tightrope between "all learning is self-learziling, all discovery is self-

discovery" and "in order to appreciate or geneyalize, one must know the facts".

i_

In the future, we intend to'seek support for the program by including it in

an adult "Forest Industries" Camp, where 3te4ing a course between "romantic"

and "classic" may be much more d)fficult. A program such as this, howeyer,

could be reduplicated in many ways at many 11 0:erent levels. In a high school

program, it could justify the inclusion ,..,f ,t,i fdoors-oriented English teacher.

In grade school the need to express what oneihas felt in exposure to the worl,'

of nature lends itself very easily to the wr4ting of poetry or brief passages

of descriptive prose.' At any level, it can elp the participants to be arti-

culate about their grasp of man's place in n tpre. '

In this paper I have tried to follow Whiteh ad's suggestion by presenting some

of the Romance and Precision of the develo*g of one environmental educatibn

prograrl I should like to complete the tri d by offering a few appropriate

generalizations. First of all, I believe w miss a large and potentially in-

fluential audience by not orienting some pr grams to people beyond the college

years. The West Virginia Department of Natural Resources offers spring and

fall weekend nature walks, and they are persistently overfubscribed. The

average age of participants is slightly over forty, with a large number of

retired peple being included. Several different hikes are planned so that

people can pit their ability against the level of difficulty they feel corn -

fortable with. A naturalist- offers some background the first night, and the
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Department Natural Resources personnel put on an educational-,cumnt.!r-

tainmer- nrogram the second night. A naturalist is the leader of each hike,

and people seem to seek out companions of similar interests and;curiosities.

I think we also miss the boat when we are too narrowly scientific. I have

been pleasantly surprised at the knowledge of. music and poetry possessed by

some of West Virginia's renowned naturalists. For many of us, the movement

into the scientific world is movement that leaves behind the gushiness or

emotionality of poetry, music, or the arts generally. But as Whitehead says,

science is only one moans of coming to grips with reality. Emotion, Romance,

and Intuition are also means of finding outselvesat home in the real.

As a final illustration of Romance, Precision, Generalization, and Environ-

mental Education, let me end with an anecdote and a poem. A grOuP of West

Virginians who had followed the Monongahela Forest Controversy with some care
took a number of field trips and read a number of articles on clear-cutting
a-d select-age cutting,as forest management techniques. They appreciated

the beauty of a forest, the majesty of hundred.year old oaks, and they under-

stood the economics of forest management well enough to accept timbering and

even clear-cutting as sad but comprehensible necessities. Nothing expressed

the sentiments of the group better than the following poem by Gerard Manley

Hopkins, entitled "Binsey Poplars". I would never attempt to explain or de-

fend clear-cutting without somehow purging my emotions of sadness at the action

by reading or recit:ng this poem:

My aspens dear, whose airy cages quelled,
Quelled or quenched in leaves the leaping sun,
All felled, felled, are all felled:

Of afresh and following folded rank
Not spared, not one
That dandled a sandalled

Shadow that swam or sank
On a meadow and rive, and wind-wandering wee-winding bank.

0 if we but knew what we do
When w' delve or hew-

Hack and rack the growing green!
Since country is so tender

To touch, her being so slender,
That, like this sleek and seeing ball
But a prick will make'no eye at all,

,Where we, even where we mean
to mnd her we end her,

When we hew or delve:
.After-cOmers cannot guess the beauty been.

Ten or twelve, only ten or twelve
Strokes of havoc unselve

The sweet especial scene,
Rural scene, a rural scene,
Sweet especial-rural scene.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
EXPERIENTIAL LE;.RVING, PERCEPTION, AND INFORMATION PROCESSING

Dr. Lei Lane Burrus-Bammel
Dr. Gene Bamniel

Division of Forestry
West Virginia University
Morgantown, West Virginia

Environmental Education's methodology has parallelled the development of
basic science education techniques with the historical sequence of

'1. identification
2. collection
3. experimentation
4. ' exploration

5. ob:Ser ,%ion, and finally.
6.. experiencing or acclimatization (Van Matre, 1972).

The -ignificance of this "hands-on" experience is demonstrated by the choice q
our pre-conference topic, "The Role of Experiential Learning in Undergraduo,e
Environmental,Education." The main concerns of experiential learning and under-
graduate environmental education need to be'viewed in terms of other major learn-7
ing variables. Martin pointed out a weakness in the field of Outdoor and
Environmental Education when he commented that "frequently, we make the assump-
tion that the activities, the mode o- settir.g of teaching are the sole variable of
significance" (1975:136). Learning is a complex process of social, psychological,

'0' and environmental interaction.

What are the processes and important variables that affect the end"product
of an educational program? ThL ,ommunication process, the perceptual process, pd
information processing are affected by the learning parameters of

1. the nature of the learner
2. the nature and type of feacher, and teaching style
3. the nature of knowledge
4. the teaching/learning milieux (Schwab and Harper, 1970).

The model, "Variables Af.ecting Experiential Learning," illustrates the inter-
relationsbips_of_theyari is processes and variables. The rest of the paper
will be devoted Co explanation, research support, and practical implica;dons.

The basic foundation far the model is the perceptual process. The term
"perception" is often used as if it were a one-stage process that occurs automat-
ically and is identical for everyone. Actually, perception involves the four
stages of input, integration, output, and feedback. The input might be the same
for all, but individual differences effect,the other three stages not only in
effectiveness and efficiency, but also in variety of response. This process can
be viewed as a servo-mechanism that contains both constantmeitoring and a feed-
back loop syste-1. Feedback, which is part of the output, serves as further input
at the monitoring level.

Input. There are (four major sources of input, the first being an environ-
mental factor = the specific setting - and three that have to uo with the social-
communication process. The most important environmental van .ble in experiential
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learning is novelty, for "stimuli which- use arousal will be those which are

novel, very intense or signals of dangentecause it is to these that hay.tuation

least easIly 'occurs" (Welford, 1968:264). Novel infothation receives attention

© add is processed even in an overload situation when there is more input than the

syltem ean process. Longitudinal studies are needed to demonstrate that the

general arousal, attitude and/oi- knowledge gainedundei novel situations' will

be retained hen the students have re-entered their original environment. .

EnvirAnments for experiential learning sometimes take the form of short-term but

very intense programs. Since proadbent (1957) has demonstrated that people are

basically one-channel processors (being able to attend to one message at a time)

when sensory inputis,bigh, experiential programs will have-to be careful'not

overload the sys.tem. When overload occurs, tne individual decides what should

be processed. In that event, educators cannot assure that the most important

or desirable information is being processed. 'In a situation of informatien over-

load, which may occur most obviously and purposefully in a multi - projector, multi -.

media program, the intended informational objectives May be sidestepped completely.

There are severe limitations to tAe<rate at which material can be learned. During

World War II, the U.S. Army developed "crash" learning prk,rams to impart basic

skills in as brief a time as Tossible. Language learning,-which can involve the

creation of a whole new environment, has
when

great success when taught this

way. 'Environmental education programs, when conducted in a camp or conference

setting, also adopt this intensified learning format._ Depending on the objectives

of the, program,.such an 'arrangement may or may not be beAficial. Experience with

a four-week program at the Terra Alta Biology Station indicates that, while ./

massive factual learning seems to take.place in a 'short period of time, long-term

retention appears to be less than in a regular onl-semester course. If the,

objectives for the course were socia'ization and.enj5yment'in the midst of a

nature appreciation and awareness experience, such a short program 'would far ot-

score the regular semester -long arrangement.

Environmental programs*, whether they intend to or not, change individuals

through social communication, and social communication has been shown to involve

'the following five independent variables: -,j

.1. source factors

2. message factors

3. channel factors

4. receiver factors

5. destination factors

a

3

The first three variables (source, message, and channel) are part of the innt.

Attributes of the source: credibility,attractiveness, and power add to the

impact of a program. Apparently information or'argumentsare not evaluated if

the source'is viewed as an objective experti.e. has Credibility.

0
An individual's tendency to accept a communication depends, in part,

upon how well-informed, intelligent, and trustworthy he believes the

communicator toy be (Dick, McKee, Wagar; 1974:8).-

If self-esteem through identification with the Source can be enhanced, then.,

there is also greater acceptance of the resulting message. from that source.

Often membership ranks aredetermined by the image people have of a particular

group. This use of grow-affiliapion by image alteration is effectively em-

ployed in advertising. ,Tne same factors apply in all human communityestablish-

ment. Just as one is made more loveable by using new Deodorant Dial, or more

energetic by showering with Zest, so one is made more'humane by identifying with X
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Leopold Stokowski, or mdre ecological by identifying with Fuel. Gibbons.-
.,

,/

Most environmental education programs-list attitudinal change as an objective..

Both attitude change and knowledge are affected by factors of the message. "''` - ,

Persuasive appeals can be 'rational or emotional:. Research indicates a positive .

relationship betwtren intensity of fear arousal rand amount of,attitude change '

(McGuire, 1969:204). This might help, explain the abundance. of "Oomi's day" film

and material. Metier concluded, after investigatinhe effectS of various anti-'

litter messages on knowledge and behavior, that "the most effective a?prOach

the conser onist can take is a'negative,* punishment-oriented approach° (1971:52).

Other factors ch as ClariLy, humor, skill in -eresentation play a role. For

example, the persuasive messagesIthat have exWicitly drawn a-conclusion seem to

be more effective than those messages thatleave the conclusion up to the

receiver, especially iethere is little motivation and time for the recipient to
arrive at conclusions. Once again we notice the time factor that may have been

- .,

overlooked in environmental education research. When should conclusiOns be
presented,.ftrst or last? First if the serial position effect of memory is' e

applied (recall reflects the prisentation order of fil'ist, last, and then middle). .

Last, if any inquiry method is to be folloWed. This discrepancy calls for not 0!.

4.) only further research in the area of experiential learning, but more 114:;ediately,,

for some care aod'cautien in the use of, the experiential method. Suppose the

goal is "learning the difference between 'Sycamore hnd Maple leafs'''. Some previous

instruction is necessary -- enough to be able to identify likely sources of these
two similar leaves, th6.ir comparison and differentiation, and then, perhaps further -

questions, such as: Where do the Sycamore grow? Does the type of soil affect

leaf size? ,
. . .

How is the message.to. be communicated? MdLuhan (1964) became famous fok
suggesting that the medium was more important than the content. Here again, the'

favorable memories that 'campers recall may indicate the environmental me sage was
.. mt

well received, or it may only indicate that they had a good time atdcamp. There

is also some evidence that long-maintained contact produces favorable inclinations.

Integration."4There ar4la host of other input considerations, but for now the
previous discussion on environment, source of communication, message, and the

channel will suffice. The input_ stage is followe integration. Integration

involves receiver factors, which are individual rences related to process-.

ing the perceived information. The important qu .n here is Vie role of active
p-rticipation on learning, Attitude chaage and in vidual strategy of processing

4 (individual differences in perceivLng, translatin storing`, retrieving and

decision making). Environmental educators, among others, seem to assume that

A givet communication will be more persuasive to the &tent that the
receiver is,dalled upon to participate actively by improvising'its
contents, rather than merely reading passively a communi^ation prepared
for him. The resultg, however, are quite to' the'Contrary (McGuire,

1969:235).

Greenbaum (1963), Jansen and StoluroW (1962),Moluire (1961) and Mcquire and
Papageorgis (1961) found that more opinion changed with "passive reading than with

active improvisation. The explanation offered is as follows:

The person is generally unprepared and unmotivated to find theyappro-

priate information with wlAch to improvise, and hence is ore affected
by'the.passive reading of uepackaged persuasive communications (McGuire,

1969:236).
7
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Three --Ietho4s of learning.:-simulation ex eines, simulation games,-and a control

method using,f s--were compared for the ffectiveness in fostering facts,

concepts, relationships and favorable artitude, ds ecology in the 3rd, 4F

and 8th grade. No significant difference was found (Fenney et al., 1974)..

This.might mean that experAntial learning still needs to be goal directive and
highly structured; that:tresearchmethods for mcasurgient.need'to be improvgd; or

that age, knowledge and other variablei need to be.cOnsidered.
1

THe integration stage of the perceptual procesSNs compriged Of various
receivers, coders (transducers), storage systems and-re ievers of tie individual's

information processing, system. Environmental.Educatio programs can alter

.perceptual.set so that attention and consequently rec tion can be directed to

new or different inforreation..- Practice or rehearsal of a new activity can improve

theeffectiveness and efficiency o he information pracesing system. One who

never noticed or differentiated rd `fig can quickly prick up and develop the

ability to perceive and, recognize'variou bird calls, It is a fairly well accepted

, fact, that the senses develop'(serfory di ferentiated learning) impart, to the!
degree that the environment demands (Burrus-BAlmel, 197:6-3". Kephart (1969) phrased'

it in this fashion: structure detemines function which in turn determines future

structure.' Thisiimplies that actions repeated affect the structure anatomically

and/or physiologically.

New informatibn, once ieceived,%will either exit the system (be lost) or, go

to-one of the storage units. If the information is extremely important,to the-`
Aldividualor,closely related to other stOrednformation, it might go directly
to long - rift storage.. Most new information passes through short-term storage
before lit ends up- in long-terth storage. Data from signals cat be stored i4
short-term until other mhanisms are ready to use them as a basis for action, or
for severalseconds. 'Shoit-term will, however, lose information 'rapidly in the

absence of sustained attention since data in this store are extremely vulnerable'

to interference from other'material coming after, or to any shift in the subject's

attention; Short -term storage can also, involve recirculation of the data'which
dtpt onlz pnolones the,parlod of :etenticni by. "rewriting" the traces in the short- '

term itself, but also tends 'o pass m terial,to long-term storage- -the main

storage Unusedi s '11 event' 'illy be lost from long-term. There is a

,school of thoUght t mainta s that nothing is ever..lost from long-term, father

the difficulty is In the retrieving. Thii would explain the :imp rtance of key

words or events that bring information to the surface that had p eviousky'beeli long

' neglected. Various mnemonic deviCes are often helpfukin the m moiy process.

Some.environmenfA programs Offer a large quantity of information in a short

period of time. Immediate pre and post testing can demonstrate a significant

differenee, but what would a half-yearjpr year retention test indicate (Burrus-

Bammel, 1977) ?, More envirpnmental educidn research invol4ng a control group

in order to demOnAratethat the E.E. Pnfogram is significantly different from.a

period of "traditional" class room or another special program is needed, for

"research appears to have been done on4hose things easiest'to grasp rather than
in terms of what in-needed tope known" sOonaldson, 1972:9)%

The overriding question is, What'ke the objectives? Is it attitudes,

knowledge, awareness, appreciation, dr a combination of the above?

There is'a-critical need to define the objectives common to the
several, types of environment related educational prodgfams and

devise an overall strategy for their respective application
(Hendee, 1972:19).
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It could be that the E.E.,progxams concerned with attitudes do no bEgin
. .

early enough. Research has-indicated that maximum'suggestibility is generally
found at about eight or nine yeats of age and :After that it declines until
adolescence when .it levels off (Barber an& Calverley, 1964; Messerschmidt, 1933;
StitkPi, 1958; McGuire, 1969): "The link-between goals and strategieg canner be..,

over-emphagized"' (Horn, 1971:20).s
.

1

)
2..

*.
4

r-

Some'states have developed a comprehensive E.E. progfam Roth.(1970:85) . .

and others -have pointed to ,the difficulty of establishing an appropriate seqUence -

of events. -It is important to have.an effective, Jogical sequence; Ideally,
attitudes.could be established by an early age which would prOispose children
favorably to learning factual information that could support theirattitudes,

.

increase their awareness and promote greater appreciation: ;
... . ,

Oufput and Feedback. Past experience which,could be in the form of
attitudest howledge,,appreciatlon or awareness helps determine iTces-choice of, a

.otita,put--the third stage of the perceptual process. ThiThis outpUt could be Physital
and/or mental. Part of the output, knwledg6 (awareness) of the action, is fed'
back into die uStem both internally and.externally; thus We can sense the
movement and see or feel the effects of the action. Feedback.is the final,stage
of the perceptual process which also serves as the beanving for another sequence

1 since new input is supplied. "perhaps no general conceptNar principle is more
important for interpretation than that of feedback" (yield and Nagar, 1973:16). 1

.1

A part of output not only is. directed back as input, but it also can serve
as knowledge.Of results for the source. The source, teacher, needs to be aware
of the reaction to thermessage and, the channel%-tWhat is effective for one class,
one age, etc. tiay or may not be for another.' An effective communicator must
constantly be aware df the receivers' responses.,

Conclusion. Lxperie t al learning would seim to foster great'etr colttrol
over future desired action, because the actual rise of the system improves-the
ability c the system.' Th efore, physical control and retrieval` ability would_
be increased more than in the usual .direttive, command type of passive learning

.mode. While it appears that there are greater "fringe" benefits'toethe
experiential type of program, can these be measured? %

A major al Of an E.E. program should be'to hPrrifonize the individual's
output with the esir estination of,themessage, whether that is attitude

- .change knowledge, awa eness, or appreciation.

The education field is develpping and the need is increasing for effective
gograrn. W4 can get bogged down in the concern with the content of our
ograma and forget to stud); the medium. Due a ntion Must be paid to studies

.
in perception and information p6cessing_if we e tcrinaltimize out opi4tunities.
To paraphrase McLuhan, the receiver will, not get the message, if the medium fails

_ to mediate. '

,.
,.!..,-4
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NFORMATION'S EFFECT ON ATTITUDE: A LONGITUDINAL STUDY0

Dr. eilane Burrus- Bammel
Division of Forestry.

' West Virginia University
Morgantown, Wegt Virginia

Introduction

s

Attitudes, behavior, and knowledge.are often mentioned in statements of obiectives
of many environmental education programs. It seems that there is an assumption
that attitudes affect behavior and that knowledge in turn affects attitude.
r...tridee has tailed these assumptionsthe folklore of environmental education and
has pointed out the need for investigation and reviewing research literature
(Hendee, 1972). Wicker reviewed the attitude-behaidor consistency.articles and
cOnclude4,thate s. 4

c
it is 'considerably more likely thgt attitudes will he.unrelated or
only slightly related to overt bAaviors than that attitudes will
be closely related to actions (1969:65).

Only rarely can as much as 10 percent ofthe variance in overt
behavioral measures be accounted for by, attitudinal data (1969:65)._

The same type 'of correlation problem exists between knowledge and attitude. "I

haVe severely questioned whether information has any effect upon attitudes and
wh tiler attitudes have any effect on behavior" (Abelson, 1972:23).

.

Not o ly are many programs based upon these unproven assumptions, but numerous
resear papers discuss these terms without definitions; this makes comparisons ,
difficu t and application of findings nearly impossible. Eleven articles have
appeared in the Journallf Environmental, Education on.tfie topic of attitudei
(Bart, 1972a; Bart, 1972b; Bowman, 1975; Carlson, 1974; Cohen, 1973; Hounshell
and Liggett, 1973; Knepp, 1972; Pettus, 1976; Ramsey and Rickson, 1976; Stamm
and Bowes, 1972; Watkins, 1975), bui only Cohen. and Knapp defined their term.

What is an attitude? Is it the
0
result of a cognitive-affekye-conative

(knowing-feeling-acting) analytis? Allport's (1935) definition involved the
following five components:

1. it is a mental and neuralstab4,
'2. of .1-411nes§ to respond

3. organized
4. tbrough experience
5. exertink atdirective and/or dynamic influence on behavior.

k
,

a
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Attittde was also viewed by'Allport as the seccnd point along a single continuum

.f of opinion, attitude, interest and value. Tihese ideas were published just prior

to tt3g shift of:concentration fom attitude esearch (late 1930's) to group

dynamics (1950.). "Any ttpic. that has received a'great deal of attention fat an

extended period of time 'tends to kose its novelty and hturistic kovocativenesS"

(McGuire, 1969:137). The concernlor attieudes returned 07 1960 and Since that

.time Lechliqued, methodologies and theories have become more sophisticated.
Allport's previous cognitive-affective-conative aspects of attitudes havp been
recently relegated by Rokeach to the cognitive, affective, behavioral components,

of beliefs. An attitude was, now considered as "a relatively enduring organiza-
tion of beliefs about an object or situation predisposing one to respond in some
prefersntial manner" (1975:134). The attitude-behavior relationship is further

supported by studies of Fishbein and Ajzen. They present an impressive argument

that attitudes, "a predi.sposition to respond in a eonsistentmanner," are related

to overt behavior and can be predictive of mu)tiple-act behaviol_ the pattern of

behavior (Fishbein an Ajzen, i974:59,61). Attitudes, however, cue most commonly
defined as the favorable or,unfavorable resVionse tewad a statement, evert, °or

class of objects.

West VirginiaForest-Industries Camp
.

. '
'

The purpose of,this study was tOlinveetigate the immediate, intermediate, and

. ' long term effect that a week long environmental education youth camp, indepen-

dentdentvariable, would have on. the dependent variables 13f knowledge and attitude.

In the present study attitude and knowledge were defined as

Attitude. The subject's total score for favorablesor unfavoraGle--,

resporats to 16 Likert type statements on a variety of environmental
.:.

.4:0. _topics.
- r

.r

. '..1
.%

. Knowledge. The student's total score on 15 true-false items which are .

form\dated Wascettain the participant's environmental conceptual and/

. or factual infOMation base.
. -

qv
In 1975 Bennett.,pqinted out that very little hard dat a had been gathered to

determine the resulting' effects of various environmental education programs.

Not,one.of the 117 abstracted studies in Research in Outdoor Education corre-
lated knowledge and, attitude nor reported attitude or knowledge change over

various time periods. In her opcning remarks on "The Dynamics of Research"

for the Nattonal Research WorkS'hop, van der.Smissen commented t

there need to be mgr studies concerning retention; how long does

a 'peakexperience' have impact? There seems to be a great need,

for reinforcement after leaving the resident program (1975:14).

Hypothesps for the study'were:.
-

The West Virginia Forest. Industries Camp woned produce a sib fi-

cant change (.05) from pre-test to ii'ost-test on both the knoctedge

and attitude test.

iQ 00
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2. The experimental groups/would diffentsignificantly between
the pre-test and retention test.

.

` 3. The control group would vary sighificantly f;vm.the euerimentl
on the retention 'test.

-

The Wept Virginia .Forest Industiies Camp's staff teaches envikonmental educa-,'
tion in a camping atmosphere with speoific emphasis placed on forests and
forest industry. .Selected campers are predominantly rural males 16 to'20 years

of age, each of them baying been tecommended by ,a forester, tlacheror other
youth leadet. Final selectionywas basedUpon written recommendations and state-
ments of interest by the indilidual applicant. The camp is sponsoredgy West
Virgihia University and the Forest Industries of West Virginia. Each contri-

butes resources to theprOduction and delivery of a week of intensive instruc-
tion with thrl expectation that certain goals will be met. The goal was to develop

a fundamental philosophical 'attitude that views the environment in which people,
live as a total system that has as its major component a natural system upon
which are imposed the social, political and economic systems. Thetefore,the
teaching program focused upon'6eveloping a specific unoterstandtng of,the!Tastern
Hardwood Forest ecosystem and the knowledge that it can be used to produce the i

goods and services required by people without destroying or degrading its con-

tribution to the environment. tar classroom instructional,materials were
developed and tested priorto the tamp, as were the field exercisee. On the day

before camp began, the instructional staff met and conducted .a lull dress

-rehearsal.- /
.

. Camp Procedure

,

During the week at Camp Pocahontas:the participants were isolated from the usual
. .types of Tedia such as television, radio, and newspapers. The campers did

receive illustrated evening lectures, took part in on-site role playing where .

grouas assumed defensible single-use* advocacy positions, and sought to harmonize,

differences with other single -use groups. '9.eld trips provided knoWledge of'the

forest ecosystem and included tours of wood products prants which demonstrated

the rogress from log to finished wood product, and on-site practical demonstra--

N\11

tion with camper participation (experience installing transects and recording
data't at provided a picture of the forest, plants, animals; and historical use).

By the close of the sess6n, the individuals had received information of'the ;

tangible benefits of wood, water, recreation, as well as the intangible aesthetic

influences. The one -week camp dealt with knowledge of the procesges that main-

:*
. tain the ecosystem, awareness.of injurious agents, of multiple use, and with social

_ action pricesses. The campers became aware of the complexities of forest land
management, and of the opportunities and responsibilities associated with forest

ownership.
c

qi>

*cats opposed to multiple-use, that is, the production of two or more prolicts

- from the same area.
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,Evalua4on
s't

A written objective test was given at the begirning o the week to determine'
\attitUdes, conceptual knowledge, and factual knowledge. This same instrument
was administered at the close of camp in order to establish whether or not, any
change in attitudes or knowledge had occurred, and if change had occurred, the
direction and degree of that change. The info'rmation so obtained would serve
as feedback for the individual instructors 4nd the camp education director to .

use for identifying subject areas that might need modification for future pro-
, grams as well al,determining the elfects of the program over time.

Attitudes were measured by application of a Likert type scale which is "easy
to construct and administer" as well as being "valid and reliable in measuring
attitudes4toward a variety of environmental topics" (Millward, 1975:50). Each
participant responded to 16 statements (Appendix A) such as, "A forest that is
managed fob timber production has little use for ether purposes such as recrea-

.tion, wildlife, and pure water". Respybsea were made by c:Ixcling.either SA
(strongly agree), A (agree), D (disagfee),SD (strongly disagree), qr DK (don't
know). A reliability coefficient of .84 was determined by, analyzing the 1976
control group test-retest scores (Table 1): Responses from'a panel of three
experts, were averaged tkestablish an overall validity coefficient of .92.

The ng.ii." 15 items on the tet were of true-false nai-iire and were formulated
to ascertain the participant's concieptual,or factual knowledge bas;, (Appendix B).
A reliability coefficient of .90 was determined by analyzing the 1976 control
group test-retest scores (Table .0

4
TABLE I

LINEAR REGRESSION TEST- RETESTGNOWLEDGE AND RELIABILITY COEFFICIENT

0 ,

Knowledge x SD R T
-F. Ratio. df

Summer-1976
(N=29) Control

Six month retention 20.267

(n=29)

5.841 '
56.36'6 13 .901**

6.734

Attitude.
Summer'1976 Control a.937 4

e436 32.978 14 .838*

'J 3.831 .434,

** .99 High correlation 1
* .80- .89 &god (Meyers and Blesh, 1962:63)

11.0.

Twenty-nine (29) young men, in 1975, participated in what would be called'a
one-group pre -tact, post-,test design, actuallya pre - experimental design that
according to Campbell and StanNy (1963) is widely used in educational research.
The camp had been using this internal evaluation procedure, a one group pre-
tek, post -test design, for several years. A problem with the design, h.owel'.7ex,
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is that the internal validity is weak, and other factors (:..xtraneous variables)

could offer plausible alternative hypotheses to the actual camp experience

("X") for explaining the difference between the pre- and post-test. Therefore,'

in 1975, another group of males (N=23) in the same age range who had also

applied to the summer camp program but couldn't be accommodated, were also given

the test shortly aftcr the sui.mer program was completed. This procedure added

the near equivalence_of post-test only control group. Hence the previously

uncontrolled factors of hiStory, maturation, and instrumentation were partially

TactoreA out.

The Trocleure could be diagrammed in tha following manner, with "0" representing

some .type of observation of the dependent variable, in this situation the tests:

"X" indicating the independent variable, the summer camp program.. Symbols on a

horizontal line refer to the same group, while verticals refer tc the same point

in time.

1975 Pre -test Camp Post -test

Experimental (Camp) Group (N=29) 0 X 0

.Control (Non-camp) Group (N=23) 0

Addition of the "post-test only control group" helped to eliminate the plausible

explanationith'at the difference between the experimental group's pre` -'and post-

test was due'to s at factor other than the camp experience. The fact that both

groups were receiving some new information daily is kept in balance by the testing

of the,contro1 group. .The "one group pre-test, post-test" could indicate that

the camphad caused a significant change in the camper's attitudes and knowledge

during the week, but one would not know if it was significantly greater than the

experiences of the non-camp youth. The question is not as simple as "X" versus

no "X", but 'rather "X" versus normal situations. Possibly the newspapers could

have run.an article on ecosystems and the forest, or educational television Blight

have shown a film on forest management. The roof question being.teSted is: -.'Is

the effect of the camp experience significantly.different'from that -of-a normal'

summer week in changing attitudes and knowledge?"

Results ftom the 1975 data indicated that'there was for the campers (experimental-

group) a significant attitude-and knowledge change during the week at camp aid

that the Rost-test of the campers varied significantly from that of the control

group (Tables, II and III, Figures 1 & 2.).4 The data could. piedict whdt would

happen once the campers returned to their preYious environment, previous

-behavior patterns and. previous peer groups. Would the significant knowlege and

attitude change endure over time? Therefore, the same-general procedure wa'S

repeated in 1976 with an additional 6month retention tesn The i14htical; test

-was also/mailed to the 1975 groups in order to provide a yearaand n half reten-

tion measure. This(procedure could be diagrammed in thefollowing manner.

Retention:

Pre-test,- Camp Post -test 6'ms. 1 1/2s year

1975 Exp. G. (NF32) 0 X 0 (NF29) 0 (N=li)t

1935 Control (N=23) 0 0.

. 1976 Exp. G. (N=36) 0 I 0 0 (N=30) -

.1976 rontrol'(N=29)* "; 0.. r 0'(N=29)

\-.JWhy
.
weren't.the contror groups pre- and post-tettZ? 'Dug to the mailing response

rate,
.

the two tests could not be equally separbted by a week/A future posseri-
(..

\
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lity is to test a local' group for the control group instead of a mail kg to

various parts of the state. The response rate was too iuw for the1975

grOp for statist ..cal analysis. All subjects for the 1975 experimental and
control groups were young males 16 to 20 years oe age, In 1976, however,
approximately 20 percent of the experimental and 30 percent of the control group
participants were young females. Eleven (11) females and 32 males were on the

approved list for each group, 7 actually participated in'the camp and 9 in the

control situation. The response rate for the 1975 experimental group year and
a half retention test was 37.5 percent, 69.76 for the 1976' experimental reten:
tion tettand.67.44 for the 1976 control 6 month retention test.

Results and Discussion

Within and Between grodp differences were ,Analy ,d by a paired "t" test; per-
centages on the knowledge test were fransfo .resin valves. Both the

1975 and.1976 Experimental (Camper)'groups . vect oignificantly (.01) between

pre- and poSt-test on attitude and know.Indig (Table II). The control was, always

significantly lower than the, experimental, roup on post-test comparisons-
(Table III, Figures 1 4). Both the 1975/and 1976 experimental groups maintained
the increased attitude and knowledge for there was no significant difference
(.01 or .05) between post-test and retention measures (Table II). This is

supported by the tact that in each aituation the retention test was significantly
higher (.01) than the pre-test (Table It). SuLjec -ts in the control group did

not significantly (.01 or .05) vary between the summer test (post-test equiva-
lent) and the retention test (Table II). The percent of learned knowledge

retained was 78.71 and 68.56 percent of attitude. Between-group (1qta indicated

that the 1976-experimental attitude retention scores were significantly
higher.(.01) than the control ,roup, while the knowledge scores only approached

the .1 level. Therefore, the three previously stated hypotheses for the study
were accepted and the null hypotheses of nossignificant difference rejected.

The relationship between knowledge and attitude was anlayzed, once with a
linear regression with ANOV and once with a Tiant test (similar_to McNemar).
No significant (.01 or .05) relationship was indicated between knowledge and
attitude when the 1976,control group's summer scores, the 1976 experimental
groups pre-test and the post-test (.1) , as analyzed (Table IV). Significance

was hever approached on the Wiant test.

There were cei,taiu limitations due to the non-random nature of.the control
group, low response rate for the 19/5 groups, utilization of the post-test
only design, the tests were not standardized, and the paper-pencil type tests
only serve as one form of check. Recommendation for iurther study would be

to more completely control, the internal validity facto.s of history and matura-
tion by adopting the tfue experimental design of Pre-test, Post -test Control
Group; to determine th spillover or communicative values within society
resulting, from any giv n environmental program.
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ti
t=3.55**

Experimental Pre-T

R=4.192tt-1.935 R=4.10

POst-T Retention

X=3.762<H- t=3.32**

t=13.60**

Control

R=3.712

Figure 1. 1975 Between and within groUp attitude scores.

t= 6.634 **

4
.2

Experimental Fre-T Post-T Retent6on

R=46,814 t=6.809** 7 rc=7 5 . 210 t=1.91 1.> R=66.563

t= 13.664**

Control

R=56.814

Figure 2. 1975' etween and within group knowledge scores.

t=5.17**

4
Experimental Pre-T Post -T

4 /
Retention

.'4 3

t

R=3.722 F=- t= .274** ----). R=4.237 t-1.87 > R=4.093

I t
t=3.310** i tI4.072.**

i

Contrul Retention

R=3.937 t=1.20 ------4 X =3.831

Figure 3. 1976 Between and within group attitude scores.

t=4.058**

Experimental Pre-T Post-T Retention

R=55.315f---t=3.06** -----4 R=69.249 F---- t -.699 --* R=66.283

tI=. 2.594* t=1.779
C

1.

. Control . Retention .

R=58.631 /t-.631---). R=60.00

Figure 4. 1976 Between and within group knowledge scores.
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TABLE II

WITHIN GROUP,PAIRED "t" TEST_

SD x SD Mean D Het df
.

sig.

Pre -test Post-test

1975 Exp. G. "A" 3.762 .594 4.193 .648 , .431 3.32 15 **

(N =29). e"'
,

Knowledge 46.814 17.361 75.21 13.152 396 6.809 14 **
0 E

,

1976 Exp. G. "A" 3.722 .502 4.237 .346 .515 4.274 15. **

(N=36)

-Knowledge 55.315 19.717 69.249 10.689 13.934 3.06 14 Ycic

Post-test- Retention

1975 Exp. G. "A" 4%193 .648 4.104 .564 ,090 .935 15 ...

Knowledge 75.21 13.152 66.565 ;.6.014 8.645 1.913 14

1976 Exp. G. "A" 4.237 .346 4.093 .432 .144 1..876 15

Knowledge 69.249 .10.689 66.283 20.734
.

2.966 .6A . 14

1976 Control "A'3 3.937 .436 3.831 .434 .106 1.705 15

Knowledge 58.631 16.314 60.0 00 15.660
r

1.369 .612 14

Pre-test 'Retention

1975 Exp. G. "A" 3.76 .594 4.104 .564 .342 3.557 15 **

Knowledge 46.814 15.277 66.565 16.014 19.751 6.635 14 \ **

1976 Exp. G. "A" 3.722 .502 4.093 .432 .371 5.172 15 i*

Knowledge 55.315 19.717 66.283 20.734 10.968 4.059 14 **

"A" - Attitude
** Significant at .01 level, 15 df 2.947, 14 df
* Significant at .05 level, 15 df 2.131,4.14 df 2.145
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' Table III

BETWEEN GROUP PAIRED fret TEST
e

_
x ; SD

_ *
x . SD - Mean D "t" . t sig'

tip. 'Pre-test Control.test

1975 Attitude 3.762 .594 3.712 .543 .353 . .567
-

e

1975 Knowledge 46.814 17.362 56.814 17.663 . 13.333 . 2.905 14 4 *

1976 Attitude 3.722 , .502 . 3.937 .436 .390- 2.20 15 .*

1976 Knowledge 55.315 19.71-7 58.631 16.314 12.332 .993 14 .

Exp. Pest -test Control test .

1975 Attitude 4.193 .648 3.712 .543 -5320 .3.60 15 **

1975 Knowledge 75.210 13.152 56.814 17.663 '19.443 3.664 ii, fris.

1976 Attitude 4.237 .346 3.937 ,.436 ..300, 3.310 15 . **

-1976 Knowledge 69.249 10.689. 58.631 16.318 10.618 2:594 ' 14 *

Exp. Retention Control ReEen'tion,
......

1976 Attitude 4.093 .432 3.831 .434 .262 --' 4.072 15 **
..._ 4

. .-,,
V .

.
(near

1976 Knowledge 66.283' 20.734 60.000 15.660 13.676 1.779 ' 14 .1)

ttioide
4

** (ant at .01 leve , 15 df 2.947, 14 df 2.977
* Signific t at :05 levea, 15 df 2.131, 14 -cif 2.145
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TABLE IV.

LINEAR RWRESSION WITH ANOV CORRELATION BETWEEN ATTITUDE AND KNOWLEDGE
O

Attitude : -KnowleH:e,
.

SD -.4-~--'7SD F ratio R df gig.

1976 Exp. Gropp
pre - ??cyst

d976 ExP.'G..Post
Pos e' ,

1
,

1....
t

.
3_976 Control G

Summer
. ,

59.778

67.528

62;621

N

5.270

.

7.1i17.).

5.388

'9.167

12.774
i

/

10.483

.

,

2.408

L. ;869

/
r 2.530

/

.752

3.643

.948

.

--'

.147

,/
-.311

'.184

'34

.

'

34

27

1

(.1)

'

,



APPENDIX A

Attitude

.

1.. A:fel-est that i, managed for timber production has little use for ether
puiposes such recreation, wildlife, pure water.

2. t.isnot pbspib or a forest to produce timber, water, recreation and
..Wildlife.

(*

.-":ihe largest portion ofoforest land in .V. should be p aced in preserves
=

2; to provide enjoyment .fr future generations.

4, ;The Nost important use of W.V.'s forest land is to prod ce game and fish
for sportsmen.

',Forests are for people and should be managed to provide all goods and
k_aelyices, timber, water, recreation, etc: '1

Clearcutting is a poor forest practice whetryiewed in a total forest
management sense.

. The most important use of W:V.'s forest land is to.provide a place of
beauty for, people.

. Society should not concernniiself abouttiow for est lands are allocated
for use. Decisions should be left to the.professional forester.

9. Selection cutting is ,a poor foreSt practice when viewed in a total
forest management sense.

10. The most important use of W.V.'s forest land'is LprOduce timber pro-
iduct6 for people.

11. Rational forest policy will recognize the costs as'well as the benefits.

2. The most important use of W, pV.'s forest is to provide a place of recrea-
tion-for people. '

13. Timber harvesting should not be allowed in West Virginia.

14. The wood industry of West Virginia manages its timber .and to produce

timber in such a way as to not destroy the other values.

15. Timber harvesting should be allowed .on forested lands that are ma.taged
for,' that purpose. 4.

,

,16. The most important use of West Virginia's forest rape.h to provide all
goods and services normally available from forest land.
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APPENDIX s

' Conceptual and Factual Knowledge .

1. A Windstorm blows down trees onseveral acres of forest land. Nochanges
will occur in the forest since trees were ehe only part destroyed.

2. Water, sunlight and..soir are all necessary ingredients to the growth and '-

development of forest plants but play only a minor role in producing
adequatenumbers of hawks, bobcats and other such animals.

3. Soil is a non-living part.of the forest ecosystem.

One effectof cutting trees on the stream' ecosystem is, to increase the

.quality of soil material tha'tit carries.

0

5..Insects and other micro-Organisms that occur in the forest ecosystem-

are a mire to its existence.

6. Natural systems are separate and apart,from social., political and

economic systems. That is,there is no relationship=-of one to the

other.
.1

7. West Virginia's forest industry,plays a major role in making forest

management possible, in many privately
V
owned' woodlots.:

8: Soils, elevation, moisture, temperature and compass direction have
little effect on tjie kinds of trees, plants and animals that occur

o that sites

9. Inventorying the forest includes recording of: tree and other plant

species, quality of site relative to tree growth, topographic features

and man-made structures, etc.

10. Properly located and constructed logging roads will reduce thOquantity

ofsoil material'in forest'streams., 1--

11. The most desirable habitat for the white tailed deer and ruffed grouse

is created by heavy selection harvest, cuts or clearcuts.

12. ,Knowledge about the fo est resource and its relationship to the other

t
aspects of our life is necessary before good forest policy'can be

developed. . -

,

Oill
13. In West Virginia it is usually necessary tO replant with'seedlings '''

1
after timBer has been harves «

1.. Forest fires that burn along the surface of the *rest fl ordo not

s damage the larger trees.
0

15. An increment borer is a forest insect pest that occurs
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MUSES, MONITORS AND MILLENNIA:

A CELEBRATION OF CHILp/ENVIRONMENT RELATIONS

AND TRANSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CURRICULA:

Dr. Herbert . Wong

Associate Professor of Env ronmental Education

HuXley eolleg of E ronmental Studies

7;ellingham, Washington

A diacussion of-the-interrelationship of people-environment relations and

environmental education ciftitula-calls for a synopsis' of the entangled web.,

of dogmas, values and ethics. Peerini-arlz-new millenniuk, the crucial

challenge of society in the next quarter century'reflects_the focal issue

maintaining an equitable anddynamic equilibrium between the earth!s

popillation'and its resources. In essence, the' major dilemmas of the world--
society and, its finite tesoure---, Aecessitate a "futures" agenda -in the

whereit,edecation is one of the key change agents.
.1/'

In this age of unpiecedented historical dislocation and discontinuity,

educational change is a hatural accompaniment'of social revolution. Atidst

.this,'constant state of global transition, educational agencies cannot rely

on mete response to.change but must actively participate in Ithe process of
. .

change. This onus on the schools is meritoriously justified. De8pite their &

weaknesses and errors mixed with earnest intents and dedicatotyiservice,
i

. schools "remain one of America's most important inventions for prdtecting

ihd promoting an open society ehd for preparing young people to survive in

an uncertain future" (Shane, 1976). Beyond this, the schools are truly a micro

4ecosysteMatic Illustration of applied democracy in which.as' Ralph'Tyler has

expressed it, "people care, or are learning to care about others." .

N.

We -are undergoing 'malaise and are threatened with ever more deprts ession in

many forms in our nation and Robert Heilbroner has suggested, via Campbell.
(1975), "We affluent Americans will have to give up a great deal. Our privi-

leges are more expensive than we imagine." ;
. :

3, ,,

-Traditionally education has reflected social change. Educationmust, howev r,

accept the challenge of planning for and facilitating these changes. Amara

(1976) cites three prinCipal fronts, on which critidal changes must be made in

order to, uphold environmental capacity to sustain life and its quality in the

face of systemic-breakdowns. _These fronts include: cognitive - improving our

basic-understanding of the social /political /physical environments; partici-
pative - brbadening- the base.lormaking sociltarchoices;. and rerceptual':-

- develofing new erdeptionsathat -govern relationships with the environment,

'with each other acrd with ourselyes.
vh

!.
.

/ . 4

The perceptual front -- vitews of lifekind agsa particularly vital transkyma-

tion.for education -- requirint basic perceptual, attitudinal and value Mange
feomhuman dominance of earth'to a more holistic ethic, is clearly an environ-

mental education responsibility. e

,It'has been plain to environmental educators that infusing schools and commtni-
tlies with a new philosophy of humcn existence and long term suit ival has not
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been simple 12y a long shot. Writers such as Willis Harman and Victor

Ferkiss have identified the attributes of such a philosophy: Harman (1976)

has submitted,several features: "ecological ethics, self-realization ethic,

holistic sense and open,endedness." Simirarly, Ferkiss (1969) argues for

(1) a new naturalism,- man is a part of nature rather than apart from it;

(2)-a new holism - a process linking men with each other and their physical-

social environments; and (3) a new immanentism - the whole is viewed as

shaping itself from internal rather than from external forces. Education --

must, of course, deal with a curriculum of affect along with cognitive change.-

a transformation demanding an internalization of ideas until they become the

essence of -Ian's instinctual view of lifekind.

Illusions

Schools in genera3 continue to be symbiotic mates of a pre-ecological society.

They must disengage .
.eLselves from this super - materialistic societal thrust'

and its concomitant illusions. The characteristic illusions of world macro

problems vis-a-vis imtlrudet, mindless exploitation of our earth are expressed

in attitudes and settled patterns of behavior.--A-tew of these illusions are:

(1) a view that our societal role "to acquire, to own, and to make a profit

are the 'sacred and inalienable rights'of the individual in the industrial

society" - hat Eric Fromm (1976) refers to as the "having mode," equated with

the notion of "progress' in a mass consumptive society; (2) an appropriate

level of consumerism in correlation with one's status/level of work; (3) growth

mania tied to the GNP and employment; (4) a convenience "throw-away" ethic;

(5) a passienate.religious faith in technofanaticism.
A

Numerous other illusions prevail but th4'point is.that traditional American

formal processes of education and most of the informal ones perpetuate these

illusions. It follows the Durkheimian notion of education which regards edu-

cation as an enculturative agent. The function of the schools is then to
enculturate/inculcate dominant values, teaching and emphasizing these carefully

accepted beliefs, attitudes and knowledge. Schools have assumed this ethical

'auty, uncritically mirroring technicist values vital to techrtofanaticism and

planetary rape as a means of maintaining cultural stability. Instead of Fen,-

ing our essential ecological needs, "we support the inertia and the dynamics

of the old order by continuing to stress management and engineering techniques"

(Boyer, 1974) -- a super-industrial world view (Bundy, 1976).

Moving beyond the industrial mode is the post-industrial or ecological society

of the future (Boyer, 1974). And are our schools' environmettaledu' Lion
curricula reflecting the limits of growth? There must be a turn to value

self/group reliance and Schumacherism - appropriate small scale, low energy _
technologyand craft-based, labor intensive activity. Andcwhat of programming

participatory decisional' politics as experiential learning as environmental

-education imperatives? As Ivan Illich (1973) emphasizes, the rationale for

politics is to establish the design criteria for social/technical tools and to

ensure these tools remain within the safe range of human use without monopoly

by technicians. The post-industrial future is an open one; it would restore

many basic human rights and nurture the recovery of moral /spiritual life.

The chasm between these two futures orientations is wide. Their premises about

human nature, literacy, rel_ionship to the environment and human community

are differebt. For'educaton_, the most important issue is teat we cannot
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develop the same kind of persbn for both of these futures. different

kind of educated person is needed for each" (Bundy, 1976).

Given the present necessity for a rapid fundamental change, Theobald _-(1972)

says, "It is clear then one of the main tasks of education is to discover

new personal and societal interconnections. We must learn to think in new

ways which are relevant in the present and will be critical to understanding

the future." Shane (1976) advocetes "human needs curricula" and uniting

with other educational media toward achieving "humankind's ancient dreams

of peace, justice and self-realizatiOn."

Toward an Environmental-Education Perspective

In any situation ,certain pt. sing (and accountability) interests exist; any

solution to the problems presented by incompatibility Of interest can be a

real solution only if all these. interests are taken into account. Contrast-

ingly, certain pressed (those reprqsented.in an essentially corporate pecdniary

society) interests represent a diminution of problem solution potential.

Growing out of this pressed category is the retrogressive emphasis in formal

education on the traditional'basic skills complete with all the engineering

trappings of the old paradigm-behavioral objectives, criterion reference tests.

Teachers and principals are hemmed in by inflexible timetables, gradedness,

pre-programming, hourly/daily, and monitoring systems. The propulsive return

to the 3 R's is-, of course, a pressed interest and U. S. schools have never

lost their preoccupation with basic skills development. Their virtues have

been daily recognized.

°I believe the schools can be the place to respond to the compatible blend

of the pressed interests of basic skills and accountability and the pressing

interests of environmental education. Our younger generation has not been

irretrievably locked into a materialistic consumptive-ethic and the narrow,

funneled pre-ecologica imperatives of success. The schools still offer an

engaging place for nutritive celebratory change -- to explore,-to forage and

to cultivate self-expression.

Environmental education is the legible, responsive and transdiscipli nary

curriculascape to turn to. This is not a reference to an orientation of cur-

riculum as technology, centered on the how rather than the what of environmental

education. Curriculum as technology is one of five "conflicting conceptions

of curriculum" with varying assumptions as examined by Eisner and Vallance

(1974).

My contention is that an environmental education curriculum should be trans-

itional in character -- to preserve the flow and change of linkages. An

experience with Project WEY (Washington Environmental Yard) in Berkeley,

California - as a process/value change vehicle for environmental curriculum

and environmental design entailing the deliberate change of the asphalted

material environment - supports the contention. Of the five curriculum con-

ceptions, Project WEY's phenomenological perspective reflects a leaning toward

a combination of two. rientations.- the self-actualization or consummatory

experience and the social reconstruction-relevance models.

A value saturated curriculum approach which has a passionate orientation of

dynamic personal purpose and personal integration character.zes the consumma-

tory experience curriculum; it articulates the function of providing satisfying
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experiences for each Individual learner. "It is child-oriented, autonomy,

and growth-oriented and education is seen as an enabling process that would '

provide the means to personal liberation and development."

Phenix (1974) represents this integrative view clearly:,"A curriculum of
transcendence provides the context of engendering, gestating, expec_tAg, and

celebrating the moments of singular awareness and inner illumination when
each person comes into the consciousness of hi's inimitable personal being.
It is not characterized so such by the objective content of study as by the

atmosphere created by, those who comprise the learning community. Its oppoT

site is, the engineering outlook that regards.the learner as material to be
formed by means of a variety of technical procedures."

The social, reconstruction-relevancelorientation embraces botha present and
future orientation and both an adaptist and reformist interpretation of social

relevance. Its survival-oriented bias is thoroughly compatible with environ-

mental education.

The synthesis of these two curriculum orientations contributes to a real-11.fe
transitional environmental education curriculum. The aim is to provide a ",

flexible organic medium to express an equilibrium of the lefts and right
cerebral 'hemispheres -- merging of the duality of the rational and metaphoric

mindscapes. One side celebrates affirmation; the other celebrates invention.
Equilibrium nurtures the qualities of growth and strength (Samples, 1976).

f. S

The balahce of the two realms nurtures the four*basicmetaphoric modes of
thinking which Samples presents as-a more holistic base for curriculum and
inotruction. "These modes are not epistemological, hierarchic,..1 or develop-

mental. They are simultaneous." Just one part of one mode -- the symbolic
abstract -- is commonly used to express learning in schools: The four modes

are: the symbolic metaphoric mode, the .synergiecoutparative mode, the inte- '

grative mode, and.the inventive mode.

Project WEY in its six years of historicity represents a unified manifestation
of an intercommunal, inter-age, trapsdisciplinary, humanisti&model. Its

spectrum of physical, social, psychological and instructional environments'
reflects the learAing circuitry and ethic of the above curricular orientations.
The enhancement of quality of the four aforementioned environments unddrpinning
the goal for change is linked together; they make up the silent epis.temOlogi-

cal strands for the webbing nature and process of qualitative change. This

process occurs with at least, two concomitant thrusts: one, an autonomous nn-:'

conscious internalization of a "dialogic" interaction with the physical
environment by the user community; second, a more intentionally structured
curriculum configuration which steings teaching personnel and students to yar-
ticipate towards a conscious (Wong, 1975) conceptual understanding of our

ecosystems.

Both of these learning circuits are synthesized into value-charged strategies
and metaphoric modes in an outdoor/indoor/outdoor cycle using WEY as a stage
for curriculum shifts and transitions via landscape and biotic changes (Wong,

1977). V

As a public school with a broad stri in early childhood education the con-
temporary educational setting places the school in the frustrations and realities

of restrictive educational assessment. To communicate a differentiation of these
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realities and the.more balanced viewpoint discussed, the metAphoric "curric-

ular monitors" and the "curricular Muses" are introduced here.

The Curricular Monitors

This entity represents the rational, verbal, linear, sequential, standardized,

mechanistic patterns of learning. The curricular monitor plays the game of

predictable performance and mebsUrable results. S/he is wrapped up with equat-

ing effectiveness.with ac-:,ountability. Prevailing Western culture prejudice's

our society towatds a linear, logical sequence. In the curriculum, .our

language pattern's and operatiOns mirror the dominant time-ordered ethic.

The curriculum monitors regard learning as work, that work is what children do

in class to learn except during recesses and when they finally leave,sChool

-after the dismissal bell. Work is then as Bruner (1962) described it, "right-'
handed knowing." Work is also "compensAtory education" to fill up/make up the

"achievement gap."

David Hawkins (1974) observed with concern, "It seems we may pile up mountains
of abstractions and try to pass them on while forgetting the primary motivating
qualities of our learning -- of perception, engagement and enjoyment:" . He

expressed. this in relation to his fears that environmental education may become
another designed-didactic package sand not alter."the ecological imbalance" of

present education.
IE.

The-Curricular Muses

These people celebrate a spatial, cyClical, holistic, intuitive metaphoric
pattein of learning. There is open acceptance and fulfillment in exploring
unmapped roads and s /he rejoices in transdisciplinarity and fresh new settings/'

challenges. Fantasy and dreams also feed into this perspectiVe.

Children are not glutted with acculturated pre-programs, well-worn "retreads"

,vor a bag of old tricks. -Shorn of these 'replays and dull repertory, children
will be liberated to."invent solutions rather than rehearsing old ones" (Samples,

1976).

Instead of work, the curricular muses view learning as play. Play behavior

that occurs in,early childhood or occurs when an events is novel is character-

ized by exploratory die of curiosity (Reilly, 1974).

Summarily, the total mindscape should embrace the curricular blend of self-

realization and social reconstruction-relewl orientations plus the cultiva-

tion of th,! monitors and.the muses.-

Curricular Starters and Inputs

'From the efforts of Project WEY which forms the nexus,of'an elementary school/
neighborhood/community context, a sampling of our earlier or transitional

environmental education is offered here.

, The. curriculascane of the schoolyard,offers two basic modes of collaboration

fOi people to use as a balance between structuredness and openness and between
this mit ile grOund Is eclectic and combines the two extremes; therefore,'

curricul,a. activities can be a union of consciously planned and unplanned as
well as an integration of people-programmed and natural unintentional aspects.
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Taking the latter division, there exists a r e of predictability from

highly stable seasonal manifestations to c pletelY fortuitous manifesta-

tions, to completely fortuitous phenomena such as lightning,...floods, or an

invasion of beetles.

The table below gives systematic expression to the range of "closed" to

"open" modes that can be'aPplied in the generation ofidurriculum or design.

activity, i.e., different kinds of "fishing poles." A-short discussion of

the more important might prove useful.
//

Several excellent packaged science curricula exist such as SCIS (Science

Curriculum Improvement Study) and ESS (Elementary Science Study). Almost

without exception, however, they-ate expectedly science-oriented and there-

foreack the holistic, interdisciplinary direction which we firmly believe

to be fundamental to environmental education and to life. They have a

Piagetiari orientation and-therefore tend to start with activities and lead

to concePts.

Established time-ordered curricula also tend to'be too specific in the options

they offer. Because of this, they normally dO not provide sufficient oppor-
tunities for open-ended exploration of fresh ideas as they arise in working!

playing with specific children in specific environments. They often follow a

linear, logical. progression, providing "only one way to go." In other words,

they can be too "b11.46" (see Figure 1 .on learning modes/curriculum cohnectors).

A major disadvantage of most established and engineered curricula is that

they are not designed for direct' utilization of the outdoor environment, but

rather usemPresource kits" which at best are very artificial versions of

reality, divorced from living contexts. Plarml curricula are short on open-

ness and long on structure and provide only one way to go, i.e., too "blue".

The reaction to overly planned,, restrictive and linear curricula has led to

the development,of 2gellcaasicurriculaaci. These tend to start with concepts

and leave the teacher and student to develop activities. An elegant example

is the'Essence Environmental Studies Cards.

N.

Although the E.S. cards have many useful applications, particularly for use

with intermediate/upper grade students and in-teacher training, they can be

adapted for use with younger children. Many teachers who are more oriented

toward the symbolic abstract mode find the process too open, i.e., too "yellow" -

like a map of virgin terrain with no roads. Too much freedom is often as dif-

ficult a road to take as too little.

We believe the ideal curriculumtor general application must have an intermediate

balance of both structure and openness, 'a blend. of rational and metaphoric.

realms, i.e., pitedominantly "green". Thus the confident teacher is always

faced with many options and, conversely, the unsure teacher has some clear

guidelines and specifics tq fallback on. Intermediate transitional curricula

can draw on a great variety,of initiating stimuli, some more indeterminate than

others.. The relatively predictable seasonal cycle will engender -a constantly

changing flow Of possibilities for the Fall, Winter and Spring. On the other

hand, day to day changes in the weather are highly unpredictable -- especially

in more temperate zones. Each change gives rise to new opportunities.



/
Weeth r can;be included in the general category o erendipitous, fortui-
taus* unintentional events. However, without.an

1

en, holistic adaptive
curr culum, many opportunities will pass by \unno4ced and, unfortdEetply,

unexpected. Sgrendipitous opportunities will arise ecause of new environi
mental resources. For. example, in WEY the presence f mud or wet soil
pr9Oded home building material for cliff swallows,which then proceeded to
build their gourd-shaped mud nests under'the,eaves of the school roof.

,
I , . . .

.

.
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yUKAGED CURRICULA
,Useful place to start
if Y. you can afford the

price. Indoor-ofiented
but cad be adapted to
the outdoors,
SCIS, ESS,-etc;--

Traditional irescrip-

liyedesign.proces'Lls,
lizanalysisisynthe.
sis and-implementation

(SEASONAL
tedictable cules
felltivitte and

social behavior.

EXplditation of
potential embodied
in,seaSonai-Change.
:The 'indicative'
environment.

-CHILD-INITIATED
Suggespions from
children or stimu-
lation-1mm an
object,e.g.,pet4.

=1)- Children as

clients.

GENERIC THEMES
E.g.,holes,hills, -

edges, patterns,
. territpries, en-

trances,,aths,
tunnels.

D Making sprehese
elements 4re built -

PHYSICAL RESOURCE
C Activities suggeNt7

ed by a specific
resource; e.g
ponds, animals,
climbing:structure.

-

D Creation of such
'resources on site.

CHANGE-ORIENTED
-C rpTrime

changeable elements

A more than others,
e:,g.,gardens and\
prenting, shelter
building, art and
creadvity,chgng-
ing perceptions,
behavior and values.

D Setting up change-
able space,

PARENT-INITIATED'
C Something stimulated
by, parent at home or
elsewhere that car-'
ries over to school.

DParents as child-
representatives.

O

UNINTENTIONAL

C On the loo,k. out

for'spid-offs from
pre4stablished

RESOURCE PERSON
C15.668Bne trom'out-

side'with special
'Skills,knowledge
and experience of
working witirkids.

D Designer, as such
recog-

nition of other
iexpert3'

ACTIVITY-FOCUSED
C "Ma

the medium, as

field-trips,camp-
ing, harvesting,

climbing....

SPECIAL Aws
C Traditional com-

munity affairs and/
.or new social inven-
tions: festivals,
carnivals,-street
theater.

b Helping them to
happen.

COMMUNITY-INVOLVED
C Off-site visits and

activity at communi-
ty facilities and
organizations; e.g.,
fire station, city
hall, neighborh
trips and t re-

source ple there.

D unity as a plan-
ning/design resource.

PORTUITOUS

Fortuitism: the C/D

doctrine or belief
that adaptations
in nature come
about,hy chance and
not by design.

D The unforseen exten- C
/
D
Making the, most of

slope of previous
happy accidents.

-actions.,

The 'At of openness'...not.letting life pass you by...rec-
ognizes that you dont have the answers preconceived in your
mind...applying equally to education and design.

"STARTERS AND INPUTS FOR CURRICULUM (C) AND DESIGN (D).-
Starting stimuli are many and varied;1 closed to open, intentional and unintentional.

They are all legitimate. The paths you choose will depend on who you are and your situ-,
ation. All the stimuli have an equiValency, in various modes of design and intentional change.
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SLRENDIPITOUS
A qUality resid-
ing inside the
teacher/designer;
the faculty of
making 'desirable
but unsought-for
discoverieS'e The
ihevitable re-
suit of trained
senses and .

awareness.



The. following represeritsia guid...n framework for generat
k
ng/

CURRICULUM CONNECTORS

, coding environmental educati activities.

.MODE T

-- -4

0 0
w ri
io
t--1 , tu

w-f

to

math

language

science

social studies
\

.
co

0.
P

0
a.

(1) 0 4J

DISCOVERY CYCLE

5 cy7-1

a--

ACTIVITY
OR

. TASK

FIGURE 1. ACTIVITY SWITCHBOARD

interdependence

change.

0.
cd
.0.

Provides a coding system for play-and-learning attivity, indicating

inherent possibilities given by the "big four" curriculum connectors,

defined below.

ng 25
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NODE

This group of codes cues the teacher/child into the character and degree of

the value criteria of flexibility and constraints for every activity. There

are Tonal gradations within and between the symbolic color tuidezones hnd
most\children will need s me mix of all three modes of play - and - learning ex-

perience -- from the t predictive, homogeneous and specified to the most

evocative, diverse nd exploratory.

earning Activity

Blue'= prescribed, isomorphic, formulated approach/means/

-process to a prescribed, formulated objective. There is

no modification'or alternative to the closedIbox of means

(how to proceed) or the ends (what results are expected).
Therefore, it is a 'closed/closed' mode.

.CLOSED. OPEN Green = prescribed, unambiguous, 'specificatio of the end,
TS

but the means is open for choice. LikeMise e inverse of

the meansZends'is applicable, i.e.,,the means is prescribed

and closed, but"the end is open to choice., Therefore, it is

a-'closed/open' or 'open/closed' mode.

blue green yellow
-
Yellow = both means and ends are open as a viable choice.

Non-prescriptive, non-predictlbe: -Therefore,.it is an

'open/open' mode.
-

,

.P11-9"fttivity

'Blue = fully prescribed, standard, traditional play equip-

ment, asphalt and chain-link fenCing;, surroundin6 which
embody a standard, limited, unchanging repertoire of be-
havioral responses. Closed environment/limited behavior.

Green = partially prescribed setting, e.g., an adventure
playground, embodying a much larger repertoire of behavior;

but still within limits. Open environment/limited behavior.

,Yellow = unprescribed setting, e.g., vacant land with a
mix of people-made and natural elements, where there are

no adults and no limits. Open environment/unlimited be-

havior. :

0
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DISCOVERY CYCLE OR INVOLVEMENT PROCESS

Environmentally-based learning starts with direct experience in-a pro-
gressicin from action to intuition, from concrete.to abstract, and from

. fact to theory. CreatiVe play behavior often seems to follow a similar
sequence. The cycle is a restatement of the design profession's over-
worn analysis-synthesis-implementation cliche; here it is presented as
a continuous spiral throughatime. Unless it exists in conjunction with
the other three 'connectors' the process is qualitatively meaningless.

'ow'

explore
4

consolidate
4

express

apply

4,

Learnin acti

Ex
exploring/
to se
happens

ities: Observing, manipulating and freely
estigating materials (stuff), messing-around

it's like to handle things, or seeing 'what
..' Investigative activities.

Conceptualizing Acti 4.ties: Consolidation of learnings,
via new concepts, to aid in cOpilation,a1 interpretation
of observational data. Activities include examples of a
new concept to reinforce, consolidate -- or contradict --
preconceptions.

. .

Expressive Activities: The communication of children's
'exploration and discoveries and consolidations through ex-
pressive media -- graphs, charts, stories, role-playing,
demonstrations, model making, dramatics,tetc,

Appliaative/Evaluative Activities: Involvement with a
variety pf illustrative examples that provide feedback and
the recycling of learnings to new situations; an evaluation
medium.

Play Activity

In an 'open' setting', play activity has a similar sequence,
starting with free exploration of the given environment;
leading to a selection of particular spaces, objects and
materials to work with;.which results in specific 'construc-
-tions,' games and expressive,behavior; and eventually a
further stage of re-application.of the 'learned pattern' to
a new setting and the on-going 'culture of games.' In a
'closed' play-setting, possible sequences are severely cur-
tailed by a 'cultural routine.'



,DIAC, CONCEPTS

Diversity, Interdependence, Adaptation and Change are the basic environ-

mental /ecological concepts underlying nature &nd society that appiy to

.all living systems. Their application to childhood and education seems

highly appropriate.

diversity

D; A.study of diversity gives children a chance toldraerve-,

sample, compare and classify/organize what they perceive

in their total environment* The concept reflects the

perspective of the vastness and complexity of the environ-

went. Patterns, similarities and differences are basic,

elements embodied *in diversity.

I: Interdependence/Interrelationships/Interactions is one of

the most imPFrtant concepts. Chil4fen- need opportunities
Ar.-_

to expe?ience interdependent linkages. They need to per- 4

- .ceive And feel the, impact of howWerything is connected,

adapts -.
to everything else, that disrupting one element *Auses a

tics
disruAtion of-the elements of the entire system. Food

Chains and webs, social configurations, art mobiles,'a
string.quartet or ajazztrio, or turning the compost, are
all environmental contextual examples.

A:. Adaptation is a pervasive concept that children must have

' an opportunity to,develop. Since adaptation relatas to how

organisms adjust to environmental conditions, the way

children adapt or cope with ttselves and others in a .

social environment in school, home, on the streets, etc.,

is an everyday affair. The concep of adaptation is more

rapidly developed as childitn conc ualize diversity and

interdependence. .Essentialfy, bot structural and behavioral

adaptations make up the core of e concept.

C: Change is t e only constant in nature. Children need to

experience th incredible array of changes occurring in and

about them. ey need to experience the variables of change.

Successional characteristic of change as a fundamental is
replete with examples in the inck.or/outdoor environment.
Attitudinal and behavioral change by children and adults are

likewise developed in phases.-

interrelationships,

2

Play Activity

High quality, open play environments allow children to develop an

independent intuitive grasp of the DIAC concepts.

.A diverse environment stimulates diverse behavior; an open natural/

people-made setting allows for directkmanipulative changes, incor-

porating change-cycles of weather and climate. Since interactions

with the environment are unrestricted, users can open up and explore

an endless variety, of possible interrelations between themielves and

their surroundings; over the course of time this 1A4ds to new adap-

tations between users and environment and the EVOlution of intuitive

environmental values based on experience.

2 22 2 8



DISCIPLINES

estatement of the spectrum of clicular'disCiPines. Its inclusion

is aimed at increasingawareness of the interdisciplinary nature of most
experiences and to,'Mogvate planning to Rick-up o4liolistic spin-offs

.

leading to extended, nsquctional activities.

READING MATH

LANGUAGE-

. $

SOCIAL
SCIENCES

1

SCIENCE

Learning Activity

R =leading

, M = Math..

HUMANITIES

L = Language Arts

S = Science /Health

So=.Shcial Studiei

H = Humanities

0,= Other

,e4
'a,.
r

Play Activity ,

,

Environmentally rich, dfen play settings generate rich, complex
,patterns of behavior, which in themselves are rich laterdisci-
plinary expressions of language; numeration; scientific testing
of limits and combinations; creative dramatization and artistic,
humored 'productions'; all" as holistic expressions of individual/.
group/community'values and relationships between' themselves and

their surroundings.
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PROJECT ECO

AN ENVIRONMENTAL CURRICULUM OPPORTUNITY

Luther L.OKiser
Director

and.

Kenneth E. Frazier
Coordinator

Ames Community School District
Apes, Iowa

Introduction

Schools, as they have been organized traditionally, have emphasized abstract

.ng in fabricated situations. Our message to students has been that learning

is s( ,:thing that happens inside schools. Rather than take advantage of adven-

tures in reality, we have found it easier to have students listen, or read, or

look at,pictures. This basic methodof operation found in most schools creates

a serious impediment when the subject is environmental education, which should, be

recognized as .one of our natio:1:s major, ,curriculum concerns. .

Barry Commoner, speaking before the 13th National Confttence of the U. S. National

Commission for UNESCO? introduced the "ecological facts of life:

The ecological facts of life are grim. The survival of all

living things -- including man -- depends gn the integrity

of the complex web of 'biological processes which coup'rise

the earth's ecosystem. However, what man is now doing on

the earth violates this fundamental requisite of human
existence. For modern technologies act on the ecosystem

which supports us in ways that threrten its stability; with

tragic -,erversity We have linked much of our productio.e

economy to precisely those features of technology which are

ecologically destructive.

These powerful, deeply entrer-hed relationships have locked
us into a self-destructive course. If we are to break out

of this suicidal track we must begin by learning the eco-
logical facts of life. If we are to find the road to sur-
vival, we must discover how to mold the technology to the
necessities of nature, and lear. how these constraints must
temper the economic and social demands on technology.. This,

1
I believe, is the momentous task whic% now confronts mankind.

His statements are succinct and apply directly to the'concerns of Project ECO.

The'se "facts of life" must be wcven into the fabric of every child's education,

and education's responsibility begin as the child 2nters school. The in-

tent of this project is to increase the student's involvement with the natural

environment in an organized manner and with some identifiable learning outcomes.

1Barxy Commoner, "The Ecological Facts of Life", NgpepoSit=111111, ed. by
Huey D. Johnson, (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 1970), pp. 18-19.
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To formulate.plans for the project, sessions were conducted involving teachers,
Iowa State University faculty, and representatives frf-m such agencies as the
ISU Environtology Council, the Ames Audubon Society, And the Iowa Conservation
Commission. This resulted in the creation of a writing committee which drafted
a proposal for the project and submitted it to the Ames Community School Board of

Directors in November 1970. 10.ceiving Board approval, the proposal was then sub-

mitted to the Iowa Department of Public Instruction and subsequently was approved
for funding through Title III, ESEA, in the spring of 1971.

In order to facilitate the purpose of the project, which is to broZden and enrich
the base of activities in the Ames Communit Schools related to the understanding
and.pra7ervation of the4environment, fOUr components have been developed -- the
first, an outdoor living 'laboratory" on a school site. Through community efforts

directed by the principal of Fellows Elementary School and landscape architects
at Iowa State University, plans were developed for plantings, which, wtien com
pleted, will consist of an ecological balance of the flora and fauna native to
Iowa, and also will serve as an example to o rs of the importance of preserving
th' natural contours of a new school site. P

The seco..d. component, a zomb:i.nation transportation unit and mini-lab, was developed

to link the school and the field experience. A 72-passenger bus was purchased and
remodeled to seat thirty students, with the remaining space equipped with storage

. cabinets, tool chests, iquipme lrawers:.and counter space. This was accom-

plished while still maintaining safely standards as outlined by the Iowa De-

..partmentsof Public instruction.

The third component is a mobile laboratory fashioned from a used foity -foot semi-

trailer. This component has made it possible to tat people out of the "learning-
takes-place-in-a-classroom-in-a-building" mind set that seems so counter-productive
to many of education's concerns today. A tllented maintenance staff in the district

was able to remodel the trailer without a prohibitive cost. This laboratory allows
students to investigate environments not readily available within the immediate

school community. BeyoA providing a variety of sites, the mobility factor is
important to the concept of Project ECO in that it allows environmental stress in

`.1 a study area to be relieved at appr)priaee intervals.

Whii*-a prime or overriding goal of the p -,ject was stated as:

"Students will engage in activities appropriate to their level
of maturation which will include observation, investigation,
and evaluation of a variety of ecological relationships and
conservation practices in central Iowa in order to develop

the concept of Stewardship of natural resourc!s,

the second major goal was o have teachers support and assist in the accomplish-

f..ent of, that first goal. That leads, of course, to the fourth component of the'

project, teacher inservice education.

Prior to beginning a class level program, the teacher of that level is released
from duties to spend one-half day on she site to be visited by the class, and
receives. instruction specific to activities 1pffopriate for that site and .season.

Since trips are taken by students in Grades 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 during three diffe-

rent seasons of the year, teachers' workshops arc appropriately spaced. These

sessions not only assist the teachers in the preparation of the class for the
experiences, but also :;ives them confidence. that they can operate effectively in

a setting different from the classroom.
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A more subtle, but equally important, part of the inservice program is the actual

field trip with the teacher and the class. This provides the teacher with an
opportunity to obserye the project staff member as a model, not just for the
techniques of presenting information, but as a master teacher in such areas as
the relations1,4,, established with students and the creation of an open, discovering

environment fo earning. Thus, the twelve hours a year in direct instruction in

the field is c 'ed with another eighteen hours of modeling behavior while the

teacher is in c Eield with the class.

With this component, teacher inservice education, came the goal of developing a
staff that was comp4tent and committed to emphasizing environmental awareness and
to operating in learning situations outside the classroom. This meant that ini-

tially we had to hire, an ECO staff who had these talents, who could lead inservice
work with teacherg, and who would provide the appropriate modeling behavior for
teachers in the field. By the second year, as we'added the second mobile unit,

tae had two and one-half staff members, all with Master's Degrees in Science qnd
with excellent experience. We have now evolved in our training of teachers .o
the point where we have one ft11-time professional:staff member; Mr. Frazier, and
two teachers aides who drive the bus to the field and assist the teacher, who now
is responsible for the ECO activities. As we'had predicted, this now assures the

continuity of learning experiences for children and provides them a much more in-
, .tegrated view of in-school/out-of-school education.

Student Activities

Projece ECO is currently in its sixth year of operation and is providing a planned,
coordinated expt-ure to environmental processes in the immediate area. The pro-

gram formally begins at the Primary IT and III`leveis with a variety of awareness-
producing activities during three all-day field trips to different natural environ-

ments around Ames. Activities at the Primary II and III levels may include the

following: 1) looking for animal homes; 2) looking for likeness and difference
between similar items; 3) observation and discussion el leaf galls; 4) observation
and discussion of allergy-causing plants such as poison ivy and ragweed; 5) counting

acorns or hickory nuts; 6) mapping "mole" tunnels; 7) learning all one can about a

"favorite" tree; 8) psychomotor activities such as sawing wood or rowing'a boat;

9) fishing with a cane pole; 10) predicting shadow movement on a sundial; 11) building
an "Indian" log house. The list could go on and on, for the teachers are limited
only by their imagihation and willingness to spend the time to introduce various

concepts to their students.

The Primary IV a,d Intermediate I levels expand the awareness activities to include

focus on certain skill activities also. Awareness activities requiring skill devel-

opment might include the following: 1) sawing a thin section from a tree trunk da

determine the age of the tree by counting tree rings; 2) taking temperature and
wind velocity readings at various locations to determine the effect of vegetation,
slope, color of surface, etc.; 3) psychomotor skills involved in the use of bino-
culars and simple microscopes; 4) collection techniques; 5) use of simple dicho-

tomous tree keys to identify evergreens; 6) studying near a beaver dam to learn

how to make value judgments concerning environmental decisions. Again, the focus

is on awareness with a blending of skill development at the middle childhood level.

The Intermediate II and III levels bring about a focus on the application of skills

that are best taught out-of-doors with an awareness of the environment. These

activities include: 1) orienteering, which facilitates instruction in compass and

map interpretation; 2) interpretation of existing ecosystems; 3) mathematics, rock

study, creative writing; and social studies in a local cemetery; 4) simple water
studies using prepared kits.for chemical caalysis; 5) plant population studies;
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6) introduction to paleo-6nvironment studies; and 7) study in detail of at least

one natural resource. The Intermediate level also is introduced to night environ-

s
mental studi s via an overnight stay at the State 4-H Camp where emphasis is on

conservation and socialdevelopment.

Seventh grad activities fit into three main areas: 1) a social studies field

trip thatsf cuses on the pioneer deVelopment of the area and their dependence on

the environ ent and natural resources of the area; 2) a winter lake study which

includes' making a profile of the lake's bottom and measuring the turbidity, depth,
temperature, dissolved oxygen, dissolved carbon dioxide, pH and plankton popula-

tion; and 3) the emergence of plant and animal populations during the spring.

Development of these activities has been accompliskled by working with the class-

room teachers to relate the outdoor work to concepts that have bpen or will be

covered in the classroom.

Ninth grade activities are under the direction of the earth science teacher, and

major emphasis is placed on fossil study, paleo-environment, rock correlation

and landforms. These studies, then, are related to their impact on the total

environment and economics of the Ames area.

ECO activities at the high school level are coordinated with the leisure time

classes in physical education and include weekend campouts, bowling, roller skating,-

etc. A summer course, Environmental Studies, includes _ twenty-day trip to the

west with stops at such places as the Badlands, Black Hilis, Big Horn Mountains,

Yellowstone, and the Tetons. A wide variety of ecosystems can be studied on this

trip.

New instructional guidelines published by the Iowa Department of Public Instruction

call for the teaching of "conservation of natural resources and environmental aware-

ness" at all grade levels, one through eight. Project ECO has been attempting to
help teachers of this state develop materials and expertise to meet these new guide-

lines by conducting workshops in the field and working with several writing teams

in the development oflcurricular materials for their schools.'

Research

It may be sufficient in this time of accountability to merely state that the results

of Project LCO have been so significant that next :all the schoOl district will

have carried oisA the project/tour years after the Title III seed money ran out-..

this in a system whose bu gett13 not in good shape due to the Iowa foundation

finance plan and declining student enrollment. This has required the closing of

schools, restriction of so e Vrogram. and tension in collective bargaining with

teachers. The fact that E-0 could maintain its present level of operation virtually

unquestioned may, speak to 'Its viability more strongly than any amount of "teaming

research" which could be conducted.

And yet the first few years of the Project, with the obligation to researchqn7

herent in Title III, aid provide sufficient indication of its worth that it was

approved by the USOE validation process. Despite the fact that an ISU graduate

student, t;.:.:rold Hureman,2 wrote a dissertation as a part of our evaluation effort,

initial research activities were not overly sophisticated. Such was the state of

2Harold W. Hull(' aln, "Effects of In ervite Training pn elementary Teachers Pei-

talning to Scieize Achievement and Attitudes Toward Environmental Science",,

(unpublished doctoral dissertion, Iowa State University, 1972), p. 7681.
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the art during the first of this decade. There were absolutely no "standardized

measures" which could tell us how to assess an individual's knowledge of the en-

vironment, let alone how their attitudeaboutthe environment had improved: We

used the work of Roth: et al.,3 to provide a list of concepts we wanted to empha-

size in Project ECO and developed an instrument which asked teachers how important

they considered the teaching of the concept and how confident they felt about

trying to-teach that concept. These two scales were designated as 'important-

-not important' and 'adequate-inadequate' continuums, respectively. App a ely,

after ECO experience, they indicated that they had gained some confiden e in their

ability to teach'these important concepts.

Student learning improved, but it wau difficult to assess the effect of Project ECO

on that improvement.4 Experimental group results were impressive the first year,

but by the second yeai and continuing through the present, the entire system became

involved in ECO. So, despite the subjective data of community, student, and staff

support of Project EGO, it was not until tba,..fifth year of operation that,we cc"

develop, with the help of Dr. Fred DeLuca of Ic:/a/State University, an evaluation
that might provide a more objective view of learning associated with Project ECO.

The latest evaluation of the Project started in the fall ''Of 1975 y- h the building

of three sets of evaluation instruments based on concepts introt1iced by Project ECO.

One part of each set included'an evaluation of knowledge aly6t environmental con-

cepts and the other part included an evaluation of 'at udes concerning the natural

environment. Items were selected for the varioui struments and subsequently eval-
,

uated,by.a team of classroom teachers. Items ere then selected from the original

pool that pet the standards approved by t teaChers for the various grade levels.

Pilot instruments were then construct or the elementary, junior idzii and senior

hie. levels. These pilot instrupen s were administered to a selected sample, scored,

analyzed and.rewrItten, in part-, for administration to the Ankeny, Iowa, and Ames,

Iowa, students at grades for.dthrough twelve..
---

Ankeny was picked,ag a control site because the Ankeny school syrtam had no formal

environmental_.cuiriculum at the time, but had .plans to introduce such a curriculum

ad could use this study as a basis for further evaluation at a 'later date. Support

for the ttUdY was received from the Ankeny administration, and this support was trans-

formed to the-classroom teacher so. well that few, if any, problems arose. We were

restricted from using individual names and standard scores for the Intermediate

(Grades 4-6) le7els. We were able to correlate standard scores at the upper grades

b een the two schooltsystems.

In all cases, th instruments were administered by trained personnel to the-Ames

students first and then to the Ankehy students. This was dope to help alleviate an

time element in favoY of the Ames district and thus increase our "burden of proof".

In the case of standardized testing, the Ames tests were all administered in the

second week of September with the Ankeny test administered from one to:three weeks

later.

It should be noted that although the ECO program in Ames begins at the Primary II

or first grade level, our evaluation begins at the Intermediate I or fourth grade

level. The rationale for this is related to the difficulty in designing aP instrument,

3Robert E. Roth, Milton O. Pella, and Clay A. Schoenfeld, Environmental Management

Concepts--A List, (MaSison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin, Wisconsin Research

and Development Center for Cognitive Learning, 1970).

Luther L. Kiser, Kenneth E. Fr"zier, Gerald E. Dunn, Project ECO Research Report,

(Ames, Iowa:°. Ames Community School DistrictoW).
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that could be adminfst -d to large numbers of early primary students in a

reasonable length o time.

At Intermed e class levels, the Ames students scored significantly higher on

both the nowledge and the attitude instruments. Standardized test scores were

notailable, so a definite comparison of the effeet caused by Fi'oject ECO could

be made. At grade levels seven, eight, and nine, the Ames atudents continued

to score significantly higher on both the knowledge and the attitude instruments,

and this difference between the scores of the two sihools increased. The stan-

dardized test, The Iowa Test of Educational DeveloOment, was administered to the'

ninth grade students: at both locations and there was_ no significant difference in

the composite score between the two schools. The trend continues through grades

ten, eleven, and twelve, with significant differences at the .01 level for the

knowledge and the attitude instruments and with no significant difference at the

.05 level for the standardized test.

It is realiied that one must be careful in trying to draw too much from the cm=

parisons we have made because we were not able to establish that there was no
significant difference between the two schools at the time when the Ames students

were exposed to Project activities at the Primary level. Other data collected

indicate that the two communities have similar socio-economlc conditions as well

as educational goals for their students. The evaluation data collected' appears'

to support that general good feeling that one gets when watching students apparently

enjoying themselves while in a required learning situation.

The continued support by parents, faculty, administration, and Board members leads

us to believe that we have a unique, working model. The model has been successfully

adopted/adapted by other school systems, and we continue to make this opportunity
available through the Iowa4lebraska Facilitator Project and our own staff.
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A CORE CURRICULUM FOR THE
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN PROFESSIONS

T. L. Harper and S. M. Stein.
Faculty of Environmental Design

University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta, Canada,

Introduction

. -
.A. Ba5kground

The Faculty of Environmental Design was established at The University of Calgary

in 1971. It offers graduate programmes leading to the degree Master of Environ-

mental Design with special qualification in one of three degree options, Architec-

ture-, -Urbanism or Envirmaental Science. The presence of the other.two related

AirOas enhances and enriches the student experience through exposUre to some of .the

interactions ..nick go beyond professional and disciplinary boundaries. Architecture

students gain a sensitivity to the environments, built and natural, in which a

building is situated. Urban students gain an appreCiation of the built componenti

of the city and of its ecological setting. Environmental science students benefit

from understanding the impacts of development at the micro and ,inacro level on the

natural environment.

The curriculum is interdistiplinary in its conception, in its operational dimensions,

and-,,in its administratiOn. The'latter two characteristics'are important: the

intellectual attitude is accompanied by a firm organizational commiment'to imple-

mentation. In keeping with the philosophy and approhch of the faculty, the curricu-

lum requires students to develop environmental awareneas,,knowledge and-personal

skills of thought, analysis and design directed towards e'wide range of environmental

design issues. Emphasis is placed on professional education with a view to current'

and futpre challenges rather-than the administrative and functional dictates of

government or particular accrediting bodies.2

One part of the curriculum is the common core. It is taken by all students irre-

spective of their chosen degree option. The common core is approached via four

mandatory courses totalling 342 contact hours of instruction and studio work. Most

students complete Lit common core over a period of'three academic sessions. A

secondpart of the curriculum is a coymon body of knowledge in the degree/option

(architecture, urbanism or environmental science) approached via a general knowledge

examination (GKE). The student prepares for this examination by means of a person-

ally designed programme of study which may include work experience, studies at

another university, and independent study as well as formal course work. Several 1

courses are offered which aid the student in this preparation, but none are mandatory.

In fact no course credits are required 'except for the common core courses. A third

part of the curriculum is the concentrated area. Courses are offered at this level

1. Although many of our colleagues have made substantial contributions, this paper

represents the authors' perceptions of the situations discussed.

2.
In fact, our, architecture and urbanism graduates are accepted for membership by-

the relevant professional bodies.
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but neither courses nor exams are required. Rather, the demonsation of profi-

ciency is by means of a final degree project which may or may not be in a thesis

format.

As students progress through these three parts of the curriculum (as illustrated

in Figure 1), the focus becomes narrower and the intensity increases. *However,

emphasis is placed on a recognition of the broader context as the focus narrows.

B. Reasons for a common core programme

The necessity for a common core programme arose out of the feeling of the faculty

that traditional approaches to the Environment Design professions (like the trar.

ditional approaches to many professions) have failed, due to a deficiency in

understanding fundamahtal principles, social theories and underlying issues.

Traditional approaches have taken a single disciplinary orientation. There'have

been recent shifts away from a physical orientation towards a social orientation,

and the level of rigor has increased with the int u .f analytic techniques.

However, even at best the results have been a mu ti-disciplinary approach,3 where

various practitioners analyze the problem, but :ach considers only the factors

relevant to his own prOfession or discipline. ven recent modifications to the

traditional approaches have tended to present tke problems of Environmental Design

as essentially technical problems to be solved An a technical manner.. The design

of an urban vea'or the aesign of a building was typically approached as a techni-

cal problem,/largely divorced from its social, economic, political, cultural and

natural contexts. However, most environmental problems are not in the first

instance, scientific or technical in'nature, they are social problems. Passmore

makes this distinction clear:

An ecological problem is not, in the first place, the same

thing as a problem in ecology. A pro lem in ecology is a
purely scientific problem, arising out of the fact that

scientists do not understand some particular ecological

phenomenon, ow, for example, DDT finds its way into the

fat of Antar tic birds. Its solution brings them under-

standing. An cological problem, in contrast, is a special

type_ofsocia roblem...To speak of a phenomenon as a

tsocial''Proble is not to suggest merely, or perhaps at all,

that we do not understand hov it comes about; it is labelled

a problem not bedause, like a scientific problem, it presents

an obstacle to our understanding of the world but rather be-

cause -- consider alcoholism, crime, deaths on the road --

we believe that our society would be better off without it.4

Environmental problems are social problems
standing of how these problems come about,
political, economic and cultural cramework
problems and within which solutions can or

. What _s required is not merely an under-
but an understanding of the ethical,
within which they areconsidered to be
cannot be devised. Thus, at the

3. .For a discussion of this distinction, see J. McKellar and S. M. Stein, "Inter-

disciplinary Education for the Architect", Journal ofltrchitectural Education,

Vol. XXIX, 1/3 (February 1976), p. 34.

4. J. Passmore, Man's Responsibility for Nature (London: Duckworth, 1974) p. 63.
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FIGURE 1: THE THREE PARTS OF THE CURRICULUM
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'Faculty of Environmental Design it was felt that we must not approach environmental

issues as solely technical or scientific,issues seen from one disciplinary perspec-

tive. The issues must be understood.in terms of. their relationship to the social
framework as well as the technical and environmental framework within which they
arise. Such an interdisciplinary approach requires an entirely new perspective
which is integrative and dll-encompassing.

Our core curriculum attempts to give students in ail three degree options an inter-
disciplinary approach which goes beyond the uni- or multidisciplinary approach to
environmental problems.

What follows 'is a discussion of our original core curriculum: its objectives and

component courses, the difficulties encountered anti ensuing' modifications; followed

by a discussion of our.new revised core curriculum. This new core reflects a number

of design principles based on our experience wi h the-original core, plus a more
rirvTr5complete and better-structured set of object s.

I. Original core curriculum

A. Original Objectives'

The objectives of the original core curriculum involved an understanding of:

1. Man
2. Natural and built environments
3.. Man/environment relationships
4. Societal relationships-

5. Culture, language, and institutions governing intervention
6. Impact of cultural-institutions on the study of #1 to #4

7. Technology and its impact
8. Analytic techniques
9. Interdisciplinary group problem-solving and design; the

applications of knowledge and skills #1 to #8

10. Attitudes and values particularly in relation to #9

B. Component Courses

To achieve these objectives, six mandatory courses were devised:

Course A: Human Adaptations.
(36 contact hours over .one twelve-week session)

Study of man as a biological entity set within a framework of
his biologic history and limitations; conducted in a laboratory
setting, covering the normal biology of man and common physical

' and psychic malfunctions. The objective is to demonstrate the
limitations of human adaptability which have to be respected in
environmental planning and architectural design.

Course B: The Biosphere as a Physical System,
contact hours over one session)

Studies of the dynamic states of the biosphere with reference
to laws of physical science: ways and means of monitoring
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environmental change examined in reference to physical, chemi-
cal, and organic indicators; illustrations of contemporary,
problem/resel"rch'areas; predictability and utopian control
systems discussed in reference to current forcasted technologies.

Course C: Cultural Processes in Environmental Design.
436 contact hours over one session)

Cultural agencies, philosophical presuppositions and the
concept of life-forms studied in relation to Man's attempt
to control the' environment; critical appraisal of the value
systems'underlying the disciplines involved in studying man-
environment relationships; man's potential for effecting
environmental norms studied with reference to scientific'
theory, linguistics and human communications.

. Course D: techniques of Environmental Analysis.
(73 contact hours over one session)

Introduction to techniques of analysis in environmental design,
descriptive and quantitative predictive methods in applicatiog,
to hUman and other ecologies; the concept of systems; theory
and techniques of system description and analysis, their utility
for environmental problem Solving1;11ecied techniques of statis-
tical analysis and computer progr ng including development of
Fortran language_capability; special amlicatiOn to statistical
analysis and systems models.

Course E: Environmental Design Practice.
(144 Contact hours over two sessions)

Introduction to environmental design practice conducted, mainly
as a workshop;"study of,the scope and nature of environmental
design problems; discussion of the kinds of intervention and
practices of the various agencies engaged in control of environ-
ments; interdisciplinary projects developed around three themes:
analysis, design and communications, and policy formulation;
issues in environment' management investigated mainly in reference
fo current practices inlarge-scale planning projects. Lectures,

Seminars, Projects.
in large -scale

F: Advanced Environmental Design Practice.
(72 contact hours over on session)

Interdisciplinary training in environmental design practice
at an advanced level', centered on case studies, information
probing and analysid; culminates in a policy planning assignment
and environmental design presentation on a real world problem.
Prerequisite: Course E.

4The relationships between objectives and :ourses are shown in Figure 2.

C. Difficulties encountered

Over a four-year trial, a number of difficulties were encountered, particularly
with the lecture courses. No course sequence was required or recommended.
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Students could, and did, take courses in many different sequendes and at
very different. times in their programmes of studies. Thus no common back-,

gfound could be assumed in any core course.

The core lecture courses A, B, C and two parts of course D (quantitative analy-
sis and computex applications)were each taught independently by one or two
(,different) instructors. An interdisciplinary approach was not developed.
There was insufficient interaction between course instructors and little syn-
thesis of material. Conflicting approaches were taught, but not resolved.
For example, conflicting views-of man and society were taught in courses A And
C without giving the student a framework for investigAing and resolving such
conflicts.

In addition, some serious gaps in the original course structure were perceived:
the built environment, political/economic institutions and different approachs
to intervention were not included. Other topics formally included in course
descrir,tions were not in fact covered. Instructors tended to take a narrower
appro.-3, the courses than originally envisioned. Individuals and their
viewpoin came -to be closely identified with "their" core courses.

Finally, the studio course E emphasized skill development rather than the appli-,
cation of knowledge gained in the lecture courses. This was partly a conse-
quence of the fact that these coul,es were not prerequisite to the studio. The

studio course',F was generally -considered successful. Students were usually

fairly well prepared by the time they reached this course.

As a result of the foregoing difficulties, many students failed to bp .eciate
the relevance of the core to their chosen profession. Objections wire raised

to both the content and the time requirements of the core.

D. Modification

Some of the difficulties encountered resulted in Lubstandial modifications to
individual core courses during the trial period. For example, in course Ti

it was decided that an appreciation of the strengths and limitations of com-
puters could be better conveyed by teaching the use of a number of application
packages rather than by teaching a programming language.5 In course C, the
discussion of ethical principles was substantially expanded. However, after
four years it was decidt...1 that some of the difficulties were inherent in the

original approach and could be resolved only by a major revision.

One of the principal motivations for revising the core was that the goal of an
interdisciplinary approach to environmental design problem rather than a multi-
disciplinary approach had not been achieved. At the root of this failure is the,

fact that most of the faculty members come from a single traditional discipline.
Some have experience as contributors toLa multidisciplinary project. ,Few have
engaged in the critical examination of the presuppositions of their own and

other disciplin. , necessary to construct a common ground: an integrative con-

ceptual framework. The new core should seek to bring differing faculty per-
spectives together in a setting that would stimulate both faculty and students
to construct a commonframework.

5. For an exiended,discussion, see W. A. Ross and L. 0. Sinkey, "An Introductory
Computer Course for Environmental Design", (unpublished, Faculty of,Environ-
mental Design, University of r 'gary),
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II, The new core currieulun,

A.- Objectives arA Structure

The new modified core attempts tp take an integrated and interdisciplinary
'approach to the foundations of environmental design which provides a synthesis
which did not exist in the original programme. rue objectives were- specified

in somewhat more detail, revised in the light of the difficulties encountered,
and grouped under three broad headings.

1. Conceptual Approaches

The student should develop an understanding of the differences and
"similarities between various disciplines and professions and be able
to,eXamine their assumptions critically. The student should appreciate

the value of: 0

a. Practical reason: logic and argumentation, critical thinking

b. Types of investigation: scientific, mathematical, systems, social
and cultural

c. Modes of intervention: design, planning`

d. Justifications for intervention

2. Knowledge

The student should have an understanding if facts which shape and con-
strain intervention; and the disciplinary sources of this knowledge, in
particular concerning:

a. Man: as a biolo8ical, rational and social being

b. Society: as a framework fiirNUIZ protection and furridit%nt of

man's aspirations
c. Environments: natural and built

d. Man/environment interactions

3. Professional Skills and Techniques

The student should be introduced to skills and techniques which will be

developed in professional practice, in particular:

a. AnalytiC techniques: quantitative analysis, research methbds
computers

b. Interdisciplinar3 group problem-solving and design processes

c. Communication: written, oral, graphic, photo

d. Organization and management of time and resources

B. Principles

Our experience over the past five years and the experience of other similar

efforts convinced us that pertain principles shoUld be foiloWed in designing

and delivering courses to accomplish the foregoing objectives:

1. A vast range of topics could conceivably be included in an environmental

design core. It is essential that only those elements which provide an
understanding of the basic foundations of environsental design be in-

cluded in the core. The fact that a particulhir technique or bit of
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%nowlede was required for a majority of students in one or more
areas of concentrated study is not sufficient grounds for its inclusion
in the core. Core material must be restricted to those elements which
make up the foundation and underlying principles of environmental design.

0

2. 'The, various knowledge areas are highly interrelated and should therefore
be delivered wfthin a unifpng frainework. Without such a framework some
of the problems previously:discussed seem inevitable. The subject matter

is likely to be taught in a fra ented manner, with insufficient syn-
thesis, insuff cient exploratiimand Critique of gssumptiOns, and no
satisfactory r solution of-tOnflicting views and approaches. Attempts

at interdisci linarity thus tend to degenerate into multidisciplinarity
in practi

Onerol!e of the core is to bring differing faculty perspectives to ther

in a setting that stimulates not only students but also faculty to on-

struct their own common framework.

3. Conceptual ppr, thes and areas of knowledge'are inseparable. Both,

should therefor e delivered in a common interdisciplinary framework.
Much of what 1. ...,,,nsidered to be objective environmental data is in

fact conceptually related to a particular disciplinary approach. The

conceptual approach often determines (at le4st partially) the facts
which are "discovered". A fractionated or-even a muleidiscipt,inary
approach to environmental problems will necessarily skew both the des-
criptions and,ew*uations of problefns tpwards the particular disciplines
employed. ,These inherent biases must bie avoided in the=searclOfor
adequate solutions. The only way which offers some hope of avoiding
them is an interdisciplinary approach.

4. Analytihtechniques Can be delivered separately from other skills, from
conceptUaapproaches, and from areas of knowledge.

5. Appreciation of ti.e limitations of analytic techniques is enhanced by
an understanding of conceptual approaches. The course encompassing

conceptual approaches should thus be a pre or corequisite for analytic
techniques.

6. Analytic techniques should include the ability to use computers com-. ,

bined with an appreciation of the.r strengths and limitations. Nowever,

this does not imply that a program. 'ng language (such as FORTRAN) need
be learned.

7. The rest of the professional skills (other than analytic techniques)
are best approached via the studio mode.

8. Studio assignments should.explicitly recognize and seek to apply the
understanding gained in the rest of the core. The course(s) encompas-
sing conceptual approaches and areas of knowledge should be a pre or
corequisitc for the studio course(s),

9.. Two possible types of studio course are useful: a number of small
problems of short duration with emphasis on skill development; and a
single problem of longer duration with emphasis on production of a
professional "product".
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10. A common first-year student experience is desirabld: Therefore,,at

least one of the core courses should be required of all first-year

student's%

C. Component Courses

One entirely new course (I) replaced courses A, B, C in the original core. The

other three courses (D, E, F) were r(tained.with some modifications
as courses

II, III, IV. The 'relationship bbtween the new objectives and the new courses

are shown in Figure 3. Topical outlines of the courses are in

Appendix A.

1. Course I: Conceptual Bases of Environmental Design

(96 lecture hours Over two 12 week sessions)

Conceptual frameworks for design intervention in the

environment based on perspectives from the huManities,

and the natural and social sciences, Gf man's relation

nto his natural, social and built environments; theories

and models of investigation and intervention; discussion

of professional :responsibilities and environmental design

issues. Requited course for all first year students. .

The purpose of this course is not to present a series of mini-courses consist-

ing of unrelated,tacts, but to give the student an understanding. of basic

conceptual frameworks. The aim of this codrse'is to equip the student to

approach environmental design problems with an understanding of the social,

political, economic and ethical frameworks in which they arise, as well as

an appreciation'of the natural constraints on their solution.

En an international context, the discussion of social institutions would have

to be adapted to focus on whatever paradigms and historical developments are

-relevant to the comext. One of the essential aims of this 'course is, to

equip the student to distinguish between those aspects whichl are culturally

relative and those which are not..

Several provisiqns are made regaiding the presentation of Course I which are

intended to enhance interdisciplinarity. Lect6res are presented by a number

of different fa,:ulty with different academic and professional backgrounds.

All faculty involved are full-tiMe with the Faculty of Environmental Design.

At least three (and often more) faculty members are present at each lecture.

Lecture details are worked out by a committed of all Course .1 instructors.

One instructor designated course manager with'the resl.ansibility of ensuring

that all lectures conform to the intent of the course. Other faculty members

are ncouraged to attend as observers and commentators.

In addition,'the,seminars on "environmental design issues" allow the students

to observe the interaction of faculty members and their differing perspectives.

The seminars att -Ipt to apply concepts and knowledge gained to particular

issues.

Student understanding is evaluated by both examinations and term papers. In-

'1414ordal tutorials are scheduled in response to student requests.

2. Course IT: Analytical Methods in Environmental Design

(30 lecture hours in first session, 24 lecture and tutorial

hours in secqnd session)
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OBJECTIVES

1. CONCEPTUAL APPROACHES

a. Practical Reason
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c. Modes of Intervention

d.

FIGURE 3
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3. SKILLS
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Methods'in developing and analyzing information about the

environment with emphasis on selected computer application

packages and other numerical-approaches; techniques and,

their appropriateness for the designer. Prerequisite or

corequisite, Course I.

The.first session of this course covers basic statistical techniques with

a brief introduction to sources of statistical data and research methodolo-

gies for generating such data. Students are evaluated by an examination ltd a

a project. A future revision of this part of the course is contemplated.

The second session,inFroduces students to the use of computers via a number,

-of application packages; students'are required to do one assignment, apply-

ing each computer package. This part of the course had already been revised.

3. Course Environmental Design Practice

(96 contact hours over the second session)

Introduction to environmental design practice conducted

mainly as a workshop; study of "le scope and nature of

environmental design probleMsdiscuSaion of the kinds of

intervention and practices of the various agencies engaged

in control of environments; interdisciplinary projects

developed around three themes: analysis, design and com-

munications, and.policy formulation; issues in environment

management investigated mainly in reference to current

practices in large scale planning projects. Lectures,

Seminars, Projects.

%we

This course seeks to deylelop skills of communication and interdisciplinary

group problem-solving and design via a few introductory skill lectures and

a number of short-duration projects emphasizing'process and skill develop.

went. More emphasis can be placed on the application of knowledge from

Course I since it is now required for first year students.

4. Course IV: Advanced Environmental Design Practice

(96, contact hours over one'session)

Interdisciplinary training in environmental design

'practice at an advanced level, centered on case studies,

information probing and analysis; culminates in a policy

'planning assignment and'env!ronmental design presenta-

tion on a real world problem. Prerequisite: Course III.

This course has the same objectives as Course III but approaches them via

one large "real-world" problem. Student groups must begin with problem

definition and-carry the process all the way through to,the production of

a professional presentation of their solution. It is unchanged from

Course F, which has generally been regardel.\as quite successful.

III. Conclusion

The new. core curriculum was offered for the first time in 1976-77. Most

students seem to have gained a working appreciation of different conceptual

frameworks and their influence. This understanding was manifested in a more
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holistic approach to environmental problems, particularly in the studio courses

.(e.g. Course III). The five faculty members lecturing on conceptual approaches,

ethics, and social institutions were able..tp integrate the delivery of thel*

material very'effectively. Unfortunately, some of the other sections were less

appropriate 1.n emphasis or level. These problems reflected two factors: some

faculty were not able to attead all,the sessions, and some do not fully appre-

ciate the ..red for a conceptual interdisciplinary framework. Nonetheless, the

overall results were encouraging. The difficulties seem to be in impleMentation

rather than in design.

In conclusion, the most important features of our core curriculum are the fol-:

longing: the discussion of different conceptual frameworks, the attempt to

construct an interdisciplinary framework which encompasses ethical, political,

.econoAic, cultural and naturalavironmental factors; the interaction between

different faculty vi^wpoints ne course; and the practical application,of

theory and skills in the-stpdio courses. These are features which could be

profitably incorporated in an environmental core curriculum at any educational

level.
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Appendix .A : Detailed Course Outlines

'UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY

FACULTY OF ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

Course Y.
'(EVDS 61.4)

CORE CURRICULUM

CONCEPTUAL BASES OF ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
(Fall and Winter Sessions)

I. CONCEPTUAL APPROACHES

A. Practical Reason

1. Definitions; necessary and sufficient
conditions; categorization

2. Argumentationo fallacies, validity and

soundness
3. Intuition, creativity
4. Logical models, functions, analogies;

formal logic

Lectureir

4

B. Types of Investigation 6

1. Mathematical,
2. Systems
3. Scientific

a. theOretical thought and casual

relations
b. Values and objectivity
c. empirical measurement: physical,

human and social
4. Social and cultural

5. Ethical

C. Modes of Intervention 3

1. Desi,a theories
2. Planning theories

* Each lecture is 90 minutes

'1." ma.

4.
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A-2

II. AREAS OF:KNOWLEDGE

A. MAN

1. Conceptual Frameworks

a. man as part of the natural system -

Ipacave being

b. man as intentional, normative, purposive being

Lectures

2

0

2. Humanities and Social Science Approaches to Man: 1

man as social, psychological, economic,
religious being

e

3. Biological/behavioral approach to human behavior 6

a. human development, ontogeny, population
quality, stress

b. mammalian ch._=cteristics

c. remanent tations: 0phylogeny

d. human diagnostic features

B. MAN AND SOCIETY

1. Biological/behavioral approach

4

(examples of behavioral exploration of man
applied to society and culture, chosen from
the following):

a. resource exploitation as basis of social systems

b. ecological theories of state formation

c. culture and cultural change

d. aggression and competition

e. .biological approach. to ethics

2

2. Ethics (action-guiding principles) 6

a. ethical dimensions of uman objectives
and interaction: ethical disputes,

normative/descriptive Jistinctions

b. ethical principles: universal objective

standards, e,hical relativism
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2. (cont'd.)

c. non - ethical, principles: egoism, rational

self-interest, social norms

d. ethical basis of ideology

e. moral dilemmas

f. professional responsibility

g. law and morality

3: Social Institutions (political, economiclegal)

a. Introduction: nature of social institutions and
their study, contrast with physical systems

b. basic social choices: economic and political

alternatives

A- 3

Lectures

c. assumptions and institutions of our paradigms

i. capitalism: self-interest, private property,

contract, the market system

ii. democracy: constitution, responsible a d repre-
sentative government, justice and equa ity

d. development of our present system (the lib

i. economic: mercantilism, laissez-fairr
market 'failure', nationalism, the
Keynesians, militarism, urbanization, mobility.

ate)

political: extension of the franchise,
political parties, professional politicians,
professional civil service, bureaucracy

s.*

11

e. ethical justification of state intervention (ideology)

f. implementation: law and legal techniques

g. problems of our present system:

i. influence of economic power in politics and law

ii. bureaucratic dysfunction

iii. minority rights

C. MAN AND ENVIRONMENT

1. Natural Environment (energy focus)

a. introduction to systems
(covered in 'conEeptual approaches')
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b. physical systems

i. phybical,environment: hydrosphere,
climate, lithosphere and definitions
(power, work efficiency, subsidy)

ii. laws ;thermodynamics)

iii. energy budgets, forms of energy

c. ecosystems

i. ecological hierarchy: individukls,

populations, ecosystems_ _

ii. biotic communities: energy and nutrient
plans, bioenergetic efficiencies

iii. dynamics: equilibrium and stability,
limiting and trigger factors

A-4
Lectures

2

3

2. Man and Natural Environment 4

(man as resource consumer - Canadian focus)

a, perulation dynamics

b. food and agriculture

c. energy: alternative sources, costs and
benefit, impact of development

3. Built Environment

a. continuity and change

i. historical process

ii. scales of intervention: state, urban, housing

iii. agricultural/urban/industrial revolution

b. form and meaning,in the Built Environment

i. elements of urban form

ii. architectural form and meaning

iii. housing as example

4. Society and Built Environment

a. determinants of urban form

7

i. influence of institutions and, values on urban form'

ii. processes shaping urban form

iii. theories of urban form and design
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4. Society and Built Environment (cont'd)

b. community

i. definition of community

ii. phys:cal form and social well-being

iii. social fum:xion of architecture

iv., health and pathology

v. 'non-place' urbanrealm

III. ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN ISSUES-

Application and integration of knowledge to understanding

causes of current problems (e.g. population/food/energy

or pollution). by a number of the course instructors

COURSE II., ANALYTICAL METHODS IN ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

(EVDS 606) (Fall and Winter Sessions)

A. Research Methods (data gathering approaches)

1. 'observational

2. contact (survey, interview)

3. interactive (participation)

B. Analytical Methods

1
1. simulation;

2. operations research

A-5

Lectures/

4

16

3. statistical: descriptive, inferential, predicts

C. Computer 16

lor

strengths, limitations in various fie ds of
application (presently 8 computer package in ,

6 areas)
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COURSE III. ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN PRACTICE
(ENDS 609) 7

Instructional lectures in skills

COURSE IV.
'(EVDS 701),

Groups work

Presentations and prOblem introductions

ADVANCED ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN PRACTICE

t Group work

Presentations and introduction

VI

1

252 258
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Contact Hours

j.

16

50

30

96

84
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A CASE FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION: ILLINOIS

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA_ION ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS PROGRAM

John A. Wiedman
Illinois Department of Transportation

Effingham, Illinois
. and

Paul' R.- Craig.

Sangamon State University
Springfield, Illinois

For most of man's tenure on earth he has witnessed relatively little destruction

oT his environment. However, in a time'span of a little over two hundred years

man has significantly altered, the bio 'hysical environment of the United States.

such concern has.,,been expressed over this alterationt, the increased rate at which

it has taken place and-thei.possible end-effects of this process.

,In response to thejncreasing eilvironmental concern of AmericanS, Congress passed

the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) late in the year of 1969. This act

could very well be considered, the single most significant piece of legislation in

the decade .of the 60's with regard to the livability of man's'world. The natural

environment is not the only aspect of the nation affected by this piece of legis-

lation as both our economy and society in general have felt the impact of this

;law. For example, in the year L973, according :to a Bureau-of Census report, a

,total of seven billion dollars was spent for environmental quality by federal,

state and local governments,1 In addition, industry and business spent 3.6 billion

dollars for pollution abatement in 1975.2

The Illinois, Department of Transportation began to feel the effects of this legis-

lation in the early 1970's. Section 102(c) of the National Envirorimental Policy

Act.of 19693 requires that an environmental study, later termed an"Envirohmental

Impact Statement, would have to be written for al major projt,?cts involving the

expenditure of Federal funds. The United StAtesDepartment of Transportation has'

determined the format and content of these document;,,in an. attewpt to conform

with the intent of the law. Today the Illinois Department of Transportation has

amassed considerable material to aid the content selection and drafting of these

documents.

'The compilation of useful data and the writing of EnvironMental Impact Statements

is only part of the activity undertaken by the Illinois Department of Transporta-

tion in its endeavor to minimize the detrimental environmental effects of construc-

tion and maintenance. Department personnel must be made aware of the potential

impact of their activity before they can direct their efforts toVard mitigating

4

, Vol. 10, No, 6; June 1976, p. 519.

, December 23, 1976, p, 8.

1075, January 1, 1970.

1.

2,

3.

Environr ntal Science and Technology

Construction Digest; Vol. 49, No, 22

Public Law 91-190, 91st Congress,
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environmental impact: Cascql observation reveals a range of attitudes among

DepartMental employees with regard to the environment. Some are entirely without

hope, some express a legitimate but optimistic concern. and some are totally with-

out. regard for' the future of the W.,1d.

With this idea In mind, the Illinois Department of Transportation has developed a

program through the Bureau of Personnel and Business Management, the purpose of

which is to inform the. transportation professional of the nature of the environ-

mental issues we face today. Basic to the program are tae principles of ecology

which have helped us to identify environmental problems. The efforts orseveral

discip-ines have been.. aimed at the analysis and resolution of these prod leas in

the United States. Therefore, several disciplinary perspectives have been uti-

lized in the preparatioh of the prc3ram.

major purpose of,this program is to get the student to reco, ze.that there

are factors in the environment which are nonqvantifiable, such as beauty, happiness

and open.spa, ; and that these factors should not be disregarded simply because

they will not fit into any economic calculus. In the past, feasibility studies

for projects have consistently omittqd these factors, which is one of the reasons

for the current growing environmental\concern within the. American citir ary. In

addition, this program would investigate man's efforts to improve his environment

and the corisequances of his actions on the standard of living in this nation. The

course would attempt to point out that the perceptiOn of environmental issue- is

directly affecteeby individual views of theworld and our place in it, in relation

to the rest of the world's population. Included would be a discussion of such

.commonly used and little understood terms as gross national product, standar': of

living, price and 'cost; and-economic feasibility. Our purpose in the synthesis

of.this program is btst summed up 1-7 Russell Train when he wrote, "Our*standard of

living hass.ontinued to rise at tha same time that we b e bccome increasingly

less satisfied with the quality and chLracter of. our lives. We find that, as we

become increasingly able to afford the 'good life', it becomes increasingly impos-

. sible to buy".4

The foundation for the deVelopment of this program was laid with the appointment of

an environmental education coordinator followed by a sta request for potential

instructors. Volunteers for instructor training came fim individuals with a broad

range of educational backgrounds, including landscape architecture, biology, civil

engineering,and horticulture. Following the selection of potential instructors', an

instt.'ctional cadre ,s for-9d and met to establish the objectives of the Depart- '

ment's Environmental Education Program. These objectives were then used in de-

tormining the earliest _conception of this program.

An embryonic conception of our intended program was taken to th Tiniversity of

Yllinois where Dr. Roger K. Brown, 'a science educator in the College of Education,

became our academic mentor. During an intenciv. t.o-week involvemc r on the campus

= of the 45niversity of Illinois, all potential instructors were. expose,' to: (1)

.extensive data on ecolo'gical- principles; and (2) teaching methods. 'mins .are

used to teach instructional methods, while afternoons'and evenings were used to

1. roduce ecological data from 'a broad t,nge of scientific disciplines. Under the

direction of Dr. Brown, two .aspects of our program developed simultaneously: the

training of the instructional cadre and the structure and content of the course.

4.
Russell E. Train, "the Quality Of Growth," Science, Vol. 184, June 7, 1974,

pp. 1050-1053.
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The product of this effort is an eight-day environmental awareness course titled

"Ecology and Socic y: Implications for Public Institutions". The objectives of

this course are- (1) to help the student understand the structure and.fuaction

of, his bio-rh,sica_ environment; (2) describe and discuss global environmental

problems in the context of human values and growth systems; and (3) tr examine

the implications of present institutional goals and behavior, including those of

the Department of Tr nsportation. These objectives are accomplished by teaching

this course in four distinct modules with approximately 30 days be:_wen class

meetings.

The first module in this course, titled "The limier' Environment", is to acquaidt

the student with the idea of change, ill-as ating the rate, direction, and inevi-

tability of change and comparing man-made clange with natural change. The idea of
ecology as a science and a point of ,ieW is presented as is a discussion of

"ecologist vs. environmentalist". At the end of the day it is hoped that the

student will be at ease in the classroom and that a basic foundation for future

discussions will have been laid%

The second module requires three consecutive days and is 401ttled !Tnvironmental J

Dynamics". The basic objective of this module is to provide the student with a

set of basic ecological principles which will aid in his understanding of the

natural world as well as establish the basis for the remainder of the program.

This data is built around five interacting models, each centered on what are

titled the "Five Laws of Ecology". This technique was borrowed from a section

of a course taught by Dr. George Kieffer at the University of Illinois in Urbana

Titles for four of the five laws were takcn from "The Closing Circle"6 by Dr.

Barky Commoner. The fifth law was borrowed from the writings of Dr. Cartett

Hardin', at the University of California.7

This threg day module provides the student ecological information which illuX

trates the flow c: energy through global ecosystems, the cyclic nature of ecologi-

K7_cal systems, the interdependence of various components Of ial ecosystems and the

inherent stability found in diverse natural ecosystems. I addition. the student

is exposed to the phenomena of biosynthesis and biodegradation and the problems

posed by the introduction of non-biodegradable molecules into the natural system.

This phenomena is further expanded through discussion, Irt.!1 examples cf biological

_magnification. This threerday class meeting is concluded with a discussion of the

dilemma presented by exponential growth of human, Timbers. At the end of these

three days Lhe student .should have a basic ecological framework within which to

formulate thoughts and ideas. The student should be able tc aw on this ecological

framework and participate in discussions during he last halms oF the course. This

last half is divided into two sections, each of which requires two days to complete.

The first of the tw(4sremaining sessions is titled "ManaL.d Ecosyftems". In this

module the student is introduced to the idea of man managing the environment and

of the succes2 he has had in this endeavor. Data is presented to show that western

man has secured,a disproportionate share of the world's wealth for himself. The

5. George H. Kieffer, "Biology 101," Stiper Publishing Company, 1973.

6. Barry Commoner, The Closinc Circle, Alfred A. Knupf, New York, 1971.

7. Garrett Hardin, "Not Peace But Ecology," Diversity and Stability in Ecological

Systems, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York, 1969, p. 152.
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ideas concerning human management of the environment are not new. As a result of

human management, man has seemingly extricated hi:nself.from direct dependence on

contemporary ecosystems for much of what appears to be crucial to his high standard

of living. These ideas are discussed in some det,i1; then concern shifts to the

illustration 'f man's dependency on the global environment for his existence.

This idea is then validated through the use of z model titled "The Ecology of an

Industrialized Ecosystem"; developed by Dr. William E. Cooper of Michigan State

University.8 Next, the discussion moves to topics which include limitations posed

by technology, food production, energy production, and resource availability. The

idea of systems lithitation is presented, emphasizing that a change in the method

of thinking through problems will be necessary if arty significant improvement in

the global environment is'to come about.

With the foregoing material to illustrate that change is necessary in a dynamic

world, the discussion now comes closer to the individual'student by challenging

his values and discussing how ethics provide controls on his behavior. This is

done by discussing the "Dominant Social Paradigm" as defined by Pirages and

Ehrlich.9 This discussion is intended to suggest to the student 'how his behavior

and even his th)ught processes are formed and molded over time by his social en-

vironment. This discu'ssion includes issues such as wilderness preservation

land conservation which combined with economic considerations challenge the stu-

dent's perception of his social environment. These challenges to,the.studentrs

dominant social paradigm are crucial if the student,is.to have an open mind for

the analysis of environmental issues,

Three years of direct experience with this program have led the authors to believe

that the discussion of values and ethics makes the greatest impact on the student

and therefore, will, over a period of time, be the basis for change.

The last module in this course is titled "Ecological Relationships and Modeling".

TRY6 module includes a rather detailed aualydis of "Limits to Growth", by Meadows,

et al. 10 'Included in this discussion is a review of "Models of Doom"11
whi,ch is

a rebuttal to "Limits ".,, These analyses are particularly, interesting since "Limits",

with, its computer analysis, tends to scare and depress the student. Then, follow-

ing With "Nodels" helps to give the student a sense of security and possibly a

feeling that things really are not that bad. This discussion is then followed by

an analysis of a second computer study titled "Mankind at the Turning Point", 12

which considers the criticism of "Models" and arrives at essentially the same con-

clusions as "Limits". Thus, the student is introduced to one of the earlier

8.
Herman Koening, William Cooper, and James M. Falvey, "Engineering for Eco-

logical, SocioloC_cal and EcOno-lic Compa,tibility," IEEE Transaction on Systems,

Man and Cvlemetus'Vol. SMC-2, No July, 1972.

9. Dennis C. Pirages and Paul R. Ehrlich, Ark II, W. H. Freeman and Company, 1974.

10. Meadows, Donella H., Dennis Meadows, Jorgen Randers, and William'W. Behrens,

III, The Limits to Growth, New American Library, 1Q72.

11.
H. S.- D. Cole, Models of Doom, Universe Book, New York, 1973.

12. Nihajlo Mesarovic and Edward Pestel, Mankind at the Turning Point, E. Dutton

and Company, Inc., 1974-.
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attempti.at modeling global environmental problems, and is exposed to one of the

many criticisms'of the model. With the discussion of "Mankind" the student

should be aware that there are many serious problems facing the global society of

man and that concerted efforts are being made to analyze these problems. The

technology and methods of analysis are not Perfect, but nevertheless, are worth

consideration.

Reactions to this program by Illinois Department of Transportation officials have
been excellent, and, over the last three years, nearly all of the major policy
Making and management personnel have attended. Work is now underway to teach this

course to the remainder of the decision-making professionals in the Department.

aiots are also underway to develop an annual one-day environmental seminar for
graduates of this course. The reasons for this proposed one-day refresher program

a-.:e twofold: first, numerous students have requested some type of on-going in-
volvement to help keep them current on environmental issues; second, from an
educational standpoint the students must be periodically exposed to current environ-
mental issues or they will lose a.substantial part of the awareness and sensitivity

gainfsl_f_rom-this-Piogram.

This course was taught in 1976 at the University of Illinois and is presently
listed in the Environment:, and People Program at Sangamon State University in
Springfield, Illinois where it is a requirement of a Master's Degree T1 me entitled

"Creative Planning and Ecological Management". Governors State University at Park

Forest South, Illinois will also list this course beginning in 1977.

Measuring the success of this program at this time I.:, d'difficult task. Teat scores

and other r= asurement devices indicate that students have retained some of the
informatic.i; however, awareness which does not lead to change will be useless.
Thus to obtain a valid measure of tl,e effectiveness of a program of this type, di-
rected at a large Grganization like the Illinois Department of Transportation, one
will have to observe whether or not the Department,conducte its business in a more
ecoloL 2a1 manner in the future. This means more than writing a better ETC, more
than reducing construction - related erosion, and more than making roads attractive.
It means considering the nonquantifiable amenities of open space, scenic vistas and
quiet areas, considering the associated strip-growth encouraged by highway improve-
menr, and considering people and places as being as important as growth and ex-

pansion. These ideas are best summarized in the words of Herman Daley when he wrote
that environmentalists seek growth "in things that realii count, rather than in

things that are merely countable".13'

13.
Technology Review, Vol. 79, No. 3, Janua-y, 1977.
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B LLINGHAM 2000: A MODEL FOR

COIKUNITY ENV:RONMENT,61. ACTION

Skip Everitt, Associate Director
Division of Continuing Education

Furman University
Greenville, S. C.

and

Claire Dyckman
Consultant

Seattle, Washington

ABSTRACT

a

In September, 1974, the city-of Bellingham, with the assistance of Hr ley College

Of Environmental Studies, began a program of community involveffient to provide

elected and appointed decision makers with citizens'_ views of "desirable futures"

for'the city, The program - lasted over two years and involved nearly 1500 citizens

directly in neighborhood meetings, task forces, advisory committees, and policy

teams. An additional estimated 10-15,000 people were reached through the various

forms pf media - newspaper, TV, and radio. The product of all thiseffort.vas a

detailed report of goals, policies, and options for Bellingkam in the near and

not -'so -near future. That report is currently being utilized by the city's plan-

ning department as a goal and policy base for the new comprehensive plaol

More importantly, a m,Kiel was created ,for use by other communities who wish to

explore their future n a creative and democratic manner. /n August, 1976,

Governor Dan Evans of Washington chose Bellingham 2000 as the fbp community devel-

opment program in the state. He provided additional funds to Huxley College for

the preparation of a "Citizens' Guide to the Future", a report which anzlyzes in

depth the Bellingham 2000 process. It is .this modal of citizen involtement in the

decision making process of a city that we wish to share with our fellow NAEE members.

Dr. Jack M. Everitt*
Associate Director
Pivision of Continuing Education

Furman University
Greenville, Sovth Carolina 29613

Ms. Claire D kman*
Assistant Professor
Huxley College
Bellingham, Washington 98225

COMMUNITIES, CITIZENS, AND THE FUTURE

4

In the Summer of 1967, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences published the pro-

cedings of a series of conferenc's held by a diverse group of scholars called

* Note: Everitt and Dyckman were cc- directors of Bellingham 2000, and co-authors

of "A Citizens' Guide to theoFpture."
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"The Commission on the Year 2000". The proceedings were titled Toward the Year

2000: Work in Progress. (Bell, 1968) This ponderous volume was the culmination

of two years of "hard thinking" by over 40 of the nation's most distinguished

scientists, philosophers, economists, and social thinkers. Thouzh the Commission

could not claim to be the first group to try to predict the future (Rand Corpora-

tion and other "forecasters" had projected future trends for years prior to 1965),

it is apparent now that, in one sense, Toward the Year 2000 started a kind of

revolution. This "revolution of thinking about the future" is demonstrated in

many ways. One form is the proliferation of futuristic writing since 1968. The

ideas,-hopes and fears of the Commission were popularized in the late 60's and

early 70's toy Alvin Toffler's Future Sifock , (Toffler, 1970), Charles Reich'sTbe

Greening of America, (Reich, 1971) Stewart Udall's 1976: An Agenda for Tomorrow,

(Udall,,1968) and Robert Theobald's America II, (Thec,oald, 1969).

Yet in the early 70's, as with the environmental movement publicized by Earthddy;

everyone was talking about -it (the future) but no one was doing anything about it.

However, as early as 1960 a few states, regions and local communities began to

take futurism or long-range planning seriously. Indeed, one urban center, Dallas,

Texas, began a long-range planning program in 1966 and. is acknowledged as the

-"pioneer"-in citizen-based long-range planning. California followed suit in 1967

(California_Tr-,orrow). 3y 1973,-MailleT-Georgia, Iowa, Hawaii, Vermont, and

Connecticut had; with private or public sponsorship, produced plans, Blueprints,

or reports dealing with the distant year 2000.

During 1973 and 1974, the State of Washington and two of its cities began to

earnestly face projections for the ve:ar 2000,- and to attempt to involve its citi-

zens in shaping the futur n 1 72, the Seattle 2000 Commission was es_ablished

by a resolution of t ayor and City Council. The resolution charged the Commis-

sion with "drafting present ug to the City Council and the Mayor goals for

Seattle to achieve by tie year 2000." By November, 1973, a report was ready for

submimsion and adoption, and the final Seattle 2000 goals document was printed and

distributed to the public in tLe early Spring of 1974.

In January, 1974, Governor Dan Evans announced the'creation of the Alternatives

for Washington program. In Fithruary, Evans and his office of Program Planning and

Fiscal Management selected a state-wide task force of 150 citizens. Our task as

stated by the Governor's letter of invitation was "to examine alternative direc-

tions for future growth and developmeh: in Washington." During a period c- 12 days

spread over a taree-month period, the Task Force produced a set o tatements about

growttl, development and. the quality ofolife in Washington. These s atements were

then dad as "data" for aiseries of one-day regional conferences h d throughout

the State. In addition, several surveys were conducted, and both and TV

stations carried special "talk show" programs to encourage wide-spre d in-

volvement in the program. By the Fall of 197, an estimated 70,000 people had

participated in one way or another. The program has experienced some difficulties

during its more than tc-o years of existence. Despite representation on the state-

wide Task Force by Senators and House members from both parties, Alternatives for

Washington was viewed by the Legislature as r.he "Governor's program." As a result,

few of the recommendations produced during the program have survived legislat've

review. A large group of citizens began over a year ago to examine the costs and

benefits of the "Alternatives", and hope to .presen- their findings in po icy form

to the next session of the legislature. As a process, Alternatives for shin'ton

is regarded as the-most imaginative of any previous states' programs.

As a member of Governor Evans' State-wide Task Force, I became increasingly concerned

about the future of my local area in Northern Puget Sound mid, in particular, the
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City of 13411ingham. To me, Bellingham was .a beautiful placd with a lot to lose

by not planning for the _future. As a result of informal conversations with Dr.

George r ke, a member of City Council and Associate Professor of Sociology at

Wester. ishington State College, we e ored with the city's Planning and

Development Commission the possibility o loul Year 2000 program. Armed with

their tentative approval, he and I submittA.-a/ProposaI to the State Office of

Community Development to fund a citizen-based 1o4g-range goal setting pyogram.
The result was a program that spanned over two years in time, involved over 1,100

local citizens, and produced goals and policy guidelines for both the short and

long-range future of the City. The remainder of this paper is a summary of what

happened during those twy years, and what was produced. Those of us who profes-

sionally and/or voluntarily gave much of our lives to ethe program feel that the

Goals for Bellingham program provided both an inventory of citizens' desires for

the future, and a commentary on the worth of conducting a Year-2000 program for a

mid-sized community.

This parer presents 1. a rationale for - itizen-based "Year 2000" program, 2. a

description of the setting and a history of citizen involvement in the planning

process of Bellingham, 3. a flow chart and narrative descriptiol;of the...program

and 4. an epilogue which embodies the program directors' feelings and opinions

about the program.

A RATIONALE FOR CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN PLANNING FOR THE YEAR 2000

"Future shock ",, according to Alvin Toffler, "is a time phenomenon, a product.of

the greatly accelerated rate of change in'society." (Toffler, 1970) It is the

breaking down of cher_ hed institutions like the family, the church, and the school.

It is reflected by a society that is experiencing accelerated change, an increase

in the flow and variety of information, and a growing inability on the part of

humans to cope with all this change. To compound the miseries generated by these'
accelerated changes, we seem unable to plan for th,. impact of change using time -

honored or traditional planning techniques. Even the most sophisticated computer

is incapable of producing an accurate "model" of the future,when faced with data

that shifts and fluctuates with no apparent pattern. Given the increasing com-

plexity of natural and man-made systems, and the ever-changing relationships between

the two, a prediction or forecast of the future.based on current trends alone may

be woefully inadequatey In most cases traditional forecasting can only provide an

estimate of probable futures. In order to provide society with the 'options neces-

sary to cope with uncertainty, we must also plan, in some fashion, for possible, or '

desirable futures. Toffler argues that...

Today as_never before we need a multiplicity of.visions.

dreams and prophecies - images of potential tomorrows.

Before we can rationally decide which alternative path-

ways to choose, which cultural styles to pursue, we must

firse ascertain which are possible. Conjecture, specu-

lation and visionary view thus. become as coldly practical

a necessity asieet-on-the-floor"realism" was in an

earlier time. ( Toffler, 1970)

Furthermore, he states that this conjecture and speculation about the future must

not be confined to those that we traditionally consider " ts."

The time has come for a dramatic reassessmeot o the

direction of change, a reassessment made not oy he
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politicians or the sociologists or the clergy or the
elitist revolutionaries, not by technicians or college

presidents, but Ly thepeople themselves. We need
quite literally to "go to the people" with a question
that is almost never asked of them. "What kind of a

world do you'want fen,.twenty, or thirty years from

now?" (Toffler, 1970)

It was, in large lort, this idea of "going to the people", or anticipatory
democracy, that formed the basic rationale for Coals for Bellingham.

Robert, Theobald, noted futurist, speaker and author, strongly believes in the power

of citizens at the local level to affect change. HOwever, he rejects the idea,of
the self-fulfilling citizen participation program that is carefully orchestrated by

local government to produce the "right" results. This type of program is character-

i 'd by a dependence on existing_ institutions like the Chamber of Commerce, or in
the creation of fiblue ribbon" advisory groups whose membership is carefully selected

by elected or appointed officials. He further states that programs which do not
take citizen participation beyond the advisory stage are merely a perpetuation of .

control by elefted or appointed officials over the destinies of a larger populace.
Indeed, he states that "Citizen involvement based solely on the provision of oppor-
tunities to discuss issues without the creation of authority in decisionmaking
will not fundamentally change the ways in which our society is presently 'structured."

(Theobald, 1976) The Goals for Bellingham program, by focusing specifically on the
city's new comprehensive.plan, attempted to provide citizens with an element of

mauthority in the decision making process.

On the _personal level, Goals for Bellingham attempted to incorporate three impor-

teat assumptions about citizen involvement in planning into its process:

Assumption 1. That the idea of anticipatory democracy ("going to
the people") should be a functional part of a community's decision
making process,

Assumption 2. That citizens can be vested with some degree of real
authority in making political decision , and that citizens heed not

oe confined to adviszy roles.

Assumption 3. That each citizen can attain a high level of "civic
literacy", and thus be more Affective indecision making as an

s'''N.e/ individual and as a member of a group.

CREATING AND CARRYING OUT A YEAR 2000 PROGRAM IN
A MID-SIZED COMMUNITY

Bellingham: A City At The Crossroads

For even the casual travLier, there is an obvious uniqueness 'about Bellingham.

While its economic health denends upon a large-pulp mill, food processing /find pack-

ing, and retail sales, it is best known for its setting, reasonable cost of
and proximity to recreation of all sorts. In many ways, it appears to be an ideal

place to live, work, and play. Loated on Northern PugetSound, 90 miles north of
Seattle, it is within two hours of three major winter sports areas, minutes away
from the San Juan Islands, and less than 2 hours distance from major traiiheads
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leading into the North Cascades National Park and Glacier Peak Wilderness. Seventy

per cent of the total land area of BellingHam's parent county - Whatcom - is

publicly owned as National Forest, National Park, County Park, or National

Recreation Area. With a population of less than 45,000, the city retains many
small town fdatures, and affords each citizen with a variety of recreational and

cultural opportunities.

Bellinglinm's location and natural setting is its greatest blessing and - at the

same time - fepresents its greatest threat. In terms of the future, Bellirham is

truly at a crossroads. Presently, neither the city nor county have permanent com-:
prehensive plans, and development continues to occur in a more or less random
fashion. As parts of the city experience aging and decay, there is a rush by
developers to convert vacant land into commercial or multi-family use. Recently

two older neighborhoods have successfully resisted this decay and turnover with
assistance.from the Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development, and with
effective citizen pressure to preserve l,, density zoning in each area. Unfortu-

nately, many areas of Bellingham are being transformed at a rate that takes local
residents by surprise, and citizen protest is frequently "tr'o little, too late."

Citizen Participation in Bellingham

Until l97,4, citizen involvement in planning in Bellingham was confined to member-

ship on advisory boards such as the Planning Commission, to special advisory groups
typified by the.select Mayor's Advisory Committee, and to "reactive" bodies such

as the Board of Adjustment and Board of Equalization/.

In 1973, the county appointed a 50-person group to steer. the progress of the new
county land use ordinance. 'This group, called the Land Use Code Committee (LUCC)

was charged with working with professional planners to create a set.of land use

"zones" for future development in-the county. No counterpart to this LUCC was
developed by the city and, except on a case-by-case basis, citizens were not rou-'

tinely included in the planning piocess in Bellingham. There was, in fact. a

growing frustration among citizens who on the one hand recognized new or ?idly

growing land use, housing, and social service problems, but on the other 'sand

were'afforded littl_ or no voice in decisions about the futur

Thbrefore, despite its geographl.c and physic-t uniqueness, Bellingham was, and

still is to a degree, a very typical town with regard to citizen involvement in
plannirigAr decision making. Goals for Bellingham was not a full solution to
Bellinghlm's typical disenfranchisement of citizens from the planning process. It

was a.bet,inning, and a signal to leaders that far more people were ready, able and

willing to assist in speculation and participation in the city's long-range future.

A BriefHistorical Outline of Goals for Bellingham

4,
In the early Spring of 1974, Councilman George Drake and the members of the Planning
and Development Comthission held a number of informal discussions about citizen in-

volvement in the planning process. Most agreed that a mechanism, or program, of

citizen involvement would greatly assist the Commission in formulating goals and

j policies, for both the short- and long-term future of Bellingham. Councilman Drake

suggested that he, and other members.of WWSC, seek state funding for such a program.
He approached Skip Everitt, Assistant Professor at Huxley College, whom he knew to

have an interest in both citizen participation and long-range planning. Together

they draftlea a proposal far a "Civis- Partnership" program and submitted this pro-
posal to the State ()face of Community Development. This "partnership" included
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the establishment of a citizen involvement program called "Goals for Bellingham."
Basically, the intent of Goals for Bellingham was to provide cit.kzens with a
variety of opportunities to tell their leaders about their "desirable futures"
for the City. The grant was funded under Title I of the Higher Education Act of
1964.

In the Summer of 1974, Everitt met several times with the Planning and Development
Commission to plan for the organization of the program. It was decided -that the
first Step should be the establishment of an advisory group to serve as ..a steering

If

committee. After careful deliberation, the Planning and Development Commission
chose ten citizens that represented a wide range of perspectives and lifestyles.

.Later that summer, the Advisory Group met to define its role and begq assisting
Everitt with program planning.

N

The fits task fit the Advisory Group was to recruit a 30-4U person Task Force to
conduct a series of neighborhood workshops. From a list of over 100 names, 30
citizens agreed to serve on the Task ;Force. These citizens were carefully selected
to remsent a cross - suction of the Bellingham community.

. .
.

In September, 1974, Everitt selected Claire Dyckman,as Associate Director for the
program. Together, they conducted a 6-hour trainin&workshoop -for Task Force members.
Each Task Force member agreed to conduct two meetings, and a schedule was finalized
by mid-October. By this time, four student interns had joined the staff. Two of
these students, Larry Graser and Dave Leppansen served as staff assistants. Colleen
Mosely assumed responsibility for publicity, and Gail Bingham agreed to design and
conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the program. Publicity was kicked off with
a mail brochure (4,000 copies) and a full-page ad in The Bellingham Herald. The
program also contracted with McGraw-Hill Films to rent a series of futuristic films
at were shown to the public in November.

In early October, the Mayor and City Council officially endorsed the program with
a joint resolution. With this resolution and the verbal support of the Planning
and Development Commission, the Task Force proceeded to the business of conducting
neighborhood meetings.

(

During November, December and January, the Task Force held approximately 55 meetings
and toll cted nearly 400 goals, objectives, and other statements about the future of
BellIng am. Citizens were invited to neighborhood meetings by the,Mayor, in a letter
enclose with water bills,'letters and Task Force members to their neighbors, radio
and TV sp ts, newspaper articles and advertising, and via a telephone committee
organized by Denis Newman, a citizen active in cormunity affairs.

After the completion of the neighborhood meetings, the Task Force reconvened to
sort the 400 goals into groups that would become policy teams. After discussion
of the general topic areas of the Policy Teams with the Advisory Group, Planning
Department, and City Council, a new publicity campaign was launched to recruit work-
ing members for these teams.

At this point (January, 1975) a public hearing was held to solicit comments about
the neighborhood meetings and to ask for participation by the public in the Policy
Team phase. About 100 people attended.

The Policy earns began meeting in early February and were to formulate a prelimin
ary doctutrt in May, 1975. During the first week of Po'Lcy Team meetings, members
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of the teams were briefed by Mike Knapp, a city planner, Claire Dyck$nan, Ruth

Weiner (Dean of Huxley College) and Jean Gallegos, on the mechanics of translating

neighborhood goals into objectives and policy guidelines. Knapp alSo explained the

fundamentals of the comprehensive plan process. During the four months of Policy

Team meetings, a media presentation was shown to civic clubs, serv4e and church

groups; and educational organizations in an effort to further stim late interest

in Goals for Bellingham on the part of the community. Special emplasis was placed

by the staff on involving the business-industrial community in the process, g

segment of the population that was sparsky represented on the Policy Teams.

The Policy Teams c mpleted a Preliminary Draft document for submiSsion to the
Advisory Group and lanning and Development Commission in late Mat, 1975. At this

time reports in Educ tion, Social Services, Pollution Control, Ecbnomic Base,

Leisure Activities, Sh elines, Citizen Participation, Housing, and Transportation

were submitted.
I

In early June, 1975, the Planning Commission and Advisory Group et and decided

to withhold public.dissemination of the Preliminary Draft while they conducted a

thorough evaluation-of the program.

Also in June, a second grant was awarded to the program to provide moneys for the

production of a number of multi-media programs. These programs" were designated to

provide summaries of the Policy Team reports.. They were distributed for viewing by

community groups during the Fall and Winter of 1975.- 76.

.

Also in the Summer of 1975, Jean Gallegos designed a intended to

-solicit public opinion about the results of the Policy Teams
4 1

In the Spring of 1976, the results of the Policy Team meetingh, and preliminary

results of the city-wide tUrvey were distributed tothe Mayor!. City Council and

Planning Commission. In June, 1976, a group of former POliq Team membets met
with the staff and decide' to officially conclude the Goals for Bellingham prc,,,ram

with presentations to the Council and Planning Commission. 11'his group further

decided to reconvene as an ad-hoc citizens' group in order to analyze the possi-
bilities for implementing many of the policy statements contaThed in "..he Policy

Team document,

GENERAL FLOW OF GOALS' FOR BELLINGHAM PROCES
1

The following flow chart'is a brief chronological "map" of/the Coals for'Bellingham

process. The process, from "Policy Vacuum" to :'Ad Hoc GroUp", cotered nearly two

full years.

EPILOGUE: THE FUTURE OF THE FUTURE IN BELONGHAM

In June, 1976, the Goats for Bellingham program was offitially completed. Many

citizens sighed with reliel as they looked forward to sailing, hiking, gardening,

and "business as usual" without periodically receiving notices or calls to attend

Policy Team meetings or hearings. After two years, over/1,100 fine people had

written goals, served on committees, or Policy Teams. filled iout surveys, viewed

.media.presentations, or had offered advice to elected and appointed officials

about Bellingham's future..
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Among members of the community there are some very good and some very bad feelings

about Goals for Bellingham. Cenerally,*the government (City Council, Mayor,

Planning Commission, and Planning Department) remains strongly in support of the

intent of the program. On-the other hand, business and .industry (will) remain

skeptical about Goals for Bellingham, and will probably continue to view it as a

potential inhibitor to economic development.

As for there citizens who dedicated many hours to he program, a few have pledged

to carry the spirit of Goals for Bellingham (on) into an action-oriented lobbying

effort. In the Fall of 1576; this group of ex-Policy Team members hopes to analyze

the Policy Team report from a cost-benefit perspective and to recommend programs,

plans and legislation to the appropriate agencies for consideration.

While this.represents.an overt attempt by citizens to "finish" the process, several

other results of GoalS for Bellingham have surfaced since'June, 1976. The Mayor

has instituted a system of neighborhood organizations to advise him on future plat.-

. ,ning issues. He credits the Goals program with providing a precedent for his

system and hLs recruited a, former member of the Citizen Par,ticipation Policy Team

ejo implement the system.

The County Parks Department has incorporated the report of the Leisure Activities

Policy Team into ,its new long-range plan.

The Planning and Development Commission, in a letter to the Goals staff voted unani-

mausly "to accept Goals for Bellingham final document as input for the upcoming

comrrehensive plan.'

Intuitively, we feel that people in Bellingham feel closer to-government. Intern- ..,

-ally, the city appears to have officials who are responsive to citizen participation.

Given time,, both the city and county appear to have the necessary human resources

needed to plan and implement a variety of desirable 'alternative futures." However,

it is theifactor of ,time that leaves us far from feeling secure about, the city's

future., Externally, the Northern Puget Sound region is growing quite rapidly. As

our future needs for food processing, energy suppliesand recreational space in-

crease, so will the pressures increase pn Whatcom County and Bellingham to provide

these gOods and services. Historically, we have made some tragic "mistakesin

similar situations, Green River Valley near Seattle, the Coast of New

Jersey and Delaware, the off - shore, area of Southern California, and the back country

,areas of the 5mokies, Sierras and kockies. These are, forth most part, mistakes.,

caused by no planning rather than poor planning. In these cases we have followed

short-run economic "instincts" and now lament the consequences of our "progress".

Even with the marvelous human talent that resides in.this mid-sized city, the task

ahead will be extremely difficult and complex. There is little time to waste and

a great deal to lose by "letting history take its course."
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CLASSROOMS AND COMMUNITY: A MODEL FOR INSERVrCE TRAINING

OF URBAN TEACHERS IN ENVIRO: :NTAL EDUCATION

Edward P. Ortleb, William M. Klein
Calla Smorodin, Peggy Rustige

St. Louis Public SChools
Missouri Botanical Garden

St. Louis Missouri

The U. S. Office of Environmental Education has awarded a grant to the St. Louis

Public Schools and the Missouri Botanical Garden to develop a model for training

teachers of Grades 4, 5, and 6 Jr' a multi-disciplinary, multi-process approach to

environmental education for urba areas. The project is designed td respond to

concerns of local and national educators that environmental education programs

today present a fragmented approach toward such issues as air and water pollution,

urban and use, energy, 'and wildland conservation. Problems are examined and so-

lutions propo-ad by specialists in a multitude of agencir's representing the gamut

of scientific, social, and aesthetic disciplines. Often these specialists work

in isolation from one another with little coordination or concentration of effort

toward a problem. Unfortunately, environmental education frequently mirrors this

view of the environment as a patchwork of unrelated problems and solutions.

The position,of the EnvirOnmental,Education Training Project is that the environ-

ment must be perceived in a much broader view- -one that strdgbes the interrela-

tionshIps among all parts of the environmcnr. It,is within this framework of

understanding that people must make decisions about the allocation of the earth's

resources and the quality of life that they are willing to accept.

Environmental education, to be successful and useful for today's children, must

present this more comprehensive and unifieu picture. Centyal to the implementa-

tion of this objective are new concepts and schemes for institutional-cooperation

and involvement in school programs. It is important, therefore, th t teachers be

trained in the multi-disciplinary and multi-process requisites of environmental

education and that availablct community resources be used effectively and creatively

in providing meaningful experiences for children.

The goal of the Environmental Education Training Project is to develop a teacher

training model that will take an important step in meetinc; these objectives. The

project involves the participation of twenty teachers in urban schools who have

'received summer workshop training in environmental education concepts and curri-

culum development. During the 1976- 77-school year, project teachers have created
mini-units in environmental education, and next year they will provide wor.shops

and other training assistance for teachers throughout the city system.

An important featut_ f tbo training program is the organization of an adlio:

consortium, a diverse array of institutions in the St. Louis area which have

resources to offer educators it environmental education. The consortium includes

over- twenty -five cultural, civic, educational, an6.environmental institutions and

'organizations. The purpose of the consortium is to develop the portion of the

.training model that relates to the utilization of community resources. Specifi-

cally, consortium members hive assisted project staff in developing a process for

classroom teachers to better utilize community resources in p-oviding experience, -

for children which will build their understanding c' 'le ew' ronment and formul te

soluLions to urban envituumuntal problems. Figure eseribes Clli eonsoetium's
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orpnizational relationships; Figure 2 describes the task and process interre-

lationships among thl consortium, the St. Louis Public Schools, and the Missouri

Botanical Garden.

er In developing a model or process for the utilization of community resources, the

project staff focused on four areas: (1) organizing community institutions and

agencies to provide leadership and support in curriculum development and teacher

training;.(2) exploring and developing mechanisms for utilizing community resources

to provide alternative learning environments for children; (3) exploring and devel-

oping mechanisms .for utilizing community resources to provide teache'- training and

curriculum development experiences for teachers; and (4) building end expanding

aver.;:ev),.- communication between classrooms and community.

This paper sets out a brief discussion of each of these areas; a more detailed

preuptation may be found 4n' the project's final report.

1. Orgnnizinz community institutions and agencies: It is essential, we believe,

that a,community institution or agency be willfrig to assume responsibility for

-rganizing a consortium of groups in the community which have resources to offer

in environmental education. It is equally essential that this work be done in

cooperation and in conjunction with the school system to be served. Community

resources,tif they are to be useful to teachers and administrators, must be

.organized.in such a way that they fit in with the needs of the district and

the needs of teachers. We have found that cooperative organization helps to

avos4 the development of situations where outside groups begin to take it upon

the ,elves to deterniine what should be taught in schools. This attitude, if

it is held by people in a community agency, can drasticall)-reduce the agency's

effectiveness.

A. cooperative organizationa, mode can assist a school system and the teachers

within it to structure a curriculum that goes beyond the resources available

witkin the system. Such an Jrganizational mode can benefit community agencies,

too, for this kind of organization gives them a legitimate, mechanism for making

input into the school cutriculum. Thus, their contribution is enhanced.

In the St. Louis project, we were impressed with the diver,s.ity of groups which

wanted to contribute to the schools' environmenf-.al educatiot trriculuM. If

utilization of the consortium is to be success_ul, it is of utmost impor-

tancethat the integrity if each participating institution h resrec ed. It

is not the function of thu organizing group to pass jnegment the 'merits of

the groups' contributions or the "soundness" of their differing i stitutional

goals and philosophies.

2. Utilizing community resources to provide alternative learning environments:

Community resout(es can be utilized in this area in two major ways: X1) the)

can give assistance to school people in site development, anu (2) they can

develop programs to be presented at their own sites. Site development assis-

tc,nce is usually given in conjunction with plannin!1 new curriculum; therefore,

this activity is subsumed under the rollowing category.

Programs and presentations conducted at the aeency's own site are usually

associated with museum:, parks, botanical earuens, historf- houses and farms.

In the Si. Louis project we have identified a number of mt,hilnisms to assist

these gro6ps in provident, alternative= _earning environments. It is important

that the institution be ceenizant of some of toe cons' aints under whic'h the

urban teacher must operate. Setting up an appointmeet to vfnft the :rite lions

be a relatively easy prsecdure. 'Teachers have access to telephones only

4, I
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briefly during the school day. An institution which wants maximum utili-

zation of its site must have a workable appointment procedure. Equally

important is the recognition that teachers do not control bus schedules.
The institution's program must be flexible enough to fit in with franspor-

tation constraints. Thirdly, the institution must isILLy want groups of

,:hildreu to come. This4neans having a place where students can eat sack

lunches, wait for thee bus, and score their coats and purchases Also,

docE means designing a program geared to the interest level of children and

one which permits tactile interaction. This does not mean that children

should'be alloyed ta touch everything a museum or pull up plants in a

garden, but were suggesting that there be some provision for children to

touch and feel, and interact with the learning environment.

Most importantly, is the attitude of staff persons who will be 41, contact

with the children. These people must be genuinely ii: "rested relating

to their visitors and should possess a high level of sensitivity to their--

need's.

Utilizing community resources to provide teacher training and curriculum

development: In the St. Louis project, we found that ommunity resources

were most effective in this area when the involvement ame about through

self-selection. It is important that the irganizers take great care in
identifying the target group tc be served, the specific needs' of the target,
grotip, and the specific kinds of input desired from consortium members.

Once a group has identified itself as wanting to participate in specific

teacher training and/or curriculum development activities, it is important
that the organizers provide a framework for the group's involvement. Parti-

cipats should share a common understanding of -he overall goals of the

activity and the context in which the immediate task fits. In addition,_

they should be aware of the organizer's expectations in terms of process

and product and a schedule for accomplishing the work should be explicit.

Once these 'conditions have been.set out, we found it useful to identify

a leader from w -hin the participating,group to serve as a facilitator and

reporter.

Building and expaiding avenues of communication: Key factors in this area

are that information fur teachers must be accessible, accurate, up-to-date,

and complete. Teachers require a lot of advance notice if they are to be
able totake advantage of th, resources available in the community. Also,

if they are to weave community resources into the school curriculum, they
-need'to know in specific :ems the kinds of programs, materials, anc1 coa-

suiting help that ere available.

Perhaps most rrucial to building and expanding avenues of communication is
a commitment un the part of people in community agencies and a commitment

on the part of teachers. Each group muscperceive e other as allies in

the education of children, each with differt-TT kinds *81 responsibilities to

the education process, each with different kinds of skills and expertise,

and each willing to hare in an atmosphere of cooperation and professional

Is

,respect. If these actors are present, teachers will begin to assemble
their own consortia, of community agencies and the agencies, in turn, will

expand their constituencies and their effectiveness.
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